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ANALYSIS OF BHAKTI

BY

DR. PllABHATCHANDRA. CHAKRAVAKTI, M.A., PH.D.,

Premchand Roychand Scholar, Asutosh Professor of

Sanskrit, Calcutta University*

Before proceeding to bring out the difference between

emotional and formal aspects of Bhakti, we propose to preface

the present article with a short analysis of Bhakti. First

of all, the cult of Bhakti seems to be of great antiquity in

this proverbial land of religions. Evidence as to the

progress of Bhakti movement can be traced in the

philosophical discourses of the Upanisads. The Mahabharata

in its main feature is a record of this movement. The cult of

Bhakti bears a purely Indian character and might be claimed

as a genuine product of India's spiritual culture. We have,

therefore, little regard for those who have discovered distinct

influence of Christianity over the Bhakti-cu.tt of India.

An instinct of reverence and devotion to the Highest

and the Greatest or, more properly, faith in the goodness of

God, is supposed to have inspired the performance of sacrifices

and rituals among the primitive people. All forms of

religious worship and sacred communion with God were

prompted by a devotional impulse. Bhakti occupies a unique

place in the sacred path of sddhana ;
it is required to be

cultivated by all seekers after God, by all mystics and

devotees. Without Bhakti one cannot aspire to rise to the

lofty plane of Brahmavidya and thus attain the illuminating
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knowledge of the Supreme Being. It is truly observed by the

ancient seers :

H

Svetfisvatara, 0. 23.

Bhakti, jtiana and karma are the three distinct paths of

spiritual discipline practised in India from time beyond
recollection. Bhakti, as we generally know, has its germs
embedded in the human heart. It is a sacred impulse
that rises from within, nourished by closer and closer associa-

tion with God and terminates finally in total self-

effacement.

What, then, is Bhakti ? Let us start with those

treatises which have attempted to interpret the doctrine of

Bhakti. Bhakti has been defined in the Bhakti-Himamsa as

'extreme devotion to God.
5

Ctilt \ Sa^dilya-sutra.

The word devotion (anuraga) is here used with the implication

of selfless attachment to the Highest or, to one's loving

object of adoration. Devotion carried to its extreme form

is often attended with total absorption and self-annihilation.

Bhakti is, therefore, strictly divine and brings with it eternal

flow of joy. We are said to be devoted to our wives and

children, but this devotion is so grossly selfish and secular

that it does not exhibit any ennobling features of Bhakti ;

worldly attachment is embittered by selfish considerations

and is shorn of all sweetness that makes Bhakti so agreeable.

Affection or devotion may develop into Bhakti only if it is

fortunately turned to God, the be-all and end-all of life.

The aphorism quoted above makes it perfectly clear that

Bhakti by its very nature comprehends God as the supreme

object of love aad regard.
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Narada defines Bhahti as 'intense love towards God.'

Narada-Bhakti-sutra, 2.

As is quite clear, the two definitions speak in the same

strain by laying emphasis upon the intensity of devotion as the

salient feature of Bhakti. By using the word preman instead

of anuraga, Narada has indirectly shown the climax to which

devotion may ultimately reach. Devotion or attachment

culminates in the long run in Love. This is quite in accord

with the course of development pointed out in the

Bhaktirasamrtasindhu. Rupa Gosvamin, in his analysis of

Bhakti, has beautifully shown the gradual stages through
which faith passes and finally manifests itself in the shape
of preman (love). We must remember that unshaking faith in

God is the first and foremost condition of Bhakti. No faith,

no devotion. This is also true of knowledge. Aspirants after

knowledge cannot also do away with faith :

Glta.

That raddha has to be cultivated prior to the develop-

ment of Bhakti, as an indispensable accompaniment of

it, has been repeatedly stated in the Glta :

As to the real nature of Bhakti, it is held that absolute

devotion to God is in itself a source of perpetual joy. Narada

has characterised Bhakti as amrta (nectar) with a viewe to

impress the fact that 'devotion to God' leads naturally to a

state of immortality by removing all kinds of pains consequent

upon births and deaths. A true devotee knows no pains but

lives in a world of perfect joy and enjoys celestial bliss in
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the kingdom of God. All his longings and hankerings

are satisfied once for all by the ambrosial touch of

Bhakti.

The definition of Bhakti suggested by Rupa Gosvfimin

is also worthy of notice, though it is more 01 less

sectarian on the very face of it. By the highest form of

Bhaltti he understands only devotion to Krsna and makes

'Bhakti entirely detached from, and independent of, knowledge
and action.

The author of the Bhakti-rasayana has dealt with the

problem of Bhakti from a purely philosophical point of view.

He is, we must remember, the same as the author of the

Advaitasiddhi, a celebrated work on the Advaita school of

Vedanta, It is curious enough that an ardent advocate of

Advaitism, like Madhusudana, could have come forward with

his intellectual equipment to defend Bhakti as the highest

desideratum of life and to bring home the equality of Bhakti

with knowledge. To this dialectician Bhakti is a kind of

mental state (vrtti) in which the mind, moved by an ecstasy of

lovef assumes the shape of God.

His definition of Bhakti runs as follows :

It means that Bhakti arises when the mind is so trained as

to be constantly fixed upon the Lord. Bhakti is thus a

continual and undisturbed flow of the mind a sacred current

always running to the 'Ocean of Joy/ The Bhagavata has
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Compared the never-failing flow of Bhakti with the currents

of the Ganges.

^rar

it

Constancy of meditation is the seed out of which grows

Bhakti.

Madhusudana has also shown how the mind of a devotee

is softened or melted under the influence of Bhakti.

Intensity of devotion serves to soften and expand the heart.

Bhakti acts like a magician's wand which, by its mysterious

touch, removes all hardness, moves the heart in divine joy

and transforms cruelty into melting tenderness.

The most authoritative works on the subject of Bhakti

are the Glta and the Bhagavata All later treatises dealing

with Bhakti have largely drawn upon them. The Glta has

not only one chapter under the caption Bhakti-yoga, but is

permeated all throughout by the great ideal of Bhakti.
c Devotion and self-surrender to the Lord' is the keynote
of the Glta. It has particularly shown that four classes of

people are found to adore God. And among the votaries of

Bhakti those constitute the best type who dedicate everything

to God.

The Glta makes no secret when it postulates the

supremacy of Bhakti. It is held that the study of the Vedas

and the practice of asceticism cannot place within oar reach

those things that are attainable by pure devotion alone.

Concentrated devotion is said to be the only thing that is

necessary for having a positive vision of the Lord.

Glta XI. 54.

Sarpkara explains ananya bhakti as that form of deep devotion
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which never turns towards anything hut God. An ideal

devotee, according to Samkara, is one who by all his sense-

organs realises only one thing, viz., God.

\

The last verse of the eleventh chapter has been

interpreted by Samkara as one that gives the substance of the

whole Glta in a nut-shell, viz., the means of getting final

liberation

It is quite evident from the above verse that one is directed to

cultivate selfless devotion to God for the sake of reaching the

highest goal of life's journey. The expressions matkarmakrt,

etc., should be treated as natural attributes that go to qualify

a bhakta. It is a bhaltta and no other type of religious

aspirant who attains the Lord in the true sense of the

term. A devotee of God is said to be one who adores God

with all his heart and attention

The Bhagavata gives us an elaborate interpretation of

Bhakti. Bhakti is here spoken of as a natural or spontaneous

attitude of the mind that grows without any cause (animittd)

or preconceived motive (Bhag. 3. 2. 5. 32-33).
' Devotion

to Krsiia without any motive whatsoever 5

is here held up
to be the best form of religion. .

tret tift wSf sat

The Bhagavata has all along attempted to bring home

the superiority of devotional attachment specially as was

exibited by the milkmaids of Vrndavana. Their love was
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so pure and intense that the Lord had to belittle Himself

before it.

as:

This was in all vividness the triumph of Love. It transcends

the bounds of knowledge. In the Bhagavata, Bhakti has

been accorded a more sublime place than knowledge. It is

emphatically stated that God is attainable by Bhakti more

easily than by knowledge.

Ramanuja, as he has revealed himself in the $ribhasya,

seems to have been a devotee of the vaidhl path. Though
a Vedantin of great reputation, he was an ardent advocate

of Shakti. To him Bhakti was the best part of knowledge.
Love and devotion are found to have the same connotation

in Bhakti literature. Things to which we are devoted are

really worthy of love. In the following verse of the

Visnupurana the word priti is substituted for Bhakti :

It is held that there can be no Bhakti without devotion

and no spiritual enjoyment without love. Devotion ultimately

manifests itself in the shape of Divine Love (preman) which

is the highest desideratum of one that cultivates Bhakti in

preference tojnana and karman. Neither the knowledge of

God nor the performance of pious acts can bestow this

blessing upon a devotee. Easier is the path of Bhakti
;

it brings a devotee into closer relationship with God.

We are often confronted with the puzzling question :

do knowledge and devotion conflict with each other ?
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Our answer will be in the negative. There is, to speak the

truth, interrelation between the two, one supplementing
1 the

other. Though knowledge has been emphatically proclaimed
to be the direct cause of liberation from the coil of mortality,

JShakti) as we find, is not at all antagonistic to knowledge.
There are some who maintain their mutual dependence

- Both lead to the same destination. A
state of perpetual joy is attainable by following either of the

two paths. The Bhakti-sutras and the Vedanta-sutras are

in agreement so far as the ultimate object of devotion and

knowledge is concerned (of. *cTf%?F3r jft^q^TT^ and

Though amkara unfavourably criticised the doctrine

held by the Bhagavatas, he was at heart not opposed to

Bhakti. This will be quite clear from a study of the hymns
he addressed to Ganga and Srlvidya. Moreover, he had

genuine belief in the grace of God.

T under Ved.sfltra, 1. 1. 5.)

Now we turn to the classification of Bhakti. The

Bhagavata has spoken of nine different forms of Bhakti :

All these, on minute analysis, are reducible to one, viz.,

self-abnegation (atntanivedana). Intensive devotion demands

that a devotee should surrender himself completely to the

mercy of God. A true devotee loses himself entirely in the

intensity of his love. To love God without any earthly

motive is the highest form of devotion. Selfless devotion

to Visnu is said to be so powerful a thing as to render a

devotee competent to attain nirvana.

Visnupurftna.
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Jlvagosvamin in his Bhaktisandarbha has made, in

pursuance of the Bhaktivada, a comprehensive and minute

analysis of Bhakti. He starts with the proposition that

Bhakti constitutes the main thing to be cultivated by a

devotee. A devotee is called upon to get himself completely

devoted to Hari by giving up all kinds of religious practices.

The path of Bhakti is pure and simple. It has also been

shown how Bhakti brings with it a good deal of satisfaction

to the mind. This is why Bhakti is so earnestly cultivated by
those who are sincerly attached to Vasudeva.

%

It is further stated that the cultivation of Bhakti is not

as painful and thankless a task as the performance of ordinary
works of life ; it is always accompanied by pure and heavenly

joy. This leads us to the conclusion that one should ex-

clusively cultivate Bhakti even by relinquishing religious

actions, knowledge and aversion to all earthly attachment.

Jlvagosvamin seems to have faithfully reproduced the

view inculcated by the Bhagavata when he attempts to

impress upon us the dcmination or supremacy of Bhakti over

knowledge and action. Knowledge and action are said to be

of no use, if they are not conducive to Bhakti. Knowledge
loses all its charm, if it is not accompained by sincere devotion

to God.

WTO Hfwtfw farr ^rsrore rrMK*^ ftwr
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The author of the Bhaktisandarbha has ivon us several

classifications of Bhakti, namely, suddha^ antaranga, jnana-

misra, vaidhl, raganuga, sadhanatmika, etc. Again, it is said

that all kinds of Bhakti fall under two classes, namely, Suddha

and asuddha.

fw ifc: Wei: \

Sudclha is the purest form of devotion attended with the obser-

vance of sacred rituals. Bhakti is called anttiranga when it

enables a devotee to realise the existence of God (Krsna) in

all things. Jnanamisra is cultivated by one who strives after

final emancipation (kaivalya) ; and karmamisrd by a spiritual

aspirant who seeks to attain Bhakfi alone by his actions.

There is another kind of Bhakti known as Itarma-jnanami6ra

which comprehends both knowledge and action. Then we

come to the main divisions of Bhakti, namely, vaidhl and

raganuga. While thr former is generally inspired by

scriptural injunctions or knowledge, the latter is characterised

by a deep devotion to the Lord.

Tfaga or deep devotion manifests itself in various forms.

It is said to be infinitely superior to all varieties of Bhakti we

have referred to above.

Raganuya Bhakti h#s been accorded a unique place in

the Bengal school of Vaisnavism. Jlvagosvamin, a resourceful

representative of that school, has not only strongly advocated

the cause of raganuga Bhakti but has laid great emphasis

upon its supremacy. He has even gone to the length of

saying that one should pursue this type of Bhakti being
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regardless of either knowledge or ignorance. Gokula, the

mystic land, is held to he the only spot under the Sun where

the purest form of devotional love made its appearance with

all its divine charm and joy.

The author concludes his lengthly dissertation on Bhakti

with the significant remark that a true votary of Love should

never disclose the secrets of his sadhana which he might have

received from his Guru as a matter of grace.

71*3

One should not, however, think that it was only the

Vaisnavas who maintained the supremacy of Bhakti in all

matters spiritual. The Saivas as well as the gaktas were

equally alive to the importance and usefulness of Bhokti. To

the worshippers of sjffjf Bhakti is one of the three paths, nay

the surest path, that leads to the final liberation of the

soul.

Devlbhagavata, VII. 37.

The Devlbhagavata has shown how Bhakti might he

divided into three categories, namely, sattvikl, rajasl and

tamasl and touched upon the main teaching of tffiffgjfT by

stating clearly that a true devotee gets himself naturally

attached to God without having any ulterior motive. Regard-

less of mukti as he is, such a devotee does never hanker after

anything but voluntary submission to God. He rests satisfied

only with the pious service he is called upon to render to his

roost beloved one,
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n

Devlbhagavata.

A Ramaprasada or a Kamalakanta was not a lesser type
of Bhakta than the Vaisnavas. In the simple but soul-

inspiring songs of Ramaprasada one will find the beautiful

expression of a heart moved by deep devotion to the Great

"Mother.

In the later phase of Vaisnavism we come across two

kinds of Bhakti, namely, emotional or erotic and ritualistic or

forniular (widhl). Vaidhl is characterised by strict observance

of prescribed rites and pursuance of a path sanctioned

by popular usages and Sastras, while raganuga does

not at all depend upon religious formulas but consists of intense

love that knows no laws and barriers. Devotion in its

emotional form is a genuine outburst of the inner self which

does not allow itself to be fettered by the shackles of rigid

rules and customs. This intense form of love found its

expression in the simple-hearted cowherd-maidens of

Vrndavana. One who has dedicated all his actions and

thoughts to God does not necessarily stand in need of

observing any rules of human, society, The celebrated sage

Narada, Dhruva and others are said to have been the

followers of the vaidhl path of devotion.

The practice of ragamarga is beset with many difficulties.

Very few of the devotees are allowed to pursue this exceedingly
delicate path. One cannot take to this path without having
a good deal of religious merit either in this or previous
state of existence. We can hardly conceive of the intensity

of love that prompted Jayadeva and Candldasa to follow

this type of devotion for the purpose of satisfying their

burning passion for God.

It is, however, often alleged that Gopls, who cultivated

raganuga Bhakti to its highest pitch, were absolutely devoid
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df knowledge, that is to say, their love to Krsija was not

accompanied by a true knowledge of the Divinity to whom

they were passionately attached. Their attachment was pure
and simple, unstinted by any speculations, moral or religious.

Some even have gone so far as to bring a more defamatory

charge against them .

All these allegations and charges are absolutely

futile. They cannot stand. Want of knowledge could not

minimise Gopfs ardour of love but helped to intensify it

infinitely. What counts much in the supreme region of

Love is the warmth of passion and not intellectualism. It

is the nature of love that it always subordinates intellect to

devotion. By the aphorism

^andilya has explicity stated that the milkmaids of Vrndavana

had all their objects fulfilled even though they were

destitute of knowledge. They knew the Lord to be their

playful consort the source of all joy and happiness but had

no idea of the fact that Krsna was the same as the Supreme

Brahman.

Bhagavata.

To sum up, Bhakti, so far as it rests on faith and purity

of the heart, implies a state of the mind. It takes its rise

from faith in the goodness of God and is nourished by

an ever-growing desire to be in union with the loving object

of life. Extreme devotion to God does neither arise all on a

sudden nor does it blossom through mere lifeless religious

practice. It comes as the grace of God. Shakti is, therefore,

divine and presupposes vairagya (aversion to earthly

enjoyments). One cannot aspire to be a bhakta unless

he can rise above all earthly attachments and ignoble

personal considerations.





PREFACE

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri was the first to

discover and publish the Buddhist Dohas. But he failed to

recognise its language as Apabhrarh^a and as his manuscript (or

copy ?) of the text was very corrupt he was not able to give a

critical edition of the text. He published two collections of

Dohas : one of Saraha and the other of Krsnacaryapada. It was

left to Dr. Shahidullah to handle the texts more critically. In an

admirable work, Les Chants Mystiques de Kdnha et de Saraha,

he has compared the Apabhramsa verses with their Tibetan

translation, settled their meaning and made a detailed study of

their language.

During my last stay in Nepal in 1920 I came upon an old

manuscript of the Dohakosa in the collection of the Exalted

Raj aguru Hemaraja Sarma and another fragmentary MS. of

Dohakosa in the Darbar Library. The former MS. belongs

to the 13th century and contains two collections, the Dohakosa

of Tillopada and that of Sarahapada. The former is

entirely new whereas the second is a very correct and more

complete copy of the Dohakosa of Saraha already known. The

fragmentary MS. of the Darbar Library is dated 221 N. S.

(1101 A. D.). It is therefore the oldest MS. of any Dohakosa

hitherto known and contains fragments of two new Dohakosas

of Saraha and a portion of the Dohakosa of Saraha already

known. My edition therefore includes :

[(i) The Dohakosa of Tillopada. The Tibetan translation

of its Apabhramsa portion is found in Bstan hgyur,

Nftrthang edition, Vol. XLVI, pp. 135a-137a.
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liil Two fragments of new Dohakoas of Saraha.

'(m)" The Dohakosa of Saraha MSS. A. the text published

by Sastrl ; B. the MS. in the collection of the

Rajaguru ; C. the MS. in the Darbar Library.
The work of Dr. Shahidullah along with his

collation of two editions of the Tibetan translations

have also been utilised.

(iv\ The Dohakosa of Krsna.

(v) The Dohas of Saraha quoted in various texts printed
or in MSS.

(in) Apabhramsa verses quoted in various texts printed
or in MSS.

I have been obliged to bring out this work in an incomplete

form, for various reasons. But from the portion of my study
which it has been possible to bring out it will be seen that I had
the intention to make as much detailed study of the text as

possible and to bring together all parallel texts available at this

stage for elucidating the meaning. A new form of mysticism
is contained in these texts and we cannot possibly interpret it

without referring to other texts of the same school. The plan
of my work is therefore different from that of Dr. Shahidullah

and it is my intention to insist on those aspects which he has not

treated.

This work was sent to the Press five years ago. My studies

in the meantime have helped me not only in improving the text

but also in throwing new light on many of the obscure points.
These have been included in my complete work which has been
undertaken for publication by the Calcutta Sanskrit Series and
will come out in course of a year.

September, 1935 p. C. BAGOHI
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us ;i citation from Sanihapfuln ($'traha,[Hldair(ipi-iiklam) in a

very corrupt form : ^g^R ^ ^ff^^ 1^1? sffa I

i: II It occurs in our fragment No. II

Saraha, verse 7, where the beginning of the second line is

a little different: ^rw^Tf^ T$ ^*3 srq *f\T-- (ante p. 7).

It is partly quoted in the commentary on the Garyas (Sastrl,

p. 02) "*!^ ^TO; ?J^ ^r^'
?

. It i nlso attributed to Saraha where.

See also the notes.

IF. It is quoted in the commentary of the Caryas

(Suslri, p. 35) from Saraha (tatha ca Samhapnddh). The text

is corrupt c^t t

III. It is quoted in the commentary of the Garyas

(fiastrl, p. 68) from Sarahapfida (tatha ca Sarahapdddh) :
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LV. This verse and the following, attributed to Saraha,

occur along with a few other in the Stibhusita-samyraha.

Bcndall has studied these verses with due reference to their

Tibetan translation (Mu.seon, 1905). I have here collected those

verses only which do not occur elsewhere. For IV and V see

Bendall, pp. 32 and 75; Bendall's corrections ^j^f, gj, ift^

for eff^n, ^t, ^Rt^5 of the text are unnecessary. He restores the

first word in line 2 as T^ft which should be lT2f f.

V. Bendall's correction of friseuuii of the text into

is unnecessary. These two verses, IV and V, occur

in the Tibetan translation of the Dohakosa of Saniha. See the

notes.

VI. Bendall, pp. 86 and 77.



VII

W fis ?TT ^w If?; II

TIT

VIU

if ft^r flwr JT^-^^n q^sr ^siftft ^ m \

IX

ii

x

ii

VII. Bendall, pp. 36 and 79. Text, ipfaff which

Bendall corrects us *% ^ ^Tff

VIIF. Bendall, pp. 30 and 80
; text, fa^f, ^t ^t ^T fsTO I

IX. Ibid, pp. 36 and 80, text, f^^g, ^ which Bendall

retains.

X. Ibid, pp. 36, 81. Text, ^R and ^ for ^RI and

which Bendall retains.



XI

\

\

xa

iT ^^PCTTT 'fp ||

XIII

XI. Ibid, pp. 3G, 84, text, ^ff, 3^;, sift for ^t, fa for fa,

XII. Ibid, pp. 36 and 8!, text ^f^T, which I have

corrected as ^R^r I

XIII. Ib'd, pp. 50 and 85
;
In the text it is said to be a

quotation from Hie Prubandha of Sarahapada. Text, fol-Nfe |

* Besides these verses a number of other dohas attributed

to Saraha are partially quoted in different places of the com-

mentary on the Carya, edited by Sfwtri.

(Page 43)

( ',', 50)

( 55)

72)

( 72)

( 74)

( 75)



fwr *

fat

BT ^T^Tf II

III

|)

II

I. Sadhanamala, edited by B. Bhattacharyya II, p. 371,

Sadhana No. 180 of Sukla Kurukulla. Vnr. led. ftr'ft for fait,

X^^tflT for ijcR ifat, 3^ for ^ZW, 3nf% for ^fM I

II. Ibid II, p. 387, Sadhana No 185 of the goddess Sukla

Kunkulla. The author of the Sadhana is Siddha Sabarapadn.

III. Ibid, II, p. 460 and 466 ;
Sadhanas 239 and 240 of

Mahamaya. The second Sadhana is attributed to the author-

ship of Kurukuripada. In both the Sadhanas the verses are called

Vajraglti and are to be sung. Var. led. p. q^\f%^3 for i



IV

Pro

ft TT ^ft ft^f

V

II

on p. 466 where the same verse occurs we have T%F for

in both the lines, 2 and 4
; and qijfiJTO

for
MijifiJH I On

FajragiH see the notes. On p. 431, in Sadhana No. 24.8 of

Heruka according to the Mahamaya-Tantm we have the first

three lines of the same verse with the reading ^<?f for nrC I

IV. Ibid II, p. 501, No. 251 Buddha-kapalasya-sddhanam,

This is a song to be sung in the secret sudhana of the four

Yoginis (^^fratsl*fl3m*3). Far. lect. d^U^ for

for firm ; ^i^: ^ for w ^n?5 ; font for

fa** for ^Trf^, ^T^f% for fa*, *tafa for

for <yf|

V. Hevajra-Tantra, Oh. IV (XIV) ;
the text has been

established from three Mss (i) in my possession P
; (ii) in



VI

VII

ii

Prof. Tucci's possession T
; (iii) in the Nepal Darbar Library,

D. Var. led. D. faf?f ; P. t^sf ; D. ^d!Mi, T. ^riKJR, P.

fHW ;
^bc word after

'jjiH'RH
is left out P. and wrongly copied

as ^f (D) and ^jpw (T) ;
The Chinese translation requires

(see notes). T. W^T, P. *nrfrr ; D. IRRJ, P.

P. ti^fir, D. ?m, P. T. w, T. w ^rat, D. ^^|^, P.

VI. Hevajra-Tantra, loc. cit. ; the verse is partly quoted in

the commentary of the Garydearya-vinUcaya (H. P. Sastri)

p. 56 ftR <IWS H^t ;
ar. Zect. P. '5^^ TT^ ?T^

fMrf^fcr ?w wtfri^ q^ gzr^: ^tr 11 D.

i ^^(ei

T. ^HT T^'? *Tt ^!lt% ^t ^Hitnl^ I

Cf. also the Buddhakapala-Tantra-tika

by Abhyakara Gupta, Ms. in the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

(No. 3827), fol. 24b

11

VII. Hevajra Tantra, loc. cit. Far. led. P. ^z, D.

P. vr^lft, ^^W^i T. cn<iHi3, P. ^Rf, D, i|Ri|<tf, D.



VIII

P. ^, P. cffm ?^, T.

, P. 1^!%^ ^rwrf%, D.

D. ^sfaT^t ^?^ ^3 'grrof'f f f^fr, T.

,
T. ?rtin fti^r vvfaz f ^iff gf f^4, P.

,
D.

T. T$^if% ^iTRriT raf?^r ftrsn ^n^, r.

^rof ^w Tiftrf^i> T.

,
P.

D. ^ ^^rt f^^j ^f^ri^ f^^ ^farc ft^, P.

far, T.

i P. ^\ ^rra\ ^5 g f^ m^rfir

D. ^ft t^ %^W**T ^J^in f^%rf, T.

faf^gfT, P.

VIII. Hevajra Tantra, Patala. V (
= XV). The same verse

occurs in the Kriya-samuccaya (fol. 155a) as quotation from the

Hevajra (r^K ^f). For. /C6t. D. ^TT f *nft ^ TO fftt *re



P.

IX

fwr

II

D. I*? % IRJ? ?T^i>5 ^ HT it ^TOTI, T.

P. m st TTOT

qT'tt %IMMI

See also S&dhanamdla II, p. 383, Sadhami of Kurukulla.

The goddess is to be invoked by this gatha in the state of

ecstasy

IX. Hevajra Tantra, Pat. IV (=XIV); Kriyasamuccaya, 176
;

Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. VI, p. 394. D.

T. flfhifift ;
D. fafq%, P. ftrfq^ ;

D. n^R[, T. m4^ . P.

D. ^i ^^rr, T. *R^?IT, D.P. ^r, T. ^ . T. ?t^re ; D.P.

, T.

D. ^t ;
D. qn^^T ;

D. q%^f j
P.T. ^|T ;

D
P. qfannc ;

D- omits qpw; T. ^tq^ . E. I&K, P.



X

ITS

TOT

trf%f^ir

cif% ^w ^ ^rr^ us II

D. JRT^clt T*W, T. wrt?^?!; D. ^1%, F. ffffim<fftr, P.

P. W^, Chinese $fnr ;
D.

T. m ;
P. %Z ;

D-T. ^^fT^ ;
D. ^ ?i^, T. ^ gftm, P.

D. ?l *H T. ?

P. fstf^, D. 'qJT, D. 'gfrltfrff ;
T. ^^t^r, P.

D. 'sfwfo'TOfaT, T. nsrcre'jfanR;, -i*. srer?:^; D.

T. ^m^f, D. TOf, T. ^Tff, P. ^?R ;
D. {%, T. *fi?, P. ?rf%,

,
T. qfersrc, P.

X. These verse are quoted in the Kriyasamuccaya, fol. 19A

(of my copy). They are described as the Mahasamaya-gitikd

to be sung in the accompaniment of dance by the Vajrayana

priests. The five verses invoke respectively the five goddesses :

Nairatmya Yogini, Locana, M^maksa (called MamakI in the

Hevajra), Pandura (called Cunda in the Hevajra) and Tar3 the



XI

energies of the five dhydm Buddhas. The text is very corrupt

and the reconstruction is in many parts problamatic. Ms.
A

n (*0 ^t JT^T ^ fasffar ?nf?

U<tft *TR<itf% ^ <W? *R\&( II (^)

fi5 nr f^?r i i*f ^t ^nw wfT^it $fe ^t ftff^r nit fiTa i ()

B (,) fsm ^RT JTTH; '^ ^f nrs w i^r? i

^RRWTrl ^IfT^^T^ ^Jf U The third verse is quoted in the

Sadhanamdla II, p. 382, Sadhana No. 183 of the goddess

Kurukulla. Text as established by Dr. Bhattacharyya is :

i

I The variants in other manuscripts compared

by him are : jp^ for ?ii, faftsfl for f^ff^Rt,^ for nre,^ for ^S^it, nr? frn for nre fe^t I The first line of ihe 5th

verse is quoted in the commentary of the Caryas (Caraycarya-

viniscaya p., 70) as a citation) from the Agama : fsRT 1W ^
^ ^ f% ^ta i

XL See the commentary on the Caryas, (Sastri, p. 21),

It is a quotation from the Bahi&dstra ;
Text ur
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b
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10

II *f?r H
15

vrrawrft ewMflwN-wnlf W i^ i ?m:

M&. 4. nf?RR'qg', 7. QfW, 9- ^wf, 11



10

15

20

witwi

MR II

t r^ n

^ffl

<rf% || tfa ii

n(c(5Mfrf I

4. -<OT, 7.
cwf^ , ^rft^,

9. ^ran, 10- -^mc, 12, ^, 17
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]

Wtifa I
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i 5
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n

fMref

10

15

20

Ms. 3. -?rpJ 5. TO- 14. 19.



T: i

5

20

[ITS] TO*

If

r*U*4l<Jl

w IT

?[ffl HT^J I

[7
b

]

Ms. 1. TO^^f 4, TOJ: 15 A. superfluous * before



*ft f% l^fFTJ II

W 1?

*rr[^f?i] i

fovqfa i ^it ir^g^tsfq [flR^: u *]fii u

<5T?
15

P'
1

]

II

20
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[9
h

]

rHTRR Jf'

15

3T81T

20

10. ?RtW; 12,13,14. 15.
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^ 3m TOT] ii

i rrar

^ ITTT] II

15

20



-*II<IK ire

[OTTTf?f V<( fipsf] [12*]^ ^TR

H

riftrcrn^f^
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]

; u
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ftf"*[15
a

]^r

10

15

Ms. 1. Tftfft 10. ^tl 12. fSfi^*r 15. -ftwr 17. ftsfjl 23t



^ ff ?iw

ft

[i]

10

20

f%T8\

TK'f

rf[ff

[I6
b
]

Ms, 1. 3, 7nw, 4, wf?r 10, 22,



ff?f W ?ltg I m ^ITfl i^rt I ^TWRHPiT- 10

^RTT{

faf^nfafh

^WTHT II . 15



15

[18
n

]

!gpCT

10

[I8
b
]

A. Text as printed by late MM". Haraprasad Sasfcri, B. Manuscript

in the possession of Rfijguru Hemraj Sarmfi the basis of the present

edition. C. Fragmentary manuscript of the Darbar Library. HS:

corrections made by H. P. Sastri in his text. MS. : Restorations made by

M. Shahidullah ; Tib. Tibetan.

2. B. ^tenfara i 3. B. fTST*wg*ii 4. A. W3cn^facf--HS. corrects:

WSRJ ^fmt B. w^^ftRTTi 5. A. ^TWI B, vmm-, 6. B. fafa: \

7. A. ^r^fT^R^?n: i ^). A. f^fii^r ;
B. ft^rt^ i B. ^fi; i 11. B. g?r ;

12. B. WRT^tOTT^Crf^[fH:] I 14. A. ^rai; A. ^^^TTI^ ^^; B.

HS. corrects: WBTl TO. A. fattf?<HT ; HS. RnfcrT I 15. A.



jf?i:

riff

qrr

rf^T

[19
h

J

ffrTI

si

[20
ft

]

2. A. ?j ^|Mri ;
A. ^ ; MS. restores as $<j i 3. A. w^tfir I A,

A. w^g?i HS. i}<? gr^i 4. A. npmt arrfjfWf I A. ^. It is better to

correct <i^fR^ as fRj T ftrajfH i 5. A. wpumuwt gsii i 6. A.

HS. aim'fltg^'RT^ i A. ?rftra<* wra i A. ^ojre^ i B.

HS. ^S^TRII 7. A. jwrim ^^ tfit; HS.

8. A. ^r qarfgtr^r i 9. A. m gg *irifH?f?f i A. ^^Jrr^f?r i 10. A.

if V^t?!l 10. A. *v ^; HS. ^fWIfi 11. A. ffWTrwft^ snfip.

12. A. B. qfore, MS. restores qf%^ ,
A. ^^^ MS. ^

'

14. A. ^4ir. i A. ^i, B. in* (?). A. ^nsjsriirr ; HS. ^twsjHt i 15. A.

16. A. ^W l 17. A. H^T: HS. yr i A.^ ; B. f%^ i A.

i HS. sR>tf5r)^r^ i 18. A.



: i ^mft iri% fa: ^fta? i ?f TOT

WT?(%tf?f I *5fF51T WclTc I

: i

10 Tt^T ^ i

rITPI

tfir i

irar Tt^ft r^^f?ri ^[2i
n-2i b

] ^i Star

15 fTW^lU I ^T3TRlfwf?r I ?W 1P!TI?cRT;
'C ^^fl I

;
HS. *FFwr*mra ; 2. A. fm HS. fai i A. *rrfa:. HS. *n% i

HS. 3n$W fo'TOi^tffn 4. A. ijpoW^T^ ; HS. ^pfrrRPJ I A. ^nft'f HS.

TOfr- i 5, A.
3?fityT3T?( ; HS. ^BIIWI i A. ^WTRT ; 6. A. tf f^rttwi

HS. ?iftiTl^rT^
i A. wfe i 7. A. fthqwicl r -A. ^K^IWT^. HS. ^frwror^ ;

A. ^rn5r^ft^Ti^*i^l <n A. ^ffrjropra 8. HS. ^iftsfflwa, broken in B ;

9. A. %|p4|4(mrifft I
MS. qf5^ ^JfT |

MS. reconstructs the stanza thus :

flft [m^U 5^ ^ q^W I ^Hftf ^Wt] *$H ^^PR |
10. A. 3

x nRe!^\KI ;

MS. 7S(^fr ^|t^ I
11 - A. TO ^firi A. *FWtf ;

HS. ^s^^. 12. A.

TTO*. i A. frraN^fj HS. fT^ii^i i 13. A. "
T\J ^0^ *\>,

B. w&u, fol 21a-b
missing in B. 14. A. *n,H8. fort; 16. A.

v O

HS. TOW ; A. HtTra ; HS. ^t



d^fafd 4T<11^ I Htf d^WMfafa I rf^fqf f frf?T I

i

f% ^n^T%5 ^ WH'STT'T fa>2lf?f

i

I
10

15

i

[22
b

] ^TT^raf'ff ^IRH^i^lMll^^ViHlt I

2. A. TOWi<iJU4|4ravT ^ ; HS. 9iTfpraT^ ^ i A. TO^MT HS. ?TO^T i 3. A.

*$ wftfftf : HS. w ^wftft i 4. A. q *rgw HS. n^ i A. ^rt^tT printing

mistake for ^r^^ i A. ^^TNTO^T HS. ^t^Tmi^Hi 5. A. ^^if HS.

*!WT i 8. A. rw HS. ^if ;
9. A. guftfir ;

HS. ^jnftftf i 11. A. ^m:

occurs twice, A. M<*uw*TOpl'f HS. o^i^iji} i 18. A. ^i; ; 14. A.

HS. nfiw i A. ?r^^m HS. nww^ A. ?nft ;
15. A. ^-TifiR HS. d

A. ^t^; HS. ^wW ;
16, A. ^^n; H. M I A. if ^tft, A.

B, ft^TTT^'n ;
A. ^rri^^ra^-, 17. B. ^o^si^r- A. -sm-



15

?rar

i <T?T smrot

5 rran? if WT*raw3 i *rc q wr: T:

mfa

fff[:J

1. A. qfcsw ; HS. ?if?ia?i : A. ?reifaffaT fenr 2. A.

HS. ^<n<fn<> ;
A M^^ri^n ; HS. ^ftrfnsraifipJT i A. <^r?5r%rr ; HS.

TT ; 4. A. ^fqft, HS. ^gt^srf^i B. tra, 5. A. q^inp} B. q

6. A. ^, HS.
qrjff,

MS. ^ ;
A. f^%, A. ^f,

7. B.

A - ftt^jA. f3[S,
A. ^f| MS. restores f^qj f

Hf |
8. A. irofo A. f^^, HS. ft^fe ; A. W ; HS. ft A. ^ j

HS. <rf ;
9. A. HIM ; ^rra^ i A. f^RT fK^f ^^T ^t% 11. A. unaptf

13. A. ^r prr? ;
A. wtfiTii, HS. TW*, A. fforer, Hs. IM, 14. A. sirffr^^jsf,

HS. ^1ii A. gi-TJt^wraF[)
16. A. sirsifo HS. ajpt^^ A. npj^ 17. A.

has 3 before (fin and has no *r after it. A.



10

%rfc?Tc^ ^ |

15

1. A. 97^ 2. A. Wtr 5f?Tf{
A. gffffif i HS. takes ^['] ^ as a part of the

by mistake
,

3. A. ^^HSplf A - ^^ 4 - A - *nf%cfr A.

5. B. ftfrcrom*fti 7. A. ^f%^, B. ^fg?
. MS. restores ^g^ A.

9. A. ^f^ff, B.
^r|^(?) ;

A. wrtq 10. A. rtfwtmPr A.

A. ft^4iHMi^ 11. A. qp^g |
12. A. grcropc, HS. z&wi* i 13. B.

B. ^flp^, 14. A has no *r after fiswaTq I 15. A. iffifijl B.

A. ^^r HS. r^t ; 17. A. 'qfg
. A. iffW 18. B.

A.
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s<3ff

ft 3%*

: ff?f

rffll

*f?f

10 [25
b

] p^g f^qTfraf^ I WW^T'mT^f I f%t%(c^j ^rl^lT? l]

*T5ff?f I gpt ^ HqriWt^ n*ii^iiH^?wT ^ I rrff

rl^T

15 *nt ^M^^Rlf^'^% I

[26
a

] ?w^ w^r ^ *pro?r

1. A. cpfff A, gfift; A. ip^fre A * *&** 5 2. A. ^-

3. A. creif, HS. ri^i ^^r 4. A. ^j A. ^, 5. A.

;
B. ^TO ;

A. ^f^TOT^I^ ifl*T ^^j^T I 6. A. *& ftft

[ ]
The portion within brackets, (lines 6-10) is omitted in A. 8. A. MS.

restores this pdda as [f^fj ^] ^f^TO ^% I

11. A. ^
^[ m wfe i A. mnwwwt g^T; 12, A. ^jcft instead of *rfai 13.

A. ^TON ; A. *r?N
flT*T ^?|TO^ ; 14. A. has ^ after ^Tj A. t^

^fam ; B. irt5feiwi \ 15. B. snrof i 16. A. has no ^ after ^},

B.



i

3T \

I ?fWT g1 T Wc I fof

^f?r

^RT3TT[27
a

]ff^t ^fR^f H^f l rf^T

rWT

: i *7^i4<y^^i[^?i^rr]'TsrT ^rnt 3^; [27
b
]

10

i

15

1. A. ntf instead of ^ff ; A. ^zrw^m HS -^f^m I 2. A.

?! HS Pff^chW! ; 3. A. ^r^cww^ji A, ^wf?f ; HS.

v*fo I A. Hm^j instead of HF^ ; 4. A. vtm: ; A. '^ftrar; 5. A.

6. A. i

g^nfflf<{
HS. Ijttil*4l4|rl

I 7. A. ^RT^TI ',
HS, ^fat I A.,

^nsrcsf i A. *ftsn?tan3t r8r^ ^iftLO 'Rft A. ^rf'ron^^r^ i 10. A.

11. A. ^nft?wPf )
B. T ^^t ;

A. 3r^3p2Rii ;
13. A, ?tp*f \ HS. ^11 ; A.

ff^t^j^faj A. ^wi^Rf^RI^T^t ;
HS. ^511^1^ ;

14. A.

A. ^sitanit wft \ 16. A, wFETOnw HS. wrcn^W; A.

17. The portion within the brackets added in tha margin of B.



5

15
?f [28

b
]^fq

1. A. wc<ft j
A. ^t^(^) ;

B- ^H^ i 2. A. ^WTffRur. j
HS. 5ffff: i

3. A. Prow i 4. A. wi: HS. ^^rr i A, ^rm$ A. ?rnr^t ;
5. A. has no

fft after ^fwf^[ I 6. B. original frsrmfo corrected in the margin as

^erpRfe which is to be restored as frsiTTO ,
7. A. ^ I 9. A.

10. A. ^?rawr?t i 11. A. !w i A. elm ^ft* ftrror^ ?rt *mfo i B,

f i 12. A. ?nr nW^^M\?i i 18. A. w ftftfi i 17. B.

A. ^M, 18. A. has ^*r['] instead of TOrf A* ^H% I 19. A.



2. A.

HS t?n

A. ^T

10. A.

13. A.

*rfg?iT:

rlT

ffa

n II

"TH 10

15

4. A.

MS.

HS.

A. vm: A.

7- A.

I A. mufeq |
11. B.

HS. ITTSSTI A.

15. A. ^pqnr

161 A. has isgt instead 0!^^^^ I 17. A.

- A - A. a A -

B. 3. A.

5. A.

i 12. A.

<*TW!nt

HS.

A.

;
HS.

A.

HS

19. A. gfw, HS.



! HT ^ifrf

10

fairer,

i a*

1. A. ^ HS. fU |
A. ffin^l I 2. A. w i A.

Polio ^Oa
'b

is missing in B.

4. A. f^fj MS. corrects as f^5<5 |
5. ^f^ g^pf can not be taken

as the last park of the pdda. MS. reconstructs from Tib. iRfc^r ^RT^f I

7. A. g%ff MS - corrects as ^5?E |
8. qyfi^ should efif^ |

HS. takes

^ as a part of the doha through mistake. 9. A. ?3H*1 should be

A. ifa MS corrects as tfft, 12. ^T^ 8nould be restored as



. i

: *R *resras: i fat fa

TO

faff W^ I tfq+hlfW^q Wc I ^f frff

[31
b
]

irfwiTw

ii

ftnr i ^1^^ i ] %g ^it 10

3* JT^fa I fW

15

1. A. frTOT^l i 2, A. f^t instead of fw I 4, A. %
;
HS. fa? i A.

HS. ^i A. ?ff^ 553^^1 5. A. ^TO?FFTT^ i A. B.

B. tiftRM A. ^rff^WT- HS. ^i A, ^nfiffifi 6. A.

8. B. f4f% if^T broken in B. B. wir*?mi. 9-10- The portion within

brackets is omitted in A. 11. A. fr<wi ^i A. ^%T, HS. O
itfi

13. A. ^Nfti 14. B.

15. B. t^ftwm ! A. 3^| A.

16. A. q*fii A.
%j|

17. A. fq^fi A. gfa, ^% MS.

restores: qf^<^ t|f |
18, A. g^% ^ ?pR^f I

^ B the portion

*T W* is broken; MS. corrects A:

A has no ffif i



[32
b

]

Tw i

15 tiifancfi^ I

1. A, 3i [:] ^f^ [:] *w i A. ^ftftw *RI i
A. ^

2. B. cRiqfcwiMi' (?) i B. *?qflfri (?) i A. ^^itsistft'ginft'sr ^m [:]

^f5fj i B. ^T fajifw^ii sfl?wr......
fseri 3. A. tpq i B. ?ra?r; i

5. A. ftra^t i 6. A. ifwftnsKtn i 7. A. Jtmft^iw. i A. ^

B. ?PI i A. n% i B.
cir(

3 ^ i 8. A. Hlir HS. 1t 11. A. qq;

for ?RT I 12. A, wfto; i A. ^T'tt fltwitsi T?i
I 16. A.

MS. 55?W I
A. ^f|t I B. 2f?[g], the last letter is broken.



5

i fa

^f a?R5ftf^iT

10

1. A. ?ftftfW A.B. gRT^^ MS. ^^ $ft (
A.

Mwif] *sflfh i 2. A. swimi ftft^f i A. wi its^ A. ^'

3. A. Fnnittl HS. f^n^Wl 4. B. ^fjJin 5. A. ^f?f
***

34a 'b
of B. is missing. The portion (p. 65, 1. 5 p. 66, 1. 15) from

to S^r^ft is missing in A. 8. B. ^3 (?) for iy% B. q^pgl for

MS. restores the preceding line as : ^n?5T ^(^ if



5

WRIT I

f?t

t [36
b

]

i w\*\$ ^rfwH ^ \

,
g

i <ttwd TRI: i ^

10 ^Rj'w i s5i www^ s <**^ ^nrcjnr ^rart; i

i

15. A. ^r^ i 16. A. has no ifif after the pdda. 18. A.

qfa, MS. ^ct%^% ^^[ ^te 19 - A - ^ ^* A.

20,, AB *fl, HSs, wrtt 21. A,



cf TOT[37
b

>it

tfo

f^f| ^t TIN 1 ^p?[ Tfil I ^ ^^t^iWI^ 10

s*

15

1. A. 9wr T 5fff% ^ft gq: i 2. A.
*rirai^i

3. B. ?ew% ; 4. A. fl'

4. A. sugfH for ^ ^ i A. w$ftn for ^^i 6. A.

MS. supplies the second part of the pada: qfifo jjfijj^n |
8. A.

for ^jg |
B. SffienfipTC indistinct. 10. A. f^f^ MS.

A. ^55^ ,
u. A. g^ r- H8. 3^*'

14. MS. restores the whole pada as TJ$ q^[ ^JWRT ^T? I
14> A -

^ HS. o^ B. ferfu 15. A. U^ftT^t I 1%^f% qTW^ A

n^ B. gftorcrc i A. i^q^ra HS.



^i^

T: I rl^T

10

tfa I

A. f*llfi^^ I A. ^^3, Ms. reconstructs the whole pada:

A - f^fmft: i 2. A. ?r^t i 4. A.

MS. restorts the word after ^f^ as ^iff |
7. B. qrffflTfo I 8. A.

A. fstaj^j i 9. A. ^?p: i B. has fRreui-iife for ?RI^ r?

The number 19 refers to the stanza following.

H- A - ?n^l^I I A. q^ |
A. f^Jife^r- 14. A.

15. B. ijpsimrctfa i B. 'a'^ar^'n i 16. A. ftwfafa i 17. A.



*z$ ?r^ [39
b

] *ii

[40
b
]

ftft

i

f?f qf^BfW I rf^T

: i *ra;

10

1, B. wm3\ 2. B. ^fnftct ?r?m A. HFI 3. A. B.

A, \j^^ |

6. MS. restores the first part of the pdda as

A. vwfttn^i 8. A. wir qw tfnnfan A, 5^1 10. A.

f ^ Ms.-^rtf fa ^ ,
ii. A.

MS. ^^JK ?r^t^n[ I
12 - ^- '^ ^or ^^ ! ^- A- ^as no ft

after TOTft I 14. A. \$ 15. A, has ^f^ |
MS. restores the word after

as fiffr I
A- 9ff5S for ?jf | 17. A.



1
.

i i

IIWTWI I <pf5

TOW?

10 trowwN ftnan^fH w^: i ^ ^cf ^nf? ^^N i ^^i nf?r-

1. A. HTqiM ^^1 B. WH' T(T) 2. B. qyrat^V i B.

3. A. ci^T flfi<w3i: i B. ^ifir^B?Tr ^ i A. ifmrfta- 1 4. B.

A. f w. > A. has no of after qroanq i

6. A. has no ^Rp!; after ^f^\ \
9 - B. omits^ after mw and

after g^ i MS. restores the last two padaa as :

18. A. ^p5|T^ ^r *p|T*r I
A. qfT^ for gfrfo I

A. ^^j i
15. A.

i B. *nHF for



4ib
]

n 5

*H% srarafaart

m g <ro^ fit *iMifri ^

[4'2
tt

] ^ i

I fTOT

*f?r

[42
b

]

10

iwn-
15

1. A. wWf HS. ^srmi^ for ^T *4 I B. omits one nmi( \ 2. B. ?m effaced

in B. B. ?m i A. ft^^Rjff i 4. A. *wj for ^^g' i 6. A. ^rg^T |

6. A. ifr; foraiT; I 7. B. n<?t?n

8. A. TORWtfta i 0. A. ^ |
A, no

f^f
after ^Kf^, 10. A,

|
11. B. aprarfaf i B, 5?nff A. no ^ after

13. A. fT9i^w?-^^^n3 i 16. A. no *f?f after q}^ |
18. MS. corrects

as ^f |
A. faswwrew, 19. A. fwr. I



i

I rf^T

I rl^T ^W^riH ^cf f?[ I $

10

i t^t ^r(tffi i

.

l - A - WTO? ^Tr^ MS. vffqfc^^ ,
2. A. imf^ i 3. A.

4. A.

5 - A - ^12TO MS. tpCTO |
6- A. SplrT? MS - ^Iff I

A. no rfH

at the end of the pada, A. 3*9*931} i A, enrrg^r

8. A. igRFfT I
A -

IT^T
' B-

^RJ^T (?) I
MS. restores the whole

stanza as :

10. A. M^itflMMHiflifljffter i 11. A. has ^ after vfa I 13. A, has no



I rrf%P|

TO

[44
U

] ^Tf5f

1. A. ipf, q^Ff, 51, 35f%, ^Tf , q^I, M $. ^rt% for ^j^ | 2 . A.

A. ^TcfSIi B. ^1^5 I The verse is quoted also in the commentary of the

Caryas, HS. p. 15. 3. A. wr A. f^iftw I 4, A. q^f

5. A. T^ft i A. has 7^ q^^f fft after *fa*ifa[ i A.

OT i 6. A, ?j*TOra- 7. A. f^wsm; i 8. A. ^ralf^iT^ HS.

9. A. ?ran?[ w^ir?!; i 11. A, Tinfw^ ^t HS. f^nN *r. i A. ^f

33 l B. ^1%fcm^5f 5fi?N i A. 5f wf?i ^ ^113: i 12. A. raf for

A. has sfj^ after
g^q|^[

which seems to be a repetition of the mis-

reading of qj^f |
Four stanzas are omitted here which MS. reconstructs :

[gfl^rar f^^

5



15

1. B. gqftaifa' I A. qifrKfitf |
2. A. omits ^rt%l[! A.

3. A. fw*n HS. farrit t A. rfim^ H8. Hft^ftfi A.

HS. ^^m^? i A. fl?|
. 6. A. *ra for w I

7. A. B. apparently takes this to be the second pada of the verse

beginning with ^feum HR$ eto, MS. shows from Tib. that this should

form a second verse which he recenstructs as :

IT? %

9. A. 5^5^ uft ^ftrf% for 35^ ft*n i B. ^r^^T^n^m i 10, B.

A. if A. T mrt for IT irti 11. A. iwnfhlf I 12. A.

Kt I 13. A. *ITTOT 5
HS. ^irrtt I 14. A,

^pj; ^fffejffl |
15.



TO n wfr 10

frfatf

15

3. A. 7ifflfr fo for^ ffgr T wifo i 5. B. srprH^ i 5. B.

B. v& ^fa^iumifiPi I 9. A. ferafM 11. A. gjgf^ MS. gj^ ^
A.

^- MS. fi^ f^ I
12 - A - ttfo i 13. B. *n ftip. (?) for ^

: I 14. A. omits Jftf Hifh which B adds in a marginal note. 15. A.

A. 5^^t |
17. A. S^l'ijqrwniFfan 18. A. omits H ?rat i



15

f^fg

3T ^^ l^f^ rl^T Hefted rlt

A, s A - which

MS. corrects as ^^ |
4. A. 4twH^Tf^n i 5. A. qg$[ for q^ |

A.

f^j^ |

6, B. ^r^wi ft'ffit i A. *^Trararar: ^r(r) ftwti 7. MS.

corrects ^f) ^|^ |

A,
f^afj f5f^\ |

8. A.

9. As ?nn TOfq ! 10. A, grttaT4 ^^ (?) which IIS, corrects as

12. B& ?5^^wrTOwn^N^[ i 13. A. ^m^^T^ HS, ^m^H^t i 14. B.

A, f%f%*nftfa HS, ftrfwnftft I 15. A, vfififa \ A.



ft^for

<^Tt^mT ?f?f ^ iqTff I I 5l ?
\^ - - - , ,

10

ffa i ^r4^^: ^j^n^ 15

1. A. ij% i

A. ftqreft |
2. A. ^fa |

3. A. wf- HS.

- 4. A. ft^ii HS. fr^T i B. ftujpr i 5. A. snw HS. stfiurr: i A.

6. A. qfq^W- 7. A. "qfam I A. qajiN I i). A. v$&\ B.

: (?) A. omits rfftw i 10. A. q4ff, HS. q^*r for HCITSR i

A. fWRjl 11. A.^| A.
^JT^engf ?j^ )

13. A. SITO MS.

I

u - A - ^ (^) tipra^ 15. A. ^r* i 18. B. gfgn i



10

15

T f?W ft

q fir*r

I- A.
n, ffW I

2. B. ^ i
A, nf% ^ fwT-MS. nfif f

B. has ?f% T^ (?) tja|f
but ^g may be read as

tjfl |

8. B, ^Mfon&ftl- 5. A. omits sra- 7. A. ^n: i A, has irfoq before

fw$l I A. 55tfiT^t i 13. A.
f^fre; which H8. corrects as

A, 14.
tjfl f^ro |

15. A. 3<irofat HS. ^srcM i A. Pntqft HS.

B, sstrt^foi A, f ftft^ for PrftHi 16. A.



^ iff

i
*

it

10

15

. B.
3|j<|

for

for BT- A.

i A. has

no *fa at tlle end ot the pddto. 3. B.

4. B. srafo i 5. A. t faflW. I A.

for TO H^t i 10. A.

11. A has no & after w$n \ 12. A. -

A, qjftsfol f^ft, HS, q^tsftff tft i 14. A,

17. B.

fa*' for -

for 3311 I

MS.



ff ^ ffaf^rqrf^rrr H^f^ff i ?ww[5i
ft

]

5 ^3cqm^Tf^ 5R^fT airtT ^H ^qi^ft I

10

5*1:

5

1. A. ^^w

,
MS. 333,^w

|
2. A. wr; ^W; i A.

for %nf^(i 3. A. has f% after ?nfHn A. fa*Nn for ^mi I 5. A.

omits w i 8, A. f^g^ HS. f%^ |
A. ?|C, MS ?!f I

9 - A -

i A. ^ for ^rv^i KX B. f^f% for ft^f^ I 12. A,

MS. T^ ^fn% |
14. A. qw^Wfr- 1 15. A. ftrfaw i 16. A. m^m \

17. A, *rm^ HS. ^Tf^^Tt^i A. ^rjinfirfh 18. A.

19. A,



f^rc: i ^fw ^ ^far ^wirer^ [52
ab

]

10

ff ^BT f^TSTT rl^rlT

15

[53*]

Ptf^r!

mfn: i 20

1. B. ^nc^^i A. *wc HS. ^mi Fol. 52R
-b

lost in B,

5. A. '^rom i 14. MS. wrongly reads
4J<H4?l<ffem |

18. A, m HS, rft )

19. A. *w? i A. '%K^tT^^ i B,



ft

5 r

rf

10

ft

1. A. zftsSTO MS. fifgffa |

A.
fc(^<fa I

2. A. [<(]i jrfH, HS.

ftjt ^ifh i In B the portion which contains f^^ is broken but there is no

space for more than one letter which might have been f% i 5. B. one may

read : % f%*imfa ^T. 1FW? *-*$IMH I
6 - A - &*** ' A - fwwfw5

?TO i 7. A. tf for tft i 8. A. ?i?T^ra i A. t<n HS. takes ni as a part of

the'|id(/a through mistake. 9. A. Wj^lT I A. ^ff^ ^if I
A. *H^

MS. ^"?'| but rhyme requires ^[!^T I
10 - A - ^ [*w]^W. I 12. B.

t(?) 13. A. q^f?f i A. ^f i A. qft5^% I A.

pr B.



^T^frl tTgTfrWSft f^5wffl 5

(TOT * 1CT

: i ^ ^ vn^Tir^ ^^f: w ^ ^WR id^yi 3& 10

15

1. A. ^^HS. 1^1 2. A. wzU^i 4. A. f^ff MS.

A. f5^5! HS fsRR |
A. 3?re I

5 - B - ^wShr B

B. ft^Psf ?) 6. A. B. fsf^Jfisf^ftgw HS. f^tsnw i 7. A. fw for

A. *Hwrem^i 8. A. fsr^ft^ HS. faffor I
A. q^jff^Tf I

9 - A -

IRI for g?fT i A. ?Tf for ^; i .10. A. ^iw. for ^m\ \ A. f

^itfl B, t?sji 11. A, ^RTt?n A. f^rPffi 12. A,

A, omits tfa | Fol, '55
a-62b of B. arc lost, From the i>ada

^U- (infra) I have C, 14. A. ^afps HS. WPT MS.

15. A.
9t^teHT*R;

MS
>

^stores: 3^ ^| ^^j^ after the

Tib^an translation.



10

: ^W f f?R5fiTfi?% ^5 1

i JTT

^ *T^fff[ rrf^PJ W c^ ^fM

15

rewi*.

ffrf
X "

*

1. A, *rfirtT i 3. A. qvft, HS, ^jw i 5. A. qz, MS. q^ | A. S^

MS. ^Tl 0. A. qffrof MS. qf?:^!r? |
11. MS.

[prffi^] ^
for**mi i2.A,^rsHS > wwi 16. A. SI^TO MS.

i
17 -



i <rar T 555 *rrf?f fosr i

1-2. MS.

A. ?nr, MS.

ffi

fm ft

5

10

1%

i * ^ if

ftr? i

2o

13. A

A.

MS. 14. A.qfera^t, 17.



10

15

HT

i

9, A.

A. ?z |

A. C.

MS. w^f I A. tftl fl ^fTf HS.

C. Wz, MS. q? |
12. A. ^g, MS

Mb. ^[ |
13. C. f^ % for

f MS.

,
C.

A.

c.



IT

fa:

5

K)

ufa i

^ra: "at

7. A. gtHB.^rti A ^BJ, C. ^ar, MS. ^5^ I
A-

C. ^r^n W. C. qf^t%l A.

which is also supported by the rhyme?. 14. A. ff

^T?fff TO, MS. ^W I 15. A. ej^ gm I A.

A. asi MS. asi I

16. A. ftwi A, ?ra f^nrn HS. ?N



15

ff

10

-3ig riff f%**5

5 **3 ?JW ^rl ifsrr

20 *MdI TSU'raJ I flre*?T I rl^ 5!^ ?f

II tfir

3. A. *ff MS. gif^; MS. gn 1%R fiom Tibetan.

A. ^rfoRTfi i
4. A. n?nw i

A. ?rff MS. rrf^ i A

11. A. ?<jfo C.^ (?) 12. A. ^f% ^^R I 17. A. MS. ft* |

C. 3ftl (?) A. ^q\ I 18. A. ^Qft | A. C. <n*, MS.



Wf
snritert

sferefa ^T 5

15

1. C. $nrw q^ i '2. A. fagrf MS. ^raif i A.

5. A. sq^rt MS. ^^Tt i A. MS ^, C. ^r| (?) 0. A.

MS. msrc | A. w? MS. ^i^, C. ^F3^ I 12. A.

A. fqf^ i 13. A. TOW MS.

A. 5RWfaf^ MS WSlfef^ I A. MS. faftm I A

MS. flf^ C. ^ftg^ (?)
I4 - A - ^ HB. ifoi i

15. A. ^^m sfti' HS. "sfirn i 16. B. ?nvifi*r i A.

A.



15

3$ jftwrim ^R *i3fTfa?t vmfa i tpf

I

ITT

UlTOlU? I

10 WIT

I

I

; n%t [6i
u

]

1. AS -Ji^iTOrtft HS. -^m^%i A. ^|Tifi A. ^T^ HS. wfati\ A.

TOsrr i 3. C. f^fTT^TT MS. f%fnf^tT I A. q^f 0.

4. A. fiuMS. nftn C. ^%| A.

MS. qre rf fa C. *r* fo tr i
A. ^T^ C. *OT3 I 5. A.

AA ^rf^n i A, f^ HS. a^iffl i 6. A. TOniN i A. f^ i 7. A.

i srenstfi 9, ^f MS, ^t C. ^ | A. q?^f, C.

I A. ^ff^ MS. *%$, C. ^f^t | 10. C. JT^R nr sn^t for

sn^rei A. fan, MS. ^f, c.%?wfi A.^^MS.
> C. ^ff^Rt I

H- A- ^^NJ i 12. A. ^ ^^RT ^?f gS. xtf Wi

for ^ ^wr i Fol. 64a 65b B lost*



fa*?

ff

i ?IT ^i i 10

irgfafo i

15

4. A. tncft^ MS. q^re C. q^WT I 5. A. f

C. ^W ^rq^R I 14. A. WSTWlt, C. HT3Tlf I A.

c. qfritff i
IB. A. ^T%^r fei^t, C. **ra ^r ^t^\ (?)

18. A. snsif f% il MS. gp^ft nnr, C. SR" ?rf%

19. A. ;ra MS. ?w*, C. fts^i A. ^NWf, C.



10

ft

i f^ SIWT

15 HT^ff

ura^rar

. 4. sngfi?, C. ?fxq^ |
10. C. ^ff'Rt for ^^ i A.

11. A. *rof% ^RIT MS, ^nqf^ *RT, C. ^^^pqt | A.

MS. ^5%, C. w^ftr I
MS. cisT C. ris^T |

(

12. B.

14. A. f^wt MS. f^ f^sr^ |
15. A. ^ MS.^ | MS

I
10. A. fafrm: HS. ftffifn: i A, ftw foil



tra rfi I

i qfa iftfa fatrfafofa i

st ^ffit ^ i

(?) ^"

ff flHJRfIT

ff?r

i

^ [R7
1

']

MB. trnfoWrTOI 4. A.

5. the portion fsrtwt--'^f^ broken in B. A. -*

7. the portion fT^j-TI
^T^rinjl broken in B

; A. HwtsniiT i <). A omits

10. A. gt *&$ gtV^ MS. gt ^T^r I A. mfi?^ ff

;
MS. gtfft Tf ^Hf I LI. A. MS. qsttf I

12 - A. n* for

wn A. 5prlfi IB. A. trcrfen 14. A. ^i-apf ttfin 15. A.

B, TOswsi3raft (?) 10. A. ^irmfi*tt'ft i B. u ^r^folq ()



rf^T

^
10

oS

t (?)

15

ft ^W ft

JTRS ft ^*if ^Rf f^sr wft H

^fferf H^f ^
?fc[

^R ^1^9^ I

1. A. mixes up the two pfidas as

MS. recoDBtructs the first pada as ^f^j jpjj^ 33 ^TTO^
"
3

5fT
Tm I

A. wsRmTt ^wwwfw^i 5. A. ^r^t, 6. A
MS. g^ i

A. **nT f^ ^rrot MS. ^r^r f^n^t i
7 - A

B. an%^ i A. *RT ^^m ^u^ i 8. A. ^^j ^^ift! i A.

HS. (ftmsr^) i A. wm (HB ?f^T) i 9. A. TOT A.

1?OT, B. te|fctf|i'f)ffi <WHT^ I 10. A. ftT^WTT^T A.

11. A. MS. $ai i A. w?S[W 55fi% MS. WR? ^^^ | A.

MS. ^t| 12. A md uf^ MS. qjq ifft I
is.

A, w t$3i 14. A. %ir qroraTiK W^ r ^miftfi 15. A

16. HS.



9. 69ft -71b of B lost.

5

[G9
a

-7()"]

16

2. A. ^tfire<T HS. ^ti^?} 3. B. omits tfai 4. A wiro: i 6. A.

6. A. f^isRi MS. f^n A. f^?n fafonre MS.

I 7. TO effaced in B. A. fepqf MS. fem* | 8. A. fa i



5

15

2Q

ft

fw

10 ^WTI ?T^T^ f^ia TT: i

I 1 f^f%f^f(T W^ I

: It

1. A. fqws, A. W%, 2. A. 'STRTO, A. tnlt, 5. A. g^, 6. A.

,
HS. ^jwrf, i5.A.*iMiff- A.ft^^, 20. A.



5

?Trr:

^IT

i 20

i

1, A. ^treraw B. ^ig^ifTUTi 2, A, ^nr ^ft^ft HS. wtf

B. ?RfRT?i and omits the r after it. 4. B.
ffs^'sq |

5. A.

A. omits ^cRT?T |
7. B. ^ ^rarrfi?- i

(

.). A. flfif?ro? for flf?(^ra^ i 13. A,

|
14, Sf? I

15, A, riteffln A. ^rr^, HS. ^[ft- 1 A. ^nctf?r for

15. A, *rcmrfc ?n^{ r BT wfoi 17. B WIT i 19. A.

21. AA ft



20

[62
b

]

i

TCTt ^TT'lftl 'ITO^f'fl | Trt: I

10

^rafw; mt

frof

3.A. ^fffl 4. A. *R<mi A. fNl 5. A. f^BR; |
6. A.

V

I
7- A - ^ I A - -TOHRl I 8, A. -^T^^f I A. -rrt I U. B. ?fj |

10. A. -^ |\
11. A. cremtfa for cTOlfq I

12. A. ^qilqTT^lf'T I 13. A.

-
1 if-

A - ^^ : ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ' 15 ' A. in^iwT'; i 16. B,

f

i 20. A^Wfta- I 21. -^ I



rr

srf?

I [74
a

] ^ 5

aw:

I 15

<ftf%^[ 3fp3 f%W 'Mft'^ Hfft ^^ ||

ifTHtfff i rrfsTfif^^^t f^fq^M^qWT^rr 5j*?rra [75
a

]

l. A. ftf^Rran 3. A. cfgr |
4. A. <wtw*i; ??T^}; *n*w- 1 5. A.

ci: ^t for ?RTS^l 7. A. aift; sfTlf^T I B. ^fl^ I 8. A. omits

A. *Tftcf after ^TftfTi 9. A. omits *rei Tlfirogh A. -s^ T

i 10. A. m*- 1 11 . A. g^T I

12 A ^r- ' 13 - B - ^ for -

14. A. ^r^f^ i 16. A. fo^ |
B. ^t for^ I

16. MS,

A. traf^T rrff I
A. trite |

17. A. ^hwii 18.A. haB

after (WT^ I A. 7j;Wk I 9. A. has m before ^BTO i 19. A. omits

to ^Tfif i 20. B. ^t^ UTOT *TOT?l fwft i



we Rff f ire ITM

vn

JRRT: i

rrarr

JA
VM" M f^^n? HHI^J^T <^f ft

[76"]

Ik/
~n ^-s v i x ^f |

-
1 1 ^^ -"- ^ -

i i -vs ^ ^<j -vji i -vn ^-\ -^ I

f)

^rot

: i n^i f^w w? i qt ^^: IN

ts>r ^H

^ ^.rS 'X^ ""*!' V.* -'' - > r - -' r - -r- --~U

3. A. fasrar- ; HZ ; *TClf I 4. A.

6. A. T^r^rwrnn^^fiT^ffif i 7. B. wc;i 8. A. flw i o. A. -

for

i 16. A. T5IT aw^ft 1FTO w: iwft^ff- j
37. A. TT^I^T I 18. A. omits

inPmt i ^wn A. TrrPT Tm for A. ft^rt i 20. A.



urn sroi^nfor, ^q^ i 9

i fror.

[78
a

]

vft

i: i

i 10

IT ^?ft ^1 srfr riff ^T? f^i^w i

ft ^irir t c&^ ^RW i

1. A. ^i for 1 1 2. A. ftftf ; ^?j ?TO. i 6. A. ^^H^fHt i 6. A. -

B. ^N i 7. A. rtiaifefa i 8. B. ^qn^?t?r for if^n^- 1 Q. A..

10. A. 4\^*1'UT *TC^ fi'fIT ^Z- I
] 1 A. wmi ; omits *nfr i 14. B,

omits the portion within brackets. 15. A. fa^TW | 1G A f?rer H
I

17 - A - -^i 19. A. omits

20. A. omits ?rei I 17-20. B. omits the portions within brackets.



[78
h

]

5 ||

j
r

;

*

2. .A. mStfif I 4. A. fft^ft for ^Tfof | 5. A. 3F5f ^^| |
6. B.

[HWWWi ; 1-he portion within brackets omitted in A. 8. A. qrjar; for

4- 1 9. B. gr^f?n ^T i 10. A. -^Hftift^ i 11. A. ^jTOffltfif ; ft^Kii ^TT^ i

12. A- nfffVT 'nftf^T I
14. A. WTOST ^?%^; i A. n

for i^?i^T i



faro

*?* riff

itsfq ^^*<isi^M 5R5T

3T1IT II

: i ^zf *zs ^fc^f^Rra ^f^fi i

I

sift^ i

ii

1. A. lacuna for ^^f^ i B. qm \ 3. A. lacuna for

. MS. reconstructs a* ^^ ^> flTO I
4. A. ?31TRT I

5 - A

. i 7. A. ^z^?[ ; cR^mr I
8. A. ^ CR ^fi^ I

9- A

for trt 5 ^T^ for ^ i 10. A. gi ; -WTfro- 1 11. B
1 A. wfrya^r i 13. B. ^mrfT for fl^miPri 14. A

r; for i^; i 16. A. n^?f; i 16. A. srcm^ for ^r anift i 17. A.

for



rff^'ff <SF5lfo

*

10 TJI^T w n^TO i TRK

15

; i ^c^iRrasfT^ i qf^ ?n^ JI^RI

JRRT

1. A. snrtfa i 2. B. omits the portion within brackets. A. rft 33 for

ficpf- i B. A. omits ^ i 4. A. TO fawro for ^rarr^ ^ftfTrm^ i 7. A,

for *n*ro i
8 - A ' vro i

9> A - ^R^S i ^ < i- A.

12. A. ^BR5 ; fffft |
13. fW^ I

14 - A '

16. A. fipfa- forftd^-i A. omits ^4i 18. ?

for ?ftf? etc.



WrTlT ^

f% [82
}l

]

[B2
b

]

f ^fTfrf?f

: i

5

10

cRtM'm |f?[f?f

15

1. A. ^flfFTT; A. WK m

,
4. B. ^ for inwti ; 5. B. irf^fPTt I 6 A

I
A. gfa*, MS qt^TC I

7, A. qfifi, A. ^aiff MS

8. B. (^T mfa ^RT^fr- ;
9. A, ^TH^r ;

10. A. -firwr? ; 'fafir ; 11. A.

I 12. B. tfsft WfaTt i 13. A. fTT^a?, 5t i 14. A.

"^pTi ^ ^U|*| t I
15. -^RF, ^tt%- for ^l% |

16. A.

;, B. twTOi: ;
17. A. ifaif ^itlf?! after ^3Rf?r ; A,

9tt



15

cff^f?r i ^R*T\T ftf wi^ i

10

*P3??ftsfa ^ff%n?r ^rr^ ?raT^1%gT%^ff w
[84

81

]

2. A. ^RmC^'rtW; A. wr for wt\ 4. A. ^(^)*nfc I 7. A.

;
A. qra^[ for m 3^ I

8 - A - ?Ff*ft ' 10 - A - H^^fir i 11. A.

I 12. B. fa*rof?i for frrof^ j
A. MI imf- for ?n fT- 1 13. A. ?f for

gsii 14. A. %?it, MS. f^ncft for ftpCT^f | 15. A.

. A. ?nfi?; for ?^i ;
A. ^wfH^??l I 17. A. srcft ;

A f



I

?rafT %

i

i T rfIT

II

iw^tfn i

UTO?f I

rlc^ f%' ^tfjirft^gfjT^n^ 10

1. A. ^ife, HS. %frfc I 2. A. cf% HS. TTOT ; A. w^s ; A. ?^gf?f ; A.

omits 3*1: ;
A. ^^jTtl; i 4. A. trot HS. 301 ; ^^^T^:%'^Rn, HS. '

6. B. qnW*f*H!S, A. 3fTO3TIWl s HS. qj-ra-^T^-Wl ;
A.

7. A. ^1^ I
y - A - ft^ft- 1 9. A, *Ni 10. A. has T before

11. A. gtfa vfc, MS. ^fantf% ;
A. 'srff i 12. A.

MS. ' 13 ' A- ^^? q^ ^^ ; A - w^"1 i
A ' ^ i

16. A. *nft, MS. UTT t; A. q^f^ MS.

I 17. A.



10

15

*nft?f TO

[86"] tnnf

: i

i T?C

i ^

trca*

2. B. ^'WT
1

. i 4. A. HT"4 1 5. A. ^r after -g?l^n i 6. A. ^T?% ;
A.

for ??nc> A- omiis fsfnBnc, MS. reconstructs it as nrff ;

7. A. ftwt; A. ?nrit, fvir, w?t i
a B. ^ivt for nwi i 9. A.

I

10- B. fT* for flT^l i 11. B. H?ni 12. B. -^f^lhi'Jj Hr
; A.

A. t ;
A. f^tisjps;, Mo. frt%!?T ^ ;

A. q^^Tf ;
A.

;
A- c. -ft ;

A.



zr:

fafaq. wi^gfa fg^Fgif? ^ toft * ^ ?i

?} ?f f^ fsRig ITIarif* T toft i fa gfw ^

I f SRTT f TOT

i

1Q

.

fi

From the last verse till the end of the Text I have MS. C. for the

verses. 3. -TTRfTO ; A. -^RfTC^T ; D. rai?N I 5. A. C. ^RTO *

A. fa^u, fawnr ;
MS. fa^r i 0. B. fajfl . A. ^, HS.

*hnr ;
B. 5ng i

i 1 - A - ^ftwi; c. gt%irT; A. fiiTm
12. A. has ^f?r after ?fa ;

B. 3ti| I 14. A. omits portion within brackets ;

17. A. znftrt ; vwraf ;
c. *n*w*wra ;

i- A.



10

15

I flTT^TT

fam qTw^^nw^T^ i

[8b" "]

riff ^[T^ FT rrf%

'DT'T

2. B. ftTfm ^w^ii ; ^K ; SK 1
' 1 '

of B. missing, A. omits

MS. sreffr ^% [^T%] litl K.A. -<ftenii 15. A.

A. fa*WT which MS. restores HP firafwj ipf j
C.

10. A. ^pc- j 5TTW ; 5fpr^ ;
A. TOff ;

MS.



zr:

7T

HTfT II

90a

]^T^f ^T I rl^T

j 9

15

2. A. -T
-

1 4. A. -f*nnvKijmf ; A.'

, HS.

for

wraV,

10. A.

11. A.

17. A.

18. A.

7. A,

B.

i 13. A.

C.

6. A.

8. A.



i

[9l
u

]

15

f gtffart

||
ift

II

i IRI: i 9?r: iwrfi

irftfa w wra^i ^pff f^^i^i wawra 5

1. B. ^ifitawiT; B. f^i 2. A. xng ; B. snw, B. ^% ;
B. 1^1 3. B.

omits i P,re3 }
A. ffi i 4. A. ^n^TfR *ft, B. f^^fT%?i I A. ^ qfq 5

6. A. -^, MS. ^5f ;
B. *Y ; ^ft |

V.A.^i 8. B. ftan } A.

qftfjaira-i 9. A. wifti^i 10. A. mr: i 11. A. gwttn .13. A. ^
16. A. IfOft ;

A. 5B'?rf?m i 17. A. fww ;
A. ^iftr^t ; 18. ^5?; i C. omits

the last two verses.



wt

ff

3T

9fit

, i

^f?f i

f^f fl^IW 5Tf?

02 1

'] 5f ^|f^f(!1^

10

15

, ^^(
l 5lTTTf?l ^Nf^ffl T ^4^3 WTOTctf

1. A. sfera ; ^ ;
2. C. r ;

A. TOW, B. TOT^, C.

;
B. faf^ ;

A. omits % ;
C. faf^!jf% ;

A. ^, C.

4. A. ffStTTa 5 A. has vrafa after sfsfcr ; 5. HS. inserts r before T*?fir i 9. B.

; B. ^1; 10. B. w^ ; 12. A. ?gTt[<5r ^m ;
A. omits one

;
A. fsc% itft ;

13. C. g^R q^Tif HS. ?j?ff- ;
A. gjpi^

j
14. B. =5nraT*ii 15. B. ?fif fatfto\ 17. B. ft^r ; A. ^Rsi for



10

,-

[03
b
]

i *

5iTTTf% i iTfii at

zrrw.

1. A. wt^?, 1^, ^v>mw ;
2. A.

'

4. B. WK1I3T ;
A. vrf. ;

5. A. ^rg:^ ;
6. A. snTifa ; ?n^ for tft ;

8. A.

gtt^nt, C. ^f vnf ;
9. A. ^3^ ^;nS)cT ;

10- A. ifir m for

W ;
A. w<& -,

11. A. ms*r: : 13. A. ^:^ f^RT ^Wft

C. TOfcr ^T; 14. A. f^uf5Wi^ N^i^; C.

;
A. has ^t after ffajft ;

16. B.M i



wrara: i HT2fp4"]fa5ri *nfawnr

f^KT f%fIf

ffT^jt

fgff

rf^l

TO

f^ i

H^frT I ^~-

i
5

i 15

I-

j 3. A. C. fiwffif; A.

A. f^[i?f^3fe; 4. A. ?f^J

C. -SsSNi'fli 3% ^ffT- ;
5- A. ft^TOr(^); 6. A. -

7-8. HS. takes it to be a doha
;

9. A. 9^fstg<g ;
11. A.

13. C. * for ^ ;
14. A. <rf%, B. az ;

C. ^ ;
A.

;
16- A.



$ t $

15

i sr:

5

fw? f?w HTt froft ^TR; 11

wrwfiw nfwraft i

10 fT^fTf^S ^^ I ig*f

nftvrra ^fif i [9G
b

] ^

i

w

1. B. -qftm^WT ;
2, A, **foro*i| ;

3. A. fiwft ;
A.

iratsftl^, TOT 1

5* A. f^r^r^^; iftr for^W; qf%?T^; 6. A. ^f^,

;
C. qnvf4|K(PiMY- ;

A. ^tftreft; 7. A. ft^;- 8. A.

- for ffnw- ; A. has ^ftff 1^ m^ before ^f?THW^- ;
A. has for the portion

in bracket only- <OT^?t fastftm ;
10. A, ^fhpt; fHTT?jt ; 11. A, fn^lfor,

B. ipJlim: > A. "^KTOI:
j
14. A. fasrm^^ T ?TOf q^ ;

C.

W[ ;
16. A,



i fang *refaft fp&?p. ufttnr. trornrofrfii wrc

faffi TT f f^ I ^JlTOTJTflT TJR TT

siT^ i

arai ?i?r

*TT. ^T ^ ^'SH f^ I flW ^TT?I?l^?nc[ I flW^ 10

itfafom

- 15

l t A, ftnqrc^, ^W' ; '^- A. faifj 'S^^HI^IT ;
B. q ?i sTOg j B. 97" b

lost. 5. A. ^ Kff ; C. STIf ;
6. tfSR,

G. Sffff ;
7 - A - if- for ff ;

9 - A - ^^"i- >
1G - A.

;
17. A. -HW: ;

20. wuti i



10

15

-N*'

ffrf I f?

5 ^

ft

[99
ft

-101
b
]

%

%[98
b

]rT

i!

2. C. *5S; A. ^; qfmw ;
3. A. ^T^^, A.

C. qf^ ;
A, C. *rfara ;

4. B. xJWWUTtf ;
8. A. gtfft ; 1Q. C.

^r ;
A. ?rn, i^, ^tr i

n. A. ^ ;
c. ifz f^, A. ^ ^ .

;
12.B./oZia99-10lMo8t. 15. A. ifo ;

C. ^ ;
A.

;
16. A. ^ ;

c. t ;
C. ^m \



'TOT

q^^^^^''f

: i i^ qTwrezi w^: i

Train ^
* * *

10

[jjpff
WPC ijff^^ ^R^n ftftf

II

16

5. A. ^jf^r ;
C. ^'sr ;

A. fre^'R ;
0. ?r^^ ;

C.

;
A.^%; A. qT3WT<; C. q^fi ^^m ;

w. A.

l 10. A.-the rest lost, The dohas which follow within the

brackets are preserved in C. only. 10. C.



* *

15

[102"] qre

5

i f w^n^rar w^f% i

20

l]

10

; i

War ['
enfa q^K 3i ^Tf^ft fr ^sw ?I?T: i

; ii

2 C. has <gHl which should be corrected as ^Tf ;
3. 102a-b

preserved
in B and C only. 7. C. ffa? 3TO ;

which should

be corrected as fft^ 5TO I
B C. *3lf I B. The colophon of

C. occurs after this verse as l^mft^r <^Ffift: WHI I B.

seems to have ended on this page. 17. The portion within

brackets occur on the last page of A.



w

If

: 11

10

15

T.-text as printed by H. P. Sastri. 3. T. q^t qfat MS.

;
4. T. ^f^ JTmgr ^?f itf fsn^F! ^, MS. gR\%
K fl?^ ^11 5 ' T - **- ITS - *^~ ' T. Kftm HS.

6T. affij- HS. ^, i 9. T. -g^ ; qf^ WJ q^fir, MS.

WT^ Kft I
10. T, Rufa 13- 'r. unA ufiww fem- HS.

nft ^ftfe^ i 14. T.



10

15

20

5 ^^R^XT: i ^4 JTjftffi ^R

I

7. T. miT^ffT I 8. T.'qjfs* before gffif ;
MS. Vfy

instead of

|
T. ?ffle|^ which also can be retained but the comm.and Tib. have

<rare which MS. accepts. HS. inserts j^pjj after it. 10. T.

which HS. corrects as ^wflsraffil i 12, T, ifa< HS4



?TTPI

t i

5

10

15

T.-text as printed by H. T. Sasiri. 3. T.

;
4. T. gftfef ^TW^ ^m wtf ^rt^

^r^f it^r i
5 - T - **-. HS.

6.V *ft- HS. **, i 9. T. -

10. T, vqfa 13- T.

i 14. T.

MS.

MS.
T. HS.

MS.
- HS.



: i

fflT ^5 ?T5TT ^4 J^jftf?T I

ft^r

T*jffrfa iftrtt ^fq

10

15

7. T. ?T^JrTT I 8. T. fN before
ij^fsr ;

MS. ^ instead of

I
T. 7fffc|^f

which also can be retained but the comm.and Tib. have

which MS. accepts. IIS. inserts Tf^[ after it. 10. T.

which HS. corrects as fmfMtfa I 12. T, *wf, HS



; i

\\c\\

10

15

?TSfrf?T

20

4. T.

|
7. T.

i 12. T.

MS.

. corrects

H8. -

5. T. ^ferj, MS. trf^t |

' H- T. ^ilTTr^ HS,



f TT^STTR^PPtfft^Til. ^t 1 T"55f?f

: KTTRT'I

ITWIT

5 fasatfh

2Q

riff ^Rf ft

10 wmv: i ^T: ^st f*rft: ^li^T^^qt ^^frf?:: i ?ror

15

rfSf

1. T. IR I
2, T. ^ TfR MS, gt ^H i 8. T.

,
MS. ijfr |

8, T. riff ^m f^rf Wl, MS. ?rf% ^Rf fir

14. MS. SIT* 3f |
14, T.



; fefrl

(TO

: i

. T.

T. fpj |
7. T.

l 12. T. fBR^t HS.

MS. ^f^T% I 5. T. gfe^, MS.

. corrects TO* mij* i H. T. ^[^ HS.



?jffT

10

2Q

i. T.

,
MS.

14. MS.

2. T.

8, T.

sr |
14. T.

ft

MS,

rffif

8. T.

ft



5

10

3. T. ^t ^fT, HS. t^ [%K MS. ^^ i MS.

T. ^rfra, ^^crn: i
4. T. ^3 ^R, MS.

^T^ i T.

T. has UTR <m after^ which MS. omits. 10. T.

MS. *%IT |
11. T. q?T, MS. qr i T. ^^, MS.

15. T. M^^V< HS. ^5iT^ MS. q^ q^^ I
T. frnrTO I T.

,
HS. ij^T, MS. ^-R | T. foro, MS. ftptT^f | 16. T.



faranfaf wfoti *rar 3*1:

wrai ii *r?f srre

II

im:

J
i

Hieiilq*^*Hl<j^i In^iip^tjfl'W^ II TTfl

^ft

; i

wrfafa

15

: i mi vqw ^ni^Tq ww ITS

3. T. qnfr, MS. qofi I 3. T. <?ra?l, MS. ^w^ i T. has *
after ?w3 which MS. omits : 3. T. 9fWiftfo, MS. ^Y* | 4.

Mb. insert ^tf after f^pj |
6. T. swmsn HS. ^t^aiwi -

1 H. T.

11. T. ^ to, MS. fa fiw I
11- MS. TOiT | T.

12 T. ft MS. ftit | T. UW I
13 ' T - ^"T HS.

14. T. TOrei^T HS. u^req^pw- 1 18. T. ftwgr MS. f^i^^r I
T.

MS.



: i fratf s^sraraTgfwsraTq, fafoaptf

IN

fl P%

fa

5

, I l4=RTC ^f?T I ^"yHleh^UllIil^fcpft WT^^T *$ 10

2. T. ^r, ?n^, * I
5 - T - ^f* ' 8. MS. t* I

8. T. gfaj*

in both the cases MS. ^ter I 8. T. v*ft, MS. ^[ I
9. T.

T.tjf f(H MS. q



10

ft

JFQI i ^Rr 11

: i

f^f ^jif??ziT i *nif?r

ft

I

i

i. T. IM^IIH i
T. % firar f^^f^, MS.

l
2. T. ^RiA, MS. ^feTOtfl 2. T.

I The third line in the T. is incomplete. 3. T.

MS. <3*lf 5fT |
3. MS. adds after this sit [it]

4.T. ^|?|MS. ^^l T. forth T. fe^| 12. T

,
T. ^ifp: MS. WB?: i is. T.



i era

: i

fcf

w

15

I

IT frrfr:=R: cpf^r JT trf^t *rfnjf

1. T. rt%, MS. grff ;
T. ^g MS. ^T^^ ,2 T.

MS. ?^f WBsK ;
T. wWft ;

HS. corrects ^, MS.

3. T.
T^T,

MS.
tfj ;

4. q^ ;
T. f^f^l I

11. T. fofT ;
T. ^r,

MS. *t% ;
12. T. has *ft after W3 which MS. omits : 12. T.

,
MS. q^niHir ;

T. grfcrc ;
T.^ MS. ft }

T.

MS. 3FI ;
T. tsTW, MS. f^ ;

18. T. ?IHSR **, MS.



10

15

<Jrif*&i I rl^ WfT^^T^ fl^TW fi^cl

fj?f%

JTfif

H <JI rPcl I

H a

fit

5. P. W^rat whicb HS. reconstructs as *f ^W^j[^] but MS.

;
T. fnf^R, MS. fefg ;

5. T. fown*, MS. ^RJ . 6. T,

. T. ust, MS.^ i
i /. TO, MS.

t^; 13.^1.

U. T, **, MS. -5ft j
15. T.iwprf, MS.



f%

t H1T5T

3TRI ^ffff W^[ ^t^t ^(^tTT II

f?( i f^sr- 5

U 10

fair ftf

r ^^ ^rJTTO (if n 20

9. T. W , MS. inft ,
10. T. fci ;

11. T. %Jf^^ ;
12. T.

19- T. ^v srfror ^rf^r ^r ^rrf% MS. ST.-ffiiw

_ . 20. T. Ttiffifcur- HS. ^ i^lnr, MS, r
;
T. f^ra faro- MS. ^ii-^ratq ; T.



im: *TOT
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I

THE DOHAKOSA OF TILLOPADA

[Text pp. 1-4
; Text with Commentary pp. 41-51

;

Tibetan Text Xylograph, Narthang edition, vol. xlvi,

folia... 135V137*].

1. [pp. 1
; 41], Tib.-

phun po kharas dan skye mched dbafii po rnams
|

lhan cig skyes pa'i ran bshin las
|

ma lus de las byun shin de ru thim
|

bhua which is effaced in the MS. may be restored from Tib.

khams literally dhatu, elements. The word is also translated

in the Sanskrit commentary where after the enumeration of the

five skandhas comes that of the five bhiitdh the five elements,

earth, water, fire, air and space. The word clearly occurs in

Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 92 (p. 21) where the first pada is

quoted verbatim kandha-bhua-aaattana-indl. blbandl the

meaning of the word is not clear. It is translated in Tib. as
'

thim
'

which literally means
'

to be lost/
'

to be dissolved in
*

villna. In the commentary there was a lacuna which I have

restored as badhyante.

Com. Tillopada is speaking of the purification, through

Sahaja, of the present aggregates (skandha), elements (bhutah)

etc., which themselves are the causes of the future aggregates,

elements, etc. The aggregates are five in number, relating

respectively to form (rupa), sensation (vedana), notion (samjM\

operant (samskara) and consciousness (vijnana). The elements
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are five in number relating respectively to earth, water, fire, air

and space. The sense organs (ayatana) and the senses (indriya)

are six in number relating to the eye, ear, nose, tongue,

body and mind. All these disappear when the sahaja-nature

arises. Now the question is, whether this sahaja-nature is a

positive (bhava-svabhavci) or a negative (abhavcf) state. If it

be a positive state then it would imply transmigration (samsara)

and if negative, then it would imply complete annihilation.

For avoiding such a confusion sahaja is defined in the next

verse.

Tr. The aggregates, elements, sense organs and senses are

all bound down by (i.e., merge in) the sahaja nature.

2. [pp.1; 41], Tib.-

Ihan skyes dnos daft dnos med gtam mi 'dri
|

ston pa snin rje de ru ro mnam 'dod
|

'

gtam mi 'dri
'

would be literally kathd no, prccha.
"

ro

mnam "
is the regular translation of the term samarasa. It is

difficult to translate this term. M. Shahidullah translates it as

"
identit6 de jouissance/' It refers to a state of mind which is

free from all contradictions. The second line of the Tib. is

literal translation of the text : ^unyatd karune tasmin samarase

icchate. The first line of the text also occurs almost under

the same form in Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 20 (p. 12) : Sahaja

sahaba na bhavabhava. For the discussion on sahaja see the

introduction.

Com. The nature of sahaja is neither positive nor negative ;

it involves neither transmigration nor annihilation. The state

of mind in which vacuity and compassion become identical can

be defined as sahaja. It has been described to be eternal, a

kind of joy and the highest bliss not merely a proposition

(samkalpamatra ?). Therefore, by attaching yourself to the

state of samkalpa, do not bring the sahaja nature down to
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the sphere of the phenomenal world. The means of purifying

the mind when it is attached to the state of samkalpa is

indicated as follows.

Tr. Do not think that there are existence and non-existence

in sahaja (i.e., do not attribute positive and negative character to

sahaja). There is in it the vacuity, compassion and samarasa.

3. [pp. 1 ; 42], Tib.-

sems la mya nan bans pa rgya bal sad
|

khams gsum ston pa gos pa ined las 'shug |

'bans pa rgya bal' is not clear. Is it a mistake for
c

bans pa

rgyug pa' which means "
to run a race"? In that case hanid

of the text should be connected with Beng. han-han, an

onomatopoeic meaning 'a swift movement.' In the commen-

tary however the word is interpreted as hatva9 "after killing."

'mya nan' of Tib. should have been in instrumental as in

the text we have nivvane (com. nirvanena) . Paliya of the text

seems to be a mistake for pasia, as the Tib. translation shows ;

Tib. 'shug means "go, go in," the sense which is also preserved

in the commentary "pravetyatam." The form pasia, however,

is not in the imperative.

Com. When the mind seeks to attain to the state of

complete concentration) it should be made absolutely inactive

(lit. to be completely killed) through nirvana which possesses

the nature of vacuity. The mind being thus killed, the pure

knowledge of the vacuity of the three worlds should be

attained; that is all the sense. Otherwise, the sahaja knowledge

being in the proximity of the illusory world may be easily

disturbed. Sahaja is meant to be a state which may not be

described (lit. established apratisthita-) .

[The commentator quotes the beginning of a verse from some

other text in order to illustrate the indescribable character
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of Sahaja. I have not been able to trace the quotation and

the text from which it is made. In the next verse the

commentator refutes the views of those who criticise the truth

relating to non-cogitation (amanasikara).']

Tr. Kill the mind completely through nirvana, [and] enter

into pure vacuity of the three worlds.

4. [pp.1 ; 42], Tib.

yid la ma byed gnug ma'i ran bshin la
|

brdsun pa mains kyis skur pa ma 'dibs 3ig j

ran dban yod pa dan run 'chin rna byed |

In Tib. this verse occurs before the last. The Tib. is

not a literal translation of the original verse it is merely

explanatory.
'

Yid la ma byed' means literally "not to

act in mind," i.e., "not to cogitate
5 '

(amanskr). The Tib.

version may be rendered as follows : Do not decry erroneously

the mental inaction in regard to the nature of the innate

(? 'gnug ma'). Freedom [from mental act, i.e., amanskfira]

does not bring in bondage ('nin 'chin' anubandha).

Com. Not to cogitate is amanasikara. It is the Sahaja

knowledge which is free from all possibilities of contradictions.

It should not be abused by an attempt to comprehend the nature

of Sahaja. So it has been said all the contradiction that arises

in the mind should be abandoned. The mind should be purified

through Sahaja knowledge and fixed on that Sahaja knowledge

which is free from doubts and contradictions. How to do

that is described in the next verse.

[The quotation in the Com. occurs in a more complete form

in the Com. on Saraha's Dohakoa (supra, p. 90). But

there also we do not find any mention of the source from which

it is quoted. It occurs again in the Com. on the Caryacarya-

vinifoaya (dastri, p. 16) where it is mentioned as a quotation

from the Apiatisthanaprakaa. In the two other contexts the
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line occurs as Yavan kacidvikalpah prabhavati manasi tyajya-

rupah sa sarvah (supra, p. 90) and tyajya-rupafy hi tavan

(Sastrl, p. 10). The reading prabhavati for yah bhavati is

evidently better.]

Tr. Do not erroneously decry non-cogitation. Do not wish

bondage for self.

5. [pp. 1
; 42], Tib.

sems ni mkha' 'da miiam pa ni bde bar shugs |

dban po yul rnams skyed cig rtsafi ni den
|

The regular translation of khasama in Tib. is 'mkha
1

mnam'
but here only kha- has been rendered. 'da seems to be a

mistake for 'di. The first line is literally, "vacuity in the

mind in this [state of] equality joy enters/'

The lacuna in the second pada can be reconstructed from

the second line of Tib. which literally means " The least

origination of sense-objects goes away
"
The Com. has tatksane

ca indriyair visaya na drtyante. The Tib. and the Com.

support the restoration i[ndla-visaa tahi matta] na dlsai.

Com. The mind by its nature wants an object of attach-

ment (. lit. companion). Through khasama, i.e., knowledge of

vacuity, it enters into the state of joy which arises from

the union of mind with vacuity [
=
samasukha]. At that

moment, the objects are not perceived by the senses. For the

removal of errors (oikalpa) the next verse has been introduced.

Tr. When the mind united with vacuity enters into the [state

of] Joy which arises out of that communion, the objects of the senses

are not at all perceived.

6. [pp.1 ; 42] ,
Tib.

thog ma spans pa shin 'de cu tha ma spafts I

bla nia mchog gi shabs kyis gnis med bstan
|

The meaning of 'shin' in the first line is not clear. It may
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be taken in the sense of atma "self" for which the regular

Tib. expression is
'

bdag nid/ The second pada of the original

contains a lacuna at the end, which may be restored from Tib.

'gnis med bstan' advayam detitam. The Com. has advayam

kathitam. Hence the restoration addaa kahia is justified.

The construction is passive ; varaguru-paa is therefore in the

instrumental. The normal instrumental form should be vara-

guru-pae.

Com. The joy that arises out of the communion (i.e.,

samasukha) is without beginning, due to the absence of any

permanent break. It is without end as it is indestructible.

Such a joy, devoid of any dual character, has been communicated

by the Guru through teaching. It cannot be explained in

words.

Tr. It is without beginning, without end such non-dual [joy]

has been communicated by the best of Gurus.

7. [pp. l;43],Tib.-

sems ni gan du shi gyur pa |

der ni rlun yan thim par 'gyur |

ran rig pa ni de nid 'bras bu ni
|

su shig la ni gan gis ji Itar bstan
|

The first line of Tib. is not the exact translation of tu

marai jahi of the text. It literally means "where in the mind

there is appeasement." Tail' of the second line should be

taken in the sense of 'yan dag' meaning samyak. It conveys

to some extent the meaning of nirasa of the text. The lacuna

in the second line of the text may be restored from Tib.

'raft rig pa ni de fiid 'bras bu m'=sva-vedyam tattvaphalam.

The Com. has tat svasamvedyalaksanam tattvam. The expres-

sion occurs again in verse 9 [infra] as saa-samveana tattaphala

and in Frag. II of Saraha [verse 10, supra, p. 8] as saa-$amvitha

tattaphalu.
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Com. That the mind possessed with the knowledge of

formal differentiation dies and that the [vital] wind gets
dissolved is a truth which can only be realised by one's own
self ; how can it be explained to another ? That this truth is

not general, i.e., may not be realised by everybody, is explained
in the next verse.

Tr. Where the mind dies the [vital] wind is dissolved completely.
Such an essence of truth, which can be realised by self, how can

that be told ?

8. [pp. 1
; 43], Tib.

smons pa'i 'jig rten 'gro ba rnams kyi spyod yul min
|

mkhas pa rnams kyis de nid bgrod bya min
|

gan la bla ma'i shabs ni mnis pa yi

kyi ho gan zag de yi spyod yul min

smons pa'i is clearly a mistake for rmofis pa'i which

means "a fool," translation of badha of the text. The first

two lines of Tib. may be literally rendered as murhha-loka !

loltanam agocaram panditanam tattvam agamyam. The third

and the fourth lines of Tib. meani
" He who is favoured by

the Guru can anything remain unrealised to that individual ?
"

The com. has yafy punyavan gurnpada-prasannah tasya tattvam

gam^am jn&tuw $akyam ; hence I have restored the lacuna

in the second line of the text as jo gurupa [apaxanna tah?

ki citta agamma] though the com. requires tatta instead

of citta.

Com. The truth which is inaccessible to the fools is

equally so to the learned people who are absorbed in the study

of the scriptures, i.e., the study of the scriptures does not help

them at all in the realisation of truth. The truth comes only

to the man of virtue, who has been blessed by the Guru.

19
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Tr. The truth is unattainable by the fools, by other people as well

as to the learned world. Can the mind remain inaccessible to him

who is blessed by the Guru ?

9. [pp. 2
; 43], Tib.

ran rig de nid 'bras bur ni
|

tai-lo-pa yis de skad bstan pa yin |

yid kyi spyod yul du ni gan gyur pa |

do ni don dam ma yin no
|

The second line of the original which is translated in Tib.

as yid kyi.,. yin no is omitted in our text. The Tibetan

translation may be literally rendered as managocardh visa y aft

yasmin tasmin paramarthdh na bhavanti. The com. has yc

mano-gocara-praptdh paddrthds te paramdrthd na bhavanti.

The Skt. com. of the Carya-carya-viniscaya (Sastrl, p. 62)

quotes this verse in a corrupt form :

saa-sambcana tantaphala tilopde bhananti
\

jo managoara gold so paramathe na honti
\

It also occurs in Frag. II of Saraha, (supra p. 8, verse 10)

almost under the same form, the only difference being that it

contains the name of Sarahapa instead of that of Tilopfi :

saa-sambithd tattaphala sarahapda bhananti
\

jo managoarc pdthiai so paramattha na honti
\

I have therefore restored the second line of the present verse

as jo managoara paitthai so paramattha na honti.

Com. Tillopada is speaking of the truth that results from

self-realisation. The objects thai are within the reach of the

mind are not of absolute value. That which is of spontaneous

origin, that great joy which has no dual character is the

[absolute] truth. Such is not the case with other objects and

thoughts having dual character. In the next verse the means

of dissipating this vikalpa is described.
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Tr. Tlllopada speaks of that essential truth which is to be fully

known by the self. That which reaches the mind is not the absolute

truth.

After the translation of the last verse the Tib. contains

translation of a few more verses of which there is no trace

either in the text or in its Sanskrit commentary. Their

occurrence shows that the Dohakosa of Tillopada was known

in more than one version and that the number of verses was

not the same ini them. Tib. translation of those additional

verses is the following :

de iiid bla ma'i gsuft gis bstan par bya ba mini
|

des na slob mas go pa Ita yin no
|

lhan skyes 'bras bu bdud rtse'i ro
|

de iiid su shig la ni ci shig bstan
|

gan du yid ni shi ba daft
|

yid dfio rlufi. gnis mnain par shu
|

der ni rnam par kun spans pa la
|

khams gsum der gnas pa yin |

rmons pa gnug ma'i ran bshin ses par gyis |

de tsho gti mug dra ba ma Itas chad par 'gyur |

Tib. had giies (1. 6) and gti nug (1. 10) which I have

corrected respectively as giiis and gti mug. The Tib. may
be rendered thus

tadeva guror-vaca na detitam tal &i&yena boddhavyam ;

sahaja-phalam amrta-rasam tadeva kasmai kah desati. yadd

manasi santih [jat&] mana-pavanan dvau, samatam [praptau].

tadd sarvam parityaktam ;
trmi bhuvandni tasmin vasanti.

re murkha j saliaja-svdbhavaih janihi, mudha stan-na

paSyanti.

The first of these verses occurs in its original form in

Frag. II of Saraha (verse 9, p. 7, and also Saraha IV, p. 28,
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where it is quoted from the Kriyasamnccaya). There are some

minor variations between the two :

nan tam-vaahi guru kahai nau tam-bujjhai sisa
\

sahajamiarasu saala jagu kdsu kahijjai kisa
\

10. [pp. 2
; 43], Tib.

lhan cig skyes pa'i sems ni legs par sbyofts |

rche 'dir dnos grub thar pa lus 'dis riiin
|

The restoration of the lacuna in the second line of the text

as iha jammahi siddhi [mokkha bhanga] is doubtful but

bhanga is almost imposed by the rhyme. In the Com. the

sense is made quite clear mok$aflca prapsyasi anena farirena.

The Tib. rche 'dir rain literally means asmin janmc

siddhi-moksam ancna kaycna jlrnam. rniA means jlrna, i.e.,

old, worn out. It is evidently a mistake for rned
"

to acquire,

to discover" which agrees with the meaning of prapsyasi as

given in the commentary, lhanga occurs in Saraha's Doha-

kosa, verse 37 (supra, p. 14), and there too it rhymes with

canga. The word is translated by M. Shahidullah as

'""diversity" (samsaraha l)hange\& diversit6 du cercle de

Texistence). But the Sanskrit commentary on the Dohakosa

explains (supra, p. 79) cittarua samsdraha bhange as samsara-

'scittamayo va tasya bhagno sambhavattti, i.e., "the phenomenal

world subsists in the mind its diverse manifestations (?)

arise there ;

"
bhanga may therefore be taken in the sense of

"the different manifestations.
M

Siddhi, i. e., spiritual success

and mokkha, i.e., spiritual liberation, are only diverse experiences

made by the Yogin in course of his march. Siddhi and

mokkha are not, however, the final goal. This meaning is

further brought out by the commentary.

Com. The mind which is the source of vikalpajnana should

be well purified through Sahaja. The people who are siddha
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will be santika, etc., in this very life. They will attain moksa

too in this very body.

\_3antika is a special kind of spiritual attainment. Cf. The

Pancakrama of Nagarjuna (ed. de la Vallee Poussin, p. 38,

verse 30)

$antikam paustikam cdpi tathd rasyabhicamkam \

Akarsanadi yat sarvam kuryad indrdyudhopamam \

In the Tathagataguhyaka (ed. B. Bhattacharyya) the nature of

these attainments is described (p. 168, 11. 1-2)

Manlike santacintam (sic) lu paustikc pustimanasam \

Vatye raktam manah krtva krodhc kruddham pramdhayet \

also p. 64 (11. 1-2)

fSantikc locanakaram paustikc padmarajrinam \

Vaye vairocanapadam vajrakrodho'bhicarake \

In both these cases santika is translated into Chinese (Taissho

Ed. Tripit, Vol. XVIII, p. 510 and p. 484 respectively) assi-tsru

meaning
"
peace." In the Mahavyutpatti (ed. Sakaki, Section

cxcviii, 4241-4214), all the four spiritual powers are enumerated

santika, paustika, abhicarika and rasi-karanam. The

meanings in Tibetan are giveni respectively as shi-ba peace,

peaceful ; rgyas pa increase, increasing ; drag 3ul spyod pa to

have a fierce look (a mystic practice) and dban du bya ba to

control, faculty of controlling others.

Therefore when the commentary explains the second pada

of the text as iha janmani siddhayo hi lokah santikddaijah

the idea is that the spiritual powers like santika, paustika,

abhicarika and vaMkarana may be obtained in this very life.

But, as is well known, these powers are supposed to be of

secondary importance in relation to the highest spiritual goal.

Hence the meaning of bhanga in the text as
"
diverse mani-

festations
"
may be justified.]
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Tr. Purify the mind well through Sahaja. There will be

manifestation of success and liberation in this very life.

11. [pp. 2
; 43], Tib.

gan du sems ni 'gro ba der
|

der ni sems med par ni Itos
|

na bye ba med par ro mfiam gnas par gyis |

sems dan sems med ni legs par rtshol
|

rche
5

di fiid pa dnos grub legs par gsal por riled
|

sems ni gan du shi gyur pa |

khams gsum po ni de ru thim

gan du ni \to$= yatra cittah ydti tatra acittam paya.
This is therefore an exact translation of the first line of the text

jahi jdi citta tahi siniahu acitta. The second line of the text

however is not literally translated, na bye ba rned par unless

faulty, may be interpreted as almm vtiesa-rahitah which conveys

the idea of dvayarahita of the commentary, ro mnam gnas

par gyis samarasah varttale. I have restored the lacuna in the

second line of the text as samarasa [nimmala bhavabhava-rahia]

on the strength of the commentary evam dvayarahita-

samarasah saiva nirmalam cittam svabhavatah suddhabodhi-

rupam. If the restoration stands then acitta of the first line

should be corrected as acia for the sake of the rhyme.

For Tibetan rche 'di de ru thim there is no original

in the text. It may be rendered as asmin janmc tattvam

siddhim atisayena prdpsyasi. cittdcittam susthu jndsyasi elite,

yasmin antih sambhavati tribhuvanah tasmin billnah.

Com. The lacuna in the first part of the commentary
renders it unintelligible. The second part is the comment on

the second line of the verse The samarasa which has no dual

character is the pure and the best [state of the] mind
; it is

by its very nature the pure bodhi which is free from encroach-

ment of all objects of senses.
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Tr. Where the positive aspect of the mind merges into, the

negative aspect of the mind too merges. The state of communion

[of the mind with vacuity] is pure and without any positive and

negative character.

12. [pp. 2
; 44], Tib. The Tibetan translation of this verse is

wanting. The com. contains a lacuna but its sense can be

made out.

Com. In the present verse emphasis is laid on compassion
towards others. The mind, free from dual knowledge, reaches

its amplitude like the kalpavrkta which spreads itself in the

three worlds. He who thinks
"
This is mine, that is of others

"

baffles his Sahaja nature through attachment to vikalpa. He is

not free though he is so by his nature. So no distinction

should be made between self and others.

Tr. The tree of non-dual mind has attained vastness in the three

worlds. It contains the fruit and flower of compassion. There are

no "mine 11
and ''thine.

11

[The verse occurs in Saraha's Dohakosa (verse 107, p. 23)

under more correct forms as

addaa cittataruaraha yait tihurane citthara

karund phulliphala dharai nan paratta udra

The form tihuvane (locative) satisfies the exigencies of grammar
hetter and dharai in the second line is preferably a better

reading. The comparison of citta with tree (taruvara) and

elephant ((/a/a, cf. com. tarnvarah, yafih, etc.) is very common
in the Garyas.

Cf. 1. kda taruvara panca bi ddla
\

cancala cw paitho kdla
\ Luyl-pada.

16. mdtela cla-yaanda dhdvai
\ Mahidhara-pada.

17. gaavara mmarasa sdndhi (junta \ Vlna-pada.
45, wiana taru panca indi tasu saha

\

asa bahala pdta-phala-bdhd \
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13. [pp. 2 ;44], Tib.

ran gshan mfiam pas sans rgyas rje btsun 'gyur |

It is the tentative translation of the first line of the text.

Literally rendered it stands thus nijah parasca samafr, buddhah

bhattdrakah bhavati. It therefore seems to have been based on

a line like

para appana sama buddha bhattaraa saala
\

Instead of the translation of the second line of the text, Tib.

adds three lines which cannot be traced to the original :

sems ni namkha'i daft du shugs nas thim
|

de'i rche dbaii po Ida dan yul rnams dan
|

phuii po khams na du khams rnam son
|

It may be rendered as cittam aka&am pravifati villnanca

[bhavati]. tasmin ksanc panccndriya-cisayah skandha-dhatu-

ayatanani ca tatra prar-ifanti.

Com. Both the self and others have essentially the

same nature. Through Sahaja avoid all errors about it. Hence

all the beipgs become Buddha through this very nature from the

beginning.

Tr. Do not falsely distinguish between self and non-self. All

are ever Buddha. The three worlds are the best and sublime stations ;

mind by its nature is pure.

14. [pp.2 ; 44], Tib.

gan shig brtan daft gyo ba'i rnam pa kun
|

ston pa gos pa med pa ste
|

'di la dban par mi bya'o |

= lit. yadeva nifoalam sacalam ca sarvatha

gunyam niranjanam. tatra vicdram ma kuru.
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Com. Sacalam or that which moves is the sattvaloka and

nticalam or that which is fixed is the bMjanaluka. Tlie secret

of the world is established as being undetermined and solely

attractive with reference to the custom of the whole world.

Snnyam is that knowledge of truth which is free from all irikalpa,

,
is pure and undisturbed by the impurity of the innumerable

sufferings accompanied by desire. Do not try to comprehend it

by the power of discrimination. As cintrnnanl, though it has a

nature of duality, contains the unattainable (?) essence of the

world so also the knowledge, though vitiated by error, through

discrimination, resolves the essence of the world into different

categories like the sphere of merit (punya), etc., of the beings.

In the next verse the error in the discrimination of atmn (self)

and almlya (of self) is spoken of.

[There are some mistakes in the commentary. 1. 17 wml-

sanakh^ajnlnknliu'ikac'iknlnm^ if corrected as kalunkavikalam and

1. 19 lathavikalpakam-, if corrected as latha vikalpakam- can

give the right sense.
]

Tr. Those which are the customs of all are [either] moving or

not-moving. [But] the vacuity is free from impurity. Do not judge

[it].
-

15. [2 ; 45]. Tib.

'din bdag go 'don 'gro ba'o
|

gan shig rail rig ses par bya |

dri mcd scms kyi ran bshin la
|

gau
r

/Ag ran rig ses par bya |

The last two lines of Tib. =
nirmalacittasya svabha-

vam sah svayam jandti. This translation is not therefore

quite correct. The real meaning is brought out in the Skt.

Corn. nimnala-citta-svahhavataiti katham so
9

pi buddhyatL

Hence my restoration of the second line of the text as nimmala-

cittasahaba so ki bujjhai is justified.

20
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Com. Whosoever takes
*

this to be the self
'

and
'

that to

be the world
'

how can he understand the nature of the pure

mind ? He cannot understand the truth through the obsession

of
"

self
"
and

"
things relating to self." In the next verse is

described the all-spreading (i.e. 3 the universal) nature of the

yogins who concentrate on the truth.

Tr. He who thinks 'this is self/ 'this is world 'can he

understand the nature of the pure citta ?

16. [2; 45]. Tib.

bdag iiid 'gro ba bdag iiid sans rgyas te
|

bdag fiid dri med cin bdag Sid yid la rni byed pa |

de la 'gro ba med cm gos pa med
|

= aliam cva jagat aliam cva Iniddliah
\

aliam mala-rahitah aliam amanshamm
\

etad niscalam mryranthalicim \

gos pa med is doubtful, "gos" means cloth and gos

med is the usual Tib, translation of naynalw, niryrantlia

Jit. one who has given up worldly ties. As is evident

the last line of Tib. is only an elaboration of the meaning given

in the Skt. commentary as bhavali samsarastasya bliaujano

bhanjaJtah . The Tib. and the commentary support my restora-

tion of the second line as

ban amanasiara bhavabhanjaya.

Com. I myself am the universe. T am the Buddha, I

myself am he who is free from impurity (uiraujana) and I am

the mental inaction [in person], Bhavah is the cycle of

existence. He who destroys it is also myself Thus does the

yogin whose mind is in perfect unison with the reality think

day and night that the universe is permeated by the reality.

[The quotation in the commentary also partly occurs in the

com. on Saraha's Dohakosa (p. 105). The source is mentioned
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there as the Hevajra. It is in fact found in the Hccajra Tantra,

Chap. VIII (Sri-Hevajra-mdralma-yoyini-cakra^^

melapakah patalo nama). Though there are slight variations in

readings in different MSS. of the Tantra whicli I have examined

the present quotation seems to contain the most satisfactory

reading.]

Tr. I am the universe, I am the Buddha, I am [he who is]

free from impurity I am the mental inaction [in person] and I am
the killer of the cycle of existence.

17. [2; 45]. Tib.

yid ni rje btsun riam khar rje btsun ma
|

nin mchan du ni gaii bycd lhaii cig skyes la...
|

= manah bliayavan kliali bhayavati \

div&ratram yal karoti sahaje [yojanarii] \

In the xylograph available to me the last word is effaced.

But in the Sanskrit commentary the sense is clearly brought

out i\sahanii$atii suhajena cittain yojuijitavyam. On the

strength of the Tibetan translation and the commentary I have

restored the second line of the text as dicaratti sahaje raliiai.

rahiai may be justified as a causative form from \/ralia-<

\Afl7f,s- ; \/raha means "to remain," "stay" hence v/ra//a =

to make stay, i.e., yojaya . As regards the restoration of the

lacuna in the first line after manahn as bhaava there is no diffi-

culty. It is fully supported by Tib. yid ni rje btsun and

Skt. com. mano...bhagavan.

Com. The mind, i.e., bodhicitla is the Bhagavan, the

vacuity-like, i.e., khasama the great joy whicli pervades it (the

mind) is the Bhagavatl. This is why it has been said in the

Hcrukaraja Tantra that Bhagavan has the form of semen and

the joy arising out of its satiation is called the kdmint. To

express the same idea in another way compassion (karuna) is
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Bhagavan. The vacuity-like, i.e., unyata is Bhagavatl. The

knowledge of the non-duality of compassion and vacuity is

Bhagavati-Bhagavan. Bhagavatl is not different. Thus

should the mind be fixed day and night through sahaja. So

it has been said in the Samputa.

[The first quotation in the commentary is said to be from

the Hcmkaraja Tantra. The first part of the name of the

Tantra referred to was broken in the MS. I have restored it as

Jri-Hcmka as that is the only Tantra of this particular school

with the name of which raja tantra can go. I have not how-

ever been able to trace the line in the MS. of the Heruka Tantra

in my possession. It is on the other hand found in the

Herajra Tanlra (Ch. VIII), The complete Sloka occurs

there as

sulirakaro bliaccd bhayacan tat snkham katninl

smrla [var. xmrtam'] \

ckancka-viyogo'san ksanddclia para ratih
\\

The second quotation is said to be from the Sampu[a. The

full title of the text is Sampntodbliaua-kalparaja Tantra (A. 8. 13.

3828, 4854). The Sloka occurs also in the Ilcvajra Tanlra

where it is found in Ch. VIII. The Sloka in its proper

form is

nadisrotoprabahcna dlpajyoti pmbandhacat \

satatai'n taltraijoycna stliatavyam alioralralah
\

My restoration of the lacuna at the beginning of the

second line as sahaja is wrong. The reading vuharnisam

given in the quotation spoils the metre. All the MSS. of the

Hevajra Tantra have ahomtratah'].

Tr. Mind is the Bhagavan ; the vacuity is the Bhagavati.

It [mind] should be fixed in the Sahaja day and night.
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18. [2 ; 46]. Tib.

skye daii 'clri ba dag las grol bar 'gyur |

gshug ma ri yid la rgyun clu gnas par gyis |

grol bar 'gyur means "is free" (muhta). But the text

and the commentary require bhrantili. The Tib. in my opinion

should be corrected as 'khrul bar 'gyur meaning "is error,

illusion" (bhrantih). The Tib. when literally rendered is

janmah maranam ca blirantih
\

tatah cittam nirantaram tistliati
\

The restoration of the second line of the text is supported

by the Tib. as well as the corn, which has

tasmat atnnyam cittam nirantarc slhitam bhacaii
\

Com. Birth, i.e., coming into existence, death That

also is complete illusion (rikalpa) so error should not be com-

mitted about it. Thus it has been said death is illusion

(rihalpa) ; [freedom from this illusion ?
]

leads to the position

of liliccan. It has been further said that according to the

capacity of realisation the merits of beings (are determined].

Utpada (birth) exists as a fact of perception and not in any other

way. So one's own mind is fixed in the nirantara. Nirantaram

is the state in which nothing stands between. It is a state in

which vacuity and compassion are inseparable. [One] should

never get detached from it.

[I have not been able to trace the two quotations in the

com. to their original. The second quotation pranidhana-

rcdha-samarthyat salranam punya occurs in the comment on

verse 14 (supra, p. 44, 11. 19-20) under a slight altered form as

a part of the commentary and not as a quotation pranidhana-

rcdhat satranam punyadhipatyadi ndnabhagcna jagadartham

karoti.]
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Tr. Do not entertain illusion about birth and death. Then

one's own mind will stay in a state devoid of duality.

19. ['2 ; 40]. Tib.

'bab stegs dka' thub nags la ma brten cig |

bus dan gtsaii sbras bde ba mi riicd do
|

dka' tbub nags should be corrected as dka' thub gnus

which means taporuna
"
hennilage ;" bus should be corrected

as lus which means delta "body." Sbras does not mean

anything, if corrected as 'sbyans' it would convey the sense

of
*

washing.' Hence gtsan sbyans would convey the sense that

is rendered in the com. as jtila-sndncna bdhyurupcna. Tib.

would then literally mean

tlriham lapocanaih md scryaldm \

dchaiaucc stintim mi prdpxyasi \

Com. Do not go to external sacred places and hermitages.

By bathing in water externally nobody shall get salvation. That

is the whole meaning. The only holy place is the mahayana.

Salvation can be attained by washing away all the impurities

of illusion in the stream of knowledge arising from it. That

cannot be attained by bathing at external holy places.

Tr. Do not attach yourself to sacred places and hermitages.

You will not attain peace through purity of body.

20. [3 ; 46]. Tib.

charts pa khyab 'jug dban phyug lha
|

byan chub yod bsher gsurn la bkur mi bya |

Tib. has Ida instead of lha which is clearly a mistake.

Tib. literally means

bodhisattva traydn md scvyatdm
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The normal translation of bodhisatlva would be byan chub

sems dpa'. byan. chub yod bsher literally is "one who exists

in bodhi." The com. has bralnnd visnu mahesvarasca trayo

dcvd bodhisaitcena sarvalhana namaskurttuvyah. These support

the restoration of the second line of the text as Bohisattva ma

karahu sev>a.

Com. The three gods Brahma, Visiiu and Mahesvara

should not be worshipped by a Bodhisattva because they belong

to an inferior way [of religious belief] So it lias been said

in the Astaxtihasrika Prajiiaparamitdone ought not to offer

flowers, incense or light to other gods. Nor should he worship

other gods.

[I have not been able to trace the quotation to its original.

The first part of the title was broken in the MS., my restoration

is hypothetical. It may be as well tiata-snlutsrikil.']

Tr. Brahma, Yisnu, Mahesvara do not worship [these] gods,

oh Bodhisattva !

21. [3; 47]. Tib.

lha mains mchod 'bab stegs ma 'gro sLig |

lha mains mchod kyari thar pa grob mi 'gyur |

=dcvan ind pujuya tlrlharii ma gaccJia \

dcvaradhancna moks<nn na prapsyati \

The second line which is lost in the original, is also com-

mented on in the com. as bahyadcratiiradhancna HrthasuanrHu-

na prupyatc. Hence I have restored the line as

devapnjahi na mokkha pdbd.

Com. The worship of gods made of stone should not be

practised. External holy places should not be visited. Spiritual

liberation cannot be attained by worshipping external gods and

bathing in sacred places.
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Tr. Do not worship the gods ; you should not go to holy

places. You shall not attain salvation through devotion to gods.

22. [3; 47]. Tib.

main par mi rtog scms kyis sans rgyas mchod par gyis |

srid daii mya nan 'das la gnas par ma byed cig |

Tib. has cag instead of cig, but that is evidently a mistake,

cig is an imperative affix. Tib.

avikalpa-cillcna Buddham dradlujatdm \

bhara-nirvaye stkitim ma kriyatam \

The com. on the second line is bhava sumsarc nirvanc

iicchede ca stldtliir ma kuru. These support the reconstruction

of the second line as bhava-nivvanc ma harahu re thitte \

Com. The knowledge of non-duality is called Prajfia-

paramitd. So it has been said by Dignagapfida
" The know-

ledge of Prajnapammita is non-dual. It is tatlulgata."

Cultivate it with mind fixed on it. Do not stay in the world

of being and the world of annihilation.

[The quotation from the work of Dignaga occurs in other

places too. Cf. the Abhisamayalankaraloka of Haribhadra (ed.

Tucci, p. 28) and Sadhanamala (cd. Bhattacharya, I, p. 32]) :

PrajMparamitajnanam-advaym sd lalhayatah \

-sadhya tadarthyayogena tacchabdam granthamanjayoh \

In Sadhanamala the beginning of the second line is misquot-

ed as sadhyatadarthayogena tacchabdam. The particular work

of Dignaga from which the sloka is quoted is not mentioned.]

Tr. Worship the Buddha with unfailing mind. Do not stay

in the [world of] being and the [world of] annihilation.

23. [3 ; 47]. Tib.

'ses rab thabs kyi tin 'rjin shugs |

gan tshe mig yo bar ni brtan par byed nus na
|

fia yi chan nams myan 'grub par 'gyur
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nams myau seems to be a mistake for iiams rnyon which

means according to S. C. Das "experience," but according to

Jaschke "delight, enjoyment." 'ami t turn
9

the supreme know-

ledge is also a state of bliss, hence its translation as iiams

myoii may be justified. The second line of the Tib. is, however,

clear. Literally the Tib. may be rendered into Sanskrit as

prajnopaya-samadhan htyno bhava
\

yadi tasmin (?) drdhah bhavitum sakyatc \

almanah malul (?) amittaram sidhyati \

The original verse is defective in meaning as well as

metre. The meaning becomes clear if we either correct

jahi yasmin) as jai yadi) or take it in that sense, jahi

and jai both are sometimes translated into Tibetan as gal-te ;

cf. Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 7 (jai nagya bia //oi=gcer-bus

gal-te grol 'gyur na) ;
77 (-jahi tahi nama cintassa gnl-tu

yid-du on nam snam pa'i serns). The metre still remains

defective and laygalin, which cannot be corrected as laggai

because an imperative is wanted, docs not rhyme with

siddhai.

Com. The union of P raffia (sapience) and npaya (means)

is the complete (advaya) union of vacuity and compassion.

Attach yourself to it and if the mind is fixed in it, there is no

doubt that the supreme knowledge of Buddha will be attained.

Tr. Attach yourself to the union of sapience and means. When
one is fixed in that, the supreme [knowledge] is attained.

24. [3 ; 47], Tib.

ji
Itar dug ni zos bar gyur pa las

|

dug gis kyan ni 'che bar mi 'gyur ba
|

de Itar srid pa zos kyan la 'byod pa |

Mod yon gyis ni 'chen bar mi 'gyur ro
|

= Yatha viga-bhaltsanat \ risenapi mrtyuh na bliavati
\

talha bhava-bhunjanenapi \
samsara-bandhanarii na bhavati

|

21
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The second line of the text is commented on as : 1atha bhavam

samsarasukham risayddikam bhnnkte yogi \
na [tu tasya yo-]

gino visayena samsara-bandhanam bharati. Hence there is

no difficulty in restoring the second line as

lima bhava bhufijui bh avail i na jnlta.

Com. Just as a man versed in the science of poison does

not die even after swallowing the poison, in the same way the

yogi, though he may enjoy the pleasures of the material world,

does not get attached to the world. So it has been said in the

Hevajra Tantra that the very poison by which all other beings

are killed that poison the man who is versed in its science uses

for the purification of poison. By those means, by which others

get attached to the world, [the yogi] becomes free from the

bondage of existence. Hence in the next verse the efficacy of

karmamudra is established.

[The first two lines of the quotation occur also in the com-

mentary on Saraha's Dohakosa (p. 83) ;
these lines occur in

the 2nd Patala, Part II (
= 12th of the Chinese Tr.) of the

Hevajra Tantra. The chapter is called : siddhiniryayo nauia

dvitiya-patalah. The second two lines of the quotation occur

in the same patala of the Hevajra, but after 3 verses. A similar

verse occurs in its 9th patala (Part I) Vihiddhi-patalah

Yena tu yena tu badhyaii loka-stena tu tena tu

bandhanam mucyatc \

The verse however is found in the Subhasitasariigruha

(Bendall, pp. 37-38) as a citation from the CittavMuddhi-

prakarana of Aryadeva. Its first line, which has a lacuna in our

MS., runs thus

yena yena hi badhyanle jantavo raiidrakarmana
\

Similar ideas are found in Jnanasiddhi (I, verse 15, p. 32).

The word palutta is not met with elsewhere in the Dohas. In

Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 70, there is a word, paluttia. In one
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of the MSS. of Saraha's text it is found under the form pain (in

M. Shahidullah, in his glossary, gives its Sanskrit equivalent a

paryasya. The meaning of palutlia, in that context, is clearly

that of "returning." Tib. translation is slar yan (Shahidullah

gives it as slar yaa through inadvertence). Slar yaii has the

sense of a
'

backward movement
'

as in slar yan 'gro xamxarana

(rotation ;
sec S. (1. Das Dictionary, sub. verb.). In verse 70 of

Suraha, paluttia taha hi partei (Tib, slar yaii de ru 'bab) is

explained in the commentary as puuah lalraira palati. Tho

word is connected with Bengali pdlat which S. K. Chatterji

derives from pallata < paryaxla ( '243). Paint la under con-

sideration, however, does not seem to have any connection with

pal ut la. Pain I la may be derived from prayukta on the analogy
of paluttia < paryaxta. Prayukla in Western Apabhramsa is

paulla (Jacobi Bhavixalla Kalia Olossar). Is it then an

Eastern variant of paiilta?]

Tr. As [one] engaged in [the science of] poison swallows the

poison, so does one enjoy the world [of existence] not being attached

to the world.

25. [3 ; 4a], Tib.

bya'o rnal 'byor pas i\i las la skyur ni 'debs
j

skad cig bsbi dan. 'gyur ba bzi ru de ru sad
|

skad cig dga' ba de yi bye grag ses par gyis |

iritshan gshi intshan iiid spans dan [ses] par gyis |

In the 4th line Tib. has sbaiis which is evidently a mistake

for spalls,
"

to abandon." Mtshan gshi inch an nid requires a

note. S. 0. Das quotes Jaschke [Dictionary, sub. verb.] and

explains mtshan gshi as the cause of a sign or symptom,

mtshan really means symptom, sign=/afe?amf and gshi= that

which gives origin to a thing and hence mula. Therefore

mtshan gshi=/a/i^<wrt-ww/a. mtshan nid the sign, the essential

characteristic ;
nid has the sense of

"
self,"

"
the very

"
as in

na nid "I myself ;

"
hence 'mtshan nid the very sign, or
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the essential sign. S. 0. Das gives an illustration (loc. cit.j

to explain the difference between the two expressions "man
is the mtshan gshi of his own mtshan fiid," i.e., one is

"
the

cause
"

and the other "the caused." Therefore I think that

the Tib. translator by mtshan gshi mtshan nid, wanted to

convey the idea of laksya-lahsana which occurs in the Sanskrit

Commentary.
The Tib. is explanatory and not an exact translation of the

text. When literally rendered into Sanskrit it is

yoyhi ! karma ma dusyatam \

I'sauaui calrarah bharauli bhcddni latra jnayalam \

kxanamtndah catvarah Icsdm bhcddni jtidlavydni \

laksya-laksana-pralidnarii jfidlavyam \

The Tib. therefore does not help us much in restoring the

second line of the original. I have restored it with great

diffidence from the commentary which lr<\x...catvarah ksandli
\

catvdraSc-dnandas-lathaiva punjnayanle.

Com. Moments are four, and pleasures are similarly known
to be four. [So it has been said in the Herajra.] How can

one know the differences in the moments and differences in the

pleasure without [practising] karma-mudra ? So harma-mudra
should not 1)0 slighted. The [ultimate] truth, free from 'the

cause
'

and
'

the caused
'

[i.e., duality] can be realised in this

very person. Fix your attention on the goal the perfect joy

(paramdnanda) in its midst.

[The long quotation is from the Herajra, I, patala 3, the

SandhyaWiasano nama pafalah. As the name of the chapter
indicates, the verses occurring in it are all garbed in symbolic

language (cf. my paper on Sandhablulfa, T.H.Q., Vol. VI,

p, 389). The plain translation of the verses is

"That supra-mundane which is of the shape of the letter

e, which is adorned in the middle with the letter vam is the

seat of all kindness the basket of Buddha's treasures. There
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the pleasures come into being are differentiated in the order of

moments. These pleasures which have their source in the letter

evam can be comprehended when the moments are perceived.

Ini order of the four moments [these pleasures are] vicitra,

vipaka* vimardda, vilaksana the yogins know these. Vicitra

is of different kinds embracing, kissing, etc. Vipaha is the

pleasure which is of an opposite nature the enjoyment of

knowledge. Vimardda is excitation [? dlocanam of the text

should be corrected as aroc(inam']...vilaksMia is different from the

other three and is free from passion and indifference. The first

ananda is in vicitra, paramananda in ripaka, virainanandu in

vimardda and sahajananda in vilaksaha."

For a detailed discussion of this analysis oF anundn and

its striking similarity with the four stages of Brahma, see the

introduction.

Karmamudra, which is said to be the means by which the

four moments can be perceived and the four dnandas realised, is

not explained either in the text or the commentary. It is

referred to in the Subhasitasariigraha (Bendall, p. 64) in connec-

tion with the different signs of spiritual progress (adhyatma-

nimittam) thus tasmat karmamudra upayatrayabhcdena mrdu-

madhyadhimalratayavagantavya i.e., as there are signs

nimittas in different stages of the spiritual progress so

karmamudra should be understood in order of the differences in

its method slow, medium and extreme. The meaning seeins

to be that for the perception of those signs (nimittas) karma-

mudra should be practised. This practice may be less intense,

intense and extremely intense. For further explaining the

meaning of karmamudra the Subhasitasarhgraha quotes a verse,

attributed to iSakyamilra

yathag-nir dSrumadhyastho notHsthcn muni handd vina
\

latlwbhy&sfid vina bodhir jayale ncha-janmani ||

See Sarva$uddhi-vi$uddhi-kramah of Sakyamitm , verse

86, in Pancakrama ed. Vallec Poussin, p. 31.
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The implication of this verse is that kannamudra =

"practice." Karmawudra is further referred to as karakhya-

mudra in the Pancakrama of GhantFipada quoted in the

Subhasita-sariigraha (p. 52)

samaya-miidra-mahar>ogapidhauemi vajrasyagrc. manau

bodhicitte gate yadrsam xukham utpadyate gurupadcsatas tat

samyak samupalaksya sthinkrtya taimiayalam upauitam vajra-

dharatram ihaira janmani suihjunayati niyatam cvavicarcncli
\

dvitiyakramo'pi k^Yakhya'muAi\i'dvarcna purvavad upa-

laksya xtliiratani galatii bodhicittam iasvatarupam paramartha-

nirrikalpa-soabhavam jatam sadrajradharalvam sampadayatiti \

Hence it appears that karma-mud ra was that yogic practice

by which the seminal fluid (bodhicitta or samrrti-bodhicitta)

could be carried to the topmost circle (vajra-mani) and made to

attain a permanent (savata), ultimate (parawartha) and

undisturbed (nirvikalpa) character. It seems that in course

of this practice the yogi used to perceive four stages which are

described as moments (ksana) and four kinds (probably ac-

cording to the degrees of intensity) of pleasant sensations

(ananda"). Evidently all the mystic schools did not believe in

the efficacy of the practice. The Kalacakra school believed in

the practice of Mahamudra

karmamudrd-parityaktam jnanamudravivarjitam \

mahamudra-samutpannam xahajam nanyaya saha
\\

(cf. Vimalapraloha, extracts in Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS.,

Govt. coll. A. S. B.
;
H. P. Sastri, p. 74)].

Tr. Do not slight the karmamudra. [Through it] the different

kinds of moments and pleasure may be known.

26. [3; 48], Tib.

Kyi ho mchog dan dga' bral Mi ni dbycd par bya |

bla ma mchog gi shabs la gus par gyis la legs par Ion
|

=zbhoh I paramanandam viyogam ca vicaritacyam \

u aradhanena
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[The first line of the text is evidently corrupt as lehurc

parama-dhira ma bidrl does not convey any sense. We have

seen from the closing lines of the commentary on the last verse

that the present contains instruction about fixing the attention

on the paramdnanda amongst different kinds of anandas. I

would therefore correct the text as /din re parama-birama bidrl
\

i.e., differentiate between (the two kinds of anandas) paramo,

ondvirama. In that case dnanda-viyoya of Tib. is to be taken

in the sense of viramdnanda.']

Tr. Learn to differentiate between parama and virama by

adoring well the feet of the worthy Guru.

27. [3 ; 48-49], Tib.

gall slug dga' ba nichog dan dga' bral gyis |

kyi ho skad cig der ni Ihan skyes rtogs par bya |

The text contains a lacuna to the extent of one leaf (13
tl})

),

hence the original of this verse is completely lost. Only a

portion of the Sanskrit commentary is preserved. The Tib.

literally rendered is

yak parama-anandam bhcdam ca [jandti] \

tasmin ksane sahajam jdnati \

On the strength of this I have made a provisional restora-

tion of the verse as parama tinanda bhea jo janai \
khanahi

sobi sahaja bujjhai \\

Tr. He who knows the highest kind of spiritual bliss knows

the Sahaja in a moment.

[The existing part of the commentnry consists of two verses

which are quoted from the Hevajra Tantra, II, Patala 4,

fol. 29h
.

The verses occur lliere*under the following form

madanam ca pabayct-tasam svayam caiva pibed rratl
\

yasyad-anuragayet mudrdm smpardrtha-prasiddhaye \\
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kakkolake boJakam ksipta kundurn[m kuru]ic vrati
\

tasmin yogyc samnpana kapura no tyajed-budhah ||

The reading is corrupt in many cases pabayel for pdyayet

is wrong ; yasyad is evidently a mistake for pasclid ; kakkolakc

instead of kakkolc spoils the metre
; the fourth line is meaning-

less
; the rending in our commentary is therefore preferable.

The verses are garbed in what is called in these texts sandha-

bhasa, i.e.., symbolic language. niadanarii = madya, wine ;

kakko1a*=*padma,
"

lotus ;" bolakarii =
vajra ; karpuram*=

Sukra, semen virile [for these words and for sandhabhasa

see my note, /. H. Q., Vol. VI, p. 389 ff.]. The word

knnduru is explained there as dvindriya-yogaih (cf. also

dvindriya-samftpatti, Tathagataguhyaku, p. 41) and translated

into Chinese as siang-ying
"
Yoga, yukla, the act of uniting."

The word is etymologically inexplicable. I think it is also a

symbolic word like the others of the list. In the Brahmanical

Tantras we frequently meet with words like kuiujagolodbhavam

dravyam, etc. The word is used there almost in the same sense

as karpuram in the verses under discussion. Knnfln of the

Brahmanical Tantras and knnduru of the Buddhist Tantras

therefore seem to be synonymous, both meaning
"
the sexual

act," and by analogy the samadhi, i.e., the state of complete

concentration.]

In Tib. there is an additional verse after verse 57.

yon tan rin chen [der ni] sails rgyas gnas bya ste
|

Mod pa mo yi xe 'brul ni Mi iiid ses par bya |

= jnana-r(ctna-bhcd(' Buddhah vasati
\ [?]

"28. [3; 41)], Tib.

skad cig bye bral de ru lhan skyes gaii ses pa j

de ni tshe Mi nid la rnal 'byor par brdsad do
||

The Tib. is not an exact translation of the original

~ksana-bhcde tasmin sahajam yah janati \

iha janmani atraiva sah yogi bhanyate
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The Tib. omits ananda (khana-ananda bheu) in the translation.

But as the different grades of spiritual joy have been described

in the previous verse, emphasis is placed on the different

moments (khana) in which those grades of spiritual joy (ananda)

are realised. The first line of the Tib. seems to have been based

on an original like khana bhcdahi sahaja jo janai
"
he who

knows of the Sahaja in the different moments."

Com. He who realises the distinction between the

moments and the joys comes to be called the Yogi even in this

life on account of his acquaintance with truth and the way
to its attainment.

Tr. He who knows the difference between the moments and the

joys comes to be called the Yogi in this life.

After this the Tib. adds the following, for which we have

no original :

thog ma tha ma gzun ba Ihan [skyes] bstans
|

bla ma inchog gi shabs giiis med bstan
|

mig yo dri med rnam par rtog pa med
|

sar ba nub pa spans pa 'di ni siiiu po yin |

Mi ni mya flan Mas par rab tu brdsed
|

yid kyis rgyal gan du chad gyur ba
|

*=adi-anta-yuktam Sahajam vivarjaya \

varaguru-padena advayam deitam
\

caksusa nirmalam na visesena drstam
\

udayastavarjitam etadeva sdram
\

atra nirvana-labham kathitam
\

citta-jayam yat svikrtarii
\

For the first two lines see verse 6.

29. [3; 49], Tib.

skyen dan yon tani spans pa Mi ni don dam mo
|

ran rig la ni gan yan med
|

22
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=do9a-guna-ralntah esah paramarthah \

svasamvedane kimapi nasti
\

The Tib. renders the meaning quite correctly, but the

Sanskrit commentary in its present form is defective. Saasam-

beana of the text is taken as instrumental and the second pada

is thus commented on svasamvedanena kenapi narthah

prayojanam. This seems to be wrong. Svasamvedana is the

highest state of spiritual realisation a state which is free from

duality and is absolute (paramarthiha) . In the present verse

that state is being eulogised as
"

free from merit and demerit
"

(guna-dosa-rahia) and as "the absolute" (paramattha) . It

therefore seems that saasambeana of the text should be

corrected as saasambeane, a locative form, and the commentary

should be corrected as svasamvcdanc kimapi nasti....

Com. This absolute [state] is free from merit and

demerit ; there is no need (?) of self-realisation. Merit should

not be attributed to that state. Demerit should therefore be

removed from it. So has it been said
"
nothing should be

removed from it, nothing should be thrown into it. Elements

should be seen in their proper light. He who has seen [the real

nature of] the elements becomes free."

Tr. It is the ultimate truth, free from merit and demerit.

There is nothing [i.e. no merit or demerit] in what is realised by

the self.

30. [4; 49], Tib.

sems dan sems med rtag tu sports |

kyi ho lhan cig pa'i ran bshin du na gnas par bya |

^cittam acittatii ca nityam varjaya \

bho ! sahaja-svariipe sthitim kuru
\

Com. The commentary consists of two verses quoted

from the Hevajra Tantra (Patala II, 1, fol. 21), where it
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occurs under a little different form

sarvacitta[m] parityajya devatdmurti-cetasd
\

dinamekam avicchinnam bhdsayitvd panksatha \

ndnyopdyo' sti samsdre soapardrthaprasiddhaye \

sakrdabhydsitd oidyd sadyahpratyayakdrinl \

[bhdsayitva panksatha for bhdvayitvd 'pariksatha is wrong ;

nityam in the first line quoted in the commentary is hyper-

metrical.]
"
By abandoning all kinds of thoughts with the

mind fixed on the form of the deity and by thinking that it is

one continuous day, realise [it yourself] . There is no other

means in this world for one's own spiritual success or for those

of others. The vidya even once practised renders immediate

success."

Tr. Abandon always the mind and the non-mind. Fix yourself

in the very nature of Sahaja.

31. [4 ; 49-50], Tib.

[skye ba med cm 'che ba med
|

rtsa ba med cm rtse mo med ||]

'on ba med cm 'gro ba med
|

gan du yan ni nii gnas so
|

bla ma'i man nag gis ni sniii la chun
|

= Ijanma ndsti maranam ndsti
\

mulam ndsti tikharaih ndsti ||]

dgamanam ndsti yamanam ndsti
\

kutrdpi na sthdnam asti
\

gurupade&ena hrdayam pravisati \

Com. The truth does not come from anywhere, does not

go anywhere. It does not stay in any place. So it has been

said in the AstasdJiasrikd
" Oh ! Kulaputra, thatness (i.e.,

truth) neither comes nor goes. It is without any motion. In

that way, oh ! Kulaputra, the coming and going of the Tathagata
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never takes place/' etc. Such a truth reaches the soul through
the teaching of the Guru. Colourlessness of truth is described

in the next verse.

Tr. [It] does neither come nor go ; [it] is not anywhere. [It]

enters the soul through the instruction of the Guru.

32. [4; 50], Tib.

kha dog sbans sin rags mecl pa |

snan ba thams cad de la jogs

varnah varjilah dkrtihmah
\

sarvarupe sa paripurnah \

The second line of the Tib. does not quite agree with the

original. The original sabbddrc so sampunnd means it is

complete in all the forms. Snari ba may be taken in the sense

of rupa or akara that which is manifest.

Com. It is devoid of colour, form, etc. (?) It has been

said in the Pararnarthastotra "colours like red, yellow and

grey are not begotten by him. [He does not beget colours like]

yellow, black and white. Obeisance to thee, the colourless!
"

Devoid of form, that is to say devoid of hands, mouth, etc.

So it has been said
"

Neither large nor short, neither tall nor

round with a nature that is beyond measure. Obeisance to

thee, the Immeasurable." Still he is completed by all the forms.

Tr. Colour is also abandoned [by it] . It is devoid of form ;

[but still] it is complete in all forms.

33. [4 ; 50], Tib

yid ni gsod la sems rii rtsa ba med par gyis |

sems kyi lhag ma zug rnu thon
|

'di ru sku bshi phyag rgya bshi
|

kharus gsum ma lus de che dag |
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manah maraya elite ninnfdarii
\

ciltasya avasesam duhkham sambhutam
\

aim eatvarah kayak eatvarah ntudrdh
\

tribhuvane sane [te] mahdntali
\

As is evident, except the first line the Tib. does not follow

the text. The MS. is so much dilapidated in this place

that I have not been able to make anything out of the

commentary. However, my restoration of the lacuna in the first

line of the verse as lalm citte is supported by the Tib. and the

commentary. The com. has layliu sighram maraya. My
restoration of the second line as ta[hi niahaniu]dda tihuan?

nimmala is partly supported by the Tib. and partly by the

portions of the commentary mahamudrah prapyante...sarDe te

suddhabhaoa hi.

Tr. Kill this mind in the citta completely without delay. In

that the mahamudra is pure in the three worlds.

34. [4; 51], Tib.

bdag dan bgro ba khanis gsuni ston
|

dri ma med pa'i lhan cig skyes pa la
|

dge dan mi dge gan yan med
|

aham jagat bhuvanani trini ca sunyam \

nirmale sahaje subhdsubhau na stah

The second line of the verse has been restored from the

Tib. as nimmata sahaje na papa na punna.

Com. Myself is vacuity on account of its dealing with

the illusory (world); the world is vacuity because it is itself

illusion and the three worlds are also vacuity. The highest

bliss lies in sahaja which is pure, i.e., free from impurity.

Merit and demerit are not produced in it. So has it been said

the great knowledge which is without impurity lies in the
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self-illumined halo of light. Can the question of merit and

demerit arise in the absence of vikalpa, i.e., illusion?

Tr. Myself Is vacuity, all that moves is vacuity, the three worlds

are vacuity. There is no sin and merit in the pure sahaja.

35. [4 ; 51], Tib.

yid ni gan du 'gro ba dod pa |

de la 'khrul par ma bya'o |

mig ni mi rjums pa dag gis |

bsam gtan gyis ni gnas par bya |

slob dpon chen po Tai. lo. pas mrjad

pa'i do. ha. mrjod ces bya ba rdsogs so
|

manah tatra yacchutu yatra icchati
\

atra Wirdnlim ma hum
\

alokanam udghatya \

dhyanena sthitim kartavyam \

Mahacarya-Tailopada-bhasitam dohdkosah samaptah

Tib. does not faithfully translate the beginning of the

second line. The original adha ughaayi alaanP...implies many
more things than that conveyed by the Tib.

Com. Let the mind go wherever it likes [to go]. Do

not entertain any misconception about it. [Tillopada] speaks

of the way by which the mind has to go. It arises from below

i.e., the nirmanacakra, and by opening, i.e., by freeing the

way of the Avadhfdl with the help of light, i.e., the meteor

of the fierce fire (candagni) of knowledge and by meditation

gets itself seated in a position of great bliss. This is briefly the

meaning here. The [dm is to fix the mind in the [mahasukha-

cakra through the yogic meditation [called] caqdall or [in other

words] to make the sahaja manifest.
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The commentator takes the word aloanS to mean light,

i.e., aloha. The Tib. however correctly takes it in the

sense of alokana, i.e., eye, It is the spiritual sight that is

spoken of. When this sight is attained the mind [i.e., the

psychic power] rises from its original seat technically called

the nirmdnacakra where it lies dormant. Avadhutl is the

central nerve (nadi), called susmnna in the Brahmanical

Tantras. The psychic power travels upwards by this channel

and by stages reaches the highest seat called the mahfisukha-

cakra (called sahasradala-padma in the Brahmanical Tantras)

where it attains permanent bliss.

Tr. Let the mind go wherever it likes [to go]. Errors should

not be made in this place. By opening the below with [spiritual]

eyes I become fixed through dhyana.



II

THE DOHAS OF SARAHAPADA

[Text pp. 5-6]

These dohas, as stated in the Introduction, are contained

in one of the leaves (with the doubtful page-mark 2) of the

MS. C discovered in the Darbar Library. The MS. C contained

the Dohas of Saraha ; his name occurs in verses 3 and 10 (the

numbering of the verses is mine) : Saraha blianai jiqaguna

ettavi [3] and Saraha bhanai attattha bi ,s<mi...[10]. The

page formed evidently part of a separate Dohakosa of Saraha,

hitherto unknown. It is not found in any of the similar works

of Saraha, now preserved in the Tibetan translations. This

is why I have not been able to settle the text to my entire

satisfaction. But the difficulties are very few as the MS. C

is in an excellent condition.

[1]. As the first line is lost, the exact meaning of the verse

cannot be brought out. niccalan < niscalam probably refers

to one of the worlds of the kamadhatu "the element of desire."

The same world is mentioned in verse 14 of the Dohakosa of

Tillopada sacala nicala jo saalacara; it is explained as "sacalam

sattvalokah niscalam bhajanalokah." The first is the world of

beings (sattvaloka) and the second the world of receptacle.

That both these worlds are illusory is clearly stated in a citation

contained in the Subhdsitasamgraha (Part I, p. 19)

sattvalokam atha bhdjanalokam \

cittameva racayaty aticitram
||

While commenting on the expression sthanavljfiapti "la

notification d
'

emplacement
"

of kdrika 3 of Vasubandhu's

Trifhtika Sthiramati says that it is the same as the notification
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of the disposition of the bhajanaloka (bhajanalokasamniveia-

vijnaptih). This form of vijnapti also is not known in full

consciousness because it functions with an object and an

indefinite form sapyaparicchinn-alamban-akarapravrttatvad

asamviditetyucyate [L6vi Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, p. 19, Part II,

p. 73. Cf. also Poussin- Siddhi, p. 135; Abhidharmakofa,

III, pp. 1-138]. It is called the bhajanaloka, the receptacle

world, as it consists of the germs (bija) which when matured

give rise to the phenomenal world. This is probably why
in the Abhidharmakosa it has been described to be thick,

solid and not easily conquerable even by the vajra. The dohas

as a practical code of sadhana insist on its conquest and on

raising the mind to a higher level.

Tr. Do not meditate on the inanimate. Do not wish selfhood.

[2]. alia dhamma = the illusory phenomena, Dhamma is

taken here in the sense accepted in the Mahayana philosophy.

The second line : lavano jima pamhi bilijjai is taken from the

classical simile used for describing the Brahma. In the

Chandogya-upanisad (VI. 13) Uddcilaka Aruni asks his son

Svetaketu to throw some salt in water and to bring it to him

on the morrow. On the morrow Svetaketu brings the water

to his father and does no more see the salt. On being asked

to taste it Svetaketu tastes it from all parts and replies that it

is all salted. Then his father says that the being (sat) is also

like that, it is everywhere but not perceived, that is the only

reality, the atman. In the Brhadiiranyaka (II. 4. 12) the

atman, the ultimate reality, is described in similar words : sa

yatha saindhavakhilya ndake prdpta udakamevanullyeta.

Tr. The illusory phenomena enter into [i.e., disappear in] the

great bliss (Mahasuha) as salt disappears in the water.

[3], ettavi Cf. Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 37 etta and verse

61 etavi; etta, eta < MIA ettia means "so much, so many/'

23
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pattha (Western Apabhrarhsa pantha) < pathin seems to be an

irregular form. It may be a copyist's mistake for pantha.

Tr. Saraha says So many are the merits of the jina. Such is

the way, such is verily the ultimate reality.

[4]. This verse is full of mystic implications ; nittaranga

cakka literally means "the wheel which has no movement."

Cakka is evidently the same as referred to in mandala-cakka
; cf.

Saraha's Dohakosa, verse 24 nitta puna punu cakka bi

bharantc ; verse 98, thia-nimmane nimmiau tena bi manc/ala-

cakka ;
the Dohakosa of Kavha, verse 9, mandala-cakka bisaya-

buddhi lai parimdnaha ; verse 18 mandala-cakka-vimiikl.a

acchau sahaja-khanehi : Miscellaneous Collection (p. 37) nan

so maqdala-cakka bliati sunna-sahabe svaccha. Dr. Sahidullah

always translates the expression mandala-cakka as "le cercle

magique et la roue tantrique" and thinks that the real

significance is that one who has taken the mind to the state of

vacuity has no need of these circles and wheels (loc. cit., p. 94).

But that does not seem to be the correct interpretation. From

the references given above it is clear that the real nature of

the state of vacuity (sunna-sahaba) is pure, it is free from all

shadows of the mandala-cakka. So at the time when the sahaja

state is attained (sahaja-khanehi) the mind is absolutely free

from the mandala-cakka. So it indicates a lower state of the

mind in its march towards the state of vacuity. The real nature

of the mandala-cakka can be determined by a thorough knowledge

of the objects (visaya) and this nature is such that it persists

even when the immovable region of the mind is attained (thia

nimmane nimmiau tena bi mandalacakka) . Mandala-cakka then

means the same thing as the bhajana-loka already discussed. It

is* immovable and though beyond the objective world is still the

receptacle of the objects of knowledge (alambana). The descrip-

tion of the bhajana-loka as given in the Abhidharmakota (III,

p. 139) helps in clearing the sense :

"
il est solide ... le vajra se
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briserait sans que le cercle de vent soit entame." This "cercle

de vent
"

is comparable to the pavana of our text. This pavana
or manopavana is often referred to in the Doha text. It holds

the inind under its firm control when the niandala-eakka state or

the world of receptacle is attained. But when the Yogi attains

a higher state in his march the circle of wind
J

breaks, his

mind gets rid of the mandala-cakka and the state of absolute

vacuity is reached. This seems to be the real significance of

the present Doha.

Tr. The immovable circle is without success (i.e., fails). The

(rush of) wind breaks down in the grasp of one's own mind.

[5]. Even the citta disappears, the acitta comes into existence,

[The real state] dawns clear through the instruction of the excellent

teacher.

[6]. The tone of this and the two following verses is

similar to that expressed in verses 19-21 of the Dohilkosa of

Tillopada and in the opening verses of the Dohakosa of Saraha.

Mantaha is in genitive singular=wcw/rasya, padila bhitti

means "the wall that has fallen down" ; padila is the regular

past participle form < patita.

Tr. There is no peace in muttering the mantras. Can the

fallen wall rise up?

[7]. A gghat, /*. the western Apabhram^a form agghaiya

< Fighrata.

Tr. Looking at the fruit in the tree is not smelling it. Does

the disease fly away at the sight of the physician.

[8]. The second line of the verse : andhff andha kadava

tima benna bi kiiba pade'l has a striking similarity with a line of

Kabir (Kabir-granthavali, p. 2) : andhai andha thclia dunyft

kfipa padanta (when the teacher and the disciple are both blind)

it is like one blind man leading another and both falling into
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the well. The simile is a popular one. Kadava requires an

explanation. It is derived with the MIA kaddhati, kaddhi

<karsati, to draw out, drag, pull, etc., cf, Bengali kada
"

to

snatch away."



BUDDHIST CONCEPTION OF DHARMA
BY

DR. BIMALA CHURN LAW, PH.D., M.A., B.L.

There is no other word or term in Buddhism which is

of so frequent occurrence as dhamma or its Sanskrit equivalent

dharma. This term, precisely as in the Vedic texts, is used

in both singular and plural forms. Dhammata or dharmata is

coined by the Buddhists as a special term to signify the

essential nature of things, the normal condition, the usual

course.
1 In actual usage, however, the distinction in meaning

between dharma and dharmata is not strictly maintained. Mrs.

Rhys Davids rightly points out that the word dharma has, in

the history of Buddhist thought, undergone much elaboration,

more so than in Brahmanic. Whether in its singular or plural

form, it occurs only ten times in the Three Vedas
; it is given

no special consideration, historical or other, in a standard work

like Oldenberg's Religion des Veda. 2

Childers suggests that the word, in masculine or neuter

form, conveys such meaning in English as 'nature, condition,

quality, property, characteristic, function, practice, duty,

object, thing, idea, phenomenon, doctrine, law, virtue, piety,

justice, the law or truth of Buddha, the Buddhist scriptures,

and religion/ Similar is indeed the list of meanings suggested

by Monier Williams in his Sanskrit-English Dictionary. The

Pali-English Dictionary, compiled by Rhys Davids and Stede,

gives a more methodical treatment of the word classifying the

1 Digha-nikdya, Vol. II, pp. 12 ff., "Dhammata esa bhikkhave ayam eltha

dhammata."
3 Buddhism, revised edn., p. 52.
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various meanings in which it is employed in Buddhism. But

even here the treatment fails of its purpose inasmuch as it does

not set forth the reason why and how the word came to compre-

hend such a wide range of meaning without any fear of contra-

diction or inconsistency on the part of those who used it. The

Dhammapada-commentary suggests that the word dhamma has

been used in Pali in one or other or all of these four meanings

(1) (juna (quality, property, characteristic), (2) desana (dis-

course, instruction), (3) pariyatti (worded doctrine of Buddha,

scriptures), and (4) nissatta-nijjira-dhamma (mental states,

conditions or phenomena without involving the notion of ego or

entity),
3 The utmost that we here have is no definition but a

bare statement or cataloguing of four different meanings in

which the word or term has been employed in early Buddhism.

Some guidance is given by Mrs. Khys Davids 4 and Pro-

fessor Stcherbatsky
5
in the matter of understanding and appre-

ciating the Buddhist conception of dhamma or dharma.

The definitions of the term dhamma or dharma as met

with in the Buddhist and Brahn^^^nl works are all one-sided,

not to say fr
"

n -

path'
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and realised nibbana have no longer the fear of fall into the

states of woe, and no less in the sense that it provides for the

highest kind of solace and ultimately transcends all need of effort.

The teaching of the Aggapasddanasutta proves the truth of this.

There it is said : As many doctrines, Bhikkhus, have (so far)

been formulated, the Noble Eightfold Path appears to be the

best of them."

According to Jaimini's Purvamlmdmsasutra (1. 1. 2)

Codandlakshano'rtho dharmah.
" Dharma is that which is characterised by an urge into

action fulfilling the (desired) object
"

:

According to Manu's Code (Ed. Jolly, p. 14) :

Vidoadbhih sevitah sadbhih nityamadvesaragibhih

hrdayenabhyanujnato yo dharmastam nibodhata.

"Comprehend that (alone) to be dharma which is cultivated

by the learned, the elect, the persons who are always free from

hatred and passion, and which is (at the same time) readily

responded to by the heart.
"

According to the consensus of opinion, the Brahmanical defi-

nition of dharma* is :

Vaidihah pratipadyorthah dharmah

Vihitakriyaydsddhyo dharmah pumsam cjuvio matah

Pratisiddhakriydsddhyah sa gano dharmah ucyate.

" Dharma is an end to be attained in conformity with

injunctions in the Vedas.
"

" Dharma is to be considered a distinctive quality of men

to be achieved by means of action (work, conduct) as enjoined

(in the Vedas)."

Eeferring to Asokan use of the word, Mrs. Rhys Davids

opines :

" The Word dhamma is not
'

morality
'

as it is unfortu-

nately rendered in the editio princeps, nor is it law
'

or 'good

form.' Senart's 'religion* is better, but too ambiguous. F. W.
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Thomas' definition
4
based on revelation and custom

'

and
'

a

sphere of conduct leading to heaven' is a better guide. But

why the weighty, the lofty term for
'

that which ought to be done

or not done/ namely 'conscience/ is never used by translators

is strange. Or if not 'conscience' then at least 'duty/ Exter-

nally considered, dharma is, for India,
'

law ;

'

for Buddhism,

'worded doctrine.' As belonging to mail's inner world,
c
conscience

'

or
*

duty
'

is more fit. It is the urge of

this
'

sense
'

that makes a man truly
'

moral.' Because of that

urge he (Asoka) wards his fellowman in his person and in his

interest."

In Varuna the Vedic sages arrived at the conception of an

ordered universe where everything happens according to Law
and nothing by the caprice of an arbitrary will. And in rta

they reached the conception of rhythmical evolution or harmoni-

ous manifestation of the cosmos. Both of these conceptions

constituted the historical or philosophical background of the later

ideas of satya and dharma. In the Taittirlya Upanishad I. 1,

rta and salya are introduced as two aspects of one and the same

idea or reality pratyaksa-Brahman : Pratyaktam Brahmam

vadisyami, rtam vadisyami, satyam vadisyami.

In another passage of the same Upanishad I. 9, rta and

satya are mentioned along with tapa, dam a, and the rest as

different items of one and the same system of conduct or duty :

"
Riant ca svadhyayapravacanc ca Satyam ca svadhyayapravacane

ca. Tapa&ca svadhyayapravacanc ca."

In a valedictory address in the same Upanishad I* 11,

we read :

- "
Satyam vada. Dharmam cara. Sv&dhyayan ma pramadah.

Satyannapramaditavyam. Dharman na pramaditavyam. Kusalan

na pramaditavyam."

Buddhism, revised edn. f p. 228.
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Tc
Speak the truth. Practise dharma. Do not neglect the

study of the Vedas. A right-minded man must not deviate

from truth, from dharma
9
and from good."

Thus in the third passage where the word rta does not occur,

the word dharma is substituted for it ; dharma takes the place of

rta. What is the relation either between rta and satya, or

between satya and dharma ?

We might suggest that satya is that which is in conformity

with rfa,
7 and rta is that which is in conformity with satya, and

the same as to the relation between satya and dharma. Or,

we might say that rta assumes the name of satya when its na-

ture is stated in terms of words, and that of dharma when its

nature is manifested in the form of practice, duty or conduct.

From one point of view, the whole programme of duty arises out

of the primary idea of rta, and from another point of view, the

whole programme of duty is comprehended by dharma. For

the use of dharma in the sense of genus and species, whole and

part, in the same breath, we may cite here the Piali gatha :

8

Yass'ete caturo dhamma vanarinda yatha tava

saccam dhammo dhitl cayo, dittham so atimttaii.

" He who is armed with these four dharma (principles),

truth, piety, forbearance and self-sacrifice, overcomes the

foe."

The relation between satya and dharma !)

as two aspects of

one and the same idea or reality is emphatically brought out in

the Brhadaranyaka Upanishad, I. 4.14.

Satyam vai tat. Tasmat satyam vadantam dhur dharmam

vadati ti, dharmam va vadantam satyam vadatltyetaddhycvailad

ubhayam bhavati.

7
Antfa which is an antithesis to satya is that which is not in conformity with rta.

8 Vftnarinda Jataka (Fausbfill, No. 57).

9 For the juxtaposition of the two words saiya and dharma, or dharma and satya, cf. t

Ch&ndogya Upanishad, VII. 2.1 : dharmam cadharmam ca, satyam cdnrtam ca sddhu

casadhu ca h^dyajnam cahrdyajfiam ca.
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" Dharma is indeed satya. Therefore they say that if a

man declares satya, he declares dharma, and if he declares

Dharma, he declares satya. Thus both are the same."

In this text dharma stands for
'

law,'
'

principle of justice/

sphere of conduct in conformity with established custom, the

disregard of, or departure from which is punishable by law.

For here we also read :

Sa...tacchrcyorupam atyasrjata dharmam. Tadctat ksatrasya

ksatram. Yad dharmas tasmad dharmat parani nastyato aballyam

ballyam samafrimsatc dharmcna yathd rajnai.

" He created still further the most excellent Law (Dharma).

Law is the ksatra (power) of the ksatra, therefore there is no-

thing higher than the Law. Thenceforth even a weak man
rules a stronger with the help of the Law, as with the help of

a king."

The meaning of the all-important dictum dharmah ksatrasya

ksatrah requires some amount of elaboration. Here ksatra

stands for both the earthly ruler and his divine prototype. When

they say Dharma is the ksatra of the ksatra, they mean that

Dharma is the guiding principle of royal administration, which

is the same as to say the domination by the warrior-power has

its justification or fulfilment only in the maintenance of the

social order and the administration of justice. The king in his

person is not above the law. It is the law that is above the

king.

This conception of dharma was elaborated in early

Buddhism. But with the Buddha or the Buddhist dharma is no

mere law but something more than law ; it is the principle of

righteousness in conformity with which a reigning king is to

shape his conduct and guide the course of administration.

Ko pana bhante ranno...raja ti ? Dhammo bhikkhu ti

Bhagava avoca. Idha bhikkhave raja cakkavattl dhammiko

dhammaraja dhammam yeva nissaya dhammam sakkoronto
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dhammam garukaronto dhammam apacayamano dhammaddhajo
dhammaketu dhammadhipatcyyo dhammikam rakkhavaranagul-

tim samvidahati antojanasmim khattiyesu amyantcsu

(? anuyuttesu) balakaijasmim brahmanagahapaiikcsn ncgamajana-

padesu samanabrahmanesii migapakkhlsu.

" Who is, Venerable Sir, the king of the king ? Dharma,

Bhikkhus, is the king of the king, said the Blessed One. Here,

Bhikkhus, it is depending on dharma (the law of truth and

righteousness) honouring, respecting and revering it, doing

homage to it, hallowing it, being himself the standard-bearer

of dharma, the living symbol of dharma, and acknowledging

sovereignly of dharma that the king, overlord, the virtuous and

rightful monarch, provides the right watch and rightful protec-

tion for his own people, for the army, for the nobles, for vassals,

for Brahmins and householders, for town and countrydwellers,

for the religieux, and for beasts and birds."

It is characteristically observed by the translator of the

Gakkavattisihanada-sntta that
"
the whole passage in the Pali

is a striking outburst on the superiority of right over might."
n

That the above idea of dharma recognises the superiority of

right over might is beyond all doubt. But the principle of

righteousness is far more than the mere sense of right or that of

duty. The above idea of dharma implies that there should not

be any right or duty which is imposed from outside. An ele-

ment of fatigue, dissatisfaction or vexation of spirit is apt to be

there when one is to function under such a pressure from without

or such an obsession within. The idea of dharma is such that

there should be the fulfilment of the whole duty of a man as man

according to law, according to custom, according to the sense

of right, good and happiness but no feeling of tedium or dissatis-

faction or vexation of spirit. The whole course of human duty,

10 Ahguttara, III, pp. 149-50 ; cf. Digha, III, p. 61 .

Dialogues of the Buddha, Vol. IV, p. 62, fn. 1.
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to oneself, one's people, one's fellow-beings and one's fellow-

creatures, is to flow spontaneously from within, out of an inner

urge or innate sense without causing vexation or exasperation of

spirit. It is indeed such an idea of dharma that Asoka has

sought to inculcate in so many of his edicts, and inscriptions.

Dharma is something to take one's stand on,
12

something
to adhere to, to abide by, to act in conformity with 13

in all

spheres of existence, action, expression or importance for pro-

gressive relation of all desired or desirable ends of life. It carries

with it the assumption or intuition or recognition or representa-

tion of some sort of an order (niyamata), capacity to hold good

(thitita), explicability in terms of causality (idapanayata) and

causal efficiency (arthakriyakarita) . It may stand for any order

or system, whether of reality or of nature, or of society, or of

morality or of thought, or of faith, or of spirit. According to

Buddhism, dharma broadly involves the conception of five orders

(niyamas) : utu (caloric, chemical, physical), blja (germinal,

genital, biological); kamma (functional, socio-moral, legal, ethi-

cal); citta (mental, psychical, psychological); and dhamma or

karana (logical, dialectical, schematic, metaphysical).
11 The

principle, the mode, the method, the facts, the data, the result,

in short, all that go to constitute an order or system go by or

come under the name of dharma.

It is interesting to note that in Indian literature the word

dharma is conveniently employed together not only with satya

(Pali sacca) but also with such word as artha (Pali attha), nyaya

(Pali naya)> yukti (Pali yutti), tarka (Pali takka), slla, sama,

vinaya, patipdda, or the like, evidently to represent two different

aspects of one and the same idea, fact, doctrine or system. In

each instance the two's are so juxtaposed as to suggest that one

stands as a complement to the other. Dharman ca atthan ca

W
Cf. Asoka's B. E. IV : dhammamhi twfamto.

13
Cf. Asoka's P. E. VII : dfiamrnonupaftpatt anupatipajafalu, R. E. X : dhanwnav atari*

anuvidhiyatu.

H Sumatigalavilasirii, II. 432.
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anusasi (administered justice and advantage) is an oft-recurring

phrase in the Jatakas. 15
Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksa

constitute the four ends of the Brahmanical system. As for

the correlation between dharma and yukti (which is but anotlier

term for nyaya and tarltd), it is definitely enjoined in Raghu-
nandana's Praya&ciitatattva (Brihaspativacana quoted) that

dharma declines if it is judged without yukti (reasoning).
10 Here

reasoning is no more than a reasonable mode of exposition or

interpretation which is in conformity with the authority, whether

that authority is the Veda or the Tripitaka. In other words,

yukti is just a ratiocinative means establishing a harmonious

link with that which is accepted as the final authority.
17

Accord-

ing to the traditional yukti of India, dharma is not only that

which is in accordance with the established custom or the

accepted authority but also that which is lawful, judicious and

equitable. Rajje palitthaya dltammcna samcna rajjam haresi,
"
Having been established in sovereignty, he governed his

kingdom according to law and equity." In this Jataka descrip-

tion of the way of a good king, the word sama stands not so

much for equality as for equity. The same remarks hold true

of the Pali idiom dhamma-cariya sama-cariya,
"

the practice of

dhamma 9 the practice of sama/
9 dhamma and sama being

in conformity, harmony or consistency with each other.

With regard to the correspondence between dharma and

&lla, we may read in Asoka's R.E. IV : dhammamhi sllamhi

tisfamto dhammam anusasisamti,
"

taking their stand on dharma

(principle of righteousness, law, piety and morality) and $lla

(moral conduct) they will administer dharma, impart instructions

in it." Here dharma and alia are to stand in conformity with

each other. To say dhammamhi sllamhi tistamto is the same as

to say dhamme thito ; cf. Makhadevasutta (Majjhima Nikaya, II,

15 Jataka, Vol. II, 105, Atihadhammanusasaka.

16 Yuktihma-vicaretu dharmahdnih prajayate.

17
Cf. Nelti-pakarana, yuttihara, pp. 21 foil. Yuttdyettiparikkhaharo yuttiti Niditfho.
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p. 74) ; Makhddeva ndma dhammiko dhammaraja dhamme
dhammam carati brdhmanagahapatikesu negamesu c'eva

jdnopadesu ca itposathafi ca upavasati. This goes to show that

dharma itself is the basis or foundation of both dharma and &lla

that are to be fulfilled in practice.

Similarly when Buddha's system as a whole is intended to be

meant the term dharma or Sasana is used and where it is

intended to be represented in its two aspects, theoretical and

practical, we have the use of two terms dharma and vinaya

(Doctrine and Discipline) instead of one the dharma.

Imasmim dhamma-vinayc is the same expression as imasmim

dhamme or imasmim sasane. As for the intended conformity or

harmony between the two aspects of Buddha's system as for-

mulated, it is definitely enjoined in the Digha-Nikaya, II,

pp. 123, foil.
18

that in establishing a right interpretation of

Buddha's word one must test the soundness of the 'doctrine'

aspect in the light of the 'discipline,' and the soundness of the

'discipline' aspect in the light of the 'doctrine.' An interpreta-

tion failing to show that one is in conformity with the other

must be rejected as unacceptable. In the case of each Indian

system the two aspects are taken together to be its proper

representation. So one reads in the Mahaniddesa, p. 287 :

'parassa ve dhammam andnujdnan ti parassa dhammam ditthim

patipadam maggam andnujdnanto. According to this text,

dhamma which is the same as dit(hi (doctrinal viewpoint) and

patipadd which is the same as magga (practical viewpoint) are

just two sides of one and the same dhamma.

The dharma is "that which is intuited, or directly sensed or

perceived.
' '

It is
"
that which is conceived in thought, represented

to oneself, formulated for the satisfaction of the thinker him-

self." It is also "that which is proclaimed, publicly stated,

promulgated
in a particular form or fashion, or formulated in

18 C/. Netti-pakarana, p. 21 :

Tani padabyafljanani
suite otarayitabbani, vinaye sandassayitabbam dhammatayarp

- Dhammrtayarri-Paticcasamuppade.
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the interest of those for whom it is intended."
"
That which is

intuited, or directly sensed or perceived is either of the nature of

reality, or of the material world, or of the mental world, or of

the physical world, or of the moral world, or of the intellectual

world, or of the spiritual world." ""That which is conceived

in thought, represented to oneself, formulated for the satisfaction

of the thinker himself is the form of solution of the problem
which engaged the thinker or contemplative.

1 '

And "
that which

is proclaimed, publicly stated, etc., is the nature of criticism of

the solution of the problem or problems offered by others as well

as of the new direction to all human pursuits." The dharnia

of the second kind is to be in conformity with that of the first,

and that of the third is to be in conformity with that of the

second, and ultimately with that of the first. Thus indeed one

may appreciate the interpretation of the Mahayana doctrine

of Trikaya, "the three modes of cognition, the successive stages

of manifestation, or the three forms of expression of the nature

of dharma the dharmata." We read iii the Samyutta-nikaya,

Vol. II, p. 25 :

Uppada va Tathdgatanam anuppada va Tathdgatanam thitd

va sa dhdtu dhammathitatd dhammaniyamatd idappaccayata.

Tarn TatMgato abhisambnjjhati abhisameti, abhisambujjhitva

abhisametva ddkkhati deseti pafinapeti pafthapeti vivarati vibha-

jail uttanlkaroti
c

passathati
'

caha.

Mrs. Rhys Davids renders this :

"
Whether there be an

arising of Tathagatas, or whether there be no such arising, this

nature of things just stands, this causal status, this causal order-

liness, the relatedness of this to that. Concerning that the

Tathagata is fully enlightened, that he fully understands.

Fully enlightened, fully understanding he declares it, teaches it,

reveals it, sets it forth, manifests, explains, makes it plain,

saying
"
Behold.

" 19

W The Book of the Kindred Sayings, II, p. 21.
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Thitd va sd dhatu.
" The element which is in itself, in its

own inherent right, independently of all thought or inter-

pretation." This is what is called dharmatd, tathatd, gunyata or

paurdnadharmasthititd (as in the Lankdvatdra Sutra).

According to Mrs. Rhys Davids, this involves the concep-

tion of "a world-cosmos, wherein cause and effect grinds

its way, a cosmodicy rather than a theodicy, an infinite

mechanism started none knows when, or how, or to what

end." 21

On the same ground some of the early Buddhist schools of

thought (the Pubbaseliya and the Mahisasaka, according to

Buddhaghosa) declared paticcasamuppdda to be asankhata,

uncreated by thought, the uncompounded, while the exponent of

Theravada objected to the treatment of paticcasamuppdda as

asankhata. Nibbdna is asankhata with the Theravada as with

the rest of the schools. Thus to regard paticcasamuppdda

as asankhata is to admit two sankhatas which one could not

reasonably do. The decision arrived at in the Mahayana system

is that Paticcasamuppada and Nibbana are essentially one and

the same reality. But is paticcasamuppdda 'dependent origina-

tion/ when taken in the sense of paurana-dharmasthitita ? The

term pratltyasamutpdda is employed evidently in this very sense

in the opening verse of Nagarjuna's Mddhyamika-karikd.

Dr. B. J. Thomas observes :

"
Nagarjuna begins by discuss-

ing the nature of causation as expressed in the theory of dependent

origination (pratltyasamutpdda) of the causal formula. Depend-

ent origination is said to be characterised by being (1) without

cessation, (2) without origination, (3) without cutting off,

(4).not eternal, (5) not one, (6) not differentiated, (7) without

coming, (8) without going. Its interpretation as a series of

causes and effects is entirely rejected."
22

20
Lankavat.ara-sutra, edited by Nanjio.

21 Buddhism by Mrs. Rhys Davids, revised ed., p. 87.

22
History of Buddhist Thought, p. 219.
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With Dr. Barua
"
Nagarjuna's pratttyasamutpada is the

element of reality
23 which is in itself, in its own inherent right,

independently of all thought or interpretation. It is just a
'

novelty
'

as intuited at each moment, either in immediate conti-

guity or at uniform intervals (anantara, samanantara), that is to

say, a khana-paccuppanna dhamma. The novelties are introduced

as causally induced factors, or even as links in a chain of depend-

ent origination. It is thus in the sequence of novelties asjnoted

that lies the ground of the theory of causation . The novelty is

one thing, the sequence another. The sequence from the view-

point of the observer is one thing, the causal succession of ante-

cedents and consequents from the viewpoint of the thinker,

another. Upon the whole, the element of reality is the ulti-

mate point of reference of each thought, without differentiation

or characterisation."

The dharmakaya is to Theravada, and generally to Hinayana,

the body of doctrine, the doctrine taught by the Buddha. We
read in the Milindapafiha, p. 73 :

'Dhammakaycna pana kho inaharaja sakka Bhagava nidassc-

tum, dhammo himaharaja Bhagavata dcsito.
9

"
It is possible, king, to manifest the Master by the body

of doctrine. The doctrine is taught, king, by the Master.
"

The Dharmakaya is to Mahayana the dharmata, the tathata,

the $unyata, the pauranadharmasthitita, i.e., the element of

reality in itself. In other words, this dharma or dharmakaya is

the most essential point in all that is taught by the Buddha.

Accordingly we read in the Samynttanikaya, Vol. II, p. 267,

Vol. V, p. 407 :

"
te suttanta Tathagata-bhasita^ gambhira gambhlrattha

lokuttard sunnatapatisamyidta.
5 J

23
Cf. I. H. Q., Vol. X, No. 4, p. 758, where Prof. Slcherbatsky observes :

"
the

dharmas are not things but elements of things. That the conception of dharma is the basic

conception of Buddhism is most clearly and pregnantly expressed by the Buddhists them-

selves in their old Credo
<

ye dharma hetnprabhaial}."
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"
Those discourses that are uttered by the Tathagata, are

profound, deep in meaning, 'and concerned with sunnata."

Sunnata is just another term for dhammata, tathata,

dhammatliitita.

The dharma which is to be behind, before, and all along

thought, action or expression is significantly characterised as

purana (the most ancient), a$vata, or sanatana (eternal). The

discovery of the nature of dharma, understood in this sense, is

compared by the Buddha to the discovery of an old, buried and

forgotten city. So we read in the Pali Nagara-sutta (Samyutta

Nikaya, II. 105-106) :

Seyyathapi bhikkhave puriso aranne pavane caramano

passeyya puranam maggam purananjasam pubbakehi manussehi

anuyatam\\ so tarn anugaccheyya tarn anugacchanto passeyya

puranam nagaram puranam rajadhanirfo pubbakehi manussehi

ajjhavuttham.
"
Just as if, Brethren, a man faring through the forest

through the great wood should see an ancient path, an ancient

road traversed by men of former days. And he should go along

it, and going along it he should see an ancient city, an ancient

prince's domain, wherein dwelt men of former days."

Next in the Dhammapada,Yamakavagga :

Na hi verena Derani sammantldha kudacanam,

averena ca sammanti esa dhammo sanantano.

"Hatred does not cease by hatred. Enmity ceases by

amity. This is the good old rule."

Thirdly, in Agoka's M. E. E. (Siddapur), : Esa pprana

pakiti, dighavuse ca esa, hevam esa kativiye.
" Such is the most ancient nature, that which is of long

standing, thus indeed (in conformity with that), this should be

done."

H' esa pi amtevaslsu yatharaham pavatitaviye yarisa porana

pakiti, yatharaham yatha iyam arokam siya (Yerragucji)
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" The same should also be propounded as far as possible to the

resident pupils according to the good old rule, so that this (noble

tradition) will remain unimpaired."
2i

And fourthly, in the Bhagavadgita, XIV. v. 27 :

"
Sabvatasya ca dharmasija sukhasyaikantikasya ca."

The Pali expression corresponding to Asoka's porana pakiti

is poraniya-pakati. The pakati or pakiti (Sk. prakrti) is no

other than another term for dharma. The Sona-Nanda-Jataka

(Fausboll, No. 532) which embodies a teaching almost literally

similar to that in Asoka's Edicts contains, among others, the

following two gathas setting forth the ancient or eternal nature

of dharma :

kulavamsam maharaja poranam parihapayam

adhammacari jetthesu nirayam so upapajjati.

Ye ca dhammassa kusala poranassa disampati

carittena ca sampanna na te gacchanti duggatim.

According to the first gatha, the adharmacari is one who

abandons one's respectful duty to one's elder brothers and

others in accordance with the time-honoured tradition of house-

hold life.

According to the second gatha, the virtuous man is he who

effectually conforms to the ancient tradition, the established

custom.

The gloss adds that here dhamma is the paverii-dhamma,

the dharma which has held good by continued tradition, the

precedent.

In dealing with the seven essential conditions of welfare

of a nation (or of an order or institution) the Buddha definitely

lays down :

Yavakivan ca appafinattam na pannapessanti, panfiattam

na samucchindissanti, yatha pafinatte porane dharnme vattis-

santi vuddhi yeva patikankha no parihanl ti.

W The text read and translated by B. M. Barua in I. H. Q., Vol. VII, pp. 118, 120.
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"
So long the members of a nation (so of an order or insti-

tution) will not introduce that which is not established according

to custom, will not destroy that which is established according to

custom, and will abide by the good old rule, so long they may be

expected to prosper, and not to decline."

In explaining porcine vajji-dhamme in this text Buddha-

ghosa speaks of a pavcni-potthaka (Book of Precedents) among
the Vrjis from which guidance was to be taken in deciding all

cases. (Vide B. C. Law's Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient

India, p. 103
; Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 22.)

Thus it may be shown that purana or sanatana is that

which has held good for a long time, that which has been

adhered through many ages, that which has therefore become a

normal state of things, a normal course of life. The normal

implies a
' norm

'

(that which ought to be done or not done) , as

well as a normal state of the body, mind or morale of a person

which enables him to respond to the norm, and to abide by it.

The normal carries with the idea of universal, that which

is or may be normally expected of all under similar set of

circumstances.

Sabbeh'eva piyehi manapehi nanabhavo vinabhavo annatha-

bhavo 'tarn kuV ettha..Jabbha
9

yan tarn jatam bhutam sankhatam

palokadhammam tarn pana napalujjati, n' etam thanam vijjati.
25

" The separation, departure from, the otherness of existing

relation with all who are dear and beloved (is a normal way of

happening), how can it then be possible to obtain that which is

born, has come-to-be, is created and of a nature to disappear will

not disappear ? There is no ground for such an expectation."

That which is the most ancient in time is the most imme-

diate in experience.
20

It is something which is proved and

25 Digha Nikaya, Vol. IT, p. 168.

26 "
Brhadvais^avatoaa^i : Puranat ca purvato nijaistaryena vartamano* pi nava

et>ett." Srimadbbagavata, 10. 14. 23. Cf. Bhagavatacandrika :
"
Purana^ purapi
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therefore approved by the wise, and each right-minded
individual is normally expected to respond to it. There is no

sphere or existence of activity without dharma. Birth

(jati-dhammo) , decay (jara-dhammo)> and the rest are phenomena
that normally occur in the natural order, and there are persons

or beings who are subject to them. Eating, sleeping, pro-

creating, etc., are phenomena that normally occur in the order

of life. There are kula-dharma, jnatidharma, mitradharma

rajadharma, stridharma, pumsadliarma, and the rest, each being

a normal expression of human nature in the shape of duty in

respect of the family, the kinsmen, friendship, kingship, and

the like in the social order. So on and so forth.

But to be in dharma is to be in one's own element. What

one's own element is depends on one's own feeling, experience,

or understanding. There being certain hindrances or obstacles

in the way of one's being in one's own element, there being

certain other conditions helpful to one's being in one's own

element, there being the possibility of removing those obstacles

and inducing favourable conditions, a system of training

normally involves or comes to prevail im the sphere of education,

or a system of practice in the sphere of religion. To be in one's

own element in the ultimate sense is to get beyond the known

world of cause and effect, Nirvana or moksa is that highest

state in men's religious experience, in which, alone it is

possible to be in one's element in the ultimate sense. Nirvana

or vimokfa itself is a dharma in so far as it is an object of

attainment through a life of effort.

In between that which lies behind or lies ahead is the

life of effort or pursuit which too is dharma. To direct or

regulate it there is either a system of society, or a system of

education, or a system of study, or a system of conduct, or a

system of mind, or a system of thought, or a system of faith

and worship. It is not only the system as a whole but each

part of it goes by the name of dharma. For instance,

Buddhism as a system of religious thought is called dharma
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or saddharma, and each of the thirty-seven main points or

terms belonging to that system is also called a dharma (sattatim-

sabodhipakkhika dhamma).

The Dhammasangavi which is a Buddhist manual of

psychological ethics gives an exposition of dhammas, classified

as moral (kusala), immoral (akusala) and avyakata (indeter-

minate). These dhammas constitute the mental basis of character

which finds its expression in conduct or action. Buddha-

ghosa takes them to mean those mental states which bear

their own intrinsic nature (sabhava). Professor Stcherbatsky

has discussed at length precisely in which sense these dhammas

are regarded as nissatta-nijjiva, the intended distinction

being between nalratmya (the theory of no-soul) and nairatma

(the theory of non-soul).
28

According to the opening verse

of the Dhammapada 9 mind and all things mental are dharmas

The Patimokkha which is a Buddhist code of monastic

discipline contains various rules of conduct, eacB of which is

called a dhamma : parajika dhamma sanghadisesa dhamma,

aniyata dhamma, etc.

In the Gula-Sakuludayi-Sutta (Majjhima-N. II, p. 32) the

term dhamma stands for the sequence of facts as experienced

or the law of causation or way of happening by a way of cause

as formulated :

Dhammam te desessami Imasmim sati idam hoti, imass*

nppada idam upapajjati, etc.

Just as, on the one hand, dharma stands for the entire

system of sequence, or the chain of dependent origination,

so, on the other hand, it stands for each single factor or link,

which is accordingly called a sahetu dhamma, paticcasamuppanna

dhamma.

87 AtthasaUrti, p. 63 : Tesafa feiaro dhammanaih sabhavo v& sSmaflftaih va lakkjianark

nama.

28 I. H. Q, f Vol. X, No. 4, p. 743.

N Dhammapada-comy., I, pp. 22-23, 35-36.
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Similarly, it may be shown that dhamma stands not only

for the entire system of faith, thought or doctrine but for every

part or argument or point of it.

An attempt has recently been made to prove that
"

the

term dharma is so devised as to comprehend real, realised and

reality, actual, actualised and actuality, phenomenon, pheno-

menal and phenomenality , matter, material and materiality,

mind, mental and mentality, causeA caused and causality,

law, legal and legality, thought, thinking and thinkability,

and the like ; in short, the entire universe of reality and

appearance, truth and opinion, thought and expression, principle

and action^ in and through which all things and all individuals

may realise their being, feel their existence, rise into recognition,

move into action or proceed to perfection. That is to say,

dharma is not only that which was, is or shall be in itself, in

its inherent right or iiu its nature or characteristic form, but

that which comes to happen or prevail on account of its inherent

force or intrinsic merit or value.





MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS OF INDIA

(From Epic and Pauranic Sources)

BY

DR. BIMALACHURN LAW, PH.D., M.A., B.L.

The two Epics and the Puranas have long been recognised

as a rich mine of geographical information about ancient India.

They contain a number of chapters giving a fairly accurate

account of not only the different territorial divisions of India,

but also of her rivers, mountains, forests, lakes, deserts, towns,

countries and peoples. Such chapters are the Tlrtha-yatra and

Digvijaya sections of the Mahabharata, the Jambukhanda-

vinirmana-parva of the same epic, and the KiskindhyS-kanda of

the Kamayana. Equally important from this point of view are

the Bhuvanakosa, the Jambudvlpa-varnana and the Kurma-

vibhaga sections of the Puranas, as well as of the Brhatsamhita,

the Parasara-tantra and the Atharvapari&sta. The geographi-

cal accounts in the different Puranas are more or less identical,

and the account in one is not unoften repeated word for word in

another ; in certain instances a larger account is summarised

into a shorter one, e.g., the Pauranic list of rivers differs in

the different Puranas. The list in the Vayu, Matsya and

Markaodtaya Puranas is a long one, while that in the Visnu is

very short. The same list occurs in the Bhagavata and Padma

Puranas as well, but in them it does not follow any definite

arrangement. The Pauranic lists of rivers, countries and peoples,

etc., occur also in the Mahabharata, sometimes in a more detailed
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form. The 'particulars of the country of Bharata' (as given in

the Bhlsmaparva (Slokas 317-78) are almost the same as in the

Puraijas, and with additional information in certain instances.

It is obvious that these lists are framed in pursuance of a tradi-

tional account handed down from earlier times, and that there

is much mythical and fabulous element in them. But in spite

of everything, it must be admitted that the accounts are sub-

stantially correct, and the fabulous element, as pointed out by

Cunningham, 'is confined, as a rule, to outside lands, and their

allusions to purely Indian topography are generally sober.
1

The pivot of the Pauranic account of rivers of Bharatavarsa

is certainly the mountain system of the
Himavat and the

*
. . f , ,

rivers issuing out of country for the rivers are invariably grouped

in the Puranas as well as the Mahabharata

according to the mountain ranges out of which they rise. Of

the mountains, the Himavat or Himfidri is the only varsa-

parvata which is placed within the geographical limit of

Bharatavarsa.
1

According to ancient geographers, the name Himavat was

applied to the entire mountain range that stretches from the

Sulaiman along the west of the Punjab and whole of the north-

ern boundary of India to the Assam and Arakan hill ranges in

the east including a number of peaks and smaller mountain

ranges. The author of the Markandeya Parana evidently knew

the Himavat to have stretched from sea to sea like the 'string of

a bow' (Karmukasya yatha guijab).
2 The statement in the

1 For the place and position of the Himavat among the Varsa-parvatas, and the

mountain-system of the Puranas, see Baychaudhuri, Studies in Indian Antiquities,

p"p. 94-101.

* 2 Kailaso Himavamcaiva dakgi^ena mabacalau I

". . . PtirvvapaicayatSvetSvar^avantarvyavasthitau II

(Mark. P., 64, 24.)

etattu Bbaratam vargam catu^saihsthanasamsthitam II

dakgfyaparato hyasya purvvena ca mahodadhifc I

Himavanuttaregasya Karmmukasya yatha guQab II

. . . (Mark. P., 57, 69,
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Markandeya Purtfcia is supported by the Mahabharata and

Kumarasambhava .

1

The Visnu Purana also seems to suggest the same when it

says that Bharatavarsa is the country that lies south of the

Himadri and north of the ocean (II. 3, 1-2). Ptolemy also

seems to agree with the Epic and Pauranic description when he

says that the Imaos (i.e., the Himavat) is the source of the

Ganges and the Indus as well as of the Koa and the Souastos,

identical respectively with the Kabul and the Swat river which

rise from the hills to the west of the modern North-West Fron-

tier Province.
2

According to the Matsya Puraija, the Kailasa range formed a

part of the Himavat (121, 2), though according to the Markancjeya
it was a separate mountain. Dr. Raychaudhuri correctly ob-

serves :

' '

There is reason to^ believe that some of the so-called

varsa-parvatas were in fact parts of the Himalayan chain'
1

(Studies in Indian Antiquities, p. 100). He points out that

according to Alberuni, Meru and Nisada, described as varsa-

parvatas in the Puranas, were connected with the Himalayan
chain.

According to the Puranas, the rivers issuing from the

Himavat are the Ganga, Sarasvati, Sindhu, Candrabhftga,

Yamuna, Satadru, Vitasta, IravatI, Kuhu, GomatI, Dhutapapa,

Bahuda, DpSadvatI, Vipasa, Devika, Kanksu, Nisclra, Gaijidakl

and Kausiki.
3

1
Avagatfba hyubbayatafc samudrau purvva-pafcimau (Mbb., VI. 6, 3)

Astyuttarasyam dii devatatma

Himalayo nama nagadhirajab I

Purvvaparaa toyanidbl vagahya

Sthitafe prithivya iva manadan4a]jL il (Kumar., I. 1).

* Ancient India, Ptolemy, S. N. Majumdar's Edn., p. 81.

1 Ganga Sarasvati SindhusCandrabhaga tathapara II

Yamuna ca Satadrusca Vitasteravatl Kahub I

GomatI Dhutapapa ca Bahuda saDfdadvat! II

VipaSa Devika Bank9urNi4c!ra Ga^^akl tatba I

Kaudiki capaga vipra Himav&tpadani^Bfta^i II

(Mirk. P., 57, 16-18.)
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The Markaijdeya Puraga has a separate chapter on the

descent of the Ganges which is said to have

issued from the foot of Narayana, and followed

her course on' to Mount Meru
; then she bifurcated herself in

four streams flowing east, south, west and north, the southern of

which>as allowed by Siva, through the entreaties and inter-

cession of King Bharata, to flow through India.
1

The fabulous element in the description given in the

Markandeya Purana is only too obvious to need comment ; at the

same time it is evident that when the Pauranic author describes

the 'second stream called Alakananda flowing southwards and

overflowing the Manasa lake with a great force,' he is simply

speaking of the upper course of the river when she is still on the

lap of the mighty Himavat. So also when we are told that the

river 'entered the southern ocean in seven streams, and in three

streams on the east, inundating as a great river the south with

the overflow from her stream,' we seem to read of the different

tributaries of the great river and her lower streams of the south-

east before she reaches the eastern seas.

The Vayu and Matsya Puranas give almost the same de-

scription as the Markandeya of the descent of the Ganges,

while the Vis^u, Bhagavata and Padma Purapas as well

as the Mahabharata agree substantially, though their account

is rather brief. The account given in the Vayu Puraija is

interesting.
2

l Mark. P., 56, M2.
8 " The capital of Brahma is enclosed by the river Ganges, which, issuing from the

foot of Vignu, and washing the lunar orb, ffills, here, from the skies, and after enoircling

the city, divides into four mighty rivers, flowing in opposite directions. These rivers are

the Sita, the Alakananda, 1he Cak?u , and the Bhadra. The first, falling upon the tops of the

inferior mountains, on the east side of the Mem, flows over their crests, and passes through

the country of Bhadras*va, to the ocean. The Alakananda flows south, to the country of

Bharata, and dividing into seven rivers on the way, falls into the sea. The Caksu falls into

the sea, after traversing all the western mountains, and passing through the country of

Ketumala. And the Bhadra washes the country of the Uttarakurus, and empties itself into

the northern ocean. (Wilson's trans., Bk. II, Chap. II, pp. 119-20.) Wilson points out that

Bhaskaracharya, an author of the eleventh century, gives almost exactly the same purport

of th* fttary* Evidently he draws his account from the Puranaa.
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It is somewhat curious that the Gaftg& is everywhere in the

Mahabharata as well as in the Puranas, qualified invariably as

tripathaga or flowing in three directions, though the actual

description is that, after
'

issuing from the foot of Vinu and

washing the lunar orb, she divided herself into four mighty

rivers
'

and flowed in four directions. Later also, in India,

she is described as a river that flowed in seven streams.
1

It is

only in her lower course that she is said to have entered the

ocean
'

in three streams on the east
'

(cf. the Mark. P.)- Is it

then to be surmised that her description as tripathaga refers to

these three streams ?
2

Which, again, are these three streams ?

Can they be said to be identical with the BhagirathI, the

Brahmaputra and the Meghna, the three courses which mingle

together before they enter the sea ?

The river still survives and flows between the Jumna and

the Sutlej. It must have been at one time a

mighty riverj
8 but gradually she lost herself in

the desert at a place known as Vinasana, the traditional western

extremity of Aryavarta and Madhyadesa. (Vas'istha, 1, 8; Baudh ,

I, 1, 2, 9, etc.). It is a tributary of the Indus, and rises from

the hills of Sirmur in the Himalayan range. In the Bgvedic

period it was a mighty river, and flowed into the sea (Max

Miiller, Rgveda-Samhita, p. 46).
"

It disappears for a time in

the sand near the village of Chalaur and reappears at Bhavanlpur.

At Balchhappar it again disappears, but appears again at Bara

Khera; at Urnai near Pehoa, it is joined by the Markanda and

the united stream bearing still the name of SarasvatI ultimately

joins the Ghaggar or Gharghar which was evidently the lower

part of the SarasvatI (Punjab Gazetteer, Ambala Dt., Chap. I).

The Mahabharata also says that after disappearing, the river

1
Cf. the following Rgvedic hymn where the Sindhu with its seven streams is also

said to have followed a threefold course :

" Bach set of seven (streams) haa followed a threefold coarse. The Sindhu surpasses

the other rivers in impetuosity
"

(X, 75).

8
Suttanipata-Commentary.

* J.A.8.B., 1886, Patt IE, p. 840.
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appears again at three places, namely, at Chamasodbheda,
Sirobheda and Nagodbheda (Vana P., 8).''

' The Salya Parva

of the Mahabharata seems to suggest that the name Sarasvati

was given to the seven rivers, Suprabha, Kancanftk^I, Visala,

Manorama, Oghavati, Sureau and Vimalodaka (Salya, 39,

2188-2216).

It is the river Indus. But according to Alberuni (India, I,

p, 260), only her upper course, above the

junction with the Chenab or Chandrabhaga,
was known as Sindhu; lower that point to Aror, she was known

as Pancanad, while from Aror to where she enters the sea it was

known as Mihran. In the Behistun inscription of Darius the

river is referred to as Hindu, and in Vendidad as Hendu. The

Chinese designations of our country, T'ien-chu, Sh6n-tu, Sien-

tou, Hien-tou, Yin-tu, etc., are all probably derived from Sindhu,

though the Chinese themselves do not agree that the name was

so derived.
2 In any case, the river gave her name to the country

through which she flowed.
8 The upper course of the river along

with her important tributaries gave to the country through which

she flowed the name of
'

the land of the five rivers (pancanad) ;

from this mediaeval name the modern Punjab derives her name.

The lower course gave to the country around the name of Sind,

The passage in the Markandeya Parana seems to suggest

that there were two rivers of this name. The
Candra aga .

Mahabharata also seems to support the same

contention (Bhlma P., 9, 322-27). But it is difficult to identify

the second stream of the same name. The river Bhima, a

branch of the Krsna, is also known by the name CandrabhSga

but obviously that river is not meant.

The Candrabhaga is the Chenab in the Punjab, and is the

Etgvedic A3iknl identical with the Greek Akesines. Sometimes,

* Dey, Geographical Dictionary, pp. 180:81.

2 For explanations of the Chinese designations of India, see Waiters, Yuan Chwang, I,

3140; also Bretschreider Mediaeval Researches, II, 25.

3 As to her ancient course through Sind, see J.A.S.B, 1886, II, p. 323,
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the united streams of the Jhelum and the Chenab are also known

by the single name Candrabhaga, the Sandabaga or Sandabal

of Ptolemy.

This famous river still bears its old name. It is

mentioned as early as the Rgveda (X, 75) and

the Aitareya Brahmana (VIII, 14, 4) .

It is the modern Sutlej.
"
In ancient times this river prob-

ably did not join the Beas, as it does now, but

pursued an independent course to the confines

of.Sindh" (Pargiter, Mark. P., p. 291, notes).
1 The united

streams of the Sutlej and the Beas are known as the Ghaggar.

The Satadru is the Zaradros of Ptolemy, and the Hesydrus of

Pliny.

It is the modern Jhelum, but is still called VitastS in

Kasmlr, and is identical with Greek Bidaspes

or Hydaspes. It was known to the Rgvedic

Aryans (X, 75) by the same name as well as to the Buddhists

under the name of Vitaiiisa (Milindapanho, S.B.E., XXLIV).
It is the modern Ravi, the Greek Hydraotisor Adris or

iravati. Rhonadis.

It is mentioned in the Vayu (XLV, 95) and Kurma Puranas

(XLVII, 27) as Kuhu. The river is probably
luhu

identical with the Kubha of the Pgveda

(X., 75, 6) and the Kophes or Kophen of the Greek geographers,

the modern Kabul river. It is also probably identical with the

Koa of Ptolemy which is described to have its source in the

Imaos or Himavat. (Ptolemy, VII, i. 26; Majumdar's edn.,

p. 8L).

It is almost certainly identical with Rgvedic Gomati

(R. V., X., 75, 6) which is probably the modern
Gomati. Gomal, a western tributary of the Indus. The

Pauranic passage Gomati Dhutapdpa ca
2 has

1 For its early course, see, J.A.8.B., 1886, II, pp. 335 foil.

* Mark. P. f op. cit. 9 Vayu, 45, 95; Kurma, 47, 27; Varftha, 85,
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been interpreted as
' GomatI and Dhutapapa,' thus signifying

two rivers, of which the latter according to Cunningham was a

tributary of the GomatI. In the Mahabh&rata, the two words

are linked together (BhTsma, p. 9. 25), in which case, the passage

should be interpreted as
"

the GomatI, the cleanser of all sins/'

The PaurSnic river has also been sought to be identified with

the modern Goornti which joins the Ganges below Benares, and

which is described in the Raraayana as situated in Ayodhya, and

as being
"
crowded with cattle

"
(Ayodhya-kaiifla, 49). But as

the Pauranic passage as well as that of the Mahabharata mentions

the river along with those of the Punjab, it is almost certain that

the tributary of the Indus is meant. The Skanda Purana

mentions another river of the same name (AvantI Khanda, Ch.

60); evidently it flowed through Gujrat with Dvaraka on its bank.

According to the Meghaduta (I. v. 47) a river GomatI seems to

have formed a branch of the Cambal. If the Siva Purana

is to be believed, the river Godavarl near its source where

the temple Tryamvaka was situated, is also known as GomatI

(I, Ch. 54).

Some have sought to identify the Dhutapapa as a separate

river with the modern Dhopip on the Goomti, 18 miles south-

east of Sultanpur in Oudh. According to the Skanda Purana

(Kasikhancja, Uttara, Chap. 59), it was a tributary of the

Ganges near Benares. (Dey, Dictionary, pp. 57 and 231.)

Pargiter identifies the river with the modern Kamaganga
which joins the Ganges on the left near Kanauj,

Bahuda.1
an(j Nundolal Dey with the river

* Dhavala now
called Dhumela or Burha-Rapti, a feeder of the

Bapti in Oudh/ (Pargiter, Markancleya P., pp. 291-92 ; Dey,

Dictionary, p. 10). Pargiter also points out that there was

another river of this name in the Deccan (Mbh., Bhisma P.,

9; 322 ; AnuSasana P., 165, 7653 ; Ramayana, lush. K., 41, 13).

* The Bahud |a, perhaps, no other sacred river than what is called Bhuk in the

Mtjjhima Nikaya f I, pp. 36-40,
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The Mahabharata gives an explanation of the origin of the name.

Rsi Likhita had his severed arm restored by bathing in this

river, which was accordingly named Bahuda (Mbh., Santi P.,

22 ; Harivaihsa, 12). But the Siva Parana gives a different

explanation, and says that Gauri was turned into the river

Bahuda by the curse of her husband Prasenajit.

The DrsadvatI has been described as the southern and

eastern boundary of what was then known as

Drsadvati. Brahmavarta (II, 17), while the western

boundary was the Sarasvatl. According to

the Mahabharata, the river seems to have formed one of the

boundaries of Kuruksetra (Vana P., 5074). The same source

tells us that the confluence of the DrsadvatI and the Kau&kl was

of peculiar sanctity. The river has been identified with the

modern Citrang, Chautang or Citang, which runs parallel to the

Sarasvatl (Imp. Gaz. of India, p. 26; Kapson, Ancient India,

p. 51). Elphinstone and Todd sought to identify it with the

Ghagar flowing through Ambala and Sind but now lost in the

desert sands of Rajputana (J. A. S. B., VI, p. 181), while

Cunningham found in it the river Bakshi that flows by the

south-east of Thaneswar (Arch. Sur. Rep., XIV). According to

the Vamana Purana, a branch of this river was known as

Kausiki (Vamana, 34).

It is the Beas, identical with the Bipasis or Hypasis

or Hyphasis of the Greeks, which is now a

vipa$a. tributary of the Satadru or Sutlej but was, in

ancient times in all probability, an indepen-

dent river. The story of the origin of the name Vipaga is told

in the Mahabharata. Vasistha, broken in heart owing to the

death of his sons at the hands of Visvamitra, wanted to kill

himself. He therefore tied himself hand and foot and threw

himself into the river. But the strong current of the river

unfastened him (Vi-pasa) and saved him by throwing him on

the banks,

2
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Pargiter has sought to identify the river, since it is said to

have issued from the Himalayas, with the river

Devika.
Deeg, a tributary Jof the river Eavi (Mark. P.,

p. 292, note). His identification seems to be

upheld by the Vamana Purana (Chaps. 81, 84, 89) as well as the

Matsya Purana (Ch. 113). According to the Agni Purana, it

flowed through the Sauvlra country (Ch. 200), and had its

source, according to the Kfilika Puraga (Ch. 23, 137-38) in the

Mainaka hills in the Sewalik range. The Visnudharmottara

(I., 167, 15) would have the river flowing through the Madra

country, and the Skanda Purana (Prabhasa Ksetra Mahatmya,

278) would have Mulasthana or Multan situated on its bank.

It has also been identified with the river Deva or Devika

in U. P., which is only another name for the southern course of

the Sarayu, the northern course being known as Kalinadi (Bengal

and Agra Guide and Gazetteer, 1841, II, pp. 120, 252, map).

According to the Kahka Purana, it flowed between the GoinatI

and the Sarayu, and was distinct from them (Ch. 23), while

according to the Mahabharata (Adi. P. 29) and the Varaha

Puraiia (144), it was at the junction of the Gandak, the Devika-

Sarayii and the Ganga that the struggle between the crocodile

and the elephant took place.
1

Pargiter mentions another Devika in the Deccan which, he

says, is upheld by the Kamayana (Kish. K,,
Ra*ksu.

41> 13), pargiter suggests that the name is

wrongly given in the Puranas ; we should

rather have it replaced by Vaksu or Vaftksu, and identify it with

the Oxus. The reading is certainly doubtful, for the Vayu
Puraua (45, 96) as well as the Mahabharata (Bhlsma P., 9., 324)

read it as Iksu. According to the Visnu PurSna, Iksu was one

of the seven holy rivers that flowed through Sakadvlpa.

l But the AnuSasana Parva (Slokas 7645 and 7647) of the Mahabharata seems to suggest

that the Devika and the Sarayu were Dot the one and the same river. See also Amarakosa 9

1, 2. 3, 35.
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According to the Kiirma Puraiia, Iksu was an affluent of the

Narmada (II, 39).

The Varaha Parana (85) reads the name as Nisvira ; other

Pauranic readings are Niscita, Nicita (Visnu
NiScira. p t^ Nirvira (Vayu, Matsya), Micita or Nisrta

(certain MSS. of Visnu). In the Bhisma
Parva list of rivers there are three similar names : Niscita,

Nicita and Nlvara, while the Vana Parva has Nirvira (84,

811G-9). It is, however, difficult to say if one and the same

river is meant by all these names. Anyway, a river of some

such name did really exist and was in all probability connected

with the KausikI with which it is often mentioned. According
to Nundolal Dey, Niscira is

"
the river Lilajan which joins the

Mohana near Gaya, and their united stream forms the Phalgu

(Agni P., 116; Mark. P., 57). It is the Neranjara of the

Buddhists
"

(Dictionary, p. 141).

It is the modern river Gandak that flows into the Ganges
near Patna. Tiie river is said to have been

a? *
a *'

formed from the sweat of the cheeks of Visnu

who sat in penance at its source, and hence it was named

Gandaki (Varaha P. 144). According to the same source it was

also called Salagrami and Narayanl.

It is the modern river Kui (Rfimayana, Adi, 34 ; Varaha

P., 140) which flows into the Ganges through
KauSika (or Kwfiki). ^ ^^ Qf pumea JR Bihar (Dcy s Qeogra-

phical Dictionary, p. 97). The river seems to have largely

shifted its course (Pargiter, Markandeya P., p. 292, note).

The Markandeya list of rivers issuing from the Himavat

concludes thus : Kansilcl capaga vipra Himavatpada-nihsrtab

which has been translated by Pargiter as, "and KausikI are

the rivers which flow from the slopes of Himavat, Brahman."

The passage may as Pargiter himself shows (Mark. P., p. 292,

notes), also be rendered as "KauSiki and the S.paga flow from the

slopes of the Himavat, etc." The Kurma Purana reads KausikI

Lohinl c'eti instead, while the Vayu and the Varaha (45.,
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96 and 85 respectively) read Kau&ikl Lohita ceti Still there

are other Pauranic readings, e.g., Kau&ikl ca Irtlya in which

may mean the
"

third Kausi kl" or refer to a river Trtlya by

name. Pargitcr
* himself suggests two more variant readings,

e.g., Kausiki Karatoyd tu and Kautikl ca Trisrotas tu. Trisrotii

is the modern Teesta which flows into the Brahmaputra, and

Karatoya is the river of that name flowing through the district

of Bogra in Bengal. Lohinl and Lohita are evidently the same

as the old Lauhitya which is but another name of the Brahma-

putra. A river named Trtlya is mentioned in the Sabha Parva

(9., 373) of the Mahabharata. The three Kausikls are probably

(i) the Kosi, (ii) the branch of the Drsadvat! in Kuruksetra

and (iii) the one referred to in the Vana Parva (221. 14231)

of the Mahabharata. As for Apaga as a river, we have refer-

ence to it as flowing through Kuruksetra in the Vanaparva

(83, 6038-40) of the Mahabharata (also see Cunningham's
Arch. Sur. Rep., XIV., 88 and Plate XXVI).

Besides the one Varsa-parvata, there were in Bharatavarsa

seven Kulacalas,
2

viz., Mahendra, Malaya,
sahya, Suktimat, Rksaparvata, Vindhya and

Paripatra. As each of these mountains was

associated with one particular country or tribe (kula), they were

called Kulacalas.
" Thus Mahendra is the mountain par ex-

cellence of the Kalingas, Malaya of the Pandyas, Sahya of the

Aparantas, Suktimat of the people of Bhallata, Rksa of the

people of Mahismatl, Vindhya of the Atavyas and other forest-

folk of Central India, and Paripatra or Pariyatra of the

Nisadas."
3

Raja^ekhara in his Kavyamlmamsa places these seven Kula-

parvatas in that region of Bharatavarsa which was known as

.
i Pargiter, op. cit.

* Mahendro Malayal? Sahja^ Suktiman Rksaparvvatalj

Vindhya^ca Paripatrai^ca.saptaivatra kulacala^ |

(Mark. 57.10.)

3 Kaychaudhuri, Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 105-106 and notes. For minor

hills associated with"Kulacalas, see op. cit. t 130 ff.
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Kumarl-dvfpa which refers to ,the Peninsular India with the

Vindhya and the Paripatra as its northern boundaries. Ptolemy

evidently heard of some such traditional list of mountains when
he enumerated the mountain ranges of India in the following

manner : the Apokopa, SardAnyx, Ouindion, B6ttig6, Adeisa-

thron, Ouxenton, Oroudian, Bfepyrrhos, Maiandros, Damassa or

Dobassa and Semanthinos. Of these, Ouindion has been identi-

fied with the Vindhyas, Bettigo with Podigei, the Tamil name

of Malaya, Ouxenton with the Rksavant, Adeisathron with the

Sahyadri, and the Oroudian with the Vaidurya which, however,

is not enumerated as a Kulacala. 1

It is interesting to note that Ptolemy also, like the Pauranic

writers, groups the rivers of India according to the mountains

out of which they rise. The position of the mountains, as he

gives them, is owing to his erroneous views of the configuration

of India, hopelessly incorrect but one can find some clue to

their identification when he describes the rivers issuing from

each mountain. The same method is followed also by Pauranic

writers, and this helps us not a little to identify the seven

Kiilacalas and other mountains mentioned in the Puranas. In

fact Ptolemy seems certainly to have come in possession of

some old traditional list of Indian rivers and mountains, of

countries and peoples which he made use of in his Geography
and which was utilised later by Epic and Pauranic writers

as well.

Most of the mountains have lost their ancient names, but

the copious references to them in our old literature, apart from

the Epics and Puranas as well as in cpigraphic and numis-

matic records have enabled scholars
2
to identify them success-

fully.

1
Ptolemy's Ancient India, Mazurndar's edn., pp. 75-81 and 204. Dr. Raychaudhuri

geeks to identify (op. cit., p. 105) Maiandros with Mahendra. This is a bit far-fetched,

as the rivers issuing out of it are not the same as those issuing out of Mahendra.

2 Foremost in this work have been Wilson, Pargiter, N. L. Dey, S. N. Majumdar,

and H. C. Raychaudhuri.
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The Bhagavata Parana (X, 79) seems to give a very accurate

description of the situation of the Mahendra
The Mahendra

, . . .

mountain and the range. Jbrom the Pauranic description it
nver issuing rom i .

appears fo^ ^Q Mahendradri was thus situated

between the Gangasagarasangama and Sapta-Godavari- Part of

the Eastern Ghats near Ganjain is still called Mahindra Malei or

hill of Mahendra (Wilson, Visnu P., II, 3, p. 127, n.). Pargitej

thinks that the name should be limited to the hills between the

Mahanadl, Godavarl and Wain-ganga and may perhaps comprise

only the portion of the Eastern Ghats north of the Godavarl

(Mark. P., p. 305, note). Classical Sanskrit literature seems to

agree with the description of the Bhagavata Purana, and hence

with the identification of Pargiter. The Eaghuvaiii^a of

Kalidasa which refers to the hills more than once (IV, 39, 40,

43
; VI, 54) seems to locate the range in the Kaliftga country ;

so also seems to be the indication of the Uttara Naisadha Garita

(XII, 24). But according to the various passages of the

Ramayana, the name Mahendra seems to have been applied to

the whole range of mountains extending from Ganjam to as

far south as the Pandya country, to the whole of the Eastern

Ghat range (Koisk, 41, 18-20; Kisk., 67; Lamka K., 4, 92-24).

There in the Tinnevelly district is a small mountain which is

still called Mahendragiri (Tinnevelly District Gazetteer, I, p. 4).

Pargiter thinks that the Mahendra hills of the Puranas and

those of the Ramayana were two different ranges but Dr. Ray-

chaudhuri has argued with good reasons that the authors of the

Ramayana and the Puranas meant the same range of hills

(Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 108-109). That the Mahen-

dra hills extended as far south as Madura and joined the Malaya

hills is also proved by the Caitanya-Caritamrta and the

Harsa Carita respectively (Harsa-Caritam, VII). The Pauranic

1
Gayaip gatva pitrnisiva Ganga-s&gara-sarigarae

upasf>rsya Mabendradrau Ramarh dr9tvabbivadya en

Sapta Godavarim Vepvarii Pamparh Bhlmarathlib fatal?,
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suggestion is also to the effect that it was situated in juxtaposition

with Malaya and Sahya.

The Epics and Puranas speak of certain minor hills which

may conveniently be associated with the Mahendra ranges.
1

Such are the Sriparvata and the Puspagiri. According to the

Agni Purana, Sriparvata seems to have been situated not far

from Kaverisangama (CXI1I, 3-4). The same text tells us that

this hill was dedicated by Visnu to Sri for her having performed

some austerities there. It is the name of a lofty rock which

overhangs the river Kfsna in the Kurnool District.
2

According to Dr. Raychaudhuri (op. cit., p. 130) it lay eight

miles to the north of Cuddapah. Other minor hills noticed by
Dr. Raychaudhuri which were associated with the Mahendra

ranges were the Venkatadri, the Annjacala (Skanda P., Aruna-

cala Mahatmya, III, 59-61
; IV, 9, 13, 21, 37) or Sonacala and

the Rsabha (Bhagavata P., X, 79
; Mbh., Ill, 85-21).

3

The rivers issuing from the Mahendra ranges are the

Pitpsoma, Rsikulya, Iksuka, Tridiva, LangulinI and Vam^akara. 4

The Kurma Purana (XLVII, 36) does not, however, mention

this group of rivers issuing from the Mahendra ; on the contrary,

1 Minor hills associated with the Kulacalas are thus described in the Markandcya

Purana (57. 11-15):

Tesam sahasraSaScanye bhudhara ye samlpagah ||

Vistarocchrayino ramyii vipulaScatra sanavah
|

Kolabalab saVaibhrajo Mandaro Dardduracalah
||

V&tasvano Vaidyutas'ca Mainakalj Svarasastatha
|

Tungaprastho Nagagiri Rocanal? P&ndaracalat ||

Puspo girirdurjjayanto Raivato'rbbuda eva ca
|

Rsjamukal? saQomantah Ku^a^aila^ Krtaamura-h
||

Srlparvvata^ca Kora6ca Sata^o'nye ca parvvatah |

In piuce of Vaibhraja the Vayu reads Vaihiira; in place of Vatasvano the Vaju

reads Patandhama ; Pargiter suggests Vaidurya for Vaidyuta ; in place of Svarasa the Vayu

reads Sasurasa or Susarasa ; in place of Paijdara the Vayu reads Pan<lura ; in place of

Durjjayanta the Vayu reads Ujjayanta ; in place of Kora the Vayu reads Ketu or Karu.

2 Pargiter, Mark, P., p. 290, notes.

3 For identifications of these mountains, see Raychaudhuri, op. cit.

4 Pitrsomarsikulya ca Iksuka Tridiva ca ya ||

Lafcgulim VanisakarA Mahendraprabhavafe smrta^ I

(Mark. P., 57, 28-29.)
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it speaks of Trisaraa, Rsika and Vamsadharim (evidently identi-

cal with Pitrsoraa, Rsikulya and Vam^akara respectively) as

rivers that issued from the Suktirnat ranges. Besides the above

six, the Matsya Parana (CXIIl, 31) mentions three more, the

Tamraparni, Sarava and Vimala.

The Variant readings are Trisama (Vayu, XLV, 106
;

Bhagavata, V. XIX, 17
; Agni, CXVIII, 8),

Pitrsoma.

Triyama (Varaha, LXXXV), and Tribhaga

(Matsya, CXTIT, 31). It cannot definitely be identified.

The Vayu Purana reads Rtu-kulya (XLV, 106), evidently

incorrectly. The river still bears its old name,
Rgikulya.

*

and flows past Granjam.

The Vayu (XLV, 106) and Varaha Puraijas (LXXXV)
read Iksula, while the Matsya reads Iksuda

iksuka.

(CXIII, 31). It cannot definitely be identified,

but obviously it must have been a river like the Pitrsoma on the

eastern coast.

Tridiva A Tridiva is said to have issued from the Vindhyas
in the Pauranic list,

Langulim It is the same river as the Laiigali of the

Mahabharata (Sabha, IX, 374). The Varahapurana variants

are MulinI or Lamulinl (LXXXV), while the Matsya reads Mull

(CXIII, 31) ; certainly they are copyist's mistakes, for the river

still bears its old name and is definitely identifiable with the

Languliya on which stands Chicacole, between Vizianagram and

Kalingapatam.

Varhsakara The Varaha Puraaa reads Vamga-vara

(LXXXV) ;
but the correct name seems to be Varhs'adhara

which is given in the Vayu Purana (XLV, 106). It is evidently

the modern Batisdhara, which flows past Kalingapatam.

The Malaya hills are often mentioned in Sanskrit literature,

but the word seems to have been derived from
The Malaya Range . .

and the rivers issuing the Dravidian word mala or malai which
from *'

means hill (Ind. Ant., 1889, 240 ff.).
" From

it are derived the designations of the country of Mo-lo-kii-t'a
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(Malakuta) referred to by Hiuen Tsang, and the language called

Malayalam spoken by the people of Malabar/' (Baychaudhuri,

op. cit. y p. 111). The Malaya range of hills is the same as the

Tamil Podigei or Podigai, the Bettigo of Ptolemy. Pargiter

correctly identifies it with "
the portion of Western Ghats from

the Nilgiris to Cape Comorin," for the sources of the rivers that

are said to have issued from this range can all be located in this

portion of the Ghats . Dr. Baychaudhuri has successfully

shown that the Malaya par excellence is mountain of the Pandyas

(op. cit.}. According, to the Bhagavata Purana (X, 79), the

hermitage of Agastya was situated on the summit of Malaya.

The Malaya range is, therefore, sometimes referred to as Malaya-

kuta. The mountain was also known as Srikhandadri or even

as Candanadri (c/. Dhoyi's Pavanadutam).

The minor hill associated with the Malaya range seems to

have been the Dardura which Pargiter identifies with the Nilgiris

or the Palni hills. The hill is associated with Cola and Pandya

kings in the Mahabhftrata (11,52,34). The hill is also men-

tioned elsewhere in the epics. (Mbh., XIII, 165, 32 ; Bam.,

Lanka K., 26, 42), as well as in the Baghuvaihsa (IV, 51).

The rivers issuing from the Malaya range are the Krtamala,

TamraparnI, Puspaja, and SutpalavatI or Utpalavati.
1

The Kurma Purana -(XLVII, 35) reads Btumala instead,

while the Varaha (LXXXV) Satamala and the

Bhagavata Katamala (V, XIX, 17). It has

been successfully identified with the modern Vaigai which flows

past Madura-(c/. Caitanya-Caritarnrta, Ch. IX, p. 141).

This river is evidently the one bearing the same name in the

. Bagbuvamsa. (IV, 49-50), and was. a sacred

^^ according to the Mahabharata (Vana P.,

LXXXVIII, 8340). Evidently it flowed through the Pandya

countey and is- to be identified with what is locally called

l Kftamala Tamrapar$rPupaja SutpalavatI ||

"

-
Malayadrisamudbhuta nady ^Itajalaatvimab |

(Mark. P.. 57, 27-28.)
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Tftmbravari or with the combined stream of the latter and Chittar.

It is also called Tamravarna (Brah. P., 49). The port of Kolkai

or Korkai was once situated on its mouth which was well known

for its pearl-fishery (Eaghu, op. cit.) ; Kolkai or Kor kai is

mentioned by Ptolemy.

The variants of Puspaja are Puspnjati (Vayu, XLV, 105)

and PuspavatI (Kurma, XLVII, 35) ; while

sut

P
Xlti

and
tlie variai]t for SutpalavatI is UtpalavatI (Maha-

bharata, Bhlsma P., ]X, 342) which is un-

doubtedly the correct reading. Another variant is Utpala (H.

V. f CLXVIII, 9510-2). Many Puranas give the reading as

UtpalavatI.
" A river Puspa-venI is mentioned (Mbh., Bhisma

P., IX, 342) which is joined with a river UtpalavatI." (Pargiter,

Mark. P., p. 304, notes). The two rivers nre probably the

Puspaja and SutpalavatI. These two rivers must be any two of

the Vaippar, the Amaravati, the Ponani and Peri or Vedamali,

the four modern rivers, besides the Krtainala and Tararaparni,

that rise from the Malaya mountains.

The Sahya mountain or Sahyadri has been correctly identi-

m. a u n fied with
'
the northern portion of the Western

The Sahya Range r

and the rivers iwu- Ghats and as it appears from the rivers which rise
ing from it.

in them, it extends from the river Tapti down to

the Nilgiris' (Pargiter, Mark. P., p. 235, note). In his Raghu-

va&sam (IV., 52), Kalidasa describes itas
c

m'/awba iva mcdinyah*

and associates it with the people of Aparanta or western India.

The most important minor mountain associated with the

Sabya is certainly the Vaidurya, mentioned in the Mnh^bharata

in connection with the two rivers the Payosnl and the Narminada

(III, 121, 16-19). The mountain is generally identified with

the Oroudian mountain of Ptolemy which, according to him,

was. the source of the river of Mais61os, identifiable either with

the GpdavarJ or the Krsna. The Vaidurya thus included the

northernmost part of the Western Ghats, but the evidence of

the Mahabharata suggests that it included also a portion of the

southern Vindhya and Satpura ranges. Another minor hill
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connected with the Sahya range is the Trikuta, referred to by

Kalidasa in his Raghuvariisa (IV, 59), evidently the mountain

from which the Traikutakas derived their name. Ksyamuka
and Gomanta may also be associated with the Sahya mountains.

Pargiter identifies the former, the scene of Rama's meeting

with Sugrlva and Hanuman, "with the range of hills which

stretches from Ahmadnagar to beyond Naldrug and Kalyam,

dividing the Manjira and Bhima
"

(Mark. P., p. 289, note). He

identifies the Gomanta with the hills south or south-east of Nasik

(op. cit.). But Dr. Raychaudhuri points out that to the north of

Gomanta was VanavasI (II. V., Visnu Parva, 39, 62-64), so that

the hill should be placed in the Mysore region.

The rivers issuing from the Sahya mountains are the

Godavari, Bhlma-ratha, Krsna-veova, another Venva, Tuttga-

bhadra, Suprayoga, Vahya and the Kaveri.
1

A river well known in the Rarnayana which has retained

Godavari. its old name up to now.

The Vayu (XLV, 104) and V&raha Puranas read Bhima-

ratbl, while the Kurma Bhimaraksl which is
Bhlraaratha.

evidently incorrect. It is undoubtedly the

modern Bhima, a tributary of the modern Krsna.

It is one of the very little known rivers of ancient India

(see Pargiter, Mark. P., p. 302, note). It
.

'

, ^
survives in its modern name Kpsna.

The variant readings are Vena (Varaha, LXXXV), Vepa
or Varna (Karma, XLVII, 34), Vaini (Vayu,Venva or \ enya.

* ' ' v J *

XLV, 104), Vina (Mbh., Bhlsma P., IX, 328),

and VennA (Bhagavata P., V, XIX, 1.7). Pargiter suggests

its identification with the river Penner between the K^jpa and

the Kaveri (Mark. P., p. 303, notes).

1 God ftvan Bhlmnrathft K^nave^vS tathftparft I

Tu&gabhiidra Supra>oga Vahya K averyat I Spagi II

Sahya padavini?kr&nl& ityeialj sariduttauialjL I

(Mark. P., 57, 26, 27). The reading for Sahya is Viodhya, but that is

bj mistake. See EQrma P., (XLVII, 3i, aad Vayu P. (XLI, 104).
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It is to be identified with the well-known river of that

TuAgabhadra. name, the famous tributary of the Krsna.

It is also mentioned in the Mahabharata (Bhlsma P., IX,

R
>
CCXXI >

Suprayoga
not definitely identifiable, it is as good as

certain that it was one of the western tributaries of the Krsna.

This also cannot be identified. The Agni Purana, however,

Vah
. reads Varada which is to be identified with

the Varada or Vedavati, a southern tributary

of the Krspa.

The river still bears its own name, and is mentioned in the

Raven Ramayana (Kish. K., XLI, 21 and 25), the

HarivamSa (XXVII, 1416-22) and the Maha-

bharata (Bhlsma P., IX, 328; Vana P., LXXXV, 8164-5;

CLXXXIX, 12910). The Tlrthayatra sections of the Puragas

and Epics invariably mention this river as very holy ;
in

fact it was more well-known than the Krsna. It is Khaberos

of Ptolemy which is said to have its source in the
.
Adeisathron

range. This range may, therefore, be identified with the

southern portion of the Sahya.

In place of
"
Goddvarl Bhlmaratha Krvnavenva tathapara"

the Vayu reads
" Goddvarl Bhlmaratha Krwavenva ca Vanjuld

"

(XLV, 104); while the Varaha (LXXXV) and Matsya Purapas

(GXIII, 29) add this river after Kaverl. It is obviously to be

identified with the Manjira, a southern tributary of the

Godavarl.

There is a good deal of difference of opinion with regard

^ A 1t . 4 to the identification of the Suktimat mountain.
The SoktiLoat range

and the rivers issuing There is also a good deal of confusion about the
from it.

rivers that are said to have issued from it, which,

in fact, renders the identification really very difficult. Cunning-
ham identified the range with the hills south of Sehoa and Kanker

separating Chattisgarh from Bastar (Arch. Sur. Rep., XVII, pp.

24^ 26, and map at end). Beglar places the Suktimat in the
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north of the Hazaribagh district (Arch. Sur. Rep., VIII, pp.

124-125). Pargiter, after some discussion, identified the range
with the Garo, Khasi and Tipperah hills (Mark. P., pp. 285, 306

notes) ; while C. V. Vaidya located it in Western India and

identified it with Kathiawad range (Epic. Ind., p. 276). R. C.

Majumdar and H. K, Dev agreed to identify the Suktimat with

the Sulaiman range (Proc. of Second Oriental Conference, 1923,

p. 609
; ibid, p. ci ; Z. D. M. G., 1922, p. 281 n). Dr. Ray-

chaudhuri applies the name with the chain of hills that extends

from Sakti in Eaigarh, C. P., to the Dalma hills in Manbhum
drained by the Kumarl and perhaps even to the hills in the

Santal Parganas washed by the affluents of the Babla.
1

The rivers issuing from the Suktimat are the Rsikulya, the

Kumari, the Mandaga, the MandavahinI, the Krpa and the

Pala&nl.
2

The Vamana Purana excludes this list altogether and re-

places it by a new one in which figure some of the rivers known

to have been issued from the Malaya (XIII, 32-33). The two

new names, the Sun! and the Sudanis, mentioned by the Vamana

are not identifiable, nor can we definitely identify the rivers

mentioned in the Markandteya list, and for the matter of that in

other Puranas. In the place of Itsikulya, the Vayu reads Rsika

(XLV, 70) the Varaha Rsika (LXXXV) and the Matsya Kasika

(CXIII, 32). The Rsikulya has been often identified with the

Kiyul, a tributary of the Ganges (Beglar, op. cit.). KumSri

has also variant readings, namely, Sukumari (XLV, 107), Liisati

(Varaha) but the Bhisma Parvan list of the Mahabharata is the

same as in the Markaijdeya. The Kumaii is sought to be identi-

fied with the Kaorhari (Beglar, op. cit.), the Somesvari (Pargiter,

op. cit.), the Kumar (in the extreme north-west: Dev and

1 Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 113-120, where there is an illuminating discussion

on the various theories about the identification of Suktimat.

3
Rsikulya Kumarl ca Mandaga MandavahinI I

Efpa Paladin! caiva Suktimatprabbavabsmrtah If

(Mark. P., 29-30.)
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Majumdar, op. cit.) and the Kuraari (in Manbhum : Raychau-

dhuri, op cit.). The variants of Mandaga and MandavahinI

are Mandagaminl (Varaha, LXXV) and Gandharnanda-garnini

(Kurma, XL VII, 36). This river as well as the MandavahinI

cannot he identified, though some have suggested an obviously

impossible equation with the Helmand (Dev and Majumdar, op.

cit.). For Krpa, the Vayu Purfina reads Kupa (XLV, 107) and

the Kurma, Ksipra or Llnpa (XL VII, 36) ; some (for example,

Dev and Majumdar, op. oil.}, equate Krpi-kupa with the

Kubha or Kabul river, other* with Kapill (Pargiter, op. cit ),

still others, with Kopa, a tributary of the Babli in eastern India

(Raychaudhuri, op. cit.). The Palasin! has been sought to be

identified with the river of the same name issuing from the

JunHgad hills (Vaidya, op. cit.), with the Panjshar in the

extreme north-west (Dev and Majumdar, op. cit.), as well as

with the Paras, a tributary of the Koel in Chota-Nagpur (Ray-

chaudliuri, op. cit.). Dr. Raychaudhuri's identification of

the Suktirnat with the hills of eastern India extending from

C.P. to the Santlnl Paiganas seems nearest the mark and his

equation of the Krpa-kupa-ksipra, the Kumari and the

Palasin! with the Kopa, Kuiuaii and Paras respectively,

all in eastern India, must be considered interesting and satis-

factory.

The Rksavat and the Vindhya are Ouxenton and Ouindon of

The Rksavat and Ptolemy, but it is not very easy to identify

tafns ^ita "iv
u

ers"
these two Kulacalas though it is generally

issuing from them.
recognised that the three Kulacalas, the Rksa,

the Vindhya and the Paripa(ya)tra are parts of the whole range

of mountains now known by the common name Vindhya. This

is due to the confusion of the different puranas as regards the

sources of the rivers issuing from the Rksa and the Vindhya.

An analysis of the lists of rivers issuing from these two moun-

tains, as they are in the different puranas, will show that the

rivers may conveniently be classified into two distinct groups,

the Sopa-Narmada group and the Sipra-TaptI group. According
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to the Kfiram, Matsya, Brahmanda, Vgyu, and VSmana

Puranas, the Rksa is the source of the Sona-Narrnmada group

including the Narmmada, Sona, Mahanada, Mnndakini, Dagftrpa,

Tamasa, VipfisVi, Suktimati, etc., while the Sipra-TaptI (Tap!)

group including the Sipra, Payosnl, Nirhindhya, Venya,

Vaitaranl, etc., had its source in the Vindhya.
f

rhis order is

completely reversed in the Markandcya, Visnu and Brahma
Puranas which give the Vimlhya as the source of the Sona-

Narmmada group and the Rksa as that of the Sipra-Tapti

group. The identification, if we have to depend on epic or

Pauranic evidence alone, is thus almost a hopeless task.
1

Ptolemy desciibe- Ouxenton or the Rksavant as the source

of the Tonndis, the Dosaran and the Adanias, and the Ouindon

as that of the Namados and the Nanagouna- The Dosaran has

long been identified with the Dnsnrna oT the Puranas and the

Namados and Nanngonna with the Narnimadri and Taptl respect*

ively. Thus Nnimmada and Taptl had their sources not in two

different mountains, but in one and the same, namely, the

Vindhya. The DfigarnFi, as \\e have seen, is said to have issued,

according to a number of Purfinas from the Rksa or Ouxenton

according to Ptolemy. And what Ptolemy says (VII, 1, 39-41)

about the mouth of the river seems to suggest that by the

Ouxenton he meant the central region of the modern Vindhya

range north of the Narmmadn, while Ouindon stands for

only that portion of the Vindhya from where rise the

karmmada and the Taptl, i.e., the eastern part of the

modern Vindhyas south of the Narmmada (cf. Raychaudhuri,

op. cit.).

Dr. Raychaudhuri cites a number of passages from the

Epics, the Harivaihsa, the Puranas and inscriptions to show

l " No conclusion regarding the relative position of Pk?a and Vindhya can also be

drawn from the constant association of the former wit!i the Narnima< a and that of tl e latter

with the Iteva, for though the Bhagavata and the Vamona Pura^as seem to distinguish

between the two rivers, the Revakhantj.i regris them as ore and the sime, a fact borne out

alsj by incidental referenced in the Bhagav ata itself." ft a^chaudhun, Studies in Indian

Antiquities, pp. 122-23.
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that Ptolemy's indications are substantially correct (ibid^ pp.

124-128). He concludes by saying that
"

ancient Hindu

writers commonly regarded Vindhya and Ilksa as interchangeable

terms. But one fact is clear. While the name Vindhya was

loosely applied to the whole chain of hills from Gujrata to the

Gaya district, lying on both sides of the Narinrnada, the Rksa,

when referred to incidentally in literature, is invariably associated

with the middle Narminada region of which Mahismati was the

most important city, and the Dasarna, a notable river. The

Vindhya, when distinguished from the Rksa, denotes the chain

lying south of the Narmmada as suggested by Nilakantha (in his

Commentary on the Harivamsa)
"

(ibid).

The rivers issuing from the Rksa and the Vindhya are the

Sona, Mahanada, Narmrnada, Suratha, Adrija, Mandakini,

Dasarna, Citrakuta, Citrotpala, Tatnasa, Karamoda, Pisacika*

Pippali^'roni, Vipasa, Vanjula, Sumeruja, Suktimati, Sakull,

Tridiva, VegavahinI, Sipra, Payosal, Nirbbindhya, Tapl (Taptl)

Ni^adhavatl, Venva, Vaitaranl, SinJvali, Kumudvati, Karatoya,

Mahagauri, Durga and Antahsira. 1

Sona It is the river Sone that has its source near the

Narmmada and drains itself into the Ganges. It was also known

as Hiranyavaha or Hiranyabahu, the Erannaboas of the Greek

geographers.

Mahanada (Mahanadl) It is probably not the same river

that bears its old name and flows through Orissa but is a branch

thereof that rises near the source of the Sone (see Pargiter,

Sono Mahanadacaiva Narmmada Surathadrija I

Mandakin! DaSarna ca Citrakuta tathapara II

Citrotp'ala sa Tamasa Karamoda Piacika I

Tatbaaya PippaliSro^iryipaga Vafijula oadU _ _ .

Sumeruja Suktimati akuli Tridivakramalj I

Rksapada prasuta yai tatbauya vegavahini II

Sipra Payospl Nirbbindhya Tapl saNifadhavat! I

VeQva Vaitara^i caiva Sinlval! Kumudvat! II

Karatoya Mabagauri Durga canta^ira tatha I

Vindbyapada-prasutaata nadyafy pu^ajala^ ^ubbal? II

(Mfirk.JP., 57, 21-25.)
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Mark. P., p. 295, note). In the Varaha Puraija, MahSnadI is

replaced by the river named Jyotiratha (LXXXV), which is the

same as the Jyotirathya (Mbh., Vana, LXXXV, 8150) or the

Jyotiratha (HV., CLXVIII, 9150-12), probably a southern

tributary of the Sone.

Narmmada The Namados of Ptolemy, the modern Nerbudda,
which rises near the source of the Sone. According to the

Matsya Purana, the place whore the Narmmada falls to the sea

is a great place of pilgrimage (Ch. 193) called the Jainadagni-
tirtha.

Suratha and Adrija The variant for Suratha is Surasa

(Kurma, XLVII. 30 ; Varaha, LXXXV ; Bhagavata, V, XIX.

17) ; while Adrija, the next river in the list, is replaced by
Sumahadruma or Surahadruma (XLV, 99), obviously a confu-

sion of the copyist. Adriji is also mentioned in the Maha-

bharata (Anusasanaparva, CLXV, 7648).

It is not improbable that the entire line
" Sono Mahanada6-

caiva Narmmada Surathadrij*i
"

is intended to be interpreted as

Sona, Mahanada, and Narrnmada which all originated from the

Amarakantaka hills which in fact are the sources of the Sona,

the Narmmada and also of the Mahanadi.

Mandakim It is undoubtedly the Modern Mandakin which

flows into the Paisuni near the Citrakuta mountain (Cunning-

ham, Arch. Sur, Rep., XXI. 11).

DaSarna It gave its name to the country through which it

flowed, and is referred to by Kalidi\sa in his Meghaduta. It is

the modern Dhasan near Saugor flowing between the Betwa

(VetravatI) and the Ken.

Citrakuta and Citrotpala Citrakuta is evidently a river

connected with the modern Citrakuta mountain, but the

Citrotpala does not yield to any identification, though it is men-

tioned in the Bhismaparva list of the Mahabharata.

Tamasa The river Tamasa is famous for its association

with the Eamayana. The Kurma Puraiaa gives a variant^

4
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Tftmasi (XLVII, 30). It is identifiable with the river Tons

which flows into the Ganges below Allahabad.

Karamada The Vayu (XLV, 100) and Varaha Puranas

read Karatoya instead. Anyway, it seems probable, as Pargiter

has suggested, that the river Karmanasa which flows into the

Ganges just above the Sone is here meant.

Pigacika and Pippalisroiji The Pi^acika is not identifiable

though it is suggested that it may be one of the southern

tributaries of the Scne. In the Pippalis'roni (Vayu : Pipya-

lasroni ; Varaha : Pippala), Pargiter finds the Paisuni or

Parsaroni, a tributary of the Jumna between the Ken and the

Tons (op. cit).

Vipasa It has to be distinguished from the river of the

same name in the Punjab. It is the modern Bias that flows past

Saugor into the Ken. In place of Vipasa, the Varaha Purana

reads Visala which is to be identified with the Visala that

flows through Gaya (cf. Mbh., Salya. P., XXXIX, 2 J 88-89,

2205-06).

Vanjula The variants are Vanjuka (Varaha, LXXXV),

Manjula (Mbh., Bhlsma P., IX, 341; Kurma, XLII, 31) and

Jambula (Vayu, XLV, 100). It cannot definitely be identi-

fied.

Sumeruja The variant readings are Siteraja (Vayu. XLV,
101) and Viraja (Varaha, LXXXV). It cannot be identified.

SuktimatI It is often erroneously suggested that this river

issued from the 'Suktimat' mountain. In fact, its source is

stated to be either the Rksavat or Vindhya. The MuktimatI

of the Bhimaparva list of the Mahabharata is probably the

same river. It is not unlikely that SuktimatI, the capital of

the Cedis, stood on this river. There is, however, hardly any

clue to its definite identification.

Sakull and Tridiva The variants for Sakuli are Makruija

or Maksana (Vayu, XLV, 101) and Pafikini (Varftha, LXXXV).

Pargiter identifies the Sakull with the river Sakri which flows

into the Ganges between Patna and Monghyr. The Tridiva is
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mentioned also in the Bhismaparva list, but it cannot success-

fully be identified.

Vegavahini The Vayu, Varaha and Kurma Puraijas read

Valuvahim or Ratnavahini (Kurma, XLVII, 31). It cannot

be identified.

Sipra A Sipra is mentioned in the Pauranic list and it is

said to have issued from the Paripatra mountains (see below).

According to the Harivamsa (CLXVIII, 95' >9) there is a Sipra

in the southern region; it is not impossible that the southern

Sipra is here intended. The Vayu Purana reads Madra '(JXLV,

102), while both the Kurma (XLVII, 32) and the Varaha

(LXXXV) read Sighroda ; the Matsya reads Ksipra instead

(CXIII, 27) and the Mahabharata (Bhisma P., IX, 336) Sighra.

There is evidently some doubt as to the real name of the river

here intended.

Payosni The Varaha Purana reads Payolli (LXXXV) which

is wrong. According to the Mahabharata, it was a river

flowing through Vidarbha (Vana P., CXX, 10289-90), and was

separated from the Narmmada by the Vaidurya mountains

(ibid, CXXI, 10306-7). Pargiter therefore identifies it with the

modern river Purna (the tributary of the TaptI) together with

the lower part of the TaptI into which the Purna continues

(Mark. P., p. 299, notes). But the Puranas would have

Payosni and TaptI distinctly as two separate rivers in the same

verse; the Padma Purana (Uttara., Ch. 41) even has Tapl,

Payosnl and Punia in the same verse. Some have, therefore,

sought to identify the Payosiil with the Pain or Paingaftga,

a branch of the Wardha in C. P.

According to the Caitanyacaritamrta, there was another

Payosnl in the extreme south, identical with the river Purti in

Travancore (Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, V, p.

45).

Nirbbindhya The Vayu Purana reads Nirbbandhya (XLV,

102) which is evidently wrong. This river is mentioned by

KSlidSsa in his Meghadata (I, 28-29) as lying between
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Ujjain and the river Betwa or Vetravati. It has been identi-

fied with the Kalisindh in Malwa (J. of Buddhist Text

Society, V, p. 46), but as Kalisindh is probably the Sindhu
of" Kalidasa's Meghaduta, the identification of the Nirbbindbya
with the 'Newuj, another tributary of the Cambal between

Vetravati and Sindh, seems to be more satisfactory (Thorton's

Gazetteer, S. V. Gwalior, Bhpoal).

Tap! It is undoubtedly the Taptl ; but strangely enough
the river is nowhere mentioned in the Epics, not even in the

Bhfsmaparva list of the Mahabharata.

Nisadhavati The variants are Nisadha (Vayu, XLV, 102)
and Rsabha (Matsya, CX1II, 27); the latter apparently is

a wrong reading. Naturally the river suggests an association

with' Nisadha country and may be identified with one of the

small tributaries of the Narmmada or the Tapti. The reading
Mahanadl of the Kurma Purana (XLVII, 32) is impossible,
for it has already been mentioned in connection with the Sone

and the Narmmada.

Venva and Vaitarani The variants are Venva, Vinna, in

the Puranas and Venva and Ventl in the Mahabharata.

Pargiter identifies it (Mark. P., p. 300, note) with the

Wainganga and its continuation, the Pranhita. The Vaitarani

is undoubtedly the modern river of the same name that flows

through Orissa.

Sinivali, Kumudvati, Karatoya, Mahagaurl, Durga and
Antnhs"ira These rivers are not definitely identifiable. The
variants for Sinivali are confusing and do not help us in any way
to identify the river. They are Sitibahu, Balaka, Vedipala,
Satabala and Visvamala in the Puranas and the Mahabharata

;;

none of these names can be satisfactorily identified. Nor can
we identify Kumudvati or Karatoya which is certainly not the

river that flows through northern Bengal. Mahagaurl has been

identified by Pargiter (op. cit., pp. 300-301, notes) with the

Brahmanl that flows through Orissa, and Durga with another

smaller Brahma&I that flows through the Murshidabad district
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into the right bank 'of the Bhaglrathi. But the latter identifica-

tion seems to be doubtful. The Vayu (XLV, 103) and Kurma
Puranas (XLVII, 33) replace Antahsira by Antahsila, and the

Varaha by Antyagira (LXXXV). The river cannot however be

identified. The Varaha Puraija gives one more river, the Mani-

jala Subha, but does not give any clue to its identification.

The earliest mention of the Pariyatra mountain is found in

mu T>- -. m- Dharmasutra of Bodhayana (I, 1, 25) who
The Panpatra (Pan-

%

J ' '

yatra) and the rivers refers to this mountain as the southern limit
issuing from it. T

of Aryavarta. The Skanda Purana also refers

to it as the farthest limit of Kumari-Khanda, the centre

of Bharatavarsa. The mountain seems to have lent its name to

the country with which it was associated; Yuan Chwang men-

tions a Po-li-ye-ta-lo country (Pariyatra) ruled by a Vaisya king.

Pargiter identifies the Paripatra (or Pariyatra) with that portion

of the modern Vindhya range which is situated west of Bhopal

together with the Aravalli mountains (Pargiter, Mark P., op.

cit.)

The rivers issuing from the Pariyatra are the Vedasmrti,

VedavatI, VrtraghnI, Sindhu, Ve$va, Anandini, Sadanira, Mali!,

Para, CarmaijvatI, Nupl, Vidisa, VetravatI, Sipra and Avarpl.
l

Vedasmrti, VedavatI and VrtraghnI These rivers cannot be

identified. Vedasmrti is replaced by Vedasmrta in some

of the texts (Bhlsma P., IX, 324) and VedavatI and VrtraghnI

by VadasinI or VetasinI and VrataghnI respectively. But none

of these names gives any clue to their identification.

Sindhu It is certain that by Sindhu is here meant the

Kalisindh, a tributary of the Jumna between the Carnbal and

Betwa. It was on its banks that Agastya met Lopamudra,

VedasmffcirYeclavatfVrtrapbnl Sindhureva ca

Ve^va s&nandinl caiva 3ad&nlr& MabI tatha

Para Carmai^vatl Nupl Vidiil Vetravatyapi

SiprS hyAvartf ca tatbft.Pfirip&tr&^rayfib

(Mftrk. P., 67, 10-20.)
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daughter of the Vidarbha king and they became married (Mbh.

Vana P., XCVI, XCVII ; CXXX, 10541).

Venva The Markandeya reading seems to be a wrong one,

for the majority of the Puranas give different readings which

are nearer the mark. Thus the Vayu (XLV, 97) and Kurma

Puranas (XLVIL 29) read Variiaga, the Kurma also Purna and

Parijasa. Parnasa and Varijaga are evidently the same and have

been identified with the river Banas, tributary of the Cambal.

Anandini The various pauraijic readings are Sanandini,

Candana, Bandhana and Sabandhana, none of which can be

identified.

Sadanira According to the Satapatha Brahmana, the Sada-

nira formed the boundary between Kosala and Videha, though

Sayana in his commentary wrongly identifies it with the Kara-

toya. The Sadanira of the Satapatha Brahmana has, therefore,

been sought to be identified by some with the Gandak, by others

with the Rapti. But the Sadanira of our Pauranic passage can-

not mean this river which is said to have issued from the Pariya-

tra. The Vayu Purai^a reads Satira and Sadatlra instead (XLV,

97).

Mahl The variants are MahatI (Vayu, XLV, 97), Mahita

(Mbh., Bhlsma P., IX, 328) and Rohi (Varaha, LXXXV). It

is the river Mahl which rises in Malwa and drains itself into the

Gulf of Cambay.
Para The Vayu reads Para instead. Cunningham identifies

it with the ParvatI that rises in Bhopal and falls into the Cambal

(Arch. Sur. Rep., II., 308).

Carmanvati It is the well-known river Cambal, the tribu-

tary of the Jumna.

Niipl The Kurma Purana reads Sura and Surya instead

(XLVII, 29), but none of them can be identified.

Vidi^a Vidisa, as is well known, is modern Bhilsa, and

the river of this name must be connected with the Vidisa country.

VetravatI It is the modern Betwa that flows into the

Jumna.
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Sipra The river is referred to by Kalidasa in his Meghaduta
(I, 31, 32). On it stood Ujjayinl.

AvarnI The Vayu reads AvantI instead, in which case it

must be a river of the Avanti or Malwa country identifiable with

the river AvantI which rises near Mhow and flows into Cambal

(Pargiter, Mark. P., p. 295, notes).

The more important of the minor mountains in the Epics
and Purapas that may be said to be associated with the Rksa, the

Vindhya and the Pariyatra are the Urjjayanta, the Raivataka,

the Arbuda, the Kolahala, the Citrakuta, the Amarakantaka, the

Vaibhrajaand the Vatasvana. The Urjjayanta has long been

identified with the Girnar mountain and the Raivataka with the

hill opposite Girnar. Arbuda survives in the mount Abu (cf.

the Arbuda Khanda of the Skanda Purana). The Amarakan-

taka is the source of the Hone, the Mahanadi and the Narmmada*

The Kolahala is the small range of hills in Bundelkhand, while

Citrakuta still bears its old name and is situated not very far

from Prayag. Vaibhraja is undoubtedly the Vaibhara of the

Dlpavamsa and the Mahavamsa, one of the five hills of Rajagrha

in Bihar. Vatasvana has been identified by Beglar with Bathan

in south Bihar (Arch. Sur. Rep. VIII, p. 46).

All the rivers issuing from the Himavat and the different

Kulacalas and Ksudraparvatas
"
possess holy merit ; all are rivers

flowing into the ocean ; all are mothers of the world ; they are

well known to cleanse from all sin. And other small streams,

are mentioned in thousands, 0, Brahman, those which flow only

during the rainy season, and those which flow at all seasons."

(Pargiter, Mark P., pp. 306-307).
l

1 Sarvab pu^yab sarasvatyafc aarvva Gartgafe sarnudragafc

ViSvasya ma tarat sarvva^ sarvvalj papaharab smftab

aoyal? aabasra^aBcoktal? kfudranadyo dvijottama

Pravr(kalavabaV santi sadakfilavaha^ca yal?.

(Mark P., p. 57, 80-32.)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Vedanta has been rightly called the finest fruit of

Indian Thought. Indian Wisdom has not produced a fairer

flower than the Upanisads and a finer fruit than the Vedanta

Philosophy. The Vedanta grows out of the teachings of the

Upanisads and passes into various systems in the writings of

Sankara (G. 8th century A.D ), Bhaskara (C. 10th century

A.D.), Kamanuja
l

(G. llth century A.D.), Nimbarka 2
(C. llth

1 With him may be classed Srikan^ha or Nilaka$tha (G. llth century A.D.). The only

difference between Ramanuja and Srlkan^ha is that the latter replaces the former's Visnu

by Siva. An earlier commentary of the Brahmasutras belonging to the daiva ViSig^advaita

school is ascribed to one other Nilakantha, who is claimed by his followers to have preceded

Sankara even.

i With him may be classed the followers of Caitanya (the reputed founder of the

Gau4lya school in Bengal). Baladeva Vidyabhusana (18th century A.D.) wrote his Qovinda

Bhffsya on the Brahtnasutras of Badarayana (in which the doctrine of incomprehensible

Identity-in-Difference
'

Acintyabhedabhedavada
'

is established.) Some would, however,

like to class him with Madhva, and tradition also supports this view. But we have reason

to believe that the Gaudiya school of Vai^avas is more indebted to the school of Nimbarka

than to that of Madhva. Jiva Gosvamin, in his Satsaudarbha, states that the Gaudiya

Vainava school is also indebted to some other older commentaries on the Brahmasutras,

viz., the Vasana Bhaaya, the Hanumad Bhasya, etc. Some seek to identify these two

commentaries with the Bhaskara Bhasya and the Madhya Bhisja respectively. But nothing

definite can be said with regard to this question of identity,
unless sufficient data are

Available.
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century A.D.), Madhva l

(G. 13th century A.D.) Vallabha
2
(0.

15th century A.D.) the great founders of the Advaita, Bheda-

bheda, Visistadvaita, Dvaitadvaita and Suddhadvaita systems of

thought respectively. Most of these orthodox great commenta-

tors have written separate commentaries on the Upanisads also.

Even now, these systems, taken together, represent the beliefs of

nearly all thoughtful Hindus and attract the attention of many a

great thinker in the East and the West.

The general impression among the present-day Oriental

scholars is that though the Upanisad texts mainly favour the

Monistic doctrine expounded by Sankara, the Brahmasutras of

Badarayana are fundamentally opposed to it on some of the most

crucial points.

Almost all the scholiasts, however, are unanimous in their

opinion that

(1) The first five (or four according to Vallabha) topics

(adhikaranas) of the Brahmasutras practically exhaust the entire

philosophy discussed in the Vedanta system; and,

(2) the rest of the Brahmasutras seems, to all intents

and purposes, to be pre-occupied with an elaboration of the main

thesis established in the foregoing part by reference to specific

doctrines of the Upanisads.

It is apparent, therefore, that the work of Badaraya$a is

susceptible of two broad divisions

(1) the first part, being a statement of the main thesis,

1 With him may be classed the PaSupata Saivas and Vijfianabhiksu (C. 16th century.

A.D.) who wrote his Vijfian&mrta Bhaaya on the Brahmasutras. While Madhva worships

Visnu and the P&6upatas diva as the Supreme Deity, Vijn&nabhiksn transcends all sectarian

bias and calls the Supreme Being I6vara.

* An earlier exponent of the &uddhadvaita school was Visnasvftmin (0. 12th century

"A.D.) who is said to have written a commentary on the Brahmasutras. But this work is not

available at present. According to some, the celebrated commentator Srldharasvamin has

very closely followed him in his views. It is true that Sridhara refers to Vi^puavSmin

several times in his commentary on the Bhagavata Purana. But this much is also certain

that Vallabha differs from Sridhara on some crucial points. The celebrated devotee and

poet-philosopher Bilvamang&la Thakura also belonged to the school of Vifpusvfimin at least

00 goes the tradition.
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and, (2) the second part, forming an amplification and ela-

boration of the same, subject, however, to occasional introduction

of independent topics having only a remote bearing on the main

issue. In this matter of division, however, Sankara makes a

departure from the usual convention by insisting upon the

Anandamayadhikarana to be regarded as an essential part of the

corpus of the first division and, he has made a vigorous attack

upon the previous commentators for relegating it to a position

of minor importance as its inclusion in the explanatory section

would naturally connote. The real motive underlying the new

procedure adopted by Sankara is to emphasise the three essential

aspects or features (svarupalaksana) of Brahman, which can be

serially arranged in the following order :

(1) The aspect of Being unconditional and absolute (sat),

as set forth in the first four adhikaranas ;

(2) The aspect of Consciousness pure and absolute (cit), as

established in the fifth adhikarana ;
and

(3) The aspect of Bliss absolute and unqualified (ananda),

as brought out in the sixth adhikarana.

It should, however, be noted, in order to avoid the charge

of misrepresentation, that in the preface to the Anandamaya-

dhikarana, Sankara openly avows it to form the beginning of the

supplementary division and this would seem to contradict the

position we have set forth above. But it will be obvious

to a careful reader, who will look below the surface, that this

statement
l

has been made in deference to the conventional

interpretation (attributed to a Vrttikara by the commentators

1 " Evam ekam api Brahmapekgitopadhisambandhain niraatopftdhisambandham copS

syatvena jfieyatvena ca vedante?upadi4yate iti pradarSayitum paro grantha arabhyate,"

Sahara's Bhasya on the Brahmasutras 1. 1. 12. Nirijayasagara Ed., p. 177.

The above passage may be translated thus :

"From all this it may appear that the following part of the Sastra has a special object of

its own, !., to show that the Vedftnta texts teach, on the one hand, Brahman, as connected

with limiting conditions and forming an object of devotion, and on the other hand, as being

free from the connexion with such conditions and constituting an object of knowledge,"

Sacred Books of the Bast Series, Vol. XXXIV, p. 64,
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of Sankara) and it would be a grave error of judgment to

think it to represent the true position of Sankara. The

conventional interpretation which Sankara gives in the first ins-

tance, has been emphatically repudiated by him in the concluding

portion of the discourse and this reverses the position he took up

in the preface as a tribute to the prevailing convention. So far

as Saftkara himself is concerned, the topic (adhikarana) in

question should be undoubtedly taken as an essential part of the

main thesis and the philosophical implication, brought out by

us, would only bear it out.

Prom the above discussion it is also evident that long before

the days of Sankara there flourished a Vrttikara who had com-

mented on the Brahmasutras
;
and though Sankara had

occasions to differ from him on some particular points, this

Vrttikara nevertheless was essentially a sturdy Monist in his

views. We may be justified, therefore, in believing that Sankara

had at least one predecessor in the person of this Vrttikara,

who held the Monistic position, though not exactly identical with

that of Sankara.

In the first division of the Brahmasutras, referred to above.

Brahman has been defined as the UNIVERSAL CAUSE a rather

accidental or functional characterisation; but for an insight into

the essential nature of the Keality in and by itself we have to

deduce it from the import of some aphorisms of Badarayana as

Absolute Being, Absolute Consciousness, and Absolute Bliss all

blended in simple identity.

What sort of cause Brahman is, has been definitely mention-

ed in the second aphorism
"
(Brahman is that) from which the origin, etc. (i.e., the

origin, subsistence, and dissolution) of this (world proceed).
1

It is both the efficient (nimitta) and the substantive or mate-

rial (upadana) cause of the phenomenal world. This is apparent

from the additive expression 'et cetera' which stands for preser-

1 "
Janmadyasya yatafc

"
Br. Su. 1. 1. 2.
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vation (sthiti) and universal destruction (laya). It should be

noted here that in both Vedanta and Sankhya there is no such

thing as absolute cessation of existence or being. Destruction,

therefore, irn the present context should not be interpreted as cessa-

tion of existence, but as the passing from the patent, manifested

state into the latent, unmanifested state. To be precise, it (des-

truction) only implies the re-absorption of the effect into its

primitive causal state. There is, however, neither loss of being in

destruction, nor any addition of the same as the word 'creation'

or 'production' would ordinarily imply. Now, if we investigate

the nature of the causality of Brahman, we shall see that it is

both the efficient and the material cause and not alone the

efficient cause. Because, destruction in the sense of re-absorp-

tion is compatible with Brahman being the Causa Malerialis and

not Causa Efficiens. So far as creation and preservation go,

they are competent to an efficient cause, no doubt, but they are

not repugnant to a material cause. About Brahman being the

Causa Efficiens, the fashioner and preserver of the order, there is

no divergence of opinion among the orthodox commentators of

the Brahmasutras. It is the nature of Brahrnan as material or

substantive cause which has been the storm-centre of controversy

and polemic. We believe that we have shown that this material

or substantive causality of Brahman cannot be possibly denied

without doing violence to the spirit of the text of the aphorisms

as well as the philosophy of Vedanta.

Now, the question arises what sort of material causality

(upSdanata) is to be ascribed to Brahman? Leaving aside for the

time being those aphorisms which expressly deal with the nature

of the casual relation, to which we shall advert later on, we shall

find the answer given in a rather unexpected quarter in the

very first aphorism of the second division :

"The one within (the sun and the eye) (is the highest

Lord), on account of His qualities being declared." *

1 " Antas taddharmopadefet
"

Br. Su. I. 1. 20.
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We see in this aphorism and the dissertation upon it in the

gaftkara Bhasya that the Absolute Self, which is the sole and

ultimate cause of all that exists or appears, can easily appro-

priate to Itself the characteristics of any phenomenon, be it a

human being or a divine person ; because the cause is the ground

of the effect and hence can own up all that belongs to it. But

the contrary is not true the characteristics of the cause cannot

be conceived to be appropriated by the effect, which is only a

partial manifestation of the same. This, however, is the philo-

sophy of what is technically called the Vivartavada the doctrine

of phenomenal or illusory causality. This has been made

abundantly clear by Vacaspati in the Bhamati. 1

Bamanuja and others, on the other hand, consider that it is

not proper to regard the world as false appearance and so they

have concentrated their attacks on the fundamental position of

Monistic Vedanta, viz., Vivartavada. Thus while the Monists

think that Brahman (the Absolute) is really destitute of all

attributes and limitations and Its association with qualities is due

to false imposition, Ramanuja holds that Brahman is qualified

(saguna) in Its essential nature.

We now propose to take up the question of Universal Causa-

tion, to examine thoroughly as to how far it is right to regard

Brahman as the Universal Cause and how far does the Sutrakara

himself lend his support to each of the inter-conflicting schools

of Vedanta.

A Passing Note on the Identity of the Vrttikara

The Vrttikara, referred to in this connection by Saftkara,

cannot be identical with Vrttikara Bodhayana, to whom Bama-

nuja seeks to affiliate his school,
2
or with Upavarga the pioneer

1 Bhamati under Bhftsya on Br. Su/L 2. 1., N. S. Bd. f p. 231. This point will be

taken up later on for a detailed discussion of the appropriateness of the Vivaria

doctrine.

2 "Bhagavad-Bodhayanakrtam viatlrnam Brahmasutravrttirn purvacaryalj sancik^ipufr ;

tanmatanusarena sutr&karani vyakhyasyante" Sri Bhasya, B. S. 8., p. 1.
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of the Bhedabheda school of which Bh&skara was a champion.
1

Our reason for holding this view is that the prima jade inter-

pretation of this topic of discourse (Anandamayadhikarana) as

offered by Sankara is held to be a representation of the views

of the Vrttikara by Saftkara's commentators, notably the author

of Ratnaprabha. This is a valuable piece of information, for it

gives us a key to the philosophy of the Vrttikara, who is re-

presented to regard the difference between the Absolute and the

individual self as purely fictitious and unreal,
2 which is also the

position of Sankara himself. The Vrttikara, who has advocated

in no equivocal terms the idea of fictitious difference between

Brahman and Jiva, can never be the authority of Raman uja or

Bhaskara who do not admit any such tenets. In the opinion of

Mahamahopadhyaya Anantakrsna Sastii, Bodhayana and Upa-
varsa are two separate persons.

8 But in the Avantisundarikatha

ascribed to Dandin,
4

Vyadi, Indradatta and KatyayancT, are stated

to be the pupils of Upavarsa who has been named Bodhayana
also. In the Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva and Brhatkatha-

manjarl of Ksemendra, however, those very persons and Pacdni

are represented as the students of Varsa, the elder brother of

Upavarsa. It is further stated in the Avantisundarikatha that

this Upavarsa-Bodhayana possessed the epithet
'

Krtakoti,' and

is said to have written a gloss (vrtti) on the Brahmasutras,

which also passed by the same name. Perhaps on the authority

of such statements, Vedantade&ka (C. 13th century A. D.) had

tried to identify Upavarsa with Bodhayana. Mahamahopadhyaya

1 4<

Upavarsacaryagamac ca
"

Bhaskara Bhasya, Chowkhamba S. S., p. 62.

"Upavarsacaryasya ^astrasampradayapravarfcakasya
"

Ibid , p. 134.

* IdrSaip ca vijfianatraaparamatmabhedam a^ritya
'

netarc/nupapafcteh
' '

bheda-

vyapade^ac ca
f

ifcyuktam "8. B. on Br. Su. I. 1. 17., N. S. S., p. 18 1.

" With reference to this fictitious difference of the Highest Self and the individual Self,

the two last Sutras have been propounded.
"

S. B. E,, Vol. XXXIV, p. 70.

3 MM. A. K. Sastri, Vedantaparibbaga, second edition, pp. 230-31.

4 We are not referring here to the mutilated edition of the Avantisundarikatha

already published, but to the MS., ready for publication under the editorship of Mr. Kama-

krishna Kavi.
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Prof. Kuppusvami Sastrl has thoroughly discussed the point

and has supported the Bodhayana-Upavarsa-Vrttikara equation.
1

It is disputable, however, whether this mere suggestion by

Vedantade&ka, unsupported as it is by any other older authorita-

tive reference, can be pulled up to the level of an historically

acceptable fact. As regards the authenticity of the Avanti-

sundarikatha, it only remains for us to point out that the

authority of the work has been questioned by the majority of

oriental scholars, and it is extremely difficult to say whether we

can derive from the Katha any assurance as to identify Upavarsa

with Bodhayana. In cases of this sort it is probably hopeless a

priori to expect to find any conclusive evidence. In the absence

of a few more significant data, which would enable us to definitely

equate Bodhayana with Upavarsa and the Vrttikara, we prefer

to leave the question still open.

1
Vjttikarasya Bodhayanasyaiva hy Upavarsa iti ayan nama

"
Vedantade6ika,

Tattvatlka Brindaban Ed., p. 566. Also -"Bodhayana and Dramidacarya, two old

Vedantins presupposed by Ramanuja "By MM. Prof. Kuppusvami Saatri, M.A.

Proceedings and Transactions of the Third Oriental Conference, pp. 465-68. Also Sir S.

Badhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, First Edition. Vol. II, p. 431. The expression
*

syat
'

in Vedantade&ka's passage denotes mere probability and not actual certainty in the matter

of the aforesaid identity, which, however, is not unanimously supported.



CHAPTEK II

THE CONCEPT OF A UNIVERSAL CAUSE

Kapila and Rdmanuja about the doctrine of

causation a comparison

Ramanuja holds that Prakrti (the creative principle or

matter) is the state of equilibrium of the three elemental

qualities or attributes (gunas) purity or intelligence-stuff

(sattva), activity (rajas) and inertia or matter-stuff (tamas).

It is a dynamic principle constantly undergoing transformation,

and is endowed with creative power (viksepasakti) like the

non-intelligent Primordial Matter (Pradhana) of the Sankhyas.

But unlike the Sa&khyas (who advocate the theory of the

self-evolution of Matter or Pradhana), Bamanuja maintains

that the evolution of Prakrti is caused and controlled by

Brahman. Prakrti the material Ceruse (upadana) of the

world is considered to be the body (sarlra), attribute (vise^ana)

and mode (prakara) of Brahman. 1 And inspite of the natural

differences (svarupabheda) between the unspiritual matter-stuff

(bhogya), individual selves who use that matter-staff as the

object of their spiritual activity (bhoktr) and Brahman the

ultimate guiding and controlling Spirit (preritr), they are

all integrated into the unity of One Concrete Whole. This

identity (aikya) of the modes (prakara) and the substance

(prakarin) is technically known as the 'inseparable existence'

1 "
Souls and matter are comprehended within the unity of Lord's essence and are

related to the Supreme as attributes to a substance, as parts to a whole, or as body to the

soul which animates it They are real and permanent, though subject to the control

of the one Brahman in all their modifications and evolutions." Radhakrishnan, Ind. Phil.,

Vol. I, pp. 684-85.

2
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(aprthaksiddhi) the identity of non-distinction. But like

Brahman, Prakrti is never regarded as a separate cause, indepen-

dent of Brahman. It is ever under the control of Brahman

in all its transformations. Thus self-evolution of matter has

not got the support of Bamanuja. Though Prakrti, in the

abstract and taken by itself, may be looked upon as the cause

of the world, and Brahman, the guiding Principle, can, by

the same process, be regarded as the efficient cause of the

world, yet Brahman as a Concrete Principle, with

Prakrti as Its body and Itself as the animating Principle (or

saririn an embodied Spirit), is regarded as the material cause

(upadana) also, as the two can never be viewed as separate

principles. Thus according to Kamanuja, Brahman has been

. technically designated as the efficient and material cause at once

(abhinnanimittopadana) .

Patanjali and Ramanuja

The Kapilas or atheistic Sankhyas do not admit the exis-

tence of Isvara (i.e., a personal God), and as such they have

postulated the theory of the self-evolution of matter. But the

followers of Patanjali who are also called the theistic Sankhyas,

admitted that Prakrti is the material cause (upadana) of the

world, Prakrti, entirely dependent on and controlled by God. 1

1 "
Kecit pradhanaip trigunam kiiranaip pravadanti tu

|

Isvaras tad adhifljhatety ahur anye manlsinah"
||

Quoted in the commentary Gopalika (p. 4) on the Sphotasiddbi of Handan a. The

commentator points out that here the expression 'kecit' refers to the Safikhyas, and the

expression 'anye
1

refers to the followers of the Yoga philosophy. It should be observed that

the theistic position attributed to the followers of Patnftjali's Yoga Sastra here is only one of

the possible interpretations and developments. Pataujali's Sutra "Kleakarmavipakas"ayair

apaiarnrstab purusavi^esa I6varah
"

(Pa. Yo. Su. I. 25) denies God's control over Prakrti

He is only regarded as Omniscient. The same view is also supported in a passage of

Saiikara's Bhasya
"

tatrapi 6rutivirodhena pradhanarn svatantram eva karanam..." (S.B.

U 1.3). If we are to follow Patafijali strictly we cannot but admit that the God of

Patanjali is rather a figurehead serving only a moral or religious purpose and has nothing

to do with cosmic evolution. This is at least the interpretation of Sankara and other

Vendantic writers, and seems to be the position of Vyasa and Vacaspati. Vijfianabhikflu,
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Thus the PStanjalas had anticipated the position of the

Visistadvaita school to a very large extent. The difference

between Ramanuja and the theistic Sankhyas can be summed

up in the following proposition :

(a) The Patafijalas, like the Pasupata Saivas, think that

Prakrti and Brahman have separate existences (prthaksiddha)
and Brahman is considered as the efficient cause only and not as

the substantive cause also ;

l

while,

(6) Ramanuja contends that there is inseparable relation-

ship (aprthaksiddhi) between Prakrti and Brahman
; and

Brahman is regarded as both the efficient and substantive cause

(abhinnanimittopadana).

The theory of the identity of efficient and substantive

cause supported in the Brahmasutras

Ramanuja deduces his conception of Brahman as an efficient

and substantive cause in one from the Brahmasutras of

Badarayana. That Brahman Itself is the substantive cause

(upadana) is supported by the aphorisms

(i)
"
(Brahman is) the substantive cause also, on account

of (this view) not being in conflict with the promissory state-

ments and the illustrative instances
;

" 2

and,

(ii)
"
(Brahman is the substantive cause) on account of

however, gives an interpretation altogether different from that of the previous commen-

tators and the philosophy of Yoga is enunciated as a fullflcdged theistic system closely ana-

logous to that of Kamanuja.

1 The doctrines of the PtUupata Saivas have been refuted in the Brahmasfitras

(II. 2.37-41). It is a well known fact that their views were collected in a commentary on

the Brahmasutras by Srlkaracftrya one of the leaders of the Ekorama sect of the Saiva

Lingayet school. This Srikara Bhasya of the Paupatas will be published before long

from Bangalore.

2 "
Prakrtis* ca pratijnfidrtant&nuparodhat"--Br. Sfi. 1.4.23.
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(the Self) making itself; (which is possible)' owing to modi-

fication'
'

;

l

which declare Brahman to be simultaneously the efficient and

substantive cause, but not the efficient cause alone as the Patan-

jalas and the Pasupatas believe It to be.

In this connexion, we should also like to point out that there

can be no binding rule that the effect and the efficient cause will

be of similar nature (salaksaaa). On the other hand, such a

position is generally untenable. We can cite the stock example

of the potter (the efficient cause) and the pot (the effect). While

the efficient cause is only a conscious subject, the effect is non-

conscious. So there can be no harm if these two are essentially

of different or dissimilar nature (vilaksana).

In the topic (adhikarana),
2

beginning with the aphorism
*

"(Brahman can) not (be the cause of the world) on account

of the difference of character of that, (viz., the world) ; and its

being such, (i. e., different from Brahman) (we learn) from

Scripture/
5 3

the discourse opens with the contention of the rival philosophers

notably the Sankhyas, the Vai^esikas and the Naiyayikas

"how Brahman, which is of a different nature from the world,

can possibly be its cause ?
' ' And this is met by the Sutrakara

himself. He propounds that difference of character (vilaksana-

tva) does not affect the relation of cause and effect, as it is found

by uncontradicted experience to obtain between two dissimilar

things. The examples of living organisms (such as insects)

born from inorganic matter and the growth of hair and nails,

inanimate in their nature, from living organisms, bear ample

testimony to the heterogeneity of cause and effect. Even if the

question be pressed further the fact will remain uncontested

that the relation of cause and effect presupposes some amount of

heterogeneity.

l "
Atmakyteb pari$amat" Br. Su. I. 4. 26.

8 Technically known as the 'Na-vilaksanatva adhikarana.'
" Na vilaksa^atvad asya tathfttvatp ca 6abdat" Br. Su. II. 1.4.
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In this context, we are to interpret the term "'cause* as the

substantive cause (upadana) only; because the essential dissimi-

larity of nature between the efficient cause (nimitta) and the

effect is almost an axiomatic truth, as pointed out above, and as

such requires no such elaborate and knotty discussions as raised

by both the parties. The real difficulty lies with the substantive

cause alone. And the question whether the effect and the subs-

tantive or the material cause are homogeneous or not, is the only

problem that is subjected to this elaborate disquisition.
*

The Monistic view causation is an inexplicable appearance

not amenable to a logical definition

Let us now examine the position of the Monists. Like

Ramanuja, they also admit Brahman to be the identity of the

efficient and substantive cause; but they do not accept the inter-

pretation of Ramanuja's school, which seeks to make out the

Absolute as an identity of differences, technically known as the

theory of the Qualified Monism (Visistfulvaitavada).

The Monists assert that to define the relation of Brahman

with the world through the help of logical categories, is an

impossibility; because no relation is possible between the real

and the unreal (i.e., phenomenal).
2

If there be any relation at

all, it would be indefinable (anirvacaniya), i.e., false or phenome-

nal (mithya). The relation of cause and effect cannot be

logically extended to the relation of Brahman and the phenome-

nal world. This is the most vital point of difference between the

Monists and the followers of other schools of Indian philosophy.

Accordingly the Monists have coined their own technical terms

to explain their own position.

1 To avoid all tbese difficulties Madhva has adopted a very ingenious method. Accord-

ing to him the aforesaid adhikarana serves only to establish the authoritativeness of the

Vedas (Vedapramanya).

* "Na hi sadasatofy sambandhat" Safikara's commentary on Mftndukya Upanisad,

II.?.
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Brahman the illusory or apparent cause

The Monists affirm that Prakrti or Maya is the material

cause which transforms itself into the world (technically called

the 'parinamopadana'), while Brahman is regarded as the cause

which appears to the ignorant as undergoing real modification

in the world-process (technically called the 'vivartopadana').

But in reality Brahman is only the substratum or fundamental

basis (adhisthana) over which this illusory process takes place,

and its appearance to an ignorant mind becomes possible by
reason of its being founded upon the real substratum, viz., the

Absolute Consciousness.

Thus the Advaitins come to distinguish between two types
of causality :

(i) The formative cause (parinamopadana) the cause

which undergoes substantial change while producing the effect .

As for example, milk is the formative cause of curd, as the tran-

sition into the effect is made possible by a substantial change in

the nature of the cause milk.

(u) The illusory or apparent cause (vivartopadana) the

cause remains absolutely unmodified while the effect is apparently

produced from it. In other words, the cause appears as the

effect. As for instance, rope may be called the illusory cause of

snake, as the appearance of the effect (snake) does not affect the

nature of the cause (rope) in any way.
l

If the effect is of the same order of reality as the cause, it

is said to have undergone real transformation, as the change of

milk into curds; if, however, the effect (or rather, the appearance

oj the effect) and the cause are not of the same kind of reality

we get a case of illusory appearance, e.g., the rope appearing

as the snake.

* "Parinamo nama upadanaaamasattakakaryapattih, vivarto nama upadanavisamasatta-

kakaryapattit
1 '

Yedantaparibhaa, pp. 111-112, MM. A. K. gaatrl's edition.
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To sum up :

"We have seen that the position of the Sutrakara Badarft-

yana who maintains the identity of the efficient and material

cause of the world-order has received a powerful confirmation

and a most rational exposition in the hands of the Monists,

who have gone further to demonstrate that the opposite view,

i.e., the theory of divergence of efficient and material cause, is

logically absurd and contrary to the teaching of the TJpanisads.

To pursue the Advaita position further, Brahman, as the

substratum, is concealed by the veiling power (avarana&ikti)

of Maya,
l and is made to appear as the universe by virtue of its

projective power (viksepasakti). So, really Brahman is not the

changing material cause (parinamopadaua). But that does not

debar us from regarding Brahman as the apparent cause (vivar-

topadana). The concept of material cause does not necessarily

imply a real process of transformation in the causal stuff and

can be applied with equal propriety to the illusory or apparent

cause as explained before. The real pre-supposition of a mate-

rial cause is that the effect produced derives its existence from

the former, and it is absolutely immaterial whether the deriva-

tion of existence is real or apparent. The definition of material

cause is thus given in the Siddhantalesasamgraha by Appaya
Dlksita.

'It is that which produces an effect which is non-different

from itself.'
2

This identity may either be illusory (kalpita) or empirical

(vyavaharika). To take the stock example of the shell and silver,

the identity between the shell and silver is only illusory, as the

1 ' Mya is the finit.ising process belonging to Brahman, and has the two properties

of avarana or hiding the truth, and viksepa or misrepresenting it. While the first is a mere

negation of Knowledge, the second is positive generatkm of error Maya evolves a variety

of names and forms, which in their totality is the jagat or the universe. It also conceals the

eternal Brahman under this aggregate of names and forms. Maya has the two functions of

concealment of the real and the projection of the unreal." Radhakrishnan, Ind. Phil., Vol

n, P. 571.

2 "Svabhinnakaryafjanakatvam
1 '

S.L.S., Benares Ed., p. 79.
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silver itself is illusory. In the case of this phenomenal world

also, the identity of the world with Brahman is equally illusory,

subject to the proviso that the illusion in the latter case is of a

very long duration and has got more method and consistency in

it and so can be easily distinguished from cases of ordinary illu-

sions and dreams. The recognition of this fact has been respon-

sible for the apparent gradation and classification of existence

under three heads, viz., the Absolute existence, the empirical

existence and the illusory existence. But to be precise and logi-

cal, the difference between the two latter kinds of existence is

one of degree and not of kind. They are equally false from the

stand-point of Absolute existence. The position has been made

clear by Vacaspati in the BhamatI,
1 where he has fully estab-

lished the imaginary non-difference between the cause and the

effect. The identity is not real. Bhaskara, on the contrary,

holds that difference (bhecla) and non-difference (abheda) of the

cause and the effect are both equally real.
2

A critical estimate of Bhaskara's position

We feel it imperative that we should enter into the problem

of causation and its metaphysical implications before we proceed

to other problems. In fact this is a fundamental problem of all

philosophical systems and the Vedanta Philosophy in particular

has dedicated all its energies to the elucidation of this all-impor-

tant topic and has raised its superstructure upon the results of

the investigation of this problem.

Now, the relation of cause and effect can be either one of

identity or of difference, and there is no half-way house between

the two, as the two alternatives divide between them the whole

1 Bhamati under $. B. on Br. Su. II. 1. 14 "Tad ananyatva adhikarana" II. 1. 14

20.
2 "

Karyarupena nanatvam abhedal? karaijatmana" Bhaskara's commentary. Benares

Ed., p. 18. The causal state of Brahman is unity, while its evolved condition is one of multi-

plicity. "Things are different in their causal and generic aspects and different as effects and

individuals.'* Badhakrishnan, Ind. Phil., Vol. II, p. 670.
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realm of reality. Let us examine whether the relation can be

one of absolute identity. It is of course undeniable that there is

a homogeneity between the cause and the effect and it is this fact

which distinguishes a causal relation from a mere accidental

sequence. The timber is the cause of the table and not of the

curtain because we fail to notice any similarity or homogeneity

between them. Even the Vaisesikas, who are empiricists out

and out, have not failed to notice this peculiarity. On the

contrary, they have postulated it as the universal condition of

material causation. Now, the question arises as to what we

should understand by this homogeneity or similarity. Is it

% identity of nature ? No
;
in that case there can be no distinc-

tion between a cause and an effect; the two \ull be identical

and there will remain either the cause or the effect. Then

some amount of difference has to be postulated if we are to

form a logical estimate of causal relation. But is this diffe-

rence, then, which we have seen to be indispensable to the

conception of causality, one of absolute otherness? No; in that

case anything can be the cause of any other thing the timber

will be the cause of the table-cloth, as the two are quite dis-

tinct and different. Bhfiskara and for the matter of that all

realistic philosophers, have found in this position a hard nut to

crack and they have not felt any logical scruple in declaring

that the relation is neither one of identity nor of difference, but

a peculiar one in which the two contradictories are found to

have established a family relationship. But this is too much to

believe. The position of Bhaskara here pays but scant regard

to the demand of logical consistency and violates the fundamen-

tal laws of thought, viz., the Law of Identity and the Law of

Excluded Middle. A can be A, or not-A, but not both or

neither. If you insist that it is found to be so in experi-

ence and that experience is the ultimate court of appeal in

such a dispute,; we shall only observe that uncritical ex-

perience, without being subjected to a logical examination, is

cin unsafe and unreliable guide, We see the moon to be of the

3
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size of a small silver plate, and there is no occasion for its being
invalidated by another experience, but this does not warrant the

validity of the experience in question. Even the rabid empiricist,

who does not hesitate to immolate our logical sense at the altar

of the God of Experience, will demur to accept the verdict of

experience in this instance as true and final. And why do you
discredit the verdict, we ask with all humility. Certainly you
must admit, because it militates against reason. So experience
cannot be believed to be antagonistic to reason, and where there

is this apparent contradiction, we must conclude that there is

something rotten in experience.

Now, to revert to our old problem the problem of causation.

We have seen that the relation is a peculiar one and is inconceiva-

ble without reference to identity and difference both at the

same time. But identity and difference are contradictory and so

cannot be predicated of the same thing. Bhaskara calls upon us

to accept this position on the strength of experience, but we have

seen that this experience may be unreliable and it is so when it

is opposed to reason and infringes the fundamental laws of

thought. And so long as our logical sense refuses to be coaxed

or coerced into the implicit acceptance of a contradictory proposi-

tion, and so long as we cannot change the constitution of our

minds, we cannot accept the explanation of BhSskara, which is

only a dodge and a subterfuge to evade the logical difficulty. So

identity and difference cannot both be true, but it is undeniable

that they are found to be the essential characteristics of a causal

relation. Without identity the causal relation cannot be

distinguished from cases of mechanical or accidental sequence and
without the aspect of difference the causal relation becomes an

impossible phenomenon. The cause and the effect must be

different and distinct; otherwise there will be either the cause or

the effect but not both, which is, however, seen to be the very
connotation of causal relation. Yes, this is the plain testimony
of experience no doubt, but that does not invest it with a

character of sanctity. An absurd position cannot be accepted
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even on the testimony of the Vedas. What would be the

legitimate procedure in characterising this relation? The

followers of Sankara have not failed to rise to the height of their

conviction and they declare that it is an absurdity an illusory

appearance like that of the silver on the shell and is the product

of the same illusive Maya which produces the whole show of the

world-process. The identity and the difference both are false and

inexplicable by logic. The fact is there no doubt, and we

must bow to the inevitable and cannot deny its existence; but

with this difference from Bhaskara and his ilk that we cannot

accept it to be absolute truth.

We have seen that the position of Bhaskara, who postulates

a real development and a real transformation in the nature of the

Absolute, is fraught with self-contradiction and so cannot

commend itself to any sane man, whose logical sense lias not

been drugged and dulled by the illogical vagaries of the so-called

philosophers. But are we then to jump to the conclusion of the

Nihilist that nothing exists and the whole world, subjective and

objective, is but an empty show? No ; such is not the position

of the Vedantic Monists and they have been far too sane and far

too critical to accept this to be the case. The answer to this

question has been sought and found in the analysis of any case of

ordinary error and illusion. Take the notorious instance of

shell-silver. The silver, declare the Vedantic Monists, is an

empty appearance no doubt, but the show is not all.
'

It will be

a height of logical inaptitude to think that the appearance it the

whole of it. If we probe the situation deeper, we cannot fail to

see that the appearance arises over a basic reality even the

simulation of existence is possible if there is behind it a true

reality. So the world is not an unmitigated illusion, but an

illusion which is founded upon a true reality, viz., the Absolute

Consciousness. Sankara has very pertinently observed that all

errors are a case of confusion of real and unreal a pairing

together of a truth and a falsehood. This is the fundamental

difference from the Madhyamikas, at least a class of them whose
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views we find to be expounded in the Madhyamika-karikas of

Nagarjuna. We see in the world that there is continual

change. But this change presupposes some identity which is to

change. So identity (abheda) and difference (bheda) continuity
and change are the fundamental keynotes of all experienced

reality. But we have seen that both cannot be true at the same

time, and if we are confronted with the alternative of accepting
one and rejecting the other, we must reject the aspect of difference

as unreal appearance, dancing upon the basic foundation of unity
or non-difference ; because difference cannot arise except on the

foundation of two units, which are in their nature simple unities.

If one of the two units be absent, the concept of difference

becomes impossible, as each of the units constitutes its foundation

and pivot ;
and if the foundation be lacking, how can it subsist?

But the case of unity is quite different. It is perceived in and by
itself and without any reference to any other unity. Difference,

however, is contingent upon unity and without unity its existence

is inconceivable. And if one of them is to be discarded, we
must give up the aspect of difference as false superimposition and

accept the factor of unity as the basic reality; because unity is the

presupposition of difference and even if difference be accepted to

be the final truth, unity will have to be accepted, as difference

without unity as its basic support is a chimera. So between

identity and difference we must perforce accept identity as the

reality, since identity cannot be rejected as it is the constitutive

factor and is the raison d' etrc even of difference.

Thus the theory of simultaneous difference and non-differ-

ence of Bhaskara has been very severely criticised by Vacaspati
in the BhamatI (under g. B. on Br. Su. II. 1. 14) by
affirming the unreality of difference and the reality of non-

difference, basing his arguments on the doctrine of the three

different degrees and kinds of reality the illusory existence

(pr&tibhasika-satta), the phenomenal existence (vyavaharika-

satta) and the Ultimate Reality (paramarthika-satta)- popularly
known as the doctrine of three types of reality, /sattatraividhya-

ii
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vada) . Vacaspati challenges with unimpeachable logic the view

of Bhaskara who supports the doctrine of the real evolution of

the non-intelligent aspect of Brahman. 1

The point, however, is this :

As the apparent cause (vivartopadfina) also is identical with

the effect, the use of the term
'

prakrti
'

in the aphorism
"

Prakrtis ca ..." (I. 4. 23), has its own justification even from

the standpoint of those that regard Brahman as the illusory

cause only.

The Mddhyamika view

The Madhyamika school of Buddhists holds almost a similar

position. The
'

iSunya
'

of the Madhyamikas is not an absolute

void, emptiness, non-being, non-entity or non-existence as we
are prompted to think of it at the very first sight. It Ji^ been

described in the Madhyamika-karikfis of Nagarjuna as something
which is neither real or existent, nor unreal or non-existent, nor

both, nor neither.
2 Professors Th. Stcherbatsky and Yamakami

Sogen, following the traditional exposition prevalent in China

and Japan, assert that it is the fifth kind of existence "the

unique, undefinable (anirvacaniya) Essence of Being, the One-

without-a-Second." (Stcherbatsky)

In the Bhavadvaita doctrine,
3

ascribed to the celebrated

Monist teacher Avimuktatrna-Bhagavan (G. 9th century A. D.)

1 "
Bhaskariyas ta cidacidamgavibhaktani brabmadravyam acidaip^ena vikriyate."

Sarvartbasiddhi, III. 27

2 "
Sunyam iti na vaktavyam a^unyam iti va bhavet I

Ubhayaip nobbayarp ceti
"

II

Madhyamika4astra, p. 94.

Cf t

<c
Tattvaip padasadubhayanubhyfttmakacatuskotivinirmuktarp Sunyam ev^.

l '

SarvadarSanasaipgraba, A. S. S. Ed., p. 11.

3 Referred to in the Gau^abrahmanamll (Laghucandrika) on Advaitasiddhi, N. S. Ed.,

p. 885. Of course, Madbusudana or Brahuiananda does not accept tbia view "
ye tu pafica-

maprakaradipak^ab, te ta mandabuddbivyutpadanartM iti.
11

Advaitasiddhi, N. S. Ed., p, 885^
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the author of Istasiddhi,
1 the destruction or removal of

nescience (avidya-nivrtti) at the time of Final Release (Mok$a}
is described to be of a similar type.

2 Like the Sunya of the

Madhyamikas, it is beyond the limits of all categorical assertions

and is of the fifth kind. While according to the interpretation

of Professors Stcherbatsky and Yamakami Sogen, the Madhya-
mikas posit the Sunya (the principle of Relativity some sort

of unrestricted hyper-existence) as the Essence of this universe

(if any essence could be attributed at all), the followers of the

Bhavadvaita doctrine assert that the destruction of ignorance

(which is also a fifth kind of predication like the SQnya)
u can

1 The general idea is that the Bhavfrdvaita doctrine belongs to Mandana MiSra the

author of Brahmasiddhi. But the quotations found in the Advaitabrahmasiddhi and Sid-

dhankjiletasamgraha, prove the fact to be otherwi3e. Advaikibrahmasiddhi attributes the

doctrine to the author of IsUsiddhi and others. Siddhantales'asamgraha, on the other hand,

expressly states this doctrine to belong to Anandibodhacarya. Citsukhl too, maintains

that this view does not belong to Tstafliddhikara (vide below).

2 "
UktaprakaracAtustayottirnapiucaoiaprakara ifci ..Tstasicldhikaradayali." Advaita-

brahrnasiddhi, Bib. Ind., pp. 201-2.
"

Uktaprakaracatuftayottirna paucamaprakarety

Anandabodhacaryali." S. L. S., Benarea bid., p. 500. Appaya Diksita sajs that according

to Mandana, avidya-nivrtti is identical with \tmin <l

Keyam avidya-nivrttilj? Itinaiveti

Brahmasiddhikarak-" S. L. S , pp. 497-8. The actual quotation from Mandana's Brahma-

siddhi is, however, found in Citsuklri, in which ajfiana-nivrtti is identified with Vidya or

Brahma- jfiana
"

Vidyaiva vadvaya 6anta tadastamaya ucyate. Cit. N. S. Ed., p. 381.

Citgukhl, following Man<Jana and Jstasiddhikara, identifies ajuana-nivrtti with Atman when

its true nature is known to the enlightened person -'* Tasraad utpannatmavijnanasya jnata

atmaiva savilasajnanunivrttir iti ethitam." J6Vl..p. 383. According to Citsukhi's interpre-

tation, Istasiddhikara does not hold tbe view that ajfiana-nivrtti is of the fifth type ; on the

other hand, his view is that ajfiana-uivrtti i* equivalent to the object known or the knowledge

of the object. Citsukhl gives the actual quotation from Istasiddhi
"

'Jnato'rthas tajjfiaptir

va jnanahanir itlstasiddhikarair abhidhanat." Ibid., p. 381. Madhusudana Sarasvati holds

the same view as that of Citsukhl
"
Caramavrtyupalaksitasyatmano'jnanahanirupatvat,

Advaitasiddhi, N. S. Ed. f p. 884.

3 As we have already seen that celebrated teachers like Mandana Miara, Citsukhacarya,

Madhusudana Sarasvati and a host of others unanimously reject this position. In their

opinion, Atraan (i.e., Brahman) with its true nature known, or Vidya (i.e., the Supreme

Knowledge of Brahman) is identical with the removal of nescience (avidya-nivrtti). Though

the author of Advaitabrahmasiddhi ascribes this peculiar doctrine to tbe author of Istasiddhi,

tbe quctation from Citsukhl proves the fact to be otherwise. In the absence of a few more

significant data, we should like to leave the question open for the present. There is yet a

third view, according to which it is indefinable (anirvacya) or false (mithya) like avidya

f
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never be the character of the world. So a distinct category of

existence which appears as the cause, has to be postulated.

,This is Brahman. 1

We feel, we should utter one word of caution here. So far

as Nagarjuna is concerned, it is difficult to deduce any positivis-

tic Absolutism from his Karikas. He, on the contrary, empha-

tically repudiates even the remotest suggestion of an eternal

entitative category and loses all patience with those who would

hypostatise the Sunyata as an ultimate existence. In fact all the

predicates used with reference to sunyata are of a purely negative

character and can be used with equal facility of both Absolute

Being and Absolute Non-Being. It is exceedingly hazardous,

therefore, to postulate an Absolute of the nature of Brahman (which

is undoubtedly Unrestricted Existence) on the statements of

Nagarjuna, which are purely of a non-comtnittal character.

The difference between the Sunya of the Madhyamikas and

the Brahman of the Advaitins, as interpreted by the two Kussian

and Japanese savants, lies in the fact that the $unya is mere

unrestricted existence 'the Essence of Being,
12

while Brahman

is Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss (Saccidananda). It is

problematic whether this unrestricted existence is of the nature

of Consciousness or Self-consciousness, so to say.

The line of demarcation that has been drawn in the

foregoing paragraph between the Sunyavadc^ and the Monism of

1 Brahman also is called Sony* in Yogasvarodaya Brahmana and Mahopauishad
"
Sunyam tu saccidanandam nih6abdabrahinaSabditam."

2 Prof. Stcherbatsky calls it so ; the full quotation is given above. Vide The Concep-

tion of Buddhist Nirvana, Th. Stcherbatsky, Ph. D., pp. 47-48.
" The ideal state of absolute

unrestrictedness
" Yamakami Sogen, Systems of Buddhistic Thought, p. 202.

"
Uncon-

ditional, independent and absolutely unrestricted
"

Ibid., p. 209. It would not be out of

place to point out here that one school of Madhyamikas, however, attributes the aspect of

consciousness also to the Suuya
" Kevalam samvjdam svasLbarn manyante madhyarnat

punari.," SarvadarSanasaipgraha, A. S. S , p. 19, quoted from Vivokavilasa, VIII. 273.

11 Kecit tu madhyamikalj svasthaip jflanam ahu^- manynte bata madhyamah krtadhiyarj

Bvastham param saipvidam." Saddar6anasamuccaya of Haribhadra with Gunaratna's

Tarkarahasyadipika, p. 47. The same quotation is found verbatim in the Prameyaratnakoda

of Candraprabhasuri, p. 73.
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Sa&kara, is founded upon the exposition of Professors Stcher-

batsky and Yamakami Sogen. We have not given our indepen-

dent judgment about the final philosophical position, which, we

are tempted to believe, is rather pure negativism. Our reason

for this difference of view lies in this that Nagarjuna has not

himself left any statement which can be interpreted as an evidence

of a positive ontological principle. And if we are to believe

Candraklrti to have interpreted the position of Nagarjuna

correctly, we also cannot refuse to arrive at the conclusion that

Nagarjuna promulgated a philosophy of absolute negativism.

Moreover, the interpretation that has been put upon the philoso-

phy of Sunyavada in the orthodox schools of the Brahmanas

bears out the position indicated here. Sa&karaearya, Udayana,

Vacaspati, Sriharsa, Vidyc^ranya and a host of other Brahminical

writers have all along believed and represented the philosophy of

Sunyavada as a denial of all ultimate existence, both subjective

and objective, conscious and unconscious alike. Sriharsa success-

fully proved that the whole objective world was a mysterious

appearance of which no logical explanation was possible, and

this is known as
'

sinirvacamyavada
'

the impossibility of

logical explanation. The world-appearance, he argues, cannot

be explained in terms either of aught or of naught. If the world

were a pure non-entity, its appearance to a mind could not be

explained, as a non-entity like a hare's horn or a barren woman's

son was never seen to appear to a consciousness. Nor can it be

regarded as a real entity, as it is seen to be sublated by subse-

quent experience just like the shell-silver. The silver is a non-

entity no doubt, but subject to this important qualification that

though a non-entity in and by itself, it somehow appears, which

distinguishes it from pure non-entity (alika) like a barren

woman's son. So a new term had to be coined to describe these

facts, viz., mithyatva (or falsity) as opposed to pure

nonentities, which are never amenable to direct perception.
1

I " Yadasad bhasamanaip tan mithyS ...
"

Pancada&, II. 70,
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Srlharsa is accused by a hypothetical or an actual opponent of

preaching a philosophy of absolute negativism for his explaining

away the whole world as an illogical appearance and he was

ridiculed as an advocate of absolute nihilism like the Madhya-
mikas. He explains the fundamental difference of Vedantic

Absolutism from the Sunyavada in the following terms :

The Buddhist nihilist, he observes, believes the whole order

of existence including consciousness as an irrational appearance,

but the Vedantist maintains that Consciousness as an ultimate

fact cannot be denied without self-contradiction.
1

Anandapurna observes that the Buddhist regards consciousness

as always relative to an object and the two are inseparable and

indistinguishable.
2 In fact the Buddhist here takes up the

position of the subjective idealist who holds that awareness and

its object are identical and argues that when the object of aware-

ness is an unreal fiction, the awareness, too, cannot but be unreal,

as two identical things cannot have opposed characteristics. The

Vedantist here joins issue and points out that the relation of

object and awareness is not one of real identity, but of illusory

identity, or rather one that cannot be described in terms of

identity or of difference alike. The relation is a false relation

and so the identity also is false. It would be height of unreason

to argue into the falsity of Consciousness on the basis of this false

identity. Vidyaraijya has made a very strong case in favour of the

eternal existence of Consciousness as an ultimate fact. You can

deny anything, says Vidyaranya, but not Consciousness, because

a successful denial of Consciousness is itself possible if you are

conscious of it. So Consciousness is ultimately undeniable. 3

* Saugatabrahmavadinor ayarp viseao yad adimafc sarvam evanirvacanlyam var^ayati

vijfianavyatiriktarp punar idom visvam sadasadbhyarp vilaksanarn brabma-

vadinab sangirante
"

Srlharsa, Khandanakhandakhadya, Cbowkhamba S. S., p, 125.

2 " Samvedanam ca saipvedyavyatirekena nopalabhyate, ato na svatantram aati

ityadiyauktikabuddhya vivicyamananam jfiananam jueyanaip ca svarupam nflvagamyate.

Jneyena jnanaaya nirupanat, jfianena ca jfleyaBya nirupanat naikam api paramartham
ff

Anandapurna, Vidyasagari, Chow. S. S., p. 12C.

s " Sarvabadhe na kincic ced yan na kincit tad eva tat
|
Bhasa evatra bhidyantc

nirbadhaip tavad asti hi II

"
Pafl. II. 311.

4
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The Ultimate Reality is held to be of the nature of Absolute

Existence, Absolute Consciousness and Absolute Bliss or Joy.

It may be urged that this Ultimate Reality may be mere exist-

ence and not Consciousness. But this will lead to an absurdity.

An existence which is not Consciousness has no evidence in its

favour. Consciousness is independent of foreign evidence, be-

cause it is self-revealing (svaprakfisa). If the Ultimate Existence

be dependent upon a Consciousness different from itself, it would

be found to be on the level of the material world, which Vedanta

proves to be an irrational and illogical appearance, with no logi-

cal validity in it. So the Ultimate Reality cannot be unconscious.

Now, it may be further argued,
'

let it be Consciousness alone,

why do you insist that it must be an existence?' No ; if Consci-

ousness is not an existence, it will be non-existence and hence

mere void (sunya). So the Ultimate lleality must be Existence

and Consciousness both at once. And the nature of Bliss is a

matter of direct experience after all it is the dearest of all, the

only thing a man cares to preserve ; and all other things are prized

or hated only as they are supposed to be serviceable or hostile to

one's own Self which is Consciousness and existent Conscious-

ness at that. We see that the exposition of the Ultimate Cate-

gory as an unrestricted existence alone is not logically sound, as

an Ultimate Existence is self-contradictory unless it is held to be

identical with Consciousness. We find, however, in some Jaina

works (referred to before) that a class of Madhyarnikas believed

the Ultimate Reality to be a self-existent Consciousness and this

position is undoubtedly sounder than that of the Russian and the

Japanese savants. But this, too, would be an imperfect reality

without the element of joy in it and Vedanta supplies the lacuna.

It is a pity that the Absolute of Vedanta has been grossly mis-

understood in some quarters and people have failed to note the

philosophical importance of the aspect of dnanda (Bliss or Joy).

But for this the existence of the world would be intolerable.

Nay, the Absolute would be the most miserable Being, imprisoned

within Its own existence, which has, however, no charm for It.
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A feelingless and unconscious existence would be preferable to

this. So Vedanta declares that It is full in Itself full of Joy,

nay, Fullness of Joy the plenum of Existence, Consciousness

and Joy. Without Joy, It would fall short of Fullness and hence

would not be the Absolute.

Inspite of these differences, the Bauddha view, however,

seems to approach very near the Advaita position. For even in

this Bauddha view, this world of experience is said to be of a

purely illusory nature (sarnvrta). Nagarjuna, the author of the

Madhyamika-karikas, affirms that even Lord Buddha himself

did recognise two different kinds of truth

(a) transcendent, absolute truth (paramartha satya), and

(6) relative, conditional, conventional, empirical or prag-

matic truth (sarpvrta satya).

The Advaitins, too, urge the phenomenality of the world at

every step in their arguments. Had the world been a trans-

formation of a real cause, the position of the Madhyamikas

would have been untenable. For then the product also would

have been taken as real and not empirical. The drift of our dis-

cussion only points out that the Vivarta theory is forced upon the

Madhyamikas, if only Sunya is regarded as conscious and joyful

also. For it is Consciousness alone that can be concealed by the

veiling power of nescience.
1

Perhaps with this object in view,

one school of the Madhyamikas has described the Sflnya as of

the nature of Pure Consciousness as already referred to in the

preceding pages.

The view of the Grammarians Sphota and Brahman

The doctrine of illusory or apparent creation is found to be

fully discussed in the Vakyapadlya of Bhartrhari, the celebrated

i This point will be taken up for a detailed discussion in a subsequent work, in con-

nexion with the seven antinomies (anupapattis) put forward by Ramftnuja against the veiling

ignorance.
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exponent of the Paijinean school of Grammarians. These Gramma-
rians generally advocate the theory of Sphota or super-subtle Word-

Essence. The indeterminate and indivisible essence of Word
is the Sphota. Sphota (i.e., sabda in its ultimate and unmani-

fested essence) appears to be the cause of the material world

(artha), from which it is non -different ;
and out of it the entire

world-process evolves.
1 In the opinion of the Grammarians,

Sphota appears to be the cause of the world. It is super-subtle

like the Brahman of the Monists ; and so it cannot possibly

transform itself into the form of this gross world. It is only

taken to appear as the product. So the position of the Gram-

marians appears to be similar to that of the VecUlntic Monists,

so far as the question of causation is concerned and the systems

also seem to agree in their respective conceptions of Brahman

and Sphota as spiritual in nature. Bhartrhari and his commen-

tators emphasise the spiritual nature of Sphota, which is also

described as Brahman, eternal and imperishable. The creation

of the multiform world takes place by a process of differentiation

in the indivisible essence of Sabda Brahman into a word and

a sense though the two are one in nature. The differentia-

tion is rather illusory so far as the identity of Brahman is

concerned.
2

In introducing his philosophy of Sphota, Bhartrhari has

described it as existent with the help of the expression "without

origin and annihilation," and as omnipresent by the term
"

brahma." 3 But as we have already stated above, the theory

of illusory or apparent causation (Vivartavada) is possible

only if the veiling power of nescience is accepted. In the

1 "
Anadinidhanaip brahma sabdatattvam yud aksaram I

Vivartate'rthabhavena prakriya jagato yatafr II

Vakyapadiya, I. 1.

By using the expression 'vivartate,' Bhartrhari explicitly states that matter is the vivarta of

the super-subtle Word-Essence.

8 '*

nirvibhagah s*abdarthamayo bodhasvabhavab sabdah sphotalakjana eva

vakyam." Punyaraja's commentary on the Vakyapadiya, p. 71.

3 "
Anadinidhanapadanivedita vastusatta nityatvaip brahmapadapratipftditam ca

vyapitvaip.'' Nyayamafijari, V.S.S,, p. 631.
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Monistic system, Brahman, though non-related appears to be

so by the operation of the veiling power of avidya, and thereby

appears as the world. Again, in the
vopinion of the Monists,

Consciousness alone can be covered up by nescience. If

the Sphota, on the other hand, be unconscious, it cannot be

regarded as concealed and cannot, therefore, be regarded as

only appearing as matter in the manner already explained.

Madhava has also regarded Sphota as conscious and spiritual

in nature, and the universe as an illusory appearance super-

imposed on it. If that be the real position of the Grammarians,

there seems to be very little difference between Advaitavada and

Sabdabrahmavftda. Jayanta, too, sees no difference, if the Sphota,

he observes, be looked upon as a conscious principle, as found

in the Upanisads.
1

If the interpretation of the later commentators can be

accepted as truly representing the original philosophy of

Bhartrhari, then also we do not find any material difference

between the two positions Vedantic Monism and that of the

Grammarians. The question is raised, how can there be related

to Pure Consciousness (which Sabda Brahman is by Itself) a

second principle, viz., ignorance? The answer is given yes ;

there can be no real relation, but one is assumed on the evidence

of ego-consciousness and the like to function upon Consciousness.

And in reality the cause of all effects is avidya or ignorance alone.
2

Consistency of the doctrine of illusory causation from the

Monistic standpoint

The fundamental principle of homogeneity of the cause and

the effect on which the Sankhya system rests, may be set forth

as a stumbling block in the way of the Monists who advocate

1 " Acetanatvena gabdasya Isvarasyeva srash-tvanupapatteh
1 '

Nyayamaiijari, V.S.S.,

p. 535. Also
" Atha vijflanam ftnandam brahmety agamavacanam anusarata vibhutvam

iva cetanatvam api tkbdabrahmano varnyate, tarbi LSvarasyaiva sabdabrahmeti nama kjrtaip

8yat
"

Ibid., pp. 535-36.

2 VaiyakaraQasiddhantamafijusS of Nage&a Bha{ta with the commentary Kunjika by

Durbal&caiya, Chow. S.S., p. 893.
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the doctrine of illusory or apparent causation, as in the way of

those who hold the theory of the real transformation of Brahman

(Brahmaparinamavada). In the topic of the -Brahmasutras, dis-

cussing the homogeneity of the cause and the effect,
1

the

Sankhyas urge that Brahman cannot be the cause of the world,

since the two are of different nature the cause being conscious,

the effect can never be non-conscious. The argument is directed

against those who assert that in the process of creation Brahman

transforms Itself into the form of the world
;
and hence it might

seem that the Monists, too, cannot possibly hope to escape the

charge by merely calling Brahman the apparent cause. Because

in the Vivartavada also, as in the Parinamavada, some similarity

of nature is essential. We may cite, for example, a concrete

case of appearance. It is seen that the shell invariably appears

as silver, but never as charcoal (ingala), as there is some

similarity between the shell and the silver, but none between the

former and charcoal. So similarity of nature is the determining

condition of all causality real or illusory.

But between Consciousness and the material world there is

absolutely no similarity. If we go deeper into the question, we

must see that similarity is unpredicable of the Absolute

Consciousness, which has neither qualities nor parts in It ; but

similarity is based upon a large number of common qualities or

of parts. So the world cannot be regarded as illusory super-

imposition also (much less a real transformation) on indivisible

Pure Consciousness, and this reduces creation or false appearance

of the world to an impossibility. It might be urged that

similarity is not the universal condition of false appearance

(adhyasa) ;
as the crystal vase is seen to appear as red though

there is no similarity between a red and a white thing. But

this is irrelevant. The superimposition of the red colour is due

to the presence of a scarlet flower and is conditional (sopadhika)

upon it. But no such condition can be pointed out in the case of

1 "Na-vilakai?atva adhikarasa" Br. Su. II 1.4-11.
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the appearance of the world on the substratum of Pure Conscious-

ness. The superimposition of such concepts, as agency (kartrlva)

and the like, may be explained by reference to the presence of

egohood (aha&kara) as a condition, but so far as the whole world

and the physical organism are concerned, their superimposition

is not contingent on such condition. The Vedaritist replies

that the contention of the Sankhyas is baseless. Similarity is

not the universal condition of even unconditional (nirupadhika)

superimposition. The snake is perceived to have a fragrance

like that of the Ketaki flower. Here the similarity of smell is

a felt fact, but it cannot be explained on the basis of common

qualities or of parts. So similarity may exist between the

material world and the impartite and qualityless Conscious-

ness. We, however, make no fetish of similarity. Similarity

is one of the likely causes even of unconditional superimposition.

The conch-shell is perceived to be yellow. The yellowness does not

belong to the conch-shell itself, and yet it appears over it, though

similarity cannot be trotted out as explanation. The cause of

this false appearance is the presence of jaundice in the percipient.

So we see that either similarity or the presence of a sufficient

cause is necessary to make the emergence of false appearance-

possible, and here in the case of Brahman and the world, the

presence of avidya as the cause of such appearance is not lack-

ing ;
and this explains the apparent anomaly raised by the

Sankhyas. We may quote here Vacaspati also in support of the

position which we have adopted from the Vivarana and the

Tattvadipana.
1

Vacaspati says :

" The whole world is a false

appearance on the unchangeable Absolute Consciousness due to

the working of beginningless false tendencies and impressions

and is independent of similarity/'" So we see that the two

1 Vivarana, V.S.S., pp. 9-10, and Vivara^aprarneyasaipgraha, V.S.S., p. 13, and

Tattvadipana, p. 81, MM. A. K. Shastrl's Ed.

2 "
Vivarta3 tu prapafico'yaip brahraano'parinaininafo I

Anadivasanodbhuto na sarupyarn apekgate
"

II

Bbamati under Br. Su. 1.2.2L. N. S. Ed., p. 257. Also vide Sarvadarsanasarpgraha,

A, S. 8., pp. 144-45.
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important schools of Sankara Vedanta Vivarana and Bhamati

are unanimous in this respect and that they have exposed the

fallacy of the Sankhyas as due to partial observation and un-

warranted generalisation.

Hence the proposition ^Brahman is the prakrti (substantive

cause) of the material world
'

may be interpreted to show that

Brahman is to be regarded as manifested in the form of the uni-

verse, that Brahman appears as the world, in the sense

explained above. The expression
'

prakrti
'

would have to be

taken in the sense of the apparent or illusory cause (vivartopa-

dana) , and not as the really transforming or formative cause

(parinamopadana). Brahman is thus the apparent cause; since

It is hidden by Maya which, again, is generally recognised by

the Monists as really changing into the manifested universe.

The different schools of Advaita thinkers hold diverse

opinions on this point. It is, therefore, necessary to examine

the views of some of the leading schools in detail.



CHAPTER III

THE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF VEDANTIC MONISM ON THE

DOCTRINE OF CAUSATION

The view of the Padarthataltranirnaya twofold substantive

cause Brailman and Maya

The author of the Padarthatattvanirnaya believes that

Brahman and Maya are both material causes of the universe, since

the diverse characteristics of both Brahman and Maya (i.e., both

existence and insentience) can be predicated of the material

world. The world is non-different from Brahman, which alone

is the true Being appears to undergo transformation. The reality

that is Brahman is seen to underlie this material world also.

For, in all our worldly experiences, we call it existent (sat),

kgain, this universe is said to be non-different from Maya, which

is non-conscious and as such actually undergoes transformation

in the shape of the world. Invariably do we represent this world

)f experience as non-conscious (jada) ;
and it is the insentience

)f Maya that gives the stamp of non-consciousness to the universe.

The conditions of material causality (upadanata), viz., that it

must be the cause and at the same time be the substratum of the

product
1

is satisfied by Brahman also. The world as a product

appears in and upon Brahman, and so Brahman is the material

)r the substantive cause (upadana). Brahman, the substratum,

bidden by the power of concealment belonging to Maya, appears

1 The material cause is not the mere cause of product ; as this ia common to the

fficient cause also. It must be the substratum of the effect also. So, only a thing which

reduces an effect of which it is the basis, is the material or substantive cause. Gf.
"

Karyii-

haratve sati karyajanihetutvam upadSnatvarn
* f

S. L. S.-Tika, Benares Ed., p. 72.

5
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as the universe, i.e., Brahman is the apparent cause (vivartopa-

dana). Maya, on the other hand, is itself the really changing

cause of which the world is the product of transformation.

Why twofold npadana /.s admitted ? The psychology of

perception

The main reasons to justify the acceptance of the view of

twofold material cause are these :

In the Advaita system, only the Ultimate Consciousness

(fiuddhacaitanya) is regarded as selMuininous (svaprakasa) and

the Ultimate Reality is regarded as one and one only (ekam eva),

and is thus opposed to aJl dualistie conceptions of Realistic systems

of thought. But all determinate knowledge is essentially dualis-

tic in character, and presupposes the existence and relation of

two factors, riz., Consciousness and the material object.

Leaving apart the question of the extra-subjective existence of

the objective data, even the problem of perceptual knowledge

presents a difficulty, oiz.
9
how can two independent entities,

existing apart from each other, be brought together at all. The

knowledge of a thing means that the object known and the fact

of knowledge have been brought into a systematic whole. The

existence of material objects is proved by virtue of such know-

ledge alone and not by any inherent prerogative of the objective

datum. The material object being dead, inanimate, unthinking

matter, cannot be supposed to illuminate itself and thus prove its

existence, unless the light of knowledge be brought to bear upon
it. For this, Vedantic writers of the Advaita school have postu-

lated a lerihmi qmd> n>., the inner organ or mind (antahkarana)

which by its activity, technically called rrtti, brings the two poles

together and makes knowledge possible. The individual or

subject consciousness cannot
.
be supposed to move out, because

all motion is predicable only of material objects. So it is
"

the

mind that moves out to reach the object. In the case of auditory

perception, however, the object itself reaches the subject. It
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is immaterial whether the movement proceeds from the internal

knower or the external object, but what is essential is that the

relation must take place.

Now a question may be raised, well, Consciousness being

the only ultimate fact, how can there be any objective existence

at all ? The answer is that the existence of the objective world

cannot be denied as it is directly felt in experience, although the

ultimate reality of such an existence is redargued both by logic

and by Sacred Revelation. So what we are concerned about

in perception, is to find an explanation of the situation and

cannot remain satisfied with a denial of its existence. The

fact remains that though unreal the objective data somehow

present themselves to Consciousness. The Monistic Vedfmta

holds that these objective data, though absolutely illusory,

somehow exist on Pure Consciousness, and divide each into

apparently water-tight compartments. So when even an empirical

knowledge is supposed to take place, what happens is this :

The apparent fictitious divisions arc removed and the unity of

Consciousness, underlying the different objective manifestations,

is only revealed. So practically it can be said in the language

of the poet that here" The Spirit greets the Spirit." We have

explained the philosophy of perception. Tt is, however, neces-

sary that we should say something on the technical devices

adopted in Vedanta on perception, which, however, have no other

value than convenience of treatment and psychological explana-

tion. The objective datum is not mere dead inanimate mailer,

but matter superimposed upon Consciousness. The pen is not

mere pen, but Consciousness defined and determined by pen.

Similarly the subject (jnatr) is not the mere mind, but Conscious-

ness as determined by the mind. This is technically called the

subject-consciousness (pramatrcaitanya). The object is similarly

called the object-consciousness (prameyacaitanya); and the

modification of the mind (vrtti) is called the instrumental

consciousness (pramanacaitanya or vftticaitanya). These are

purely technical devices, but are nevertheless necessary to
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explain all empirical knowledge in which the polarisation of

Consciousness into a subject, object and cognitive process is a

necessary condition. Unlike the Realistic systems of thought,

the three poles are characterised as consciousness with the

limiting objects qualifying it. The delimitations and divi-

sions, however, are non-existent in pure transcendental

Consciousness, but are felt owing to the working of Maya or

avidya.

Let us now follow the process of perception (and particularly

ocular perception) to a little more detail. As we have already

stated, non-conscious material objects are not directly (i.e., by

the right of an intrinsic prerogative) perceptible, since they are

not self-luminous. Only when enlightened by something else

which is self-luminous, these can be perceived by us. So we

are to search for an illuminating source which is self-luminous.

Advaitins called this the cognising subject (jfiatr) the pramritr-

caitanya (cognising consciousness determined by the internal

organ). But this cognising subject, being situated within the

body, cannot possibly illuminate the object directly, as it is

situated outside. So an illuminating medium also is required.

This is known as the vrlti the modification of the internal

organ.
1

It has been called the illuminating medium, since it

is non-conscious and as such non-luminous. Even the internal

organ itself is not self-luminous, as it is also inanimate, and

as such has no power to cognise other objects. But being the

most proximate to the substratum consciousness (svadhisthana-

caitanya) and extremely transparent (unlike other non-intelli-

gent objects), it is the most fitted receptacle to receive the

reflection of the consciousness on it. By its close relation with

the. consciousness which is reflected on it, it acquires the power

of illuminating other less transparent objects. The opaque

i When the sense-organ (say the eye) is fixed on the external object, the internal

organ undergoes a change and issues out through the organ (which serves the purpose of the

door), goes to the object and takes its shape. This modification of the internal organ is

known as vrtti (particular mental state or mode).
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objects, too, though themselves unable to catch the reflection of

the all-pervading Consciousness, can easily acquire the power (in

a form, more or less illuminated) of reflection, when they come

in contact with the transparent medium of reflection (vrtti)

the modification of the transparent internal organ. Just as the

walls, being opaque, cannot themselves reflect the face ; but

when splashed all over with water, they acquire some degree of

transparency and serve as reflectors. Thus the internal organ
serves merely as a mirror or a reflector, and its modification

moves out of the body like an elongated ray of light or a stream

of water, and takes the shape of the external object.

To take a more particular case, during the process of ocular

perception, the eye is fixed on an external object. The internal

organ modified in the form of the vrtti, shoots out like a ray of

light (reflected by a mirror) and goes towards the object. Then
the vrtti assumes the shape of the object ; and the object is

said to be illuminated by the vrlti, which is itself enlightened

by the consciousness reflected on it. The non-conscious object is

thus perceived by its indirect connexion with the consciousness

reflected on the vrtti, but not by its connexion with the

vrtti only ; because, as we have already pointed out, the prtli

itself being non-conscious, cannot possibly illuminate another

non-conscious object ; or, in other words, the veil of ignorance,

covering up the form of the non-conscious object, being lifted

up by its connexion with the illuminating medium (vrtti), the

consciousness, particularised by the object, is reflected on it;
J

and the non-conscious object, while reflecting the consciousness,
determined by it, gets itself illuminated. Kor, consciousness,

being self-illuminous, illumines anything that comes in contact

with it, provided that it has the fitness to receive and reflect

the light of consciousness. So the expression
'

the object is

perceived
'

only means that the substratum consciousness,

1 Up till now, it had remained unreflectcd on account of the opaque covering of

ignorance over the object Vrtti gives the object transparency, and thus the object reflects

the consciousness underlying it.
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determined by the object, manifests itself by its unification

with that determined by the modification of the internal organ.

The identity between the consciousness particularised by the

object and that belonging to the pmmana, or in other words, the

appearance of the substratum consciousness as the external

object is thus the defining feature of perception. As Dr. Das

(jupta puts it :

(t Phenomenal creations are there in this world

moving about as shadowy forms on an unchanging basis of one

cil or reality, but this basis, this light of realily can only

manifest these forms when the veil of nescience covering them

is temporarily lifted by their corning in touch with a mental

mould or mind-modification."
'

It should be noted in this connexion that Monistic Vedanta

does not hold a brief for the theory of crlti and this is evident

from the fact that there have been authors who do not subscribe

to this theory. After all, it is only a makeshift a device a

mere hypothesis to explain the ultimate pre-supposition of all

empirical knowledge, pre-eminently of perception, n>:., the pre-

supposition of the identity of the subject and the object, i.e.,

consciousness and the object. So Yedanta docs not debar any

other suitable hypothesis which can satisfactorily explain this

fact of identification of the object and consciousness. It may
not be out of place to mention here that this rrlti theory of

perception is advocated in the Sfmkhya Philosophy also, and it

is quite likely that Yedanta may have borrowed the theory from

Sfriikhya. The theory may appear to be crude and cumbrous,

but has got to be adhered to so long as a better hypothesis does

not present itself.

Now, to come to our point, we find that when with the help of

the illuminating mental mould, the individual ignorance, conceal-

ing the particular object from, our view, is temporarily dispersed

and the identilieatiou of the object and consciousness takes

place, the particular unknown object is said to be perceived for

1 Das Gupta, A Hist, of lud. Phil., Vol. I, pp. 448-51.
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the first time. What is true of the individual case, can also be

regarded a posteriori to be universally true also by the process of

correct generalisation based upon the careful observation of parti-

cular facts. Hence the Advaitins admit that when Brahman

(i.e. Self-luminous Pure Consciousness) comes to be looked upon

as identified with the objective world by the power of the cosmic

Maya, It appears as the world. Thus Brahman and Maya,

operating in unison, are said to be the joint material causes of

the world.

The phcnoincnality of the objcclire irorld implied in lite

subject-object relation in iteire

The phenomenality of the objective universe can also be

brought out if we examine the relation between consciousness

and the presented data. The relation between the object and

knowledge, we shall see, cannot be logically explained, but has

got to be accepted as an ultimate fact. The relation of sense-

organs (internal or external), too, cannot shed any light on this

issue, because knowledge of God and the super-sensuous percep-

tions of the Yogins are believed to come into play without the

functioning of the senses. In the matter of the perception of

external objects, the mind alone is absolutely impotent ;
so the

super-normal perceptions, referred to above, cannot be explained

through the agency of the mind. All attempts, therefore, of the

Naiyayikas to reduce this relation to simpler physical relations

are proved to be futile. In view of this difficulty the later

Naiyayikas regard this relation as a unique relation subsisting

between the subject and the object. It is called the subject-

object relation (visayata). But this formulation only assumes

the very problem as a fact and does not make it any way simpler.

The crux of the problem is what precisely is the nature of the

object itself? It cannot be something on which a special eiFect

is produced by consciousness operating on it. What will be the

nature of this effect? The Mlmamsists hold that it is some-
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thing which makes the thing known by producing on it the

effect called
'

knownness
'

(jiiatata). This explanation is only a

show and is a case of hopeless tautology. There is nothing to

determine what will be known and what not. Besides, this

hypothesis makes the actual existence of the object a necessary

condition of knowledge. The result will be that no knowledge
of past things or expectation of future possibilities will be

possible.

Some, again, have sought to explain the object of knowledge
as something which becomes the centre of practical behaviour

consequent upon the knowledge of the object. But this seeks to

shift the difficulty a stop farther and leaves the problem as it is.

There is nothing to determine the relation between the behaviour

and the object concerned. Moreover, we are absolutely left in

the dark about the meaning of
'

behaviour
'

itself. For aught we

know, it cannot be regarded as a physical behaviour, because no

such behaviour is possible with regard to objects of knowledge

which are non-physical in character, such as the self or thought,

etc. Nor can the behaviour be regarded as something psychical ;

in other words, as the object of desire, volition and the like.

The object of desire or volition is as much mysterious as the

object of knowledge itself. So all attempts to reduce the know-

ledge relation to some other ultimate relations psychical or

physical are doomed by their very nature to inevitable futility.

Let us examine the position of the Prabhakaras. Salika-

natha says that it is a simple thing the object is what presents

itself in a particular cognition. But the problem is is there

any ultimate determinant of what will be presented and what

not ? Leaving aside this ultimate problem, even the formulation

on the face of it is vague. We do not know what we are to

understand by this presentation to or in consciousness. Does it

mean that the object is bodily taken into consciousness and

integrated with it ? This is absurd. Does it mean that it

becomes an object of consciousness ? If so, it is no explanation ;

that is the problem we are trying to understand. Nor does the
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subject-object relation become any more intelligible. There is

no criterion by which we can regard consciousness as subject

and anything other than consciousness as object, and why the

relation should not be reversed. The situation does not become

any more clear, if the object is regarded as a cause or condition

of cognition. In that case the sense organs, light and other

possible conditions which make knowledge possible will have to

be regarded as the object of knowledge a plainly absurd issue.

It may be urged, well, not any and every condition of know-

ledge is the object, but only that condition which is perceived

or cognised. But it is this fact of being cognised that is the

problem which is sought to be explained. So such explanations

are only statements of the problem itself and are designed,

we are afraid, to evade the issue. But philosophers are

desperate persons and there has been no end to their specula-

tions, however absurd these may be. So there is a theory that

holds that the object is that which becomes a determinant adjec-

tive of a cognition without any other relation, and the subject is

that which is the substantial factor of knowledge. In the cogni-

tion of a table, the table is the adjectival factor and the cogni-

tion or the cogniser is the substantive, and no other relation

beyond this exists. But this, too, is a hoax. Apart from the

question as to what will determine the necessity of one thing

being the adjective and another the substantive, and the question

as to v/hy the relation should not be quite otherwise, the very

formulation itself is defective. There may be cases of know-

ledge where the adjectival part is not believed to be the object.

Take for instance, the judgment
'

the knowledge of the table is

inherent in me.' Here the fact of inherence is the adjective of

the knowledge ; but it is not perceived when the knowledge of the

table takes place. It is, no doubt, comprehended in the sub-

sequent judgment about the knowledge, but not in the primal

perceptual cognition of the table itself, though the fact of in-

herence is a determinant adjective of the perceptual knowledge.

If it is held that not any and every adjectival determinant can be

6
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the object of knowledge, but only that which is felt, it leaves the

problem where it was. In other words, it does not explain any-

thing.

The failure to explain the subject-object relation need not ab-

solutely disappoint us. The foregoing survey of the historical

theories makes the conclusion irresistible that all knowledge and

the subject-object relation involved in it are facts which are not

amenable to any logical explanation. It might, however, be

urged that the theories under review might be failures, but this

is no argument that no other successful theory will become

possible. This is, however, a pious hope on the part of the

Kealist and is bound to end in disappointment. The failure of

the theories is not due to any intellectual defect, but to the very

nature of the object itself. And so all theories are bound to be

failures. We can dispose of this issue by a very simple dilemma.

Let the relation be anything ;
but it must be one which can be re-

duced either to a case of identity or one of non-identity and no

third term is possible. Knowledge and the object cannot be

held to be identical ; because it will be tantamount to the denial

of knowledge, which means the presence of two distinct and

different things one knower and another known. Nor can it be

one of non-identity either ;
because not only the object in

question but the whole world of things are non-identical with it.

So there is nothing to determine what will be perceived and

what not. If the two factors of knowledge, viz., awareness and

object remain absolutely distinct and different, we do not know

how there can arise a case of knowledge at all. But this know-

ledge arises and cannot be denied. So the Vedantist declares it

to be a manifestation of the infinitely resourceful Maya, and not

a real fact. Because reality cannot be self-contradictory, which

the subject-object relation transpires to be.

The only difference between the Realist and the Idealist is

ultimately a question of intellectual attitude. Experience

(pratlti) is regarded by both the schools as an ultimate fact, with

this difference that the Idealist insists that this experience must
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be a valid experience uncontradicted by logical canons or any
other subsequent experience, whereas the Realist tries to avoid

this issue when his fundamental position is jeopardised. The

Idealist is a Rationalist out and out and is prepared to accept

any situation that Reason may make inevitable, and in this no

preconceived notion or theory stands in his way. The subject-

object relation is a felt fact given in experience no doubt, but

the Vedantist refuses to accept it as true, because it is fraught

with self-contradiction. The criterion of Reality, according to

the Vedantist, is that it must not contradict itself. And so only

uncontradicted experience is the warrant of Truth and not any
other.

The nature of avidya and itx relation to Consciousness

We think the account of the epistemology of perception will

remain incomplete unless something is said on the nature) of

avidya. This avidya, the Vedantist is never tired of emphasi-

sing, is a positive entity. In other words, it is not a mere

negation of knowledge. Negation of knowledge is a judgment
and not a simple experience and as such presupposes the pre-

vious knowledge of terms. Now, negation of knowledge cannot

be a negation of all knowledge, as it is itself a case of knowledge.

So it must be something which is not negation. Its existence

cannot be denied, as it is directly felt in experience
4

I do not

know.' We reserve a detailed treatment of this important topic

for the future, and it will suffice, we hope, only to indicate its

broad characteristics. As we have said before, negation of know-

ledge is not an absolute negation, as it is also a case of knowledge

in itself. Nor can it be a negation of specific knowledge, as no

reference to specific objects is meant or given. It is a case of

simple affirmation of ignorance
'

I do not know,' not that
'

I do not know a particular thing.'

However may that be, a difficulty has been raised by

Ramanuja that this experience of ignorance cannot be reconciled
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with the fundamental position of the Advaitins that it is liahle

to destruction by knowledge, though its positive character may
be taken for granted. Ignorance is not an eternal fixture, and

the possibility of its .destruction makes final Emancipation a

possible event. In that case it will have no raison d'etre if its

existence is antagonistic to Consciousness. The Advaitin here,

Eamanuja argues, is guilty of self-contradiction, when he says

that ignorance is opposed to Consciousness, and still works in Its,

The Advaitin in reply points out that Rfimanuja here is labouring

under a confusion of Consciousness (saksicaitanya) and knowledge

(vrttijnana). Though in essence knowledge is also Conscious-

ness, yet it materially differs from It in that it is produced

by an accredited instrument of knowledge, whereas Pure

Consciousness is an eternal Existence. It is on the evidence of

experience that we have to conclude that knowledge is opposed

to and destructive of ignorance, and not unmodalised Conscious-

ness. On the contrary, the latter is its very proof and founda-

tion. We could have no knowledge of the existence of ignorance

unless we were conscious of it. Surcsvara very poignantly

remarks that this is a case of unpardonable petulance, when one

contends that ignorance should not exist in Consciousness. Not

only ignorance, but the whole empirical world is seen to be

superimposed upon It.
l

So we see that a difference must be made between Con-

sciousness and knowledge, and it is the latter that is opposed to

ignorance. To argue that the two should be regarded as identi-

cal in function, because of their essential identity, constitutes a

case of inference, invalidated by approved knowledge (kalatyaya-

padista hetu) just like the inference of coldness in fire.
2

iNow, after having indulged in this digression, which we

thought to be absolutely necessary for a full comprehension of the

1 "Aksama Miavatah keyam sadhakatvaprakalpane |

Kiip na pasSyasi aarpsfiraip tatraivajnanakalpitam |]

''
Br. Var.

I. 4. 127S.

8 "Anu^as tejo'vayavl kj-takatvat ghatavat.'
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problem, we may be permitted to revert to the old problem of

causation as viewed by the author of the Padarthatattvanirnaya.

The substratum consciousness by itself cannot remove

the individual nescience, for it manifests ignorance also.

But when reflected through the modification of the internal

organ, the veil of ignorance is easily lifted. As we have

already pointed out that there can exist no relation (such as

contact or inherence) between the object (phenomenal creations)

and the subject consciousness ;
for the subject and the object

have one identical reality. The subject, however possesses

independent reality ;
and consequently the object is to be

regarded as falsely superimposed on the subject.
1 Tn other words,

the subject appears as the object, or the Ultimate Reality

(i.e. Consciousness) is the apparent cause of the universe.

Maya, on the other hand, is the really changing cause ;

since the insentient objects of the world are but the direct

modifications of the non-intelligent formative cause Maya.
Thus according to the author of the Padfirthatattvanirnaya

a twofold material cause of the world (Brahman the apparent

cause vivartopadana and Maya the formative cause parina-

mopadana) is finally established.
2

The Vwarana view Isvara (and not Brahman) (lie upadana

The author of the Vivarana opines that Personal God

(Isvara) and not the Absolute (Brahman) is the substantive

cause.
3 This position of the Vivurana is not fundamentally

different from that of the Padarthatattvanirnaya (given above),

inasmuch as Isvara is not represented to undergo any consti-

tutional change in the process. If we analyse the entity

1 Citsukhi, N.S.S., pp. 44-47.

2 "
Atrahul.i padartliatattvanJri?ayakarilh-"brahma maya cety ubhayam upfidanam

tatra brahma vivartamanataya upadanam, avidya parinamamanataya. S.L.S., Bon. Ed.,

p. 72.

3 " Vivarananusarinas tu mayaSabalam Issvarariiparn eva brahma upadanam.
"

S.L.S., p. 59.
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Isvara (which is regarded as Bimbacaitanya original Conscious-

ness, and not the pratibimba reflection, as the author of the

Samksepasarlraka thinks), we find Him to be Pure Conscious-

ness associated with Maya. Only the limiting adjunct Maya

changes into the form of the world, while Pure Consciousness

undergoes no transformation whatsoever, but only appears to have

changed into the world. While Padarthatattvanirnayakara

follows the analytical process, Vivaranakara adopts the syntheti-

cal one.

Dr. Das Gupta's interpretation of llic Vicarana vieir

Dr. Das Gupta, however, is of opinion that
"

Prakasatrnan

Akhandananda and Madhava hold that Brahman in association

with Maya, i.e., the Maya-reflected form of Brahman as Isvara

should be regarded as the cause of the world-appearance. The

world-appearance is an evolution or parinama of the Maya as

located in Isvara, whereas Isvara (God) is the vivarta causal

matter.
1 "

We are afraid that this position is not in consonance with

the original position of the Yivarana. In the Vivarana the origi-

nal Consciousness (Bimbacaitanya) as opposed to the reflected one

(pratibinibacaitanya)
is said to be the cause. And this ultimate

Consciousness, as the original counterpart of reflection, is Isvara,

i.e., Consciousness as associated with Maya as an adjunct.

According to the Samksepasarlraka, the original Consciousness

is the Pure Absolute, and its reflection in the Maya is held to be

the Personal God or Isvara. It is the Pure Absolute that

is held to be the substantive cause and not Isvara, who is

rather a productive of Maya.
2

The position, therefore comes to this :

1 Dasgupta, A Hist, of Ind. Phil., Vol. I, pp. 408-1),

* '*

Ajfianopabituip bimbacaitanyam LSvnrah; antahkaranatatsamskaravacchiura-

jn&napratibimbitam caitanyaip jlva iti VivaranakaraV' Siddbfmtabindu, 100.

"
Ajuanapratibimbitaip caitanyam Isvaralj; buddbipratibimbitam caitanyaqi jlvalj ;

ajftanopabitaip bimbacaitanyaip suddbam iti Satpk^epabarlrakakarah.
11

Ibid, 310.
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According to the Vivarana

(a) Isvara, i.e., Brahman in association with Maya (maya-

sabalam) and not its reflection, is the Causa Materialis ;

*

(I)) Maya is always located in pure self-luminous Con-

sciousness, and never in Isvara, who is rather a concrete whole

having Pure Consciousness and Maya as His constituent

factors
;

2

(c) the entire entity Isvara is not the apparent cause ; the

associated Maya is the formative cause, while Consciousness

alone appears as the world.

According to the Samksepasarlraka

Pure Absolute, which is the final objective and goal of

philosophical enquiry, is the original and is regarded as the

cause of the world -appearance. Of course, at first sight, this

position seems to contradict the position of the Vivarana. But

a compromise may be somehow effected, inasmuch as the

causality attributed to Isvara is capable of being extended (o

the Pure Consciousness forming His background, the associated

Maya serving only as an indicator (upalaksana).
8

Savpksepasarlraka view pure Brahman the upddana

The view of the Samksepasarlraka thus deserves our attention

next. In it Brahman Itself has been described as the substan-

tive cause, and Maya is regarded as a cause by courtesy only

because it serves as the medium. 1 The service of Maya is

1 "
Mayasaba-latn ISvararupam eva brahma upadanam

"
S.L.S.

11

Mayopadbinirupitabimbalvavisistam sarvajfiatvadiguflayuktaip ca yad I4vararupam

brabrnacaitanyam" S.L.S.-TIka, p. 59.

2 "
Napi 3va4rayacitprakasena virudliyabe'jflilnam

"
Vivarana, Viz.S.S., p. 4ft.

*'

Svayarnpraka&iayavidyasrayatvam upapannam ity uktara
"

Ibid., p. 4G.

3 "
Isvaragatarn api karanabvam tadanagutain akbai^dacaitanyaqi ^akhacandramaaam

iva tatasthatayopalaksayiluni saknoti iti tasya jfleyabrabrnalaksanatvoktir iti
"

S.L.S. ,

p. 63.

4 "
Sarpkfiepa^anrakakrtas tu brahmaiva upadanara, kutasthasya karanatvanupa-

pattel?; maya dvarakaranaia
"

S. L. S., pp, 75-6.
"
Atra Sarpksepa^arlrakanusarina^

kecid abul? ^uddham evopadanam
"

Ibid., p. 58.
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postulated, as Pure Consciousness in and by Itself is not suscep-

tible of any change, which is made possible by Maya serving as

an auxiliary.

The insentience of the world : How does it come in ?

Here the question naturally arises, if Brahman alone is the

material cause, wherefrom then does the insentience (jacjata) of

the world come in ? The effect derives its characteristics from

the material cause alone and not from any other conditions.

But the difficulty is only apparent, as it is not at all an unusual

occurrence that the effect may derive some of its characteristics

from even what is only a helping condition. This is seen to

be the fact in the case of a pot produced from clay. The clay

is made smooth and glossy by a particular process of kneading

and these adventitious attributes are seen to be produced in the

pot made of such seasoned clay, though the original attributes

of the clay cannot be believed to be the cause. So the world

may derive its character of insentience from Maya, though

it is merely a helping condition.
1

Vaeaspati's view

Vacaspati, the author of the BliamatI, also feels very

strongly against calling Maya the material cause of the world.

According to him, Brahman is the apparent cause of the world.

Maya, on the other hand, is regarded as the instrumental cause

(sahakari) only, but never as the material cause proper.
2

Vacaspati postulates two different types of Maya or Avidya,
3

The first is called the original or causal Maya (karanarupa), and

the second is the totality of the memory-impressions of previous

1 " Akaranam api dvaram karye'nugaccbati
"

S. L. S., p. 76. The commentator

ixplains
"
akaraflam api

"
as

"
anupadanam api

"
S. L. S.-Tlka, p. 76.

2 H
Vacaspatiini6ra3 tu jivasritamayavisaylkrfcarn brahma avata eva jadyaSrayapra-

paficakarena vivartamanatayopadanam iti maya sahakarimatram "--S. L. S., p. 77.

"
Anirvacyavidyadvitayasacivasya prabhavato..."- Bhamati, introductory verse 1.
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illusions (vasana) possessed of the power of creating the appear-

ance of the multifarious entities.
1 These individual vasanas

exist as potentialities in the causal Avidya, and by an inherent

energy are actualised in the perceived illusions. The causal

Maya is an identity existing from the beginningless time in the

individual self. It has got a double function. In the first place,

it functions as the repository of the vasanas ; and in the second

place, it screens the Eeality from our view.

Vdcaspati explains the insentience of the world

The question of insentience of the world may be raised

here also. Vacaspati thinks that the insentience of the world is

not derived from the material cause, but is an attribute natural

with the effect. So there is absolutely no need to bring in Maya
as the material cause of the world to justify the insentience found

in the product.
2

Prof. Eadhakrishnan, however, observes in this connexion :

" The insentience (jadata) of the world must be due to something
else than Brahman pure and simple, and it is perhaps better to

say that the world with its finite-infinite nature is to be traced

to Brahman-maya."
8

A critical examination of Vacaspati' s position

Prof. Eadhakrishnan seems to think that Vacaspati has

failed to explain the origination of the material world from Pure

1 "
Svakarane'nirvacyayam avidyayam llnah suksmena gaktirupena karmaviksepaka-

vidyavasanablub sahavatisthanta eva..." Jbuf, under I. 3. 30, N. S. Ed., p. 333, Also
11

Karanabhutaya layalaksai^ayavidyaya praksargopacitena ca viksepasarpskare^a..." Ibid,

under II. 2.2, N. S. S. f p. 494.

2 *'

Jagaty anugatam jadyam na karanagunah, kintu jagata eva svabbavikam ; atas

tatsiddbaye mayaya upadanatvam karyanugatadvarakaranatvaip va na kalpanlyam
ff

S. L. S. -Tika, pp. 76-77.

3 Ind. Phil., Vol. II, pp. 652-53. In making this statement, Prof. Radhakrishnan

seems to prefer the solution given by the author of Padarthatattvanir^aya to that of

Vacaspati.
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Absolute Consciousness (Brahman), and for this he believes

that the service of a cosmic Maya, existing in Brahman, must

necessarily be requisitioned. We, on the other hand, are

inclined to think that Vacaspati's explanation of the insentient

world as an appearance over Brahman through the instrumental-

ity of the twofold Maya is neither inadequate, nor logically

inconsistent. It may, however, be and has actually been at-

tacked on other grounds which we are stating below.

Many an eminent writer of Vedanta has lent his support to

this view of Vacaspati. Thus Acyutakrsnanandatlrtha, in his

commentary of the Siddhantalesasarpgraha, while introducing

the view of Vacaspati, explicitly states that the insentience of

the world is not to be traced to its ultimate cause, but is a

natural attribute of the product.

This view of Vacaspati derives its final support from Bada-

rayana himself. Because, the objection raised by the Sankhyas

(in the
* Na-vilaksanatva adhikarana ') that the effect must be

of the same nature as the causa materialis sounds consistent

from this point of view only. According to the Bhamati, the

cause (i. e., Brahman) is intelligent but the effect (i. e., the

world) is non-intelligent. The objection raised by the Sankhyas

can, therefore, be urged against this position of the Bhamati

with the greatest force.

The answer given by the Bhamati is also very cogent ; for

the Bhamati states that every attribute of the product cannot

possibly be traced to its material cause. In that case the differ-

ence between the cause and the effect would be indiscernible.

The insentience of the world, for example, is not to be de-

duced from the material cause (Brahman), but is natural with

the effect itself (the world). The Sutrakara, too, supports

this answer in the aphorism
' But it is seen/

l where

he declares that the objection of the Sankhyas is without

any force ; since the homogeneity of the cause and the effect is

1 "
DrSyate tu

"
Br. Su., II. 1.6.
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not an essential condition of causality.
1

It is often seen that

animate objects such as scorpions, etc., are produced from inani-

mate matter such as cowdung, etc. Thus a non-intelligent

material cause (Maya) need not be dragged in to explain the

insentience of the world. On the other hand, those that assume

a non-intelligent cause merely on the ground of explaining the

insentience of the world, would not be able to make their posi-

tion consistent with that of the Sutrakara. The objections

raised by the Saukhyas and the refutation of the same by the

Sutrakara would be utterly meaningless from their viewpoint.

For the reply given by the Sutrakara to the Sankhya objection

distinctly points out that the homogeneity of the cause and the

effect is not necessary at all. So it is the BhamatI only that

has been able to grasp the true spirit of the Brahmasutras,

while others, who insist on a non-intelligent cause (Maya) to

account for the insentience in the effect, would find it extremely

difficult to reconcile their positions with the doctrine set forth

by Badarayana in connexion with this topic.

It is for this reason that Vacaspati contends that the indi-

vidual self (jiva) is the locus of Maya. He finds no reason to

associate Maya with Brahman and to trace the causality to

Brahman-Maya, as almost other schools of Vedantic Monism

and Qualified Monism have endeavoured.

Other charges against Vacaspati

According to Vacaspati, ignorance rests on the individual

self, because all our actual experiences of ignorance are of the

form
'

I am ignorant
'

(aham ajiiah). On an analysis of the

judgment it is found that it is consciousness as determined by

the ego-sense that is the locative of ignorance. There can be

no steadfast rule that the locus and the object of covering should

1 This principle is adopted on all hands by all subschooU of the Advaita system and by

Eamanuja as well in fact by all who have tried to refute the objection raised in this connex-

ion by the Sankhyas.
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be self-identical. Ignorance situated in jlva, therefore, can

easily cover Brahman as its object, though the latter is distinct

and different from the former (of course, from the empirical stand-

point, where alone the question of covering by ignorance can rise

at all). The authors of the Vivarana and the Saraksepasarlraka,

however, controvert this view saying that Brahman must be

the locus and object of Maya, since there is no incompatibility

in the object and the substratum of a covering being identical

and coincident. This is seen to be the fact in the case of

external darkness. Darkness covers the very place in which it

exists, and avidya or ignorance is nothing but internal darkness

and should have the same incidence. But Vacaspati contends

that just as in ordinary illusions, the individual ignorance located

in jlva covers up the consciousness particularised by the shell

which is situated outside, so in the case of the original ultimate

Avidya, too, the object and the locus should be different.

The entire dispute turns on the interpretation of the com-

mon experience of ignoracc expressed in the proposition
'

I am

ignorant.' Vacaspati, we have pointed out, holds that the subject

of ignorance is not unqualified Consciousness, but consciousness

as determined and delimited by the ego-sense (ahantavisistam

caitanyam). Ignorance is seen to be predicated of this limited

consciousness or self. It will be wrong to hold, Vacaspati con-

tends, that ignorance is predicated of Consciousness pure and

simple. Because this interpretation runs counter to the unmis-

takable evidence of experience. Prakasatman, however, does

not accept the analysis of the illusory experience as offered by

Vacaspati. He holds that the predicate in the judgment 'I am

ignorant
'

is not ignorance only, but also the ego-sense. The

two adjectives 'ignorance' and 'ego-sense' are simultaneously

predicated of Pure Consciousness as the subject and the judg-

ment follows as a matter of course ('Ekatra dvayam iti rltya jaya-

manam visistajnanam'). Madhava, however, tries to reconcile the

view of Vacaspati with that of the Vivarana. He thinks that the

difference between the two views is not fundamental. Though
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the individualised consciousness as jlva is regarded as the sub-

stratum of ignorance, still the real locus is Pure Consciousness

which forms the background of the jivahood. Acyutakrsnananda

also lends support to this view. He says that Consciousness is

the locus of ignorance and the individuality of the jlva only

serves to determine the incidence of ignorance and certainly does

not enter as a factor into the locus of ignorance.
1 So there is

ultimately no difference between the two schools in the matter

of Consciousness alone being the locus of ignorance. There is,

however, a very material difference, viz., that Yacaspati does

not subscribe to the existence of one cosmic ignorance or Maya

existing outside the individuated selves as an adjunct of the

Absolute, which is the position! of the Vivarana. The result

is that Personal God becomes a matter of individual illusion and

thus has no independent existence outside the individual minds.

He becomes as much a product of individual ignorance as the

phenomenal world an apparent anomaly in which we have a

man-made God instead of a God-made man, the protests of

Kalpataru notwithstanding.

Now, it has been urged against Vacaspati's conception of

avidya as residing only in the individual selves, the fallacy of

logical
'

see-saw
'

(anyonyasraya) or mutual dependence. Vacas-

pati thinks avidya is responsible for the defects of ignorance and

as these cannot be conceived to exist in the Absolute, avidya is

incompatible with It. Its existence in the individual is, however,

indisputable; so the individual self is regarded as its locus. But

here also a difficulty arises. There is no denying the fact that

Brahman is the only Reality and the existence of the multiform

world and the multiplicity of jivas or individuals is a false appear-

ance due to the influence of avidya* So avidya must have a

prior existence in order that the existence of jivas may be

possible. Avidya is the cause of individuation- and to make this

avidya dependent upon individuated selves is to put the cart

1 <c
CinmatraSritam ajfianarp jivapak^apatifcvat jiva6ritam ucyate

"
Vivara$aprameya-

saipgraha.
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before the horse. Individual selves are dependent upon avidya ;

and to make this avidya, again, dependent upon the individuals

for its very existence and functioning, is clearly a case of arguing
in a vicious circle.

Followers of Vacaspati contend in reply that there is a case

of reciprocal dependence in the very connotation of jiva. But

this reciprocity does not involve any logical absurdity. Omly
those cases of reciprocity are vicious which make the independent

origination or cognition of the things in reciprocal relation an

impossibility. In other words, where a particular thing A can

come into existence in dependence upon another thing B, and

this B, again, is supposed to owe its existence to A, or the cogni-

tion of A is made possible by B and the cognition of B by that of

A, it gives rise to a logical fallacy. The implication is that

this fallacy arises where the relation in question is one of

causality. But in the present case, the relation of avidya and the

individual is not one of causality, but one of co-existence. And

such co-existence of two factors, though mutually determined is

not logically absurd, as it is attested in uncontradicted experience.

To take a concrete example, there is such mutual dependence

between a thing being a substance and being a substratum of

attributes. Now, the possession of attributes determines a thing

to be a thing and vice versa. Or, as in a triangle, the attributes

of triangularity and threesidedness are found to be co-existent and

mutually determined without any question of priority or posterity.

But this is not open to logical objection, as the relation, though

one of mutual implication, is not one of causality. The existence

of one is not brought about by the existence of another as a condi-

tion precedent. The two factors are co-existent as a matter of

logical necessity. Had this relation been one between an ante-

cedent and a consequent, it would have been a case of logical see-

saw. The existence of the individual implies the existence of

avidya, and this implication is logical and not causal. The two

factors are really aspects of the same thing, involved by an

equal logical necessity in the very meaning of it. Avidya and
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individuality are thus two co-existent facts logically involved in a

self-identical situation, and no question of priority or posterity,

therefore, arises.

Another objection is advanced against the position of Vacas-

pati regarding the causality of Brahman. Now, Brahman is

regarded as the substantive cause of the world-appearance by all

schools of Sankara Vedanta, and this is held to be possible by

the existence of a quasi-real principle, viz., Maya in and upon
Brahman. In fact, as we have made it clear, the world is but

the effect of Maya, and is regarded as the effect of Brahman

because Maya and Brahman are co-associated. According to

Vacaspati, Maya or avidya exists in jlva, and so the world as the

effect of this avidya should be regarded as the effect of jlva-

cum-maya.
But this will be in direct opposition to the accepted position

of Vedanta. Vacaspati in reply contends that the location of

Maya is immaterial. It is the substratum of the world-appear-

ance that should be regarded as the material cause. Maya,

though located in jlva, operates upon the substratum or Brahman

and focuses the world-appearance upon It. Vacaspati thus suc-

ceeds in bringing his position into line with the accepted doctrine

of the causality of Brahman
;
but that has been possible only by

virtue of a forced interpretation of the concept of material

causality (upadanata). A material cause is defined as not only the

substratum of the effect, but one that is possessed of productive

efficiency. In Vacaspati
1

s view, the productive efficiency cannot

be predicated of Brahman. So one important factor is lacking.

In this view, moreover, we are left no means or criterion by which

to distinguish between what should be a material cause proper and

a mere locus. For example, the ground surface, on which a

table rests, is a mere locus and not the cause. But in Vacas-

pati's interpretation, the locus should be regarded as the material

cause which is absurd.
1

1 Compare and contrast the position of Vijfianabhiksn who advocates the doctrine of

locative causation (vide, Chap. V),
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And the fatal objection is that Vacaspati reduces Vedanta

Philosophy to pure Subjectivism, and Solipsism is but one step

farther from it. The objective world may have an ontological

foundation in Brahman which rather serves as the silver screen of

the cinema show, but it has no extra-subjective status. For con-

sistency's sake, Vacaspati cannot believe in the existence of the

world when the individual ceases to perceive it, "Cessante

causa ccssat effectus
"

the cause having ceased to act, the effect

ceases also. Belief in the existence of other thinking subjects

does not improve matters. This would at most make the world

inter-subjective, and so far as the objectivity of the world and

its independent laws of existence and function are concerned, it

is only a blank. The Idealism of Vacaspati is perilously near

to the Subjective Idealism of the Vijfulnavadins and of Berkeley

and is thus exposed to all the consequences of their philosophy.

It should, however, be nok'd in fairness to Vacaspati that his

metaphysics is entirely different from the metaphysics of the

Buddhists and of Berkeley in more than one fundamental respect.

To be brief, Vacaspali is a Monist ; the individual selves are a

creation of eternal avidya and they have no independent existence

and are ultimately merged in the Absolute ; whereas the Subjecti-

vistic schools maintain the existence of a plurality of selves.

Another momentous difference from the Buddhistic Idealism

lies in the nature of the objective world. Though according to

Vacaspati the world is but a manifestation of avidya inherent

in the individual, this manifestation is made possible only be-

cause the Absolute serves as its background. In the Buddhist

account, the world is but an unfounded illusion. Vacaspati,

therefore, insists that though a creation of the individual's

ignorance, the world-appearance should be affiliated to the

Absolute Consciousness as its cause, as it cannot emerge without

such a substratum.
1 The individual and his ignorance rather

1
Cf.

"
Niradhistbanavibhranter abhavad atmano'stita I

gunyasyapi sasaksitvad anyatba noktir asya te II

"

Pancada6T, VI. 76.
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serve as an occasion and as a condition only ; but the world-appear-
ance becomes possible only because it is supported on the

Absolute. It would have been a purely subjective creation, if

the world could come into existence without the assistance of the

substratum. The causality of Brahman, therefore stands un-

shaken, as without it the individual avidya or vasanas are

absolutely impotent to bring the world into existence.
1

Before bringing this review of Vacaspati' s philosophy to a

conclusion, we feel it imperative in view of the paramount

position it occupies in the history of Vedanta that we should

go deeper into the meaning of material causation. Of course,

Isvara, i.e., Brahman, endowed with a cosmic Energy in the

shape of Maya, is regarded as the material cause of the world in

other schools of Monistic Vedanta, pre-eminently the Vivarana

school. And this conception of Brahman as creating the world

from Its own Self serving at the same time as its background,

makes the causality of Brahman more intelligible to our under-

standing than the conception of Brahman acting only as its

substratum, as Vacaspati maintains. But though this interpre-

tation holds good of personalised Brahman, it is absolutely in-

applicable with regard to the Impersonal Absolute. The Vivarana

cannot deny the causality of the Impersonal Absolute, But this

causality can be possible only in the sense of Its merely being the

substratum of the world-appearance. If it is maintained, as is

really done by Appaya Dlksita in his Siddhantalesasamgraha,

that Impersonal Absolute, divested of all relation with the cosmic

Energy, is not yet an accomplished fact, but would emerge only

after the exhaustion of the world-process with the emancipation

of all the individual jlvas, the view would be open to the

charge of another extremism. Vacaspati may be ridiculed for

making Personal God contingent upon the individual
; but the

other view makes the situation worse in making the Impersonal

Absolute a future contingency. In other words, Brahman,

1 Bhamati, under Jagadvacitva adhikaraga Br. Su. I. 4. 16-18.

8
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according to this view, would be an imperfect, rather a less perfect,

Being than the Impersonal Asolute, whom alone we can conceive

as the most perfect existence. Had the Personal God been a

perfect existence we would have no warrant to postulate the

existence of another Ultimate Impersonal Absolute.

Kalpataru's support to Vacaspati's position

Amalananda, the author of the Kalpataru, in his endeavour

to save Vacaspati from the charge of Subjective Idealism, seeks to

dispose of the theory of the conjunct causality of the jlva-cum-

maya ;

l and in doing so he evidently takes his stand on the theory

of many souls (Anekajlvavada) and not on the theory of one single

soul (Ekajivavada).

In order to do full justice to the view mentioned above, we

must first possess some acquaintance with the outline of the

doctrine of one soul. According to this theory, the individual

soul has three states of existence :

(a) The real jiva (paramarthika) which is Pure Conscious-

ness, destitute of all adjuncts.

(ft) The empirical jiva (vyavahcirika) which is consciousness

limited by the adjunct avidya only one in number.

(c) The illusory jiva (pratibhasika). These are mere

semblances of individuals reflections or limitations of the em-

pirical jivas in or by the internal organ. All the creatures of this

world are, therefore, pratibhasika jivas.

The empirical jiva of this view can be equated with

Isvara of the Vivarana. As according to the latter work, Perso-

nal God is the substantive cause, so here the empirical jiva (i.e.,

1 "
Yaj ja'Tatkartrtvam avagataip taaya ca Brabmano'nyatrasambbavad ity arthalj.

Jagatkartrivam anyatra Brabmano neti ghuyati I

Vacaspatav npalambham analocyocire pare II

*

Jivaj jajfie jagat sarvam eakaraijam iti bruvan I

Rgipan samanvayam jive na leje Vakpatih katbain ?
'

II iti
"

Adhi^hanarp bi Brahma na jivalj. Adhi^hane ca samanvaya ity anavadyam."

Kalpataru, N. S. Ed., pp. 403-11.
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its substratum consciousness) appears to undergo the change,
while the limiting adjunct Maya is the real material cause.

So we see that if the theory of one soul is resorted to, the

attempt made by the author of the Kalpataru to save Vacaspati

from the charge of Subjectivism, becomes futile. Even if the

theory of many souls is adhered to, the charge of pure Subjecti-

vism may somehow be subjected to the criticism put forward by
the author of the Kalpataru. But ultimately the causality of

Brahman is reduced only to a question of Its being the substra-

tum or background of the world-appearance. And hence our

criticism of Vacaspati stands unshaken, for all practical purposes.

The view of the Siddhantamuldavall : Brahman no

upadana at all : Maya the only material cause

The author of the Siddhantamuktavall resents the very idea

of attributing any kind of causal relation to Brahman, and

affirms that Maya alone is the material cause. Brahman is

really no substantive cause at all. When Brahman is screened

by Maya, it becomes extremely difficult to differentiate the one

from the other
; and so Brahman is popularly recognised as the

substantive cause.
1 The material causality attributed to

Brahman is, therefore, only secondary, as It is the locus of Maya
which is the real material cause of the world. This view, how-

ever, is closely analogous to the position of Vacaspati, as both

are agreed on the question of Brahman serving as the substratum

of the world-appearance. There is, however, a difference with

regard to the relation of Maya, which is an adjunct of Brahman

in the Siddhantamuktavall,
*

whereas Brahman is only the object

according to Vacaspati. Another difference lies in the nature

of Maya, which is an adjunct of individuals in Vacaspati 's view,

whereas in the Siddhantamuktavall it is an adjunct of Brahman,

1 "
Siddhantamuktavalikftas tu...mayaaktir eva upadanam, na Brahma...jagadupadana*

mayadhigthanatvena upacarad upadanam.** S. L. 8., p. 78.
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and so cosmic in character. But the most fundamental difference

seems to be that Brahman is here regarded as the substratum of

the world-appearance only through the medium of Maya, where-

as in Vacaspati's view It is directly the substratum, the Maya

having no locus standi in Brahman, being only an adjunct of the

individual self. The consequence becomes a serious difference

in outlook Brahman is the real cause, being the immediate

substratum according to Vacaspati. But the causality of Brah-

man, according to the Siddhantamuktavall is only metaphorical

and secondary, as it places the entire emphasis on the causality

of Maya.
The author of the Muktavali seems to take his stand on the

Vartika of Sure^vara,
1 whose view the author of the Advaita-

brahmasiddhi puts very clearly in the following manner :

'

It is true that Brahman is not the cause ;
but It has been

called the cause by mere courtesy ;
because It is the substratum

of Ma>a, which is really the material Ccnuse of the world.
2

These thinkers seem to feel that causality is a category that

can be applied to relative order only and cannot be attributed

to Brahman the Absolute.

1 "
Asya dvaitendrajalasya yad upiidanakaranam I

Ajfianam, tad upagritya Brahma karanam isyate II

"

Br. Var.,1.4. 871.

2 "
Jagatkara^adhisthanatvena karanalvopacarat ; tad uktarn

Brahmajfianaj jagajjanma Brahmapo'karanatvatah I

Adhisthanatvamatrefla karanam Brahma gfyate II

"

Advaitabrahmasiddhi, Bib. Ind., p. 177.



CHAPTER IV

THE DOCTRINE OF EMANCIPATION ATTENDANT ON THE

DOCTRINE OF CAUSATION

The question of individual release : The attainment of the

state of lvara Appaya Dlksita' s view

It would not be altogether irrelevant, we think, to refer to

the interesting theory of Appaya Dlksita (which we have already

hinted at while reviewing Vacaspati's position), which he has

been at great pains to establish in the concluding pages of the

Siddhantalesasamgraha. Appaya Dlksita maintains that Isvara

or qualified Brahman is virtually the only ultimate Reality exist-

ing up till now and the Transcendental Absolute (Nirguna Brah-

man) is yet an abstraction. So the problem of causality has

absolutely no reference to this Transcendental Entity and can be

explained only by reference to this Personal God. The Imper-

sonal Absolute, though not an object of pious hope is, however,

to all intents and purposes, simply non-existent. Appaya

Dlksita, however, holds out an assurance that the Transcenden-

tal Absolute will emerge after the exhaustion of the world-process

with the redemption of all personal selves.
1 So long, however,

a single soul is in bondage, the Rulership of the Personal

God will continue. This theory is too closely analogous to

the theory of Alexander, the famous English Philosopher,

who in his
'

Space, Time and Deity
'

maintains the thesis

that God is not yet in being, but will emerge after the perfection

1 "
Pratibirabo jlvab bimbasthaniya Idvarafy, ubhayanusyutaip guddhacaitanyam iti

pakge tu muktasya yavat sarvamukti sarvajfiatvasarvakartirtvasarve^varatvasatyakamatva-

digu^aparameSvarabhavapattir i^yate 3. L. 8., pp. 514-15.
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of the world-process. Alexander, however, does not believe

in the present Rulership of Personal God like Appaya Diksita.

However may that be, Appaya Diksita maintains consistently

with his theory that the emancipated individual soul finds its

unity with the Personal God and not with the Impersonal

Absolute, which is yet a potential existence. We shall not go

into a detailed examination of the aphorisms and other texts on

which he bases his precious theory. It may only suffice to

say that those aphorisms and texts are capable of an altogether

different interpretation with equal if not greater consistency, as

has been actually done by Acyutakrsiiananda, the commentator

of Appaya Diksita himself. It should be noted in this connection

that Appaya Diksita seems to follow the position of the Vivarana

in believing that Personal God is only the prototypal Conscious-

ness (Bimbacaitanya) and that there exists an infinite plurality

of souls. We have, however, very honest doubts whether the

position adopted by Appaya Diksita can be really fathered upon

the author of the Vivarana. It is hard for us to resist the im-

pression that Appaya Diksita in this matter has been very pro-

foundly influenced by the Saivadvaita Philosophy of which also

he was a celebrated exponent.
1

Apart from the merits of his logical interpretation of the

texts, this curious theory of Appaya Diksita leads to certain

logical difficulties. In the first place, it involves an invidious

distinction in the nature of Salvation attained by the different

individuals in course of time. The Emancipation of the last

individual will consist in establshing complete identity with the

Transcendental Absolute, and salvation of his predecessors will

be only an enjoyment of the sovereign rights and prerogatives of

the Personal God, identified as they will be with the Personal

Deity in the state of liberation. Another objection follows as a

corollary from this position. The individuals will be emancipated

1 Our conjecture is confirmed by a reference to the Sivadvaitanirnaya, sections

3.2351 to 3.2355, quoted in
' The Bhamati Catussutrl

'

(T. P. H. Oriental Series)

Introduction, p. xlvi,
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in succession and not all at once, and so the period of

their Isvarahood will vary in length of time. The earliest of

them will have to pass the greatest length of time in Isvarahood,

and the penultimate individual will have the shortest enjoyment
of this exalted position. Again, if the position that the emanci-

pated soul becomes identified with Personal Godhead, is accepted,

it will be open to damaging objections. It is the special prero-

gative of Isvara that He can assume any number of incarnated

forms to satisfy the demands of His worshippers. The emanci-

pated soul having no independent status apart from that of

Isvara, will then be subject to this contingency which is, how-

ever, expressly prohibited in the Upanisads. The emancipated
soul has no association with a body, and as such is free from

both pleasure and pain. It may, however, be maintained that

such incarnations are only illusory creations and as such do not

become a source of worry. Even if it is so amended it will go

against the verdict of logic and scriptural texts alike. The

Upanisad denies the subject-object relation in the state of Pure

Consciousness attained by an emancipated soul.
1

The entire issue can be clinched by the following dilemma :

Does the emancipated individual feel his continuity with

his previous unblessed condition or not ? The first alternative

is impossible ; because the emancipated individual has lost all

touch with his previous existence along with the disappearance of

his individualising upadhis. The individualisation was the result

of those limitations (upadhis) and the historic continuity of

personal identity is possible so long as the conditions responsible

for personalisation persist. The emancipated self has lost all

relation with his past history along with the loss of his person-

ality. The second alternative that the emancipated self does not

recognise his identity with his previous condition of bondage

virtually amounts to an admission of failure. This would mean

that the emancipated soul will remain ignorant of his past

1 "
Yatra tvasya sarvam atmaivabhufc tat kena kaip pa6yet

f>
Br, Up. IV. 6. 15.
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history and so will not share the Omniscience of Godhood. In

other words, the emancipated soul will be identified with God

only so far as His essential nature as Pure Unqualified Conscious-

ness is concerned. In that case, the emancipated condition will

be in no way different from the individual's identity with Pure

Consciousness, which is the position of those who maintain that

in emancipation the individual becomes one with the Transcen-

dental Absolute, which is above the condition of Isvarahood.

About the contention of Appaya Dlksita that his theory of

Emancipation represents the position of Sankara himself, it will

be sufficient, we hope, only to note that Sankara emphatically

denies all distinctions and gradations in the state of Final Salva-

tion, attained by the saving Knowledge of the identity of

Brahman and the individual. Gradations there are only in those

relative forms of salvation which are open to the worshippers

of Personal Godhood (Saguna-Brahmopasana). But such distinc-

tions are absolutely absurd with regard to the individual who

has received the Supreme Illumination. The contentions of

Appaya Dlksita, therefore, lack consistency and logic alike. It

may tickle the philosophic imagination as an ingenious curiosity,

but it cannot give the metaphysical satisfaction which all our

aspirations demand. Perhaps the Saiva influence is responsible

for this aberration on the part of so profound a Philosopher as

Appaya Dlksita was.

The postulation of Isvarahood is only a question of religious

necessity. We are going to take this point for a fuller

discussion.

Badarayana's views about the nature of Final Release

. Let us examine Badarayana's views about the nature of

Final Emancipation. He quotes two opinions of Jaimini *

1 " Brahmena Jaiminir upanyasadibhyaV' Br. Sfl., IV. 4.6, which may be tran-

slated as

"
By (a nature) like that of Brahman (the soul manifests itself) ; (thus) Jaimini (opines) ;

on account of reference and the rest,
1 *
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and of Audulomi,
1

the former holding that the jlva becomes in-

vested with the highest attributes belonging to Isvara, and the

latter, on the contrary, maintaining that it is a state of Pure

Consciousness unqualified by any attributes which are purely

fictitious. Each of the two Masters (Acaryas), however, regards

the views of the other to be absolutely incompatible with his

own. If the jlva takes the form of Brahman (endowed with the

exalted qualities), it cannot be Pure Consciousness at the same

time ;
and if it becomes Pure Consciousness, it cannot possess

any qualities. Badarayana
2 comes forward with the olive

branch in his hand and effects an easy compromise between the

two extreme views of Jairnini and Audulomi. He regards that

the exalted qualities arc not purely fictitious, but are superim-

posed on the Absolute by the individuated selves as a matter of

religious necessity. Audulomi declines to accept this position,

since according to him Pure Consciousness can never be the

substratum of ignorance, the two (Consciousness and ignorance)

being by their very nature opposed to each other. Now, to come

to the point, we may very naturally ask how Badarayana recon-

ciles these two conflicting views. Badarayana assures us that

Pure Consciousness can be accepted as the substratum of igno-

rance, inasmuch as it is the consciousness as reflected in vrtti

only that is opposed to ignorance, but not so the Pure Con-

sciousness,, as we have already shown.

Difference between Appaya Dlhsita and Ramanuja regarding
the question of individual release

Thus we find that both Appaya Dlksita and Ramanuja hold

that the attainment of the state of Isvara is the state of indivi-

dual release. While the former is of opinion that all the exalted

1 " Cititanmatrena tadatmakatvad ity Audulomih
"

Br. Sfl. IV. 4. 6." By the sole

nature of intelligence (the soul manifests itself), as that is its Self ; thus Aucjulomi (opines)/
2 " Evam apy upanyasat purvnbhavad avirodham Badarayanat

"
Br. Su. IV. 4. 7

11 Thus also, on account of the existence of the former (qualities), (admitted) owing to

reference and so on, there is absence of contradiction, (as) Badarayana (thinks).
"

9
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qualities (including even the power to create and dissolve the

universe) accrue to him in this state, since the individual

soul then attains the state of Brahman endowed with all the

exalted qualities (vide the view of Jaimini), the latter differs

from him in stating that the released soul exists inseparably

connected withlsvara (as a part of His Body) and possesses all His

qualities excepting the special prerogative of creating and destroy-

ing the universe. Thus while Ramanuja takes the aphorism

" With the exception of world-business (the released possess

all lordly power), (the Lord) being the topic (where world-

business is referred to), and the souls not being near (to such

business),"
1

to refer to the state of Ultimate] Kelease, -Appaya

Diksita, in conformity with Sankara's position, insists that the

limitations spoken of have reference to the state of relative

liberation (i.e., attainment of Isvarahood together with the

internal organ) invariably attained by the worshippers of the

qualified Brahman, as Sankara himself has explicitly stated.
2

The question of Final Release, according to Sankara, is discussed

in the aphorisms Br. Su. IV. 4. 1-7
; and he further thinks

that the topic of the prohibition of the world-business (Br. Sii.

IV. 4. 17) has no connection with it, since the latter topic deals

with the question of a lower order of release (saguna-mukti)

only.

Which of these two views retains the spirit of Jaimini ?

As regards the question, whether the released soul, accord-

ing to Jaimini, will possess all the qualities of Brahman (attribut-

ed to It on account of Its association with Maya), Appaya

1 "
Jagadvyaparavarjarri prakaraijad asannihitatvac ca" Br. Su. IV. 4. 17.

2 " Ye sagunaBrahmopade&it sabaiva inaoasa Isvarasayujyam vnijanti, ki*P tesaip

niravagraham ai^varyaiji bbavati, ahosvit savagrabarn iti aamnayah evatn prapte pathati

jagadvyaparavarjam iti
"

-San Bh. under Br. Su. IV. d. 17.
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Dlksita thinks that there is no positive proof that Jaimini seeks

to exclude a few special prerogatives (such as those of Creator-

ship, etc.,) from accruing to the released soul. That this* is

the opinion of Badarayana admits of no doubt. Kamanuja,

however, seeks to father the doctrine of limitations in salvation

upon Jaimini also. For this he takes the particular Sutra

(IV. 4.17) out of its context and reads it with the Sutra dealing

with Jaimini's view. But this is an altogether unwarranted

procedure, as it is obvious that the Sutra (IV. 4.17) opens a

different discourse, and he will be a bold man who will read in

it a backward reference. If this had been the intention of

Badarayana himself, he could have easily read the Sutra in

question in the context of Jaimini's view.
1

To conclude, we find that the Sutrakara is fully in favour

with the Advaita position that Brahman, as the substratum

of Maya, is the substantive cause of the world ; and that the

identity of the individual self with the Impersonal Absolute is

the state of Ultimate Release, though the Isvarahood may be

ascribed to it by the rest of the jlvas in bondage. But we should

advert to the necessity of caution in this connection.

The postulation of Tsvarahood is only a question of religious

necessity. It is rather in the nature of a concession to weaker

souls who cannot receive the highest Spiritual Illumination.

The theistic bias of Ramanuja is responsible for the confusion

of a religious issue with a purely philosophical one. Personal

Godhead has its necessity no doubt, and its justification in what
1 Here Thibaut questions in his

'
Introduction to the Translation of &ankara's commen-

tary' (S. B. E. f Vol. XXXIV, p. xix) on the Brahmasutras that if Bfidariiyana cites Jaimini

und Auijulomi as his authority on this topic, why does Sankara represent him as criticising

their views elsewhere (i.e., in the Sutras I. 4. 21, IV. 3. 12 etc.)? The reply of the Advai-

tins to the above query would be that even if a pcrtion of one doctrine be supported in ono

context, other portions of the same doctrine may be repudiated by the same author elsewhere

in a different context. There can be no binding rule that because Badarayana has given a

partial support to Jaimini's view in one of his Sutras (i.e.. IV. 4. 6), he should have to stick

to this support of Jaimini regarding other topics also. It is for this reason that we find

Jaimini's views refuted in several of Badarayana 's Sutras (viz. t III 2.40; III. 4. 2; III.

4. 18; etc.). To be precise, even in the present context, Badarayana docs not subscribe to

the position of Jaimini or Autjuloini, but holds that they contain only half truths.
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has been called by Kant ''Practical Reason," though in "Pure

Reason
"

it has no raison d'etre. Sankara's logical mind has

never allowed him to confound these two issues, which the

muddled logic of Theists has failed to keep apart.

Different types and stages of Emancipation in Sanhara's

school of Veddnta

The conception of Emancipation can be broadly classified

under two heads, regard being had to the question of ways

and means :

(a) In the first place, the relative forms of emancipation

which are attained by means of devotion to Personal Godhead.

(6) Secondly, the form of Emancipation achieved by trans-

empirical Knowledge.

The first kind is again capable of being subdivided into three

different types of salvation, the variations arising from the nature

of the object of worship :

(a) In the first place, there are worshippers of Hiranya-

garbha, the Demiurge, occupying a lower status than the

Supreme Creator Isvara. The powers of this Demiurge are

rather of a delegated nature, and in the hierarchy of created

beings, he is regarded as the first-born and the most exalted

person. Now those who successfully follow the path of his

worship, as prescribed in the Upanisads, are translated into the

abode of Hiranyagarbha by a graduated course of journey through

a hierarchy of blessed worlds as detailed in the Upanisads. Now,

the question arises whether these blessed souls who reach the

highest heaven are liable to a reversion to the cycle of trans-

migration. The answer to this question is not found on the

surface. There is of course a definite statement of Badarayana,

based on the text of the Upanisads that these blessed souls reach

their final union with the Highest Absolute after the cessation

of the particular cycle of creation along with Hiraijyagarbha
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when his term of office expires.
1 But Anandagiri explicitly

states that this holds good in the case of those spirits who worship

the Highest Personal God, technically called the Causal Brahman

(Karana Brahman), in and through His manifestation as the

Hiranyagarbha, technically known as the Effected Absolute

(Karya Brahman).

(6) Those who worship only Hiranyagarbha without any

reference to his Causal Background in Isvara are, however, liable

to revert to the world-order after the cessation of the existing

cycle of creation.
2 This state of blessed existence cannot be

strictly speaking called
'

salvation
'

in any sense. It is practi-

cally on a par with the periodic residence in lower heavens

attained by the worshippers of the particular rulers of these

minor regions. The reason for this difference of fate lies in the

fact that Ultimate Salvation can be achieved only through the

Supreme Knowledge of the identity of the self with the Absolute.

Now, the worshipper of Isvara under the form of Hiranyagarbha

has reached a state of spiritual progress which makes the dawn

of the saving Knowledge a matter of natural sequence, while

his less blessed companions revert to the world-order for their

spiritual deficiency, and failure to realise the unity of Hiranya-

garbha with Isvara.

(c) There is another category of blessed souls who worship

the Highest Personal God directly and without reference to His

lower forms of manifestation. Now, these persons, according to

Sankara, find union (though not oneness) with Isvara, and as a

consequence equally share with Him in all His glories and

blessedness, except the special prerogative of the world-business

(i.e., creation and the like), which exclusively belongs to Isvara.
3

Now, though it is the highest station in an individual's life,

1 "
Karyatyaye tadadhyak^ena sahatalj param abhidhanat

" " On the passing away
of the effected (world of Brahman) (the souls go) together with the ruler of that (world) to

what is higher than that; on account of scriptural declaration." Br. Su., IV. 3. 10.

8 " Imam iti viseanat anavrttir asmin kalpe. Kalpantare tvavrttir iti gucyate
lf

Anandagiri, Ch. Up. Bh.-Tlka, IV: 15. 5. A.S.8., pp. 236-37.

8 "
Jagadvyaparavarjam prakaranad asannihitatvac ca

*'
IV, 4. 17.
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consistent with the manifestation of his individuality, it is not

the supremest form of Salvation, which is possible only in the

merger of the individual into the Absolute Impersonal God.

This Supreme Salvation is open only to those who have received

the highest Spiritual Light and realised their unqualified unity

with the Absolute. But the worshippers of Personal Godhead

have got this privilege that they will reach beatitude in Final

Kelease as a matter of course.
1

They have not to pass through

the different heavens (which serve as different stations on the

way to the world of Hiranyagarbha) like the worshippers of

Hiranyagarbha, and also they are not limited within the juris-

diction of Hiranyagarbha, and are not in any way dependent

upon the fate of Hiranyagarbha for their release. So the

worshippers of Isvara reach a level of existence much higher and

much more perfect than those of Hirapyagarbha. But still it

is a lower state of perfection in comparison with the Final

Release which means absolute identity with Unqualified Brahman

in whom Maya the principle of limitation has no existence

at all.

We have fully discussed the theory of Salvation propounded

by Appaya Dlksita, and we have found that according to him the

highest form of practical salvation is the attainment of unqualified

identity with Personal Godhead. And the Supremest State of Sal-

vation implied in the identity with Impersonal Absolute is not

within the access of individuals so long as the world-order is not

exhausted. This Final Release can be reached only with the

Emancipation of the last individual self. We have already sub-

jected this theory to a critical examination and found it to be

riddled with inconsistencies. But the most damaging drawback

of this theory is that it makes the attainment of the Highest

Salvation a mere matter of chance over which neither Is'vara nor,

for that matter, the individual self identified with Him, has any

1 "
SaroyagdarSanavidhvastatarnasam tu nityasiddhanirvaijaparayananaip siddhaivana-

vfttilj. Tadafoayegaiva hi aaguna^aranaoam apy anavrttisiddhir ibi
"

&iA. Bh, under

the Sutra
4<

Anavfttifc labdad anavpttifc Sabdat "~Br. 8u. IV. 4. 22.
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,ontrol. The last soul is the luckiest of all ; because, he reaches

the Highest Salvation instantaneously, and he owes his good
fortune to mere accident,.

This attainment of unqualified Tsvarahood, Appaya DJksita

thinks, is accessible only to those who have received the highest

Spiritual Illumination. About the saguna worshippers of I^vara,

he is in thorough agreement with Saukara that their salvation

consists in the attainment of the glories and powers of God minus

His Cosmic Activities.
1

Thus it is evident that the aphorism
Cc And on account of the indications of equality of enjoyment

only,"
2-

refer to a lower form of relative salvation only and not to the

Supremest Form of Emancipation ; because, the individual soul,

in the state of Ultimate Release, does not retain its character as

a knowing subject. The knowledge of self (ahambuddhi) dis-

appears, since the limiting condition (i.e., the internal organ

which is a product of the avidya belonging to each individual

self) 'is also destroyed.

But according to Ramanuja and other sectarian commenta-

tors, these Sutras unmistakably point to the state of Final Eman-

cipation ;
and they affirm that the individual soul, as a part of

Brahman, retains its self-sense even in the released condition.

The basis of this fundamental difference lies in the accept-

ance and non-acceptance of the reality of the individual selves.

The Advaitins regard the individual souls as unreal, as the

limiting condition (i.e., antahkarana the internal organ) is false,

being but a product of individual nescience. The followers of

Ramaiiuja, on the other hand, posit the jivas as real retaining

their self-consciousness.

1
"...tesaip ParameSvarena bho^asamye'pi...3akalajagatsrstisaipharadiavatantryalaka-

naip na niravagraham aisvaryam, muktanarp tu nibaandhibandham Isvambhavam prapta*

narp tat sarvam iti inahato vteesasya sadbbavat
"

S. L, S., pp. 614-17.

3
"Bhogamatrasamyalingac ca" Br. Su. IV. 4. 81,
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The doctrine of causation in the Sruti

The Sutrakara, while aphorising
'

"(Brahman is that) from which the origin, etc. (i.e., the

subsistence, and dissolution), of this (world proceed),
1

and

"
(Brahman is) the material cause also, on account of (this view)

not being in conflict with the promissory statements and the

illustrative instances,
2

lays much stress on the Upanisad passages
" That from whence these beings are born, that by which,

when born, they live, that into which they enter at their death,

try to know that. That is Brahman...From Bliss these beings

are born; by Bliss, when born, they live; into Bliss they enter

at their death,
8

and,

"
As, my dear, by one clod of clay all that is made of clay

is known, the modification (i.e., the effect the thing made of

clay) being a name merely, which has its origin in speech, while

the truth is that it is clay merely,"
1

which clearly indicate the nature and characteristics of the Uni-

versal Cause Brahman.

The first passage declares the cause to be the Almighty

Being whose essential nature is eternal Bliss. Other passages

also may be adduced which declare this cause to be One whose

1 "
Janmadyasya yatali "/bid., I. 1. 3.

* "
PrakrtiS ca pratijnadrstantanuparodhat

"
Br. Su. I. 4. 23.

3 "
Yato va imani bhutani jayante, yena jatatii jlvanti anandam Brabmeti vya;anat,

anandaddhyeva khalv imani bhutani jayante, anandena jatani jlvanti, anandam prayanty

abhisarpvianti
"

Tai. Up. III. 1-6.

* 4< Yatha somyaikena mrtpincjena sarvaip mrnnaayaiu vijnatarp syad vacararabhanani

vikaro namadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam...sa adeSo bhavatlti
lf

Ch. Up. VI. I. 4-6. This

passage calls clay, iron, etc., to be true. But this does not clash with the Advaita position

of the doctrine of Illusory Causation. The reality of clay, iron, etc., by way of illustration,

only implies the reality of the material cause and the falsity of the effects.
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essential nature is eternal purity, intelligence and freedom. That

Brahman is omniscient we have been made to infer from It

being shown that It is the cause of the world. The Upanisads

have declared It to be so (i.e., of the nature of Consciousness) for

hundreds of times. And to confirm this conclusion, the Sutra-

kara, too, continues as follows :

"
(The omniscience of Brahman follows) from Its being

the source of Scripture."
l

The origin of a body of Scripture possessing the quality of

omniscience cannot be sought elsewhere but in omniscience itself.

It is generally seen that the person, from whom some special

body of doctrine referring to a particular branch of knowledge

only originates (e.g., Grammar from Panini), possesses a more

extensive knowledge than his work, comprehensive though it

be. What idea, then, shall we have to form of the Supreme
Omniscience and Omnipotence of the Great Being, Which in

sport, as it were, easily as a man breathes, has produced the

vast mass of the sacred texts, known as the Vedas, the mine of

all knowledge.
2 Thus from the Upanisads, Brahman, the

Universal Cause, is known to be the plenum of Joy-Existence-

Consciousness (Sac-cid-ananda).

The second passage (Chandogya Upanisad)
"

as clay they
are true" asserts the cause only to be true, while the phrase
"
having its origin in speech" declares the unreality of all effects.

The plain meaning of the passage is that if the true nature of a

lump of clay is known, there are known thereby all things made

of clay, such as jars, dishes, pots, etc., all of which agree in

having clay for theirt rue nature. These modifications or effects

are names only, exist through or originate from speech only,

while in reality there exists no such thing as a modification. In

so far as these are individual effects distinguished by names they

are untrue. In so far as these are clay they are true. This

1 "
Sastrayonitvat

"
Br. Su. I. 1. 8.

1 8a. Bh. under Br. Su. I. 1.8. N.S. Ed., pp. 95-99.

10
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parallel instance is given with reference to Brahman; applying th<

expression ""having its origin in speech
"

to the case illustrate*

by the instance quoted, we understand that the entire body o

effects has no real existence apart from Brahman, the Universa

Cause, the only Ultimate Reality.
1 Hence from the Upanisads

Brahman is known to be the apparent or illusory cause of th

world-appearance.

Let us now go back to an earlier period to see whether th<

Vedic Sarnhitas give us any light on the topic. This interestinj

topic is discussed in the celebrated
'

Nasadlya
'

hymn of th

Rgveda (X. 129), also quoted in the Taittirlya Brahman

(II. 8. 9).
" We find in this hymn a representation of the mos

advanced theory of creation. First of all there was no existen

or non-existent. The existent in its manifested aspect was no

then. We cannot on that account call it the non-existent, fo

it is positive being from which the whole existence arrives. Th
first line., brings out the inadequency of our categories. Th
absolute reality which is at the back of the whole world canno

be characterised by us as either existent or non-existent. W
cannot express what it is except that it is. Such is the prims

unconditioned groundwork of all being."
2

In this hymn the origin of creation is sought after in th

form of a riddle and its answer :

c< Whence (i.e., from what efficient cause) (it) has bee:

produced, whence (i.e., from what material cause) is this man:

fold creation ?" 8

The answer is that there was
' Darkness

'

in th

beginning

* "In the beginning (of creation) Darkness was then

l SaA Bh. under Br. Su. II. 1. 14. N. S. Ed., pp. 454-57.

l Kadbakrishnan, Ind. Phil., Vol I, p. 101, First edition.

3 " Kuta ajata kuta iyaqi visr^" KV. X. 139 6,
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(the whole world) was hidden by Darkness indistinguishable

(i.e., unmanifested as it was in the form of a germ)."
l

Darkness (Tamas) is to be explained here as the internal

darkness of ignorance (i.e., Maya or Avidya), endowed with the

power of concealment. Thus the Nasadiya hymn, while hinting

at the solution of the riddle put forward by itself, only justifies

the position of Suresvara's Vartika and that of the Siddhanta-

muktavall, which hold that the causality ascribed to Brahman is

only secondary (aupacarika), while that of Maya is primary. In

the above Samhita text we get the following passage :

"
All that was on all sides (the entire created world) was

covered with (the Darkness) which was unreal (i.e., neither

existent nor non-existent false) ; (from it) that (world) evolved

through the power of thinking (about the creation) (on the part

of the Supreme Being),"
2

which clearly states that Brahman was the one Ultimate Reality

covered by the darkness of ignorance which is unreal (tuccha),

and from which the world-order evolved through the power of

thinking (or desire) on the part of the intelligent Reality.

Hence Maya is primarily the material cause of the world and

Brahman is secondarily so, as It is the substratum of Maya.
But there is yet another passage in the same hymn, which

seems to controvert the position stated above :

"
The objective world (together with its material cause

Maya) is of a lower order, and the (Conscious) Guiding Principle

(i.e., the Absolute) is of a higher order/'
3

1 " Tama fcsit tamasi. gtilham agre'praketam" Ibid., X. 129.3. Cf. Manusaiphita
" A sid idam tamobhutam aprajflatara alaksa^ain I

Apratarkyam anirdeSyam prasuptam iva sarvatafc II

'

1.5.

2 Tucchyenabhv apihitam yad aslt

Tapasas tan mahinajayataikam" RV. X. 126.3.

The Tait. Br. reads-
1 ' Tamasas tan mabina

"
which means that Brahman was the

only fundamental unity covered by Tamas which was unreal (tuccha), and from it the world

evolved.

" Svadha avastat prayatifc parastat" RV. X. 129. 6.
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This passage declares that both Maya (Svadha) and Brah-

man (Prayati) are the material causes of the world. Of the

two, Maya is to be regarded as the lower (i.e., secondary) cause ;

Brahman is the higher (i.e., primary) cause. Almost all the

Advaita sub-schools
1

are not very particular about ascribing

the primary causality to Brahman, as they are only eager to

establish It as the plenum of Joy, Existence and Consciousness,

which are Its essential features (svarupalaksana).

In winding up this discussion, we think it necessary to

observe that the question of primacy or subordination is only

a matter of emphasis. The undeniable fact remains that even

in the Vedic speculations the necessity of co-operation between

two factors, viz., Spirit and Energy, is regarded as indispens-

able for all creation. It is noteworthy that the element of

Energy which is characterised as Non-Being or Darkness

(Tamas) is expressly stated to be an unsubstantial adjunct

(tuccha). We shall not perhaps be making a too bold assump-

tion if we are inclined to hold that this characterisation of the

non-spiritual factor in creation as an unsubstantial fiction is

perhaps the precursor of the celebrated Doctrine of Maya as

developed in Saftkara's Philosophy of Vedantic Monism.

1
Excepting the Bhamati school which denies Maya to be the real material cause,

Vacaspati emphasizes the point of making Brahman Itself the primary substantive cause,

as he contends that Pure Consciousness can never be the object of knowledge and that the

Absolute cannot be intuitively known by means of Sabda only (Advaitasiddhi jadatvani-

rukti). He asserts that the Sastras teach us about the lower Brahman, associated with

Maya or vrtti. So according to him, Brahman concealed by Maya, is the material cause of

the world, as also the cause of jlva/s bondage. When Maya is dispersed by vftti, which

takes the place of the former, Brahman, determined by vftti (Brahmakara vrtti), becomes

the cause of release.



CHAPTEK V

THE CONCEPTION OF THE CAUSALITY OF BRAHMAN IN THE SISTER

SCHOOLS of VEDANTA

Advaitins and Vijndnabhiksu

The position of the Advaitins, as interpreted in the Vartika

of Suresvara and in the Siddhantamuktavall, appears to be

analogous to the position of Vijnanabhiksu, who also regards

Brahman to be the substantive cause, as It is the locative of the

product. This position of the Monists differs fundamentally,

however, from that of Vijnanabhiksu, inasmuch as Bhiksu never

questions the reality of the effect anywhere. But the author of

the Vartika or of the Muktavali, in calling Brahman the sub-

stantive cause (as It is the substratum of Maya), only asserts the

phenomenal character of the product. We should like to point

out in this connection that if Bhiksu would only admit the

phenomenality of the world and the function of concealment

belonging to Prakrti, his view would become closely analogous

to, if not identical with, the view of the Monists. This

point we are going to take up for a detailed discussion later on.

Advaita and Vitistadvaita

This view of the Monists seems to approach very near the

view of Earnanuja also, with the exception that like Eamanuja
the Monists never regard Brahman as subject to transformation

either by Itself or through Its association with Maya, and they

never deny Maya its veiling power. Now the question is to be

considered whether Maya is to be admitted as co-eternal with
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God in the capacity of His body or is to be regarded as in-

definable (anirvacanlya) or false (mithya) possessing the function

of concealment. Kamanuja depends on the former view, while

Sankara adopts the latter. Ramanuja thinks that Maya cannot

conceal Brahman which is self-luminous Pure Consciousness,

while Sankara is emphatic on this possibility. We had occasion

to touch this question in connexion with our discussion of the

epistemology of perception.

Thus, unlike Ramanuja, the majority of the Advaitins

(excepting the authors of the Vartika and the Siddantamuktavali)

holds that Brahman is primarily the apparent or illusory cause

(vivartopadana).

The position is this :

In both the Advaita and the Vi^istadvaita systems Brahman

is regarded as the identity of the efficient and the material

cause (abhinnanimittopadana). But while Ramanuja holds

that Brahman is the substantive cause, because Its body

(Prakrti) is the primary material cause Sankara thinks

that Brahman Itself is independently the illusory or apparent

cause.

The position of Bhaskara

Bhaskara, on the contrary, after establishing Brahman as

the identity of the efficient and the material cause, affirms that

Brahman is Itself the really changing material cause. Prakrti

denotes the energy (6akti) of Brahman. Bhaskara is of opinion
1

that Brahman in creation spreads out Its creative power (maya-

gakti), and this radiation of energy is looked upon as the trans-

formation of Brahman, though Its integrity ever remains un-

affected. According to Bhaskara, Brahman is possessed of a

1 Bhaskara declares himself to be a follower of Upavarsa :

"
Kafc punar atra 6abdo'i

bhipreta^? Varijatmako lokaprasiddber Upavarsacaryagamac ca" Bhas. Bh., Ben. Ed.,

p. 62.
"
Prathamapade pratyaksadipriraanyanirupanaip codanaprama^yasiddbyartbam yat

tad udake vi&rQaip ayad, Upavarg&caryaaya fiastrasampradayapravartakasyanuvaicitryaip

kjrtam evaip vijfianavaicitryam "Ibid., p. 124.
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twofold energy, viz., (i) the spiritual energy (bhoktrsakti), which

is transformed into individual souls as cognising subjects ; (ii) the

material energy (bhogyasakti), which is transformed into cognis-

able objects as Space and the like.
1

Ramanuja, on the other hand, holds that Prakrti is inde-

pendently transformed and Brahman, too (as an organic whole

consisting of the souls and matter in inseparable association), is

regarded to have undergone the change, as the changing Prakrti

is the body of the changeless Brahman. Since the body cannot

be separated from the spirit, the two are regarded as one identity

and so the change is predicated of the whole and as such of

Brahman.

Kumarila, in his Slokavartika,
2 seems to repudiate the view

of Upavarsa about the transformation of Pure Eternal Con-

sciousness into the impermanent material world, on the ground
of its breach of the law of homogeneity between cause and

effect. Bhaskara, however, takes his stand on the authority of

the Sruti and holds Brahman to be both eternal and at the same

time the changing material cause.
3

Kurnarila's views, too,

cannot be said to be final on the point ; since he contradicts

himself saying that change and permanence are not conflicting,

if the underlying unity is not destroyed.
4

Though the Self

undergoes occasional changes partially, the central unity

1 "
Apracyutasvarupaaya ^aktiviksepalaksa^alj I

Pari^amo yathft tantunabhasya patatantuvat II

"
Ibid., p. 98.

".Tadananyatvatn ity atra casmftbhir uktaip 6aktivik9epalaksanalji parinama iti; IiSvamsya

dve daktl bhavato bhogyadaktir eka bhoktrsaktis* capara ; bhogya^aktes* ca eakaSadirupeija-

cetanapaririamapatter bhoktrSaktifc sa, cetana jivarupenavati^hate
>f

Ibid., p. 105.

2 "
Purusasya ca 6udcLhasya naSuddha vikrtir bhavet "Slokavartika, Benares Ed.,

p. 662, Sambandhaksepaparihara, verse 82.

3 " Smtes tu Sabdamulatvat
"

Br. Su. H. 1.27, Bhas. Bh.

4
"
Nftnityasabdavacyatvam atmano vinivaryate I

Vikriyftmatravacitve na by ucchedo'sya tftvatft II

Syatara atyantana^e'sya krtana^a'krtSgamau I

Na tvavastbantarapraptau loke balayuvadivat I
"

Si. \7

ar. Atmavada, 61s. 22-81, pp. 694-96.
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ever remains undisturbed ; and hence there is no fear of its total

extinction (uccheda).

In the same way, too, Bhaskara justifies his own position.

On the authority of the Revealed Text and the aphorism
1

where Brahman is expressly stated as undergoing change

(parinama), he holds that Brahman is at once changing and

eternal. And the examples of clay and the like, which are really

changing substances, are in his favour. Dr. Ghate observes : "The
illustrations of clay and its product are distinctly in favour of

the pariflamavada (and makes it difficult to deduce the vivarta-

v&da)."
2

The reply of the Advaitins to the above also deserves our

attention. The Monists contend that the term
'

clay
*

in the

illustration (cited in the Chandogya Upanisad passage) stands

for the cause in general, but not for the formative cause alone.

The reason for such a contention is this : The Sruti text, in

stating
'

the clay alone is real
'

emphasises the reality of the

material cause only ; and this is possible only from the view-point

of illusory causation, since in the doctrine of formative causation

both the cause and the effect are regarded as equally real. Hence

Safikara bases his doctrine of apparent causation on the authorita-

tive statements of the Sruti ; and his doctrine alone is really in

accordance with the central doctrine of the Upanisads, as Thibaut

has very clearly shown. 8

Bhaskara and Sankara

The main difference between Bhaskara and $ankara is this :

Brahman Itself is the substantive cause 4
in both the systems.

While Bhaskara regards It as the cause that really undergoes

change, Saftkara posits It as a cause that does not really trans-

form, but only appears to change.

Br. Su. I. 4.26.

* Ghate, The Vedanta, p. 81.

3 8. B. E., Vol. XXXIV, p. cxxvi.

4 The term '

upadftna
'

is common to both 'pari^amop&dana
'

and 'vivartopadana.'
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The position of Nimbarka

Nimbarka, who likewise advocates the theory of the

transformation of Brahman, has practically adopted the

same view as that of Bhaskara. The followers of the Nimbarka

school admit that mere arguments can never convince anj body
of this apparently self-contradictory conclusion that Brahman

undergoes a real change and at the same time Its permanent

character remains unimpaired. It is entirely on the Sruti texts

and the aphorism of Badarayana (already referred to above) that

they base their conclusions.
1 The transformation of Brahman

does not imply the change of Its nature, but merely the radiation

of Its power.
2 Kesava Kasmlrin, in his Vedantakaustubhaprabha,

clearly distinguishes between two different kinds of transforma-

tion :

(a) Transformation consisting of a real change of nature

(svarnpaparinama) ,
and

(6) transformation implying a change brought about by the

radiation of energy (gaktiviksepalaksanaparinama). The first

kind of transformation is accepted by the Sankhyas as their con-

clusion, since they advocate the self-evolution of an independent

Prakrti, not controlled by Brahman. The second kind of trans-

formation is admitted by the followers of the
*

Aupanisada
'

(Vedanta) Philosophy.
8

According to them, Brahman (i. e., Sri

Purusottama) transforms His own Self in the shape of this world

1 " Na tavat tarkabalenasmakam Brahmapari^amabhyupagamab ; api tu
'

svayam
fttrnftnam akuruta

' '

atmakjrtet pari^ainat
'

ityadisrutinyayftbhyam jti
"

-Devacarya.

Siddhantajahnavl, Ben. Ed., p. 115.

2 "...Brahma svafoktiviksepen* jagadakararn svatmSnaip pari^amayya avyakrtena

svarupena Saktimata krtimata parinataip eva bhavati "Nimbarka, Vedantaparijatasaura-

bha, Blind. Ed., p. 356. "...sarvajflab sarvaaktir apracyutasvarupab paramatma evat-

makasvadiii^hitaDijaiaktivi^epe^a jagadakararp'svatnjanaip pari^amayati
"

Srinivasacarya,

VedantakauBtubha, same ed., p. 357. "...vastutas tu ^aktiviksepasya parin&ma^abdena

vivak^itasya BrabmasvarupapariQamanabhyupagaman na. nityadrutivirodhagaudho*pi
"

Siddhantajahnavi, p. 116.
"
Parin^mab ^aktivik^epa eva "/bid., p. 117.

3 By the term *

Aupanisad-is,* evidently Kenva Ka^mirin refers to his own school,

since this doctrine is not unanimously accepted by all schools of Vedanta.

u
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by the radiation of His own natural power which is co-eternal

with Him, and is ever present in Him. But in course of the

radiation of His energy, His real nature remains unimpaired

(apracyutasvarupa, nirvikara). The Sruti text is the only autho-

rity on this point.
1

This radiation of Divine Energy is elsewhere described as

agitation (ksobha) in the nature of the Supreme Being. Prof.

Radhakrishnan has very clearly defined it :

" The Sakti of

Brahman is the material cause of the world, and the changes of

Sakti do not touch the integrity of Brahman/' 2

Devacarya

has explained it further clearly transformation is but the

manifestation of its subtle natural powers and the products con-

tained in them in their subtler forms ; or in other words, we

call Brahman the material cause in the sense that It enables

Its natural powers or energies (s'aktis, viz., cit and acit in

their subtle forms) to be manifested in their gross forms. 8

Brahman, again, is the efficient cause, inasmuch as It is

instrumental in bringing about the union of the conscious in-

dividual selves (possessing the attribute of contracted know-

ledge) with the fruits of their actions and the means of enjoy-

ing these fruits of actions (body, etc.). Thus the creation of

the universe is nothing more than the manifestation in gross

forms of what previously existed in subtle forms, and that is

eventually a sort of transformation.
4

Brahman, therefore, is

both the efficient and the material cause of the world.*

1 KeSava KaSmirin, Vedantakaustubhaprabba, Brind. Ed., pp. 358-59.

2 Radhakrishrun, lad. Pbil., Vol. II, p. 759.

3 "
Tatropadanatvam nama paraparaksetraksetrajfiadipadarthabhutasvabhavikmaip

suksraavasthapannanarp saktinarp tattadgalasadrupakaryanaip stMlataya prakaSakatvam"

Si. Ja., p. 121.
*

* "
Nirnifctatvaip ca svasvanadikarmasaqiskaravafSibhutafcyantasankumtabhogasmara-

$anarhajfianadharraanara cetananaip karmapbalabbogarhajfianaprakafena tattatkarma-

phalafcattadbhogasadbanaih
eaba yojayitrtvam "Ibid., p. 121.

5 "
Prakrtir upadanakaranain cakaran nimitfcakaranam ca Paramatmaiva." Nim. Bb.,

p. 314. "...nimittatvam upadanatvam ca Brahmapa amnanad Brabmaivobhayarupam" Ibid.,

p. 355.
" Brahmaiva nimittam upadanarp ca" Ibid., p. 356 ; also, vide, pages ,'M5-46 and 848-

60.'
" Tat siddhaip jagadabhinnanimittopadanatvaip Brahmai?o laksaijam" Si, Ja., p. 117.
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Bhaskara and Nimbarka

Both Bbftskara and Nimbarka agree on this fundamental

point that Brahman is the identity of the efficient and the sub-

stantive cause
;
but they differ in some other important details :

(i) Like the Monists, Bhaskara holds that though the indi-

vidual self is by nature (svabhavika) extensive (vyapaka) in si/e

(since by nature it is non-different from Brahman), it has the

atomic size due to its limitations (upadhis, i.e., body, etc.).
1

Nimbarka, on the other hand, follows Eamanuja in assuming the

reality of its atomic size only.
2

(ii) According to Bhaskara, the non-difference alone is

natural, but the difference is due to the limiting adjuncts. In

this respect, Bhaskara's view seems to be at first sight analogous

to the view of the Advaitins. But while the Advaitins hold that

the non-difference alone is real and the difference is false

(because the limitations are false), Bhaskara maintains that

both the difference and the non-difference are equally real

(because, according to him, the limiting adjuncts are not unreal).

But though real, the limitations are not natural; and conse-

quently the difference, due to limitations, is liable to dispersion

at the time of salvation.
3

Nimbarka, on the contrary, asserts

that both the difference and the non-difference are natural and

equally real.
4

1 "Tad idam aupadhikam anutvarp jivasyato dra9tavyam...jyayastvarp tu mjaip rupam"

Bhas. Bh.,pp. 135-37.

2 "
Jfianasvarupani ca Harer adhinam tforlrasainyogaviyogayogyam I

Alburn hi jivam pratidehabbinnam jflatj-tvavantam yad anantam ahuh" II

Quoted in Si. Ja., pp. 56-57.

3 "
Jivaparayos ca svabbaviko'hhedah, aiipadhikas tu bhedaji, sa tannivrttau nivar-

tate" Bbas. Bh., p. 243.
"
Upadbikrtabhedas tu Bo'bhedahhavanayapaniyate, agnisainpar-

ke^ieva kanakagatainalaaya" Ibid., p. 221.

4
"...variyaatvaqi 8vabhavikabbedabhedarnatasyaiva laghavat" Si. Ja., p. 41. Also

vide tbe com. on '

atha kimprakarakarp tad Hralima....aupadhikabbedaSrayatp va, jagadaty-

antabhinnam vft, tadatyantabbinnam va, cetanacetana^arlrakatveDa tadvi^is^im va, svabba-

vikabhedabhedadbikaranam va" Ibid., pp. 29-30. In tbeac pages (29-4;)), Devacarya criti-

cises the views of Sankara (Mayavadin), Bhaskara, Rainanuja and Madbva. The differ-

ence is not incompatible with non- difference. Brabman is tbe controller and tbe world ia tbe
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(Hi) Again, while Bhaskara considers the co-ordination of

knowledge and action as the essential means of liberation, Nim-

barka disagrees saying that the knowledge of Brahman alone

can lead us to salvation.
1

Nimbarka and Ramanuja

Ramanuja holds that the relation between Brahman and the

world is the same as the relation between the soul and the body.

Nimbarka differs and characterises the relation as that existing

between the governor and the governed. In regarding the world

as an attribute of Brahman, Ramanuja accepts more the prin-

ciple of identity than that of difference, though according to

him this identity is not absolute but is qualified (visista). But

Nimbarka claims an independent viewpoint. To him the identity

and the difference are equally real. If there be no difference

between the attributes (both conscious and non-conscious) and

their possessor as also among the attributes themselves, there is

every possible chance of intermixture of the three. Brahman,

the governing guiding principle, is, therefore, independently

existent (svatantrasattva), while the world has no such indepen-

dent existence (tattantrasattva). Herein lies the secret of simul-

taneous difference and non-difference.
2

Vijftanabhiksu s position

VijnSnabhiksu, the celebrated author of the Vijiianamrta-

bhasya of the Brahmasutras and the Saiikhyapravacanabhasya

controlled. So they are different in their respective nature and attributes
" Brahmanas

cetanacetanayos" ca svarupena bhedafo, itaretaratyantavilaksanatvat . evam eva tasya tayos* ca

sarvfttmatvasarvaniyantftvasarvavyapakatvasvatantrasattvasarvadharatvadiyogena Brahmat-

makatTataoniyAmyatvatadvyapyatvatattantrasattvaparadheyatvadiyogena cabbedak
"

Si. Ja. ,

P. 4*:

1 "Brahmajnanasya ca niratiayanantaphalakatvanicayat" Ibid., p. 18. Also vide

Bhas. Bh., p. 2.

*
"...api ca cetanacetanaBrahmadvaitabbyupagame'pi Brahmana cetanacetanahhyaip

bhedab, tayos* ca parasparabhedab svabbaviko'bhyupagantavyalj...anyatba svabhavasan-

kar> apraaaktilji ; evam bhedam upy angikrtya punar vi^ta&gikaratmakagauravad vari-

y8tvain BvabhavikabhedabhedamataByaiva laghavat "Si. Ja., pp. 4844.
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of the Satikhyasiitras, strikes out a wonderfully original path in

commenting on the Brahmasutras. He calls Brahman the

locative cause (adharakaraoa) ; and in, the capacity of a locus

Brahman is the substantive cause of the world. Accordingly he

points out that practically there can exist no such system as

would reasonably admit Brahman to be the efficient cause

alone.

Brahman the locative cause of the universe

Bhiksu observes that like the changing material cause even

the locative cause also should be regarded as the cause of the

effect. Now, what are the characteristics and functions of this

locative cause ? The answer is that the locus of the changing

material is a locative cause, inasmuch as the changing material

cause exists, before the process of differentiation commences,

in an undifferentiated condition in the locus, and also because

it is supported and grounded in it. The material cause can work

only because it has its support in the locus. So Brahman being

the locus of Prakrti (Primordial Matter) is the locative cause of

the world-process, because It is the ground and support of Prakrti

all throughout, no matter whether It undergoes differentiation or

exists in Its undifferentiated state.
1

Now, non-distinction or

non-separation of Prakrti from Brahman is a relation sui generis
2

like the relation which exists between a thing and its character

of being a locus, etc. Such relations are practically speaking

one-termed. To take a concrete case,
'

a red rose
*

is a proposi-

tion in which the relation between the attribute and the substan-

tive is one of inherence. But the rose as a thing-in-itself and in

1 " Kim punar adhi^thanakara^atvam ? ucyate tad evadbithanakarai>ara yatravi-

bhaktain yenopagtabdham ca sad upadanakaraQain karyakftrena pari^amate, yatba sargadau

jalavibhaktab parthivasukgmaip^aa tanmatrakhyab jalenaivopa{ambhat pjthivyakarena

pariflamatita ity ato jalain mahaprthivya, adhisthanakarapam
"

Vij. Bh., Ben. Ed., p. 32.

l " Sambandhantarena vi&rtapratitijanauayogyatvam
"

Nyayakos.a. Svarupasam-
bandha (or tbe relation sui generis) baa been very properly defined as tbe relation which

must be held to exist in a case where determinate knowledge or judgment

could not be effected by any other relation (samavaya or saipyoga).
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its character as a substantive is not a self-identical concept,

though the difference is not numerical. In such cases where

numerical difference is lacking and still the concept of a relation

arises, the relation is regarded as one of numerical identity.

The rose in itself is not anything different from its being a sub-

stantive so far as the question of numerical identity is concerned.

But still the difference is discernible and so the relation is

posited. The relation of Brahman and Prakrti ultimately will

transpire to be of this nature. It is of the nature of extreme

non-differentiation due to an absolutely inseparable association

of the two, and is responsible for the perception of unity between

two distinct things (say, for example, milk and water). So

though the effect can be affiliated to the locus as its cause, still

the locus cannot be regarded as the changing material cause of

the same. The material cause, properly speaking, is that in

which the effect inheres. In other words, the inherent cause is

the transforming material, and the locative cause is looked upon
as a cause only by virtue of the peculiar relation existing between

the locus and the inherent material. The thing is this : When
the non-differentiation of the product is due to the relation of

inherence (samavaya) between the cause and the effect, we find

a case of the formative cause (parinamopfidana). A piece of

cloth is perceived to be non-different from the mass of threads

that make it up. Here the relation between the threads and the

cloth is one of inherence. Hence the mass of threads is to be

regarded as the changing material cause or formative cause of

the piece of cloth. But when the non-differentiation is due to

the mere non-separation of the real material cause from the

apparent cause at hand, we get a case of the locative cause only.

Thus, according to Bhiksu, water is said to be the cause of the

earth in this sense. Properly speaking, we cannot logically call

water the real material cause of the earth in the same sense as

clay is said to be the material cause of the jar. The question

arises then how can it be called an upaddna at all ? Bhiksu' s

answer is rather curious. Fine particles of the super-subtle
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element (tanmatra) constituting the earth existed in an un-

divided form in water at the time of the creation of the earth.

These fine particles of Prthivitanmatra gradually transformed

themselves into this gross element earth. The relation that

existed between these fine particles of subtle earth and water was

not one of inherence, but one of non-separation merely Hence

we can easily justify the purport of the Upanisad passage
'

Out

of water originated the earth/ Of course, water cannot be the

immediate cause of the earth; since the Sruti states that the

subtler elements are the causes of the grosser elements ; and the

argument that the heterogeneity of nature is detrimental to causal

relation, adds a greater force to this Sruti passage. In this way
it is assumed that the elements sky, etc., are the causes of the

elements air, etc., in the capacity of being locatives only.

Vijnanabhiksu thinks that the Vai^esikns are not justified in

making a futile dispute with the Sankhyas when unanimity

between the two systems can be thus very easily achieved regard-

ing the doctrine of cosmogony. He points out that such a kind

of causality is forced upon the Vaisesikas also
;
but it is a case of

perversity on their part to regard this locative cause as the

efficient cause only. He would, therefore, admit a fourth kind

of cause which is quite distinct from the inherent (samaviiyi),

non-inherent (asamavayi) and the efficient (nimitta) causes. It

is the Adhara-karana or the locative cause. Thus Bhiksu rejects

the views of the direct transformation or the appearance of

Brahman as the world. He concludes that at the time of crea-

tion, Prakrti, which was located in Brahman in an undivided

form, transformed itself into this world
; and thus Brahman

comes to be regarded as the locative cause of the world.

3ankara9
Bhaskara and Bhiksu

Bhiksu's position is fundamentally different from that of

Bhaskara who advocates the theory of the transformation of

Brahman, and also from that of Saftkara who regards Brahman
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to be the substantive cause inasmuch as It is the substratum of

the world. While Saftkara holds that the world is phenomenal,

BhSskara and Bhik?u would make it real.

But however much Bhiksu may try to bridge over the gulf

between the Saftkhyas and the Vaisesikas, as mentioned above, he

may only succeed in so far as the unity in words is concerned.

The real difference in their respective positions ultimately

remains the same.

An original line of interpretation of the Brahmasutras an

attempt at compromise between Vedanta and Sankhya-Yoga

Let us now examine the view of Bhiksu in some detail.

His main aim is to represent the SaAkhya system as non-

conflicting with the Vedanta. Here arises a formidable difficulty.

For the Sutrakara denounces in unmistakable terms the

Saftkhya-Yoga system in the aphorisms
"

If it be objected that (from the doctrine expounded

hitherto) there would result the fault of there being no room for

(certain) Smrtis, we do not admit that objection, because (from

the rejection of our doctrine) there would result the fault of want

of room for other Smrtis,
1 "

and,

"
Thereby the Yoga (Smrti) is refuted/

' 2

respectively.

Bhiksu champions the cause of Saftkhya-Yoga in the

following way :

.The Smrti of Kapila (Safikbya Philosophy) is authoritative,

since it must have its scope. The denial of a Personal God in

the Kftpila Sankhya system is nothing but a prima faeie proposi-

tion, borrowed from the doctrine of the wicked atheistic

1 "
SmrtyanavakiUadofaprasa&pa iti cen nanyasmrtyanavakiUadosaprasafig&t

"
Br.

Sfi. IT. 1. 1.

1 " Etena Yogafc pratyuktalj
"

Jbfcf,, II. 1. 3.
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Mlmamsakas as a temporary concession to their views. That

this is not the ultimate position of the Safikhyas will be quite

evident from the fact that the view of these Mlmamsakas also

has subsequently been refuted by the followers of Kapila.
1

So the denial of a Personal God or IsVara is not the final

conclusion of the Sankhya system. To be a little more precise,

it is absolutely foreign to the SaAkhya system. But the

Sankhyas have chosen to temporarily adopt it in order to avoid

for the time being an unnecessary fracas with the vicious, aggres-

sive Mlmarpsakas, who p.re the real atheists.
2 Even the Sankhya

aphorisms appearing to preach atheism glaringly and in un-

mistakable terms, do but quote the sophistic chain of arguments
invented by the godless thinkers referred to above. It is really

an extravagant claim (praudhivada) a chain of reasoning

adopted for a temporary compromise with the atheists.
8

In making this bold statement, Bhiksu contends that the

real Sankhya theory has neither been represented nor repudiated
in the Brahmasutras. As he himself very clearly says :

So this division of the Sankhya system into theistic and

atheistic schools has for its basis the final and concessionary
views of the Sankhyas ; or let the atheistic school be regarded as

unauthoritative.
4

Even he does not hesitate to call in question the authority
of the BrahmasiHras in those places where Pradhana (Primordial

Matter) is denied the ultimate reality.
6

1
" Nanv evaip Kftpilasmrtelj kim apramaflyara eva...na savakaSatvat, paScannirftkar-

tavyakumTmainsakanam ISvarapratisedhasyabhyupagamavadena Kapilasrnrtyupapatteh
"

Vij. Bh.,p. 268.

* " He also regards atheism as an unnecessarily extravagant claim (praudhivida) to

show that the system does not stand in need of a theiatic hypothesis." Radhakriahnan, Ind.

Phil., Vol. II, p. 319.

3 "
I6varapratiedhakutarkft api parakiyft eva,

'

tuyatu durjana
f

iti nyayena prauflhya

safikhyair anudyante
>f

Vij. Bh., p. 2G6.

* " Eteoa paramfcrthavadabhyupagamavadSbhyaip seiSvaranirldvaravibbagaprasiddhih

8^Akhyanrn vyakhyata, atha va Kapilaikade4asya apraraanyam astu
"

Vij. Bb., p. 267.
5 " Brahmasutre pradhanadinirakaranpm apasiddhantatvad upekfa^Tyam

M
/6iJ, f n.

268.

13
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The same is his attitude towards the refutation of the Yoga

system in the Vedantasutras ; the self-evolution of Prakrti and

the denial of material causality to I^vara and other allied

hypotheses of the Yoga system, which go against the conclusions

of the Vedanta system, are represented by Bhiksu as prima facie

views held in concession to the supposed antagonists.
1

So according to Vijnanabhiksu, the Sutrakara has only

demolished some misrepresented or spurious Sankhya-Yoga
theories. But the real Sankhya-Yoga system has been left

untarnished.

Now may arise the question that if thepseudo-Sankhya-Yoga
views only are refuted in the Brahmasutras, how are we to

account for the objection raised by the Sankhyas in the next

topic (i.e., Na-vilaksanatvadhikarana) that Brahman cannot be

the cause of the world, since the homogeneity of nature between

the cause and the effect is essential. The answer given by

Bhiksu is necessarily the same. This objection is not raised by

the real Sa&khya school; but it was originally raised by the

Kumimarrisakax and temporarily adopted by the Sankhyas as a

prima facie view.
2

Thus we find that Vijnanabhiksu makes desperate attempts

to reconcile Sankhya views with those of Vedanta. He has tried

mainly to show that the Saakbyas also admit Brahman to be the

identity of the efficient and the substantive cause of the world.

The hypothesis sounds paradoxical, inasmuch as it is contrary to

all received and accepted opinions about the Sankhya system,

and is in direct conflict with the current Sankhya view, according

to which Prakrti alone is the independent material cause of the

world. The current system of Saftkhya Philosophy does not

-even tolerate the existence of God, not to speak of calling Him

the cause. But Bhiksu has forcibly thrust in a Gk>d in the

i "
Atr&py abbytipagaraavadena yogftpram&pyaprasafigalji parihartavyafc

"
76tW.,p. 272.

1 "
Idiunrp sankhyayogayor abhyupagamavadaaya mulabhutam kumirnatpsakanam 16vare

tadupad&natayarp ca badhakaip vedantesu kutarkajatam apakaroti padasaraftptiip yavat
"

Vij. Bb., p. 273.
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Saftkhya system and calls Him the identity of the efficient and

the substantive cause, since He is the locative of the world really

born out of Pradhana.

Now, we may raise the question that if Brahman be

regarded as the identity of the efficient and the substantive cause

on account of Its being in reality the locative cause only,

what would be the necessity of raising the objection (in the

Na-vilaksanatvadhikarana) that Brahman cannot be the cause as

It is of a different nature from the effect ? Bhiksu's ready reply

to this is that the Purvapaksa represented yi this section is not

at all consistent with the real Sankhya view. Similarity of nature

between the locative and the effect is not regarded as essential by

any school whatsoever. Elsewhere Bhiksu cleverly shifts his

ground saying that the expression
'

prakrti
'

(in the aphorism
"

Prakrti^ ca... ") stands for the power of God, and Brahman It-

self is not the material cause of the world. .From this standpoint

also the topic (adhikarana) becomes inconsistent.
1

Vijnanabhiksu

seems to contradict himself while commenting on the aphorism

"Either the consequence of the entire (Brahman undergoing

change) has to be accepted, or else a violation of the texts declar-

ing Brahman to be without parts."
2

where he accepts the possibility of the transformation of

Brahman." 8

Bhiksu' s interpretation of the adhikaranas which serve as

the support of the theory of abhinnanimittopadana

It is a well-known fact that all the schools that profess to

represent Brahman as the identity of the efficient and the

substantive cause, base their arguments on the adhikarayas

1 " Sakad BrahmaQo jagatprakjrtitvam api nasya sutrasyarthal? : asmin pade Sakter eva

prkrtatvat
"

Vij. Bh., p. 259. Also
"

Svabhavakhya prakrtir antarangaSaktili" Ibid.,

p. 258.

2 "
Krtsnaprasaktir niravayavatvaSabdakopo va

"
Br. Sfi. IT. 1. 26.

3 " Nanu Brahma cet pariijamate tada tat kirn aipabhedanavacchinnam utaip4avacchin-

natn pari^amate "Vij. Bh., p. 293. Also "...yatba deva...pari$amante tathaiva Brahma

ity arthab''/^., p. 292.
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(Tadananyatva II. 1 . 14-20, Krtsnaprasakti -II.1.26-29). Our

cariosity to examine how Bhiksu explains these two topics

would be, therefore, very natural.

First of all, let us take up the
'

Tadananyatva' section.

Bhiksu holds that jiva retains its individuality as the enjoying

self (bhoktr) even at the time of emancipation and universal

dissolution, since the Sruti states that even at the time of the

transmigration of soul after death, knowledge and karman follow

him together.
1 This is altogether a new line of interpretation

a complete departure from the traditional line of interpretation

of the section. This interpretation is as original as it is curious.

From the above, it would be evident to all intelligent students of

Indian Philosophy, that the peculiar Sankhya view, followed in

Bbiksu's commentry, is not at all supported by the Sutrakara

himself, Bhiku, on the other hand, contends that the so-called

pseudo-Safikhya-Yoga system, as represented in the Brahma-

siitras, is not the original Sankhya-Yoga view, as adumbrated by

him elsewhere.

In the
*

Krtsnaprasakti
'

section, as we have already pointed

out above, Bhiksu seems to admit some kind of transformation

on the part of Brahman, contrary to his accepted views.

Madhva's position

Madhva regards Brahman as the efficient cause only, and so

his position differs fundamentally from all those commentators

who posit It as the identity of the efficient and the material cause.

So it would be needless to add that he differs from Bhiksu also.

But he agrees with Bhiksu only on one point, viz., that this

section (Tadananyatvadhikarana) does not discuss the passage of

the Chandogya Upanisad
2 '

The thing being a name only

l "
Taaya bhoktufy sopakara^asya prakrtaBrahmananyatvaqi k&rane Brahmani nadlnatp

samudra iva avibbaga^...na tu bhoktur atyantaip Brahmatmatvajp paralayadav abhavo

vfc, kaba etad avagamyate? irambhagia^abdadibhyab ; arambha^a^rutis tavat
'

taqi vidy-

karman! tamanv&rabhete purvaprajna ca iti.* Vij. Bh., p. 279.

<

Vacarambhai?am
M

Ch. Up. VI. 1.4.
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which has its origin in speech...
1 But for that reason his inter-

pretation does not agree in detail with that of Bhiksu either. He

explains that the expression
f

tadananyatvam* does not really

mean the non-difference of the effect from the cause, but that

Brahman was without a second at the time of creation. He
takes the phrase 'ananya* in the sense of asahaya (i.e., without

a second helping hand, without any other assistant). Brahman

took the help of no foreign material in evolving this universe.
*

"According to him the question is whether Brahman wants the

help oiKaranas or instruments like ordinary agents in this world.

The reply is that Isvara creates the world without the help of any

other instrument (ananyatvarn) as is seen from Rgveda X. 81.2,

in which all instruments, etc., are denied. And if there had heen

any such instruments they might have been known or demon-

strated in the Vedas, but as a matter of fact they are not," 2

The authoritative Sruti passage on this point is

" What was the station? What was the material? How
was (it done) ?

"
(ie., Isvara did not take the help of site,

matter or implements in creating this universe).
3

So Madhva differs from the rest of the commentators 4

(in-

cluding Vijnanabhiksu also) and sides with the PaSupatas in

holding Brahman to be the efficient cause only. Accordingly he

invents a new method of interpretation of the aphorisms "Pra-

kyti^ca." and "itmakrteb..." In the entire quarter (pada,

1 " Svatantrabahusadhana srs{ir loko dra^a; naivaip Brahmanafy; svarupas&marthyad

evatasya 8f9tH?

Paratantro by apekgeta svatantrab kim apekgate I

Sadhananam sftdhanatvam yatafo klip tasya sadhanaifo
"

II

Madhva Bhasya under Br. Su. II. 1. 14.

2 Ghate, The Vedanta, p. 81.

3 '* Kim avid asid adbigtbanam ftrarnbhanaip katamat svit kathaeit
"

RV. X. 81. 2.

* Even Baladeva, tbe ctmmeDtator of tbe Brabmasiitras belonging to the Gaudiya school,

does not follow Madhva in interpreting this section. The GautJIya school is known as an

offshoot of the M&dhva school. But about this particular point, even tbe branch seeks to

differ from the original root. Govindabbasya gives the traditional explanation that the

effect (world) is non-different from the substantive cause (Brahman).
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i.e., fourth quarter of
^
the first chapter), containing these two

aphorisms, Madhva only finds an opportunity to demonstrate

that all words like
'

avyakta,'
'

prakrti,'
'

Sunya,'
'

abhava,
9

etc.,

without exception, ultimately refer to Visnu. In fact these

words have been carefully derived in such a way as to denote

Lord Visnu and Visnu alone. Of course, to the impartial

students of Indian Philosophy, these derivations would appear

as specimens of philological curiosity only.
1

In the
'

Krtsnaprasakti
'

section also, he explains the

aphorisms to refer to the doctrine of transformation. The

objection raised in the aphorism (II. 1. 26-27, according to

Madhva) would be valid if jlva is regarded as the creator. So

he explains the aphorisms in the following way :

If jlva is the maker, either he should exert his whole power
in every little thing ; but this is not seen

;
or he should exert a

part of his strength (which is more reasonable); but that again

would contradict the statement of the Sruti that jlva is without

parts. So jlva cannot be an independent creator. But Igvara

can be so. His Creatorship is unquestionable, being established

in the Sruti.
2

Thus Madhva is unwilling to call Brahman the identity of

the efficient and the material cause. Though he favours the

doctrine of transformation, he regards Prakrti as the formative

cause. Brahman is merely the efficient cause; but It guides

Prakrti in all her transformations.
8

1 Sunya
"

6aqi unam kurute asau Sunyalj
" He who makes the pleasure (of others)

inferior (to his own). Prakrti
"
prakar?ena karotfti prakrtilj

" He who performs well.

Abhava*
4

naiva bhavayitum yogafo ato'bh&vain vadaoty enam
"

He is not capable of being

meditated upon, and hence is called Abhava.

* Madhva Bh., under Br. SO. II. 1. 27-28.

3 " Prakrtav anapravis'ya tain purinamya tatparinamaniyamakatveoa tatra sthitva

fitmano bahudhakaranat

Avikaro'pi paramal? prakrtim tu vikarinirn I

Anupravidya Qovindafr prakrtis* cabhidhiyate
"

Madhva Bh., under Br. Su., I. 4. 27.
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The position of the Gaudlya school

The Gaucjiya school, which professes its allegiance to the

Madhva school, seeks to differ from the latter about the doctrine

of causation. Baladeva, the Gaudlya commentator, declines

to accept Brahman as the efficient cause only, on the following

grounds :

The Sruti establishes the proposition
'

If the one is known,

all are known.' This proposition can be regarded as true, if

we interpret the expression
'

one
'

as the substantive cause,

and the word
'

all
'

as the variety of effects produced therefrom ;

since the knowledge of the substantive cause alone involves a

knowledge of the products also. But a knowledge of the products

is not possible, if only the efficient cause is known. The jar

remains as unknown as ever, even if the potter be intimately

known. Brahman, thererefore, has to be accepted as the substan-

tive cause of this world also. In the aphorism
'

Prakrtis

ca...' (I. 4. 23), the word
'

prakrti
'

means the substantive

cause (upadana); and by the expletive
'

ca
'

(and) it is regarded

as the efficient cause also. So the Gaudlya school also regards

Brahman as the identity of the efficient and the substantive

cause.
1

Brahman the formative cause Gaudlya view

Brahman is both the efficient and the substantive cause ;

and It is the changing cause also. According to the explicit

statement of the Sruti, Brahman is endowed with three different

kinds of Powers or Energies the Energy as revealed by the

Lord's own nature (Visnusakti), the energy as manifested

1 "
avicintyaSaktikat svayaipkartr&dirupad upftdanarupac ca

"
Gov. Bh. I. 1. 2.

" Brahtnaiva jagatafc prakrtir upadanam
" '

'upadana vijftanat karyavijfianavigayas

tatraiva irutab; sa ca nimittamatratabhyupagame na sambbavet ; ua hi kulale vijfiate gha^o

vijnayate ; 'tadanuparodbad vi^vasyopadanaip cafobdfin niinittaip ca Brahmaiveti
"

Ibid,,

under I. 4. 23.
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through the individual selves (KsetrajnaSakti) and the material

energy as displayed in the workings of Avidya (Mayasakti).

Visnu^akti is technically known as the most exalted form of

Energy (Para Sakti). Ksetrajiiasakti is a rather lower form of

energy (apara sakti). Mayasakti is the principle of activity,

and is technically called karmaakti. The Visnupurana eluci-

dates the point further. Through the medinm of His Primal

Energy (Para Sakti), the Lord becomes the efficient cause; and

through the instrumentality of the two other forms of energy,

He comes to be recognised as the formative cause also. Thus

as the efficient cause, He is changeless, but as the formative

cause He undergoes real transformation. To be a little more

precise, this change really affects the energies, since there is the

well known dictum
'

any injunction or prohibition regarding

the possessor of an attribute applies directly to the attribute, and

indirectly to the possessor of the attribute.'

The prescription of change applied to the Lord (in the

capacity of the possessor of the energies in question) does only

affect the energies directly ; or in other words, the Lord is said

to undergo transformation in revealing His peculiar manifold

powers, i.e., in the act of radiating His threefold energies. This

transformation is, therefore, something materially different

from that which is ordinarily understood by the usual conno-

tation of the term,
1

We should, however, note one point in this connexion.

Baladeva, while rejecting the view of Madhva regarding the

doctrine of causation, approaches very near the Nimbarka point

of view, in postulating the transformation of Brahman as the

radiation of its energies. Thus he seeks to avoid the charge that

Brahman, in undergoing change, would become impermanent.

1 "Parasya 6*ktir vividhaiva ..iti brutes tri&akti Brahma ..tasya niinittatvaoi upadanat-

vain ca abhidhlyate ; tatradyaqi parakhyaaktimadrupena, dvitiyam tu tadaoyaaktidvayadv

raiv*...evaip ca nimittaqi kutaathatn up&danaip tu pari^Amiti suksraaprakrtikarp kartr sthula-

prakftikaip karma ity ekasya tadubhayatvaqi siddham" Gov. Bh. under Br. 3u. 1.4. 2Q
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The position of Vallabha

Vallabha, the celebrated commentator of the Suddhadvaita

school, also upholds that Brahman is to be regarded as the iden-

tity of the efficient and the substantative cause. In his opinion,

Pure Brahman is the substantive cause which transforms Itself

in the form of the universe, without the medium of a body (as

Ramanuja asserts) or energy (as Bhaskara, Nimbarka and Bala-

deva hold). He successfully meets the objection of the Sankhyas

Pradhana (and not Brahman) must be the material cause of the

world, inasmuch as the product (world) is similar (i.e., insentient)

to it in nature ; whereas Brahman is only the efficient cause.

He points out that the knowledge of the inherent material cause

alone makes all products known also. It is stated in the Sruti

that Brahman, being known, nothing else remains unknown. 1

So Brahman must be the inherent material cause of the universe.

Like a lump of gold, It undergoes transformation, leaving Its

integrity untouched. It is changeless, and at the same time

changing. This may appear to be contradictory to all logical

arguments ;
but this is the peculiarity of the nature of Brahman.

This peculiarity is absent in any other object of the universe.

The only authority on this point is Sruti, as Vallabha shows in

his commentary on the aphorism

* But (this is not so), on account of scriptural passages, and

on account of (Brahman) resting on Scripture (only)/'
2

This

view of Vallabha is known as the doctrine of the transformation

of Pure Brahman (SuddhabrahmapariijamavadaX.

l "...BamavayikaraQajfi&ne hi karyajfiftnam tagmftd Brahmaiva samavayikftra^am,

na prakrtib
"

Val. Bh. t under Br. Bu. I. 4. 23.
"

Tadatmftnain svayam akutruta iti svasya-

iva karmakartjbhavat ; sukrtavacanac ca alaukikatvam ..parinamate karyakarega iti;

avikjrtam eva parinamate 8uvar^am....vakyati ca
'

Srutes tu fobdamulatvat
'

iti" Ibid.,

under Br. Su. 1.4. 26.

* '

SruteS tu Sabdamulatvat
"

Br. Su. II. 1. 27.

13
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Two main divisions of the commentators of\ the Brahmasutras

accepting Brahman as the identity of the efficient and the

substantive cause

Thus it is evident that excepting Madhva and the Pasupata

Saivas, the rest of the principal commentators on the Brahma-

sutras are unanimous in regarding Brahman as both the efficient

and the substantive cause. But this identity of the efficient and the

substantive cause, as interpreted by Vijnanabhiksu, is something

fundamentally different from that as admitted by Saflkara, Bhas-

kara, Ramanuja, Srlkantha,
1 Nimbfirka and Vallabha. The

latter are unanimous in their opinion that Badarayana positive-

ly refutes the theory that God is merely the efficient cause of the

world in the section (adhikarana), beginning with the aphorism
1 The Lord (cannot be the operative cause of the world only)

on account of the inappropriatencss (of that doctrine)."
2

In this particular section the Sutrakara applies himself to

the refutation of the doctrine according to which the Lord is the

cause of the world only in so far as He is the general Ruler. In

the previous sections of the work, the Sutrakara himself has

proved that the Lord is the identity of the efficient and the sub-

stantive cause. Hence, if the present section were meant to

impugn the doctrine of Lord's Rulership in general, the earlier

and later parts of the work would be mutually contradictory, 'and

Badarayana would be guilty of the fault of self-contradiction.

It should be assumed, therefore, that the purport of the section

is to refute the doctrine of those who maintain that God is not

the material cause, but merely the Euler the operative cause

of the world.

1
SrJka^Jha does not follow Pasupata Saivism (which maintains that the Lord is the

operative cause only), refuted in the Brahmasutras (II. 2. 37-41). He closely follows Bama-

nuja with simple adaptations wherever necessary, and has merely substituted Siva in place

of Ifc&mftnuja's Vinu.

* 4<

Patyur asamniijasyat
" and the following three sutras, constituting the adhikarana,

H. 2. 37-41*
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Bhiksu, on the other hand, comments on the above section

in the following way :

God should not be regarded as an object of mere inference.
1

His existence may be proved by inference based on Sruti only.
This proposition has already been established in the aphorism

'(The omniscience of Brahman) follows from Its being Mie

source of Scripture.'
2

Hence it is clear that the Sruti alone is the independent
means of proof about the existence of God, and inference based

on Sruti is also regarded as a secondary means bf proof.

If, however, any doubt arises as to why this section 'Was

incorporated at all in the body of the work of Badarayana,
1 :the

answer is that it is included only to make the position clearer.

The particular sections of the Brahmasutras dealing with

the doctrine of causation

It would be clear from the foregoing discussions that the

five adhikaranas, viz.,

(a) Janmady adhikarana (Br. Su. I. 1. 2),

(6) Prakrty adhikarana (Ibid., I. 4. 23-27),

(c) Na-vilaksanatvadhikarana (Ibid., II. 1.4-11),

(d) Tadananyatvftdhikarana (/bid., II. 1.14-20),

(e) Krtsnaprasakty adhikarana (Ibid., II. 2. 26-29),

are the mainstay of the doctrine that Brahman is the identity of

the efficient and the substantive cause of the world (jagadabhin-

nanimittopadana) .

We are now in a position to enquire into the question as to

which of the schools of Vedanta gives us the most faithful re-

presentation of the view of Badarayana regarding the nature of

1 " Na patyur I6varasyanumnaqi sambhavati "Vij. Bh., p. 318.

1 "
SSstrayonitvat

M
Br. Su. I. 1.3.

" 6dtram yonir mfllapramai?aiii yasminn iti Sastrayoni atra gastrad iti vaktavye
gaatrayooitvad ity uktaip f&straviruddhanumanadlnaip grahanya" Vij. Bh., p. 69.
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causality attributed to Brahman. In doing so we shall be re-

quired to take into account the consistency of the five sections

(adhikarai^as) mentioned above, with regard to the different

schools of Vedanta already referred to. And it may be observed

without any attempt to anticipate the result of our findings that

the interpretation of Brahman's causality, as offered by Saftkara,

gives the greatest satisfaction to the demands of logic, and this

has been sufficiently made clear, we hope, in the section where

Saftkara's interpretation of causality has been discussed by us.

The unreality of causality is a conclusion which irresistibly

follows from both the texts of the Upani^ads and logical consis-

tency.



KINSHIP AND SOCIAL ORGANISATION
OF THE PURUM KUKIS OF MANIPUR 1

BY

TARAKCHANDRA DAS, M.A.

The Purums form a branch of the Tibeto-Burman-speaking

peoples of Assam. Sir George Grierson has placed them in the

Old Kuki group. According to the last Census operations they

number only 305 persons, who live in four small villages, namely
Purum Khulen, Purum Chumbang, Purum Changinglong and

Purum Tampak. These villages are situated near Palel on the

eastern boundary of Manipur State in Assam. The Purums

practise a migratory form of hill cultivation locally known as

jlium. Now-a-days they have also taken to wet cultivation

in the plains. Rice is their staple food and zu (fermented

rice) the most important drink. The latter is also endowed

with ceremonial significance. The tribe has imbibed various

elements of culture from the dwellers of the valley of

Manipur.
This article is mostly based on information supplied by

Chauba of Purum Tampak. He was about fifty years old and

practised as mdipd of the village. A new immigrant to Purum

Tampak, he was formerly an inhabitant of another Purum village

where he served the village community in various official capacities

rising up to the position of the khullakpa* I found him fairly

1 Bead before the Anthropology Section of the 21st Session of the Indian Science

Congress, held in Bombay in January, 1934.

2 Headman of the village.
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truthful and communicative. Moreover, his information has been

tested and verified in most cases unless otherwise stated. But,

inspite of all these facts, it would have been much better if we

could have collected our information on this important topic

from each of the other three Puruin villages. That would have

brought out the local differences and thereby decreased the

chances of error. But the interest of the subject is so great that

I am unable to resist the temptation of placing it before the

scholars till I can pay a second visit to the tribe. However,

with all the limitations of a single source I shall make an

attempt to give a preliminary survey of some of their interesting

social institutions.

According to the last Census operations the Purums number

only 305 persons, both male and female. Inspite of this very

small number they still possess the consciousness of a tribe to

the fullest extent. It is an endogamous body and marriage with

the other branches of the Old Kuki group even, e.g., Aimol,

Lamgang, Anal, Chiru, etc., is prohibited. Their marriage

rules show that this prohibition is as old as the tribe itself and

is not of recent growth. Neither is it merely theoretical. In

practical life every Purum, male or female, conducts his or her

marital relations according to this rule. But, now-a-days society

has become lax, perhaps owing to the disintergation of tribal

authority, and Purum boys and girls may theoretically marry in

other tribes of the Old Kuki group or even of other groups

without any fear of excommunication. Such pairs are now
allowed to live within the village and partake of the ordinary

life of the other Purum villagers. The children of such mixed

marriages are allowed to espouse the hands of pure Purum

boys and girls and are in course of time absorbed without

any trace. But inspite of this theoretical possibility we did not

meet with any actual instance of mixed marriage.

The Purums are very nearly related to the Chauthes of

Chauthe near Bishenpore on the western bank of the Logtak
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lake. In fact, they are two branches of the same tribe and etill

practise intermarriage according to my informants. The tradi-

tional tale of origin and migrations of the Purums which each

village officer recites on the occasion of the worship of Sabuhong

(Foumikouba in Manipuri) refers to this intimate relation of the

Purums and Chauthes. In this tale it is stated that in course

of their wanderings in and outside the State of Manipur, the

Purums settled for some time near Bishenpore but later on they

moved again. At that time a section of the tribe decided

to remain on the spot and came to be known as Ghauthe

while the main body left the place in search of a new home.

The Chauthes are divided into five exogamous clans according to

Shakespeare, all of which except one ;the Iring) are found among
the Purums. Moreover, the general principle on which selection

of bridegroom and bride depends is practically the same

in both the tribes. Thus it seems that the Purum story of

migration is not a mere myth but contains some amount of truth.

The Purums are primarily divided into six exogamous
clans the males and females of each of which may not marry

into the same clan. The six clans are

(1) Makan.

(2) Marrim.

(3) Parpa.

(4) Khyeng.

(5) Thao.

(6) Julhung.

A Makan boy may marry a girl from any of the remaining

clans except Thao but a Makan girl can only marry a Thao boy

and may not marry a boy from any of the remaining clans. A
Marrim boy may only marry a Thao girl while a Marrim girl

may espouse the hands of either a Parpa or Makan boy. The

following Table shows the possible marital relations among the

Purum clans.
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Table of Marital Relations among Purum Clans

Boys

Makan

Girls

Marrim

Parpa

Khyeng

Julhung

Girls

Makan

Boys

Thao

Marrim

Parpa

Khyeng

Thao

Julhung

Thao

Marrim

Khyeng

Thao

Makan

Parpa

Thao

Marrim

Parpa

Khyeng

Thao

Julhung

Parpa

Makan

Makan

Thao

Makan

Parpa

Marrim

Khyeng

Julhung

Makan

A perusal of the above table brings out several interest-

ing features of Purum social organisation. In tbe first place

we see that in the matter of marriages each Purum family

acknowledges the existence of only three groups, viz., (1) the

group to which it itself belongs, (2) the group in which its sons

marry and (3) the group in which its daughters marry, or in

other words a man's own clan, his mother's clan and his sister's
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husband's clan (or perhaps his mother's mother's clan some-

times). In marital relations the other clans are of no use to

it. Mrs. Seligman in an article in the J. R. A. I. (Vol. LVIII)

has shown that this type of tri-clan arrangement is due to

asymmetry in descent. She writes :

"
Descent may be said

to be asymmetrical when one form works in a submerged

manner while the dominant form only is responsible for clan

organisation (or any other form of grouping). In this form of

descent the dominant form is recognised by both sexes but

the submerged form is recognized by one sex only. Thus, with

dominantly matrilineal descent men and women both recognize

matrilineal descent, but men also recognize patrilineal descent,

while women do not. Again, with dominantly patrilineal de-

scent both men and women recognize patrilineal descent,

while women also recognize matrilineal descent and

men do not
"

(J. R. A. I., Vol. LVIII, p. 536). It has further

been contended that the recognized mode of tracing descent

reacts upon the prevalent idea of incest which again formulates

marriage prohibitions. The Purum clans are dominantly patri-

lineal and so both the males and the females avoid marrying into

the clan of the father but the girls at the same time avoid their

mother's clan while the boys do not. In fact in some of the

clans, e.g., Marrim, Khyeng and Julhung, the boys have no

alternative but to marry in the clan of their mothers. The

girls, on the other hand, always avoid the clans of both the

parents. Thus the males observe unilateral (patrilineal) while

the females observe bilateral descent one being submerged.
The necessary effect of reckoning such a type of descent, which

Mrs. Seligman worked out from Ambrym and Pentecost data,

is also observed among the Purums. In the first instance they

too practise one kind of cross-cousin marriage instead of two,

viz., that of a man marrying his mother's brother's daughter
and not his father's sister's daughter while for a woman

marriage is allowed with the father's sister's son but not with

the mother's brother's son. Secondly, among the Purums also a
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brother and a sister cannot marry a sister and a brother.

Though this fact has not been independently collected it is

sufficiently clear from the nature of marriage rules and the

prevailing social organisation.

In addition to the five clans referred to before which are per-

haps the original and traditional ones, we find three more similar

groups, viz., Pilling, Ingte and Teyu. They are spoken of as

branches of Marrim, Khyeng and Thao respectively, from which

they have originated. A fourth one is also referred to, namely,

Aihung, but the necessary details are not available. Perhaps

the group has already become extinct. These groups also observe

similar rules of marriage as are found among traditional clans.

The following table shows the marital relations of the three

groups mentioned above :

Boys

Ingte

Pilling

Teyu

Girls

Pilling

Thao

Parpa

Teyu

TKhyeng

(Thao

fParpa

(JMakan

Girls

Ingte

Boys

Makan

Pilling

Teyu

Parpa

flngte

^Khyeng

.Why these groups originated, it is difficult to say. The fact

that, both Pilling and Ingte are branches of two such clans each

of which can take girls from one and only one clan is rather

suggestive. From these two cases it appears that branches were

formed in order to widen the field of choice for males of these
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two clans or, may be, these branches were the result of irregular

unions of the males of Marrim and Khyeng clans who were

forced by the limited scope of their choice. But this explanation

does not hold good in the case of Teyu.

My informant Chauba while explaining why Ingte and

Marrim cannot intermarry, incidentally exposed the submerged

matrilineal tendency of the tribe in course of his reasoning.

Thus he says,
"
Ingte lads and Marritn lads marry Tliao girls. So

they are born of mothers of the same clan and have the same blood.

So Ingte and Marrim lads and girls are like brothers and sisters.

Therefore they cannot marry one another/' Chauba here un-

consciously puts stress on the maternal side, relegating the father

to the background and utilises the maternal connection as a

ground for prohibiting marriage. I think here we find direct

trace of the submerged matrilineal tendency in descent, which

Mrs. Seligman infers from other sources.

Further analysis of the marriage rules shows that marriage
of daughters move in a cyclic order among Purum clans. Thus

a Purum girl always marries into the clan of one of her female

ascendants through the female line. The particular ascendant

into whose clan a girl is to marry ordinarily depends on the

number of clans comprised in the tribe. This is due to asym-
metrical descent and consequent tri-clan arrangement. Thus in

a tribe with three clans only, having the necessary type of social

organisation, a girl is always married into the clan of her

mother's mother. The Kachins of Burma illustrate this

principle in a beautiful manner. 1 The Purums, who have six

clans instead of three, presents a more complicated form of this

trait. Among them, a girl is in many cases married into her

mother's mother's clan but not always so. She may have to

espouse the hands of a man who belongs to the clan of a more

remote female ascendant. The following diagrams illustrate

the principle.

I I ajn indebted to Mr. J. K. Bose, M.A., of the Calcutta University for this reference.
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Diagram A shows a marriage-cycle in a tribe with three

clans A, B and C. The direction

of the arrows point to the clan of

the bridegroom, e.g.,
" A "

girls

marry
" B "

boys,
" B "

girls

marry
" C

"
boys,

" "
girls

marry
" A "

boys and so on.

Julbung

Diagram B.

"

Diagram B shows one of the Purum marriage-cycles in

which a girl marries into the clan of her mother's mother.

The direction of the arrows points to the clans of the bridegrooms,

e.g., Makan girls marry Thao boys, Thao girls marry Julhung

boys, Julhung girls marry Makan boys and so on.
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Thao

Diagram C.

Diagram C shows another Purum marriage-cycle in which

some of the girls marry into the mother's mother's mother's

clan while others marry into the clans of more remote female

ascendants in the female line. The direction of the arrows

points to the clans of the bridegrooms.

raw

Diagram D.

Diagram D shows a Purum marriage-cycle with four clans

as suggested by us. MKJ here refers to the original generalised

clan out of which the three present clans, viz., Marrim, Khyeng
and Julhung were formed. (See page 10.)

2
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Some of the six traditional clans of the Purums show similar

characters. Thus, both Marrim and Khyeng have to marry in

the same clans, i.e., both Marrim and Khyeng boys marry Thao

girls while their girls marry in Makan and Parpa clans. The

Julhung clan also partially participates in this trait. The

Julhung boys marry Thao girls while Julhung girls marry only

Makan boys, the Parpa being avoided by them. Thus, as far

as marital necessities are concerned Marrim and Khyeng have

no ground for independent existence. The case of Julhung,

though slightly different from the previous two, should not

be separated from them as the nature of the difference does not

preclude its unity with Marrim and Khyeng clans. If regulation

of marriage be the only or at least the most important function

of clan organisation then Marrim, Khyeng and Julhung lose

all the grounds for their independent and separate existence.

In other words, we may think of a time when they were not

divided. Taking this to be a working hypothesis it now
remains to be seen how this originally one group divided into

three and why ? One plausible ground that may be suggested,

under the circumstances, is the existence in the past of some

functional privileges associated with certain family groups,

which brought about the separation in the ranks of an otherwise

united group. It has been stated that the post of Khullakpa

(headman of the village) at Purumkhulen, the oldest and in fact

the parent village of the Purums, was ere long a monopoly of

the Marrim clan. Among the Chirus, who also have a similar

social organisation, this trait is more prominently developed.

Not only the posts of Khullakpa and Luplakpa (deputy headman)
but also that of the Thempu (priest of the village) are attached

to particular clans. The Purum evidence is not so complete

yet Marrim' s monopoly may possibly be regarded as a clue to

the origin of division in the rank of the originally united

group out of which the present Marrim1 Khyeng and Julhung
clans were formed. But this is nothing more than a

suggestion as our data on the point are very meagre.
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investigation on this line in the field may throw some light on

our hypothesis.

Though dual organisation is found in some other branches

of the Old Kuki group, e.g., Aimols, Anals and Laingangs,

we do not meet with it among the Purums. But certain peculiar

customs and terms of relationship probably point towards the

existence of such an institution in the past. As for example, the

word maksa indicates the husbands of the daughters of a

family of all generations possible. Similarly the wives of

the maksas are known as ningans. These two group appella-

tions, applied without any distinction of generation, perhaps

indicate the complementary groups of a dual division. Both the

maksas and the ningans of a family are required to play impor-

tant parts in the more important social and religious ceremonies

of the family. As for example, at the time of marriage the

maksas and ningans go to the house of the bride's father to

bring the bride to her husband's father's house. No other per
/

son from the side of the bridegroom may accompany them on

this occasion. Moreover, they have to carry shinsu (meat-curry)

and zu (fermented liquor) supplied by the bridegroom's father

to the house of the bride's father on this occasion. Now, these

two articles are tabooed to all persons belonging to the clan of

the bridegroom as well as to all the female members (it seems

they are daughters of the clan and not the wives) of

the clan of the bride including the bride herself. Un-

fortunately it has not been definitely enquired whether all the

wives of the family of the bride may partake of it though it is

clearly stated that the mother of the bride is served with

these next to the father. If so, it gives us a society with two

exogamous moities wherein the wives of each moiety have to

observe certain customs along with their husbands while the

daughters instead of observing the customs of their moiety
of origin pursue the customs of the complementary moiety
wherein they will soon be married. We cannot explain the

restrictions relating to the abovementioned shinsu and zu

except with the help of some such hypothesis.
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The part played by the m&ksas in the disposal of the dead

body is very significant in this connection. To mention only a

few of these activities, the maksas wash the corpse, carry it to

the burial ground, and put it into the family burial vault. From
the data at our disposal it appears that in the disposal of a dead

body among the Purums the nearest patrilineal agnatic relatives

of the deceased have nothing to do except witnessing the different

acts as mere spectators. Among the Tlingit and the Iroquois

tribes of North America a similar custom exists. These two

tribes are organised on dual basis, each having two exogamous
moieties with matrilineal descent. Among them reciprocal

burial by the moieties is the custom, i. e., the members of one

moiety dispose the dead bodies of the other moiety of the tribe.

The group of maksas among the Purums is perhaps reminiscent

of the opposite moiety in a dual division, as among the Tlingit

and the Iroquois tribes. Another possible explanation lies in

the previous existence of matrilineal descent and matrilocal

residence among this tribe. In a matrilineal and matrilocal

community it is the duty of the sister, primarily, to look after

the disposal of the earthly remains of her brother, who has gone

over to live in a separate family, with his wife (cf. the Khasi

custom according to which the members of a man's Awr matri-

lineal clan take precedence over his children in applying fire

to his funeral pyre) , She may be naturally expected to render

this duty through her husband. When in course of time matri*

liny and matrilocal residence disappeared through the impact

of patriliny and patrilocal residence this old funeral custom per-

sisted as a relic of the past.

Another interesting feature of Purum social organisation

is found in the mutual use of specific terms of address by

"members of different clans and sexes. Some of these are

given below :

A Makan boy addresses a Marrim girl as kdndunu

,, ii ,, Tbao ,, ,, kdtunu

,, Marrim girl ,, Makan boy as kupd

,, Thao ,, Makaa ,, ,, kdpu
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These terms seem to have been borrowed from the terms of

relationship now in use among the tribe. People who are not

related to each other in any way always use these terms in

their conversation. The four terms in general use now are

kanaunu, kupcl, katunu, and kapu as indicated in the table

given above. Each of these terms indicate a number of rela-

tives when used as a term of relationship. Though it is possible

to find out the primary meaning of each one of them from the

data at our disposal I shall not attempt that here, but shall confine

myself to an explanation of their significance as clan-terms of

address. Two of these terms, viz., katunu and kanaunu are used

by the males in respect of females of other clans while the re-

maining two, viz., kapu and kupa are used by the females in

addressing males of clans other than those of their own. Thus

a man uses the term katunu in respect of those girls only whom
he cannot marry owing to clan restrictions of marriage while he

uses the term kanaunu in respect of those girls only who are

his potential mates. Similarly the girls use the term kapu
in addressing such persons whom they cannot marry and the term

kupa in respect of such persons whom they can marry. Thus

for each individual in Purum society the members of the other

sex are divided into two broad divisions those who can be

married and those who cannot be married. Is this recognition

of two groups reminiscent of former dual organisation ? It is

not possible at this stage of our knowledge to answer this

question. Another possible explanation may be offered. These

clan-terms of address might have originated in an attempt to

simplify the complicated laws governing inter-clan unions and

providing the people with an easy means of avoiding the

tabooed and selecting the suitable persons for purposes of

love-life.

Over and above the four terms of address referred to above

there are others which are used between persons of the same

sex. The age factor is also recognised which ^has necessitated

the use of other terms. But all of them harmoniously group
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round the original four terms, viz., kanaunu, kupa, katunu,

and kapu.
1

The present tri-clan arrangement of the tribe has probably

been brought about by the intermixture of a matrilineal people

with a patrilineal people with dual organisation. This seems

to explain the occurrence of dual organisation and tri-clan

division among so nearly related branches of the Old Kuki

group. But this conclusion is based on so very slender grounds

that it should not be regarded as anything more thani a working

hypothesis.

1 A detailed description of all these features will be attempted in my proposed mono-

graph on the Puruins.



SOME FRIENDS OF JOHN KEATS

BY
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I

Biographers of John Keats are at variance regarding the

relations that existed between the poet and his friends.

Sidney Colvin says,
" The days of the years of his life, were

few and evil, but above his grave the double aureole of poetry
and friendship shines immortally." Amy Lowell takes an

entirely different view and remarks,
" Yet it is a melancholy

fact that, warm and kindly as many of his friends were, in no

single instance did he get back as good as he gave." (John

Keats, Vol. I, p. 509.) Lord Houghton notes the series of

honourable friendships associated with a poet's fame. (Life

and Letters of Keats, Everyman's Library Edition, p. 60.) Yet

even Miss Lowell is not wholly unmindful of the influence

of his friends over Keats. She says,
"
Apart from the obvious-

ly unusual men like Hazlitt, and Hunt, and Haydon, there

was a high degree of interest in literary affairs, and much
critical acumen, displayed by all the group." (Vol. II,

p. 114.)

I

Although Keats had several distinguished friends like

Hunt, Haydon, Cowden, Clarke and Severn, the pbice of

honour has been accorded to John Hamilton Reynolds

(1794-1852). Middleton Murry says,
"
Reynolds was one

of the best and most gifted friends Keats ever had."

(Studies in Keats, 1930, p. 6.) Another writer observes that

his best friend seems to have been J. H. Reynolds. (H. 0.

Shelley, Literary By-paths in Old England, p. 221.) Reynolds
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was born at Shrewsbury and was the son of a Master of

Christ's Hospital. He was educated at St. Paul's and entered

a Life Insurance Office. Subsequently he became a lawyer and

at the time of his death at Newport (Isle of Weight) was

Clerk to the County Court.

The Reynolds family was a cultured one. Charlotte

Eeynolds (1761-1848), mother of John Hamilton, wrote a

modest volume "
Mrs. Leslie and her Grandchildren :

A Tale
"

(1827) under the pseudonym of Mrs.

Hamerton. The authoress wrote in the preface,
"

It

is with quaking ruffles and a panting stomacher that

the Authoress of this little work submits it to a reading

Public. She could not, without some flutterings, lay it before

even a '

reading fly/ A first appearance in print is an awful

matter; and she can quite sympathize with the feeling of

those gentlemen who fancy in publicly delivering their

sentiments that they have attracted ' the eyes of all Europe.
5 "

About this book Charles Lamb wrote to Thomas Hood,
" We have all been pleased with Mrs. Leslie : I speak it most

sincerely. There is much manly sense with a feminine ex-

pression, which is my definition of ladies' writing." (H. C.

Shelley, p. 327.) Of the three sisters of Reynolds, Mariane

became Mrs. Green and was the mother of two notable

artists, Jane married Tom Hood arid Charlotte remained

single. Keats was on very friendly terms with these sisters.

Buxton Porman writes,
" Miss Charlotte Reynolds tells me

that he was passionately fond of music, and would sit for

hours while she played the piano to him. It was to a Spanish
air which she used to play that the song

'

Hush, hush ! tread

softly !

' was composed ; and so sensitive was he to proper

execution, that, when a wrong note has been played in a

public performance, he has been known to say that he would

like to
'

go down into the orchestra and smash all the fiddles."

(Poetical Works and other Writings of KeatsA 1883, London^

Preface, pp. xxix-xxx.)
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Reynolds met Keats at Leigh Hunt's house in 1816.

Before that he had begun to write. In 1814 his first volume of

poetry
"

Safie, an Eastern Tale
" came out and was dedicated

to Lord Byron. On receipt of a copy of it Byron wrote to

Reynolds,
" The poem itself as the work of a youngman is

highly creditable to your talents, and promises better for

future efforts than any which I can now recollect. Whether

you intend to pursue your poetical career I do not know and

can have no right to enquire, but in whatever channel your
abilities are directed, I think it will be your own fault if

they do not eventually lead to distinction. Happiness must

of course depend upon conduct, but even fame itself would

be but poor compensation for self-reproach." (V. IL Collins,

Lord Byron in his Letters, p. 117.) Byron also wrote to Francis

Hodgson to review it and this was done in the September

(1814) issue of the Monthly Review (pp. 60 ff.).
" The Eden

of Imagination'
5

(1814), another volume of poems by Reynolds

was dedicated to John Freeman Milwood Dovaston, Esq., of

West Felton, Shropshire
"

as a slight but sincere token of the

pleasure
"

of their long friendship and from the dedication one

gathers that the author regarded this gentleman as one on

whose judgment he could rely as to the poetical merits of

the book.
" The Naiad: a Tale

" with other Poems was pub-

lished in 1816 by Taylor and Hessey who later became also

the publishers of Keats. The volume was dedicated to

Benjamin Robert Haydon. Wordsworth criticised the poetry

of Reynolds and wrote to him,
" Your fancy is too luxuriant,

and riots too much upon its own creations." (H. C. Shelley,

p. 223.)
*

One of the best services that Reynolds did to Keats was

to introduce him to James Rice, Charles Armitage Brown and

C. W. Dilke. In 1818 Taylor and Hessey published Keats'

"
Endymion." The bitter criticism that was directed against

it by the Quarterly Review is too well known to be repro-

duced here. Like a true friend Reynolds defended Keats in
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the "Alfred," an Exeter newspaper, in the course of which

he said,
" Two things have struck us on the perusal of this

singular poem. The first is, that Mr Keats excels, in what

Milton excelled the power of putinu: a spirit of life and

novelty into the Heathen mythology. The second is, that

in the structure of his verse, and the sinewy quality of his

thoughts, Mr. Keats greatly resembles old Chapman, the

nervous translator of Homer. His mind has ' thews and limbs

like to its ancestors.' Mr. Gifford, who knows something of

the old dramatists, ought to have paused before he sanctioned

the abuse of a spirit kindred with them. If he could not

feel, he ought to know better." (October G, 1818.) Leigh
Hunt reprinted this defence in his paper, the "

Examiner/
9

on the llth October, 1818. (Buxton Forman, Collected

Works, 1883, Vol. III.)

An intimacy had already sprung up between these two

kindred minds and that Reynolds cherished an optimistic

view regarding his friend's future will be evident from the

following poem, dated the 27th February, 1817, written on

reading the sonnet which Keats wrote on the blank space at

the end of Chaucer's Tale of
f The Flowre and Lefe '

:

Thy thoughts, dear Keats, are like fresh-gathered leaves,

Or white flowers pluck'd from some sweet lily bed;

They set the heart a-breathing, and they shed

The glow of meadows, mornings, and spring eves,

Over the excited soul. Thy genius weaves

Songs that shall make the age be nature-led,

And win that coronal for thy young head

Which Time's strange hand of freshness ne'er bereaves.

Go on I and keep thee to thy own green way,

Singing in that same key which Chaucer sung;

Be thou Companion of the Summer day,

Koaming the fields, and olden woods among :

So shall thy Muse be ever in her May;
And thy luxuriant Spirit ever young.

(Ke$ts: Poetry and Prose, Buxton Forman, 1890, p. 46.)
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On another occasion he wrote,
"

I am confident, Keats, that

the Pot of Basil hath that simplicity and quiet pathos, which

are of sure sovereignty over all hearts." (Amy Lowell, Vol.

II, p. 105 ff.)

The best period of the literary activity of Reynolds was

that during which he was in the Keats group. In 1819 he

wrote a burlesque,
" Peter Bell, a Lyrical Ballad

" under

the pen-name of W. W. In the preface he wrote, "Of Peter

Bell I have only thus much to say : it completes the simple

system of natural narrative, which I began so early as 1.798.

It is written in that pure unlaboured style, which can only be

met with among labourers
;
-and I can safely say, that while

its imaginations spring beyond the reach of the most imagina-

tive, its occasional meaning occasionally falls far below the

meanest capacity. As these are the days of counterfeits, I am

compelled to caution my readers against them,
c

for such are

abroad.' However, I here declare this to be the true Peter ;

this to be the old original Bell. I commit my Ballad con-

fidently to posterity. I love to read my own poetry : it does

my heart good." He returned to the subject again in a poem
called

" Peter Bell versus Peter Bell
"

in another work,
" The

Eancy," published in 1820. About " Peter Bell"- Coleridge

wrote to Taylor and Hessey,
" When a man can imitate even

stupidly the blunders of Dogberry so as to render them, as

Shakespeare does, the vehicles of the most exquisite sense

that is indeed wit ! But be the verses what they may, they

are all mostly fair, and the preface and notes are very droll

and clever" (H. C. Shelley, p. 243). Hood said of Reynolds
that he was good

"
: at a comic verse or a serious stanza

smart at a repartee, sharp at a retort and not averse to a

bit of mischief
"

(Walter Jerrold, Thomas Hood and Charles

Lamb, p. 121).

But certain circumstances had entered his life which made
him gradually drift away from poetry. In the

" Farewell to

the Muses "
(1818) written on the flyleaf of the Shakespeare
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volume which Reynolds gave to Eeats he regarded himself as

one "
banished from the rolls of honouring men that keep a

temperate eye on airy fame/' (This poem is in MS. in the

Hampstead Public Library see The Keats Letters, Papers,
and other Relics, Ed. G. C. Williamson, 1914.) In some of the

sonnets in
" The Fancy

"
(1820) published under the initials

P. C. (Peter Corcoran) there are references to this effect.

In one poem he wrote,

"
Silent, I look ni fame : I cannot, climb

To where her temple is Not mine the might :

I have some glimmering of what is sublime

Bui, ah ! it is a most inconstant light/*

In another he said,

"
Magnificent and mental images

Have visited me oftentimes, and given

My mind to proud delights but now it sees

Those visions going like the lights of even :

"

John Masefield regards part of
" The Fancy" as autobio-

graphical (Introduction to
" The Fancy,

"
1905). But another

critic thinks that there is no contemporary evidence to sub-

stantiate the view that Peter Corcoran was a self-portraiture.

(G. L. Marsh-John Hamilton Reynolds : Poetry and Prose,

1928.) In Edmund Blunden's " Sketches in the Life of John

Clare by Himself" (1931) we read about Reynolds,
" He

is one of the best fellows living, and ought to be a poet of the

first order. Himself is his only hindrance at present
"

(p. 117).

But although Clare speaks very highly of Reynolds one finds

no clue whatsoever to what the hindrance was except that he

paid more attention to the present and that he carried none of

the author about him (Biunden, p. 109 ff.).

In the dedication to " The Garden of Florence and other

Poems
"

(1821), published under the name of John Hamilton
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there are clear indications that Reynolds was drifting more to

the legal profession. He wrote,

14
as the time increases,

I give up drawing verse for drawing leases."

And in another place,

"
Shakespeare gives place to Blackstone's Commentaries

And Burns's Poems usher in Burns' Justice."

Keats and Reynolds had jointly projected a volume of metrical

versions from Boccaccio (Letters of Keats; M. B. Forman,

1931, Vol*. I, p. 149). But this scheme did not materialise

on account of Keats' illness. The work, however, was

launched by Reynolds alone who wrote in the advertisement

to the book,
" The Stories from Boccaccio (The Garden of

Florence, and the Ladye of Provence) were to have been asso-

ciated with tales from the same source, intended to have been

written by a friend
;

but illness on his part, and distracting

engagements on mine, prevented us from accomplishing our

plan at the time ; and Death now, to my deep sorrow, has

frustrated it for ever. He who is gone, was one of the very

kindest friends I possessed, and yet he was not kinder perhaps
to me than to others. His intense mind and powerful feeling

would, I truly believe, have done the world some service, had

his life been spared but he was of too sensitive a nature

and thus he was destroyed." While composing some lines of

the poem,
" Romance of Youth," written in Spenserian

stanzas Reynolds might have had Keats in mind. There are

direct references to musing over Psyche and dreaming of

young Endymion in Stanzas XIX and XX. A. writer, however,

suggests that the "
youngster boy

"
is Reynolds himself al-

though he admits that the probable allusion to Keats was

mentioned by a contemporary reviewer (J. H. Reynolds :

Poetry and Prose^ p. 111). Reynolds had already tried his
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hand at the Spenserian stanza (Letters of Keats, Vol. I,

M. B. Forman, p. 152).

After the death of Keats
, Reynolds became associated

with Limb, Hazlitt, Allan Cunningham, Barry Cornwall,

George Darley, Tom Hood and others. With Hood he parti-

cipated anonymously in
" Odes and Addresses to Great

People" (1825) which elicited from Sir Walter Scott appre-

ciation for its
"
inoffensive and humorous satire." (W. Jerrold,

p. 133). Prior to this he had written under the name of

Edward Herbert a witty article entitled
" The Literary Police

Office, Bow Street
"

in the London Magazine, February, 1823.

But his admiration for Keats never abated. In 1846 he wrote

to Eichard Moncton Miines (afterwards Lord Houghton)
about Keats,

" He was hunted in his youth, before he had

strength to escape his bandages 1 He had the greatest power
of poetry in him, of any one since Shakespeare ! He was the

sincerest Friend, -the most loveable associate, the deepest
listener to the griefs and disappointments of all around him
'

that ever lived in the side of times.'

Reynolds probably has not received his due from his

contemporaries. After his death " The Athenaeum
"

(27th

November, 1852, p. 1296) in an obituary notice opined that

neither in law nor in literature he could shine as his interests

were divided. Writing in the
" Notes and Queries

"
a corres-

pondent said,
" He indeed played the old game of fast and

loose between law and literature, pleasure and study
"
(1856,

p. 275). But it is not too much to regard him as " a real

personality in his time, even among men far greater than

himself." John Masefield's encomium is decidedly the best

tribute that has been paid to him :

'* One thinks of him as a person delighting in life...He
loved poetry, but he loved life and nature more

; and nearly all

that he wrote he wrote, perhaps a little petulantly, feeling that

the best of it was less precious than the flowers in the hedge,

and the ragged wanderer upon the road. Better than anything
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he loved his comrades. His wit, and charm, and vivid sense

of beauty, were gifts held in trust for the half-dozen friends

who lived his life, and shared his vision of life." Among
these friends John Keats stands first and nearest.

II

The name of Benjamin Robert Haydon (1786-1846) is a

familiar one to all students of Keats' poetry. Now Haydon

though gifted in many ways was a peculiar man. He was

always in debt and often asking his friends to lend him

money. Even Keats who was not a rich person lent him

thirty pounds. (Colvin, Keats, 1917, p. 337.) Haydon first

met Keats at Leigh Hunt's place in 1816, and " was amazing-

ly interested by his pre maturity of intellectual and poetical

power/
5 Keats sent to Haydon his sonnet c< Great spirits now

on earth are sojourning
"
with a letter. (See Correspondence

and Table Talk of Haydon, 2 vols., Ed, F. W. Haydon, 1876,

for Haydon's letters to Keats.) In 1817 Keats wrote a sonnet
" On Seeing the Elgin Marbles

"
and sent it to Haydon. Even

in 1817 Keats was feeling death and in this poem he wrote :

' ' My spirit is too weak ; mortality

Weighs heavily on me like unwilling sleep,

And each imagin'd pinnacle and steep

Of godlike hardship tells me I must die

Like a sick eagle looking at the sky."

Haydon reviewed the first volume of Keats
3

poems in the
"
Champion

"
(March 9, 1817) and he was one of the very

first to discern the good promise of Keats. But Haydon's was

not a blind admiration. He pointed out the defects in this

work such as the use of compound epithets, over-wrought

descriptions and the faultiness of measure at times. " The

best poets of the day might not blush to own it" was Haydon's

opinion. This review was first discovered and published in
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the publications of the Modern Language Society of America

(Vol. XL, No. 1) by Miss Roberta Cornelius. Mr. Middleton

Murry has also reprinted it in "
Studies in Keats/

5

There

are certain passages in it which show Haydon as an excellent

critic ;

" At a time when nothing is talked of but the power
and passion of Lord Byron, and the playful and elegant fancy

of Moore, the correctness of Rogers, and the sublimity of

Campbell (these terms we should conceive are ready composed
in Edinburgh Review-shop) a youngman starts suddenly
before us, with a genius that ia likely to eclipse them all

Mr. Keats is fated, or
' we have no judgment in an honest

face ;' to look at natural objects with his mind, as Shakespeare

and Chaucer did, and not merely with his eye as nearly all

modern poets do ; to clothe his poetry with a grand intellec-

tual light, and to lap his name in the lay of immortality." In

a letter to Keats Haydon wrote,
"

T have read your
'

Sleep
*

and '

Poetry.' It is a flash of lightning that will rouse men
from their occupations, and keep them trembling for the crash

of thunder that will follow.
5 '

In his
"
Autobiography

"
Hnydon has made a note about

a party on 28th December, 1817, in his studio when Lamb,

Wordsworth, Keats, Monkhouse and Ritchie were present:
"

It was indeed an immortal evening. Wordsworth's fine

intonation as he quoted Milton and Virgil, Keats' eager in-

spired look. Lamb's quaint sparkle of lambent humour, so

speeded the stream of conversation, that in my life I never

passed a more delightful time. All our fun was within bounds.

Not a word passed that an apostle might not have listened to.

It was a night worthy of the Elizabethan a<*e, and my solemn

Jerusalem flashing up by flame of fire, with Christ hanging
over us like a vision, all made up a picture which will long

glow upon

that inward eye

which is the bliss of solitude
"

(p. 362).
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In March 1818, Haydon and Keats who was then at Teign-
mouth were corresponding. Keats in one of his letters wrote,
" It has yet been a mystery to me how and where Wordsworth

went. I can't help thinking he has returned to his shell, with

his beautiful wife and his enchanting sister. It is a great

pity that people by associating themselves with the finest

things spoil them. Hunt has damned Hampstead with

masks and sonnets and Italian tales ; Wordsworth has damned

the Lakes
;
Milman has damned the old dramatists

;
West

has damned wholesale ; Peacock has damned satire Hazlitt

has damned the bigoted and the blue-stockinged ; how darest

the man ?
"

(Correspondence and Table Talk, Vol. II, p. ff.;

M. B. Porman, Letters of Keats, Vol. I, p. 128, the wordings
are slightly different.) In an undated letter Keats wrote from

Wentwortb Place to Haydon,
*'

I have been writing a little

now and then lately, but nothing to speak of, being discon-

tented and, as it were, moulting I smoke more and more

my own insufficiency, I see by little and little more of what

is to be done, and how it is to be done, should I ever be able

to do it. On my soul, there should be some reward for that

continual "
agonie ennuyense." (Correspondence and Table

Talk, Vol. II, p. 13.) From the same place in December,

1818, Keats wrote to Haydon about himself,
" My general life in

society is silence. I feel in myself all the vices of poet-irri-

tability, love of effect and admiration ; and influenced by such

devils I may at times say more ridiculous things than I am
aware of, but I will put a stop to that in a manner I have long

resolved upon I am certainly more for greatness in a shade

than in the open day. I am speaking as a mortal. I should

say, I value more the privilege of seeing great things in loneli-

ness, than the fame of a prophet I have a little money that

may enable me to study, and to travel for three or four years.

I never expect to get anything by my books, and, moreover,

I wish to avoid publishing. I admire human nature, but I do

not like men." (Buxton Forman, Letters of Keats, pp. 232-83.)
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That for some reason or other Keats was disgusted with

his friends is evident from the letters he wrote to Fanny
Brawne before leaving for Italy :

"
My friends have behaved

well to me in every instance but one, and there they have

become tattlers, and inquisitors into my conduct : spying

upon a secret I would rather die than share it with anybody's

confidence. For this I cannot wish them well, I care not to

see any of them again. If I am the Theme, I, will not be the

Friend of idle Gossips. Good Gods what a shame it is our

Loves should be so put into the microscope of a Coterie."

(Buxton Forman, Letters of Keats to Fanny Brawne, 1878,

No. XXXVI.) Also in another letter to Miss Brawne we read,
"

I shall never be able any more to endure the society of any
of those who used to meet at Elm Cottage and Wentworth

Place I hate men, and women more.
53

(Ibid, No. XXXVII.)
Allowance must be made for the sick and nervous state of

Keats
5 mind when he wrote such unkind words about his

friends. Some of them misjht have been mean in theiro

dealings with him but that is no reason why he should have

fallen foul upon the whole set. They were not infallible or

perfect, but a few of them were true to him till his death and

even after it. A French biographer of Keats thinks that

Haydon was not careful in his relations with Keats during

the last days and he was too petty. (A. Erlande, Life

of John Keats, English Translation by M. Robinson, 1929.)

That all was not well with their friendship in 1819 is

suggested by George Paston in " B. R. Haydon and his

Friends
"

(1905) who quotes Keats writing to his brother

George :

" I shall perhaps still be acquainted with him ;

Jbut for friendship, that is at an end." (P. 101.) Yet

Wordsworth writing to Haydon in 1820 enquired,
" How is

Keats ? he is a youth of promise, too great for the sorry com-

pany he keeps." (Correspondence and Table Talk, Vol. II, p.

C5.) As to this
"
sorry company

"
which Wordsworth mentions

Haydon himself said,
" The greatest calamity for Keats was his
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being brought before the world by a set who had so much the

habit of puffing each other that every one connected with it

suffered in public estimation/' (Autobiography, p. 335.) In

this "
puffing each other " business then Haydon personally was

involved 1 One is reminded in this connection of what Sir

Walter Scott wrote to H. H. Milman,
"

I think any compli-

mentary intercourse betwixt men of our craft is very apt to

degenerate into a commercial treaty for mutual flattery." (The
Letters of Sir Walter Scott, Ed. H. J. C. Grierson, Centenary

Edition, Vol. VI, p. 172.)

Haydon was of opinion that Keats died a victim to mis-

takes on all hands, alike on the part of enemies and friends.

(Autobiography, p. 337.) If such is his own verdict then he

himself must have been one of those persons responsible for such

a catastrophe. Haydon further speaks of the connection of Keats

with the "Examiner "
clique and the unjust aversion against

him brought about by it. But the real fact was that he did not

like Leigh Hunt and did not pull on well with Reynolds either.

Hence he is not fair towards his other friends. After Keats'

death Haydon wrote in his Journal,
" A genius more purely

poetical never existed. In fireside conversation he was weak

and inconsequent, but he was in his glory in the fields. He
was the most unselfish of human creatures ; unadapted to the

world, he had a kind heart, and would have shared his

fortune with any one who wanted it... Poor dear Keats...May
your kind and gentle spirit be now mingling with those of

Shakespeare and Milton before whose minds you have so

often bowed." (Life of B. H. Haydon from his Autobio-

graphy and Journals, Edited and compiled by Tom Taylor,

1853, pp. 8-10, Vol. II.) Blunden in the Epilogue to

Haydon's Autobiography (1927) remarks,
" There is no ques-

tioning the warmth of Haydon's friendship for Keats, despite

his misunderstandings.
" The famous Nightingale Ode of

Keats was recited first to Haydon and given on his suggestion

for publication to the
" Annals of Fine Arts

" which bis friend
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James Elraes edited. (Keats Memorial Volume, Ed. G. 0.

Williamson, 1921, article by Sidney Colvin A Morning's
Work in a Hampstead Garden.)

It would not be out of place to note here that flaydon
introduced Lamb to Keats though they did not become friends

in the sense that Haydon and Keats were. (E. V. Lucas, The
Life of C harles Lamb, 1921, p. 482 ff., Vol. I.) Keats referred

to Lamb's jokes in a letter to his brother George (M. B. Eor-

man, Vol. II, p. 468, Letter dated 17th September, 1819.) In

another letter to his brothers he spoke about Lamb getting

tipsy. (Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 80-81.) Lamb always admired Keats'

poetry. (Gentleman's Magazine, May, 1838, p. 464, Review

of T. N. Talfourd's Letters of Charles Lamb by Rev. John

Mitford.) Water Jerrold thinks that it is not improbable that

Lamb wrote the brief notice of Keats
5

death which appeared
in the "London Magazine

"
under the signature

" L." (Thomas
Hood and Charles Lamb, pp. 143-44.) This obituary notice is

an appreciative one :

<c Mr. Keats was, in the truest sense of the word, a poet.

There is but a small portion of the public acquainted with

the writings of this youngman ; yet they were full of high

imagination and delicate fancy, and his images were beautiful

and more entirely his own, perhaps, than those of any living

writer whatever. He had a fine ear, a tender heart, and at

times great force and originality of expression : and notwith-

standing all this, he has been suffered to rise and pass away
almost without a notice : the laurel has been awarded (for the

present) to other brows : the bolder aspirants have been

allowed to take their station on the slippery steps of the temple

of fame, while he has been nearly hidden among the crowd

during his life, and has at last died, solitary and in sorrow, in

foreign land/
5

(P. 426, London Magazine, April, 1821.)

Bertram Dobell on the other hand was of opinion that this

might have been written by Bryan Waller Procter. (Side-

lights of Charles Lamb, 1903, p. 192.) But there is not much
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reason to think like that. Lamb was sufficiently generous to

be capable of writing in such a vein about a fellow man of

letters.

Ill

Leigh Hunt (1784-1859) was one of the literary lumi-

naries of his own days and Keats was introduced to him

by Cowden Clarke. (Clarke, Recollections of Writers, 1878,

p. 132 ff.) In 1815 Keats had written a sonnet in admiration of

Hunt before he actually met him. The Poems of 1817 were

dedicated to Hunt in the sonnet
"

Glory and Loveliness have

passed away." Hunt replied in a sonnet to John Keats.

(Pp. 36-37, B. Miller Leigh Hunt's Relations with Byron,

Shelley and Keats, 1920.) In Bunt's "
Foliage

"
(1818) there

are four sonnets addressed to Keats, one of which begins with
"
Young Keats a flowering laurel on your brow/' (Buxton

Forman, Poetical Works of Keats, Vol. I, Appendix.) Leigh
Hunt wrote a very fine sonnet on Keats in 1817 on flyleaf of a

copy of Keats' Poems of 1817, now in possession of Mr. H, B.

Smith of America :

"
Keats, I admire thine upward daring soul,

Thine eager grasp at immortality

I deem within thy reach; rejoic'd I sec

Thee spurn, with brow serene, the gross control

Of circumstance; while o'er thee visions roll

In radiant pomp of lovely poesy.

She points to blest abodes where spirits free

Feed on her smiles and her great men extol.

Still shall the pure flame bright within thee burn

While Nature's voice alone directs thy mind;

Who bids thy speculation inward turn

Assuring thee her transcript thou shalt find.

Live hers live freedom's friend ; so round thine urn

The oak shall with thy laurels be entwin'd."

(Bulletin of the Keats-Shelley

Memorial, Rome, Ed. Sir R. Rodd and

H, N, Gay. No, 2, p, 26, 1913
; also
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" Note on Some Volumes now in

America once owned by Keats,
"

by
R. U. Johnson, p. 11.)

Keats was an ardent admirer of Hunt. In several of his

sonnets there are enough indications of this. In the sonnet

written on the day that Hunt left prison Keats wrote :

" In Spenser's halls he stray 'd
f and bowers fair,

Culling enchanted flowers ; and he flew

With daring Milton through the fields of air :

To regions of his own genius true

Took happy flights.
1 '

In a sonnet to Haydon Hunt is referred to as Cl he of the

rose, the violet, the spring, the social smile, the chain for

Freedom's sake.'* In 1817 Keats wrote a poem on Hunt's
"

Story of Rimini/
5 Hunt in 1820 dedicated his translation

of Tasso's
"
Amyntas

"
to Keats.

Keats lived with Leigh Hunt in Hampstead for some

time and Hunt has recorded his impressions of Keats' perso-

nal appearance in " Lord Byron and Some of his Contempora-
ries

"
(1828) :

" He was under the middle height ; and his lower

limbs were small in comparison with the upper, but neat and

well turned. His shoulders were very broad for his size
;
he

had a face in which energy and sensibility were remarkably

mixed up ; an eager power, checked and made patient by ill-

health. Every feature was at once strongly cut, and deli-

cately alive. If there was any faulty expression, it was in

the mouth, which was not without something of a character of

pugnacity. His face was rather long than otherwise ; the

upper lip projected a little over the under ;
the chin was

bold, the cheeks sunken ; the eyes mellow and flowing ; large,

dark, and sensitive. At the recital of a noble action, or a

beautiful thought, they would suffuse with tears, and his

mouth trembled. In this, there was ill-health as well as ima-

gination, for he had great moral courage His hair, of a

brown colour, was fine, and hung in natural ringlets. The
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head was a puzzle for the phrenologists, being remarkably
small in the skull : a singularity which he had in common
with Byron and Shelley, whose hats I could not get on

"

(pp. 246-47).

When Keats left England Hunt addressed to him a

message of farewell which was published in the
"'

Indicator
"

(20th September, 1820) : "Thou hast <a mighty soul in a little

body ;

' and the kind cares of the former for all about thee

shall no longer subject the latter to the chance of impressions

which it scorns ; and the soft skies of Italy shall breathe balm

upon it ; and thou shalt return with thy friend the nightin-

gale, and make all thy other friends as happy with thy voice

as they are sorrowful to miss it. The little cage thou didst

sometime share with us, looks as deficient without thee, as

thy present one may do without us
;

but farewell for a

while : thy heart is in our fields ;
and thou wilt soon be back

rejoin to it." (Buxton Forman, Collected Works, Vol. IV ; also

Blunden, Leigh Hunt's " Examiner
"
examined, 1928, p. 158.)

After the departure for Itlay Hunt did not cease to take

interest in Keats. In a letter to Joseph Severn early in 1821

Hunt wrote, "'Tell him tell that great poet and noble-hearted

man that we shall all bear his memory in the most-precious

part of our hearts, and that the world shall bow their heads to

it, as our loves do Tell him he is only before us on the

road, as he is in everything else ; or, whether you tell him the

latter or no, tell him the former, and that we are coming after

him. The tears are again in my eyes, and I must not afford

to shed them." (The Correspondence of Leigh Hunt, Edited

by Thornton Hunt, 1862, Vol. I, p, 108.) It was Leigh Hunt
who made Shelley take an interest in Keats. Shelley in a

letter from Pisa in November, 1820, to Marianne Hunt

wrote,
" Where is Keats now ? I am anxiously expecting

him in Italy, when I shall take care to bestow every possible

attention on him. I consider his a most valuable life, and 1 am

deeply interested in his safety. I intend to be the physician

3
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both of his body and of his soul, to keep the one warm,
and to teach the other Greek and Spanish. I am aware, in-

deed, in part, that I am nourishing a rival who will far surpass

me ; and this is an additional motive and will be an added

pleasure." (Ibid, p. 159.)

But Hunt was not always particular if he wronged his

friend for in a letter to Shelley (1st March, 1821) he spoke of

Keats as "
fearfully sensitive/' (Ibid, p. 163.) His own admission

is,
"

I could not love him as deeply as I did Shelley. That

was impossible. But my affection was only second to the one

which I entertained for that heart of hearts. Keats, like

Shelley himself, enjoyed the usual privilege of greatness with

all whom he knew, rendering it delightful to be obliged by

him, and an equal, but not greater, delight to oblige. It was

a pleasure to his friends to have him in their houses, and he

did not grudge it." (Autobiography of Leigh Hunt, p. 331,

1928 Edition, originaily published in 1850:) During the for-

mative period of the poetical career of Keats Leigh Hunt was

of assistance to him and it would not be unreasonable

to think that he stimulated to some extent the genius of Keats

in the production of poetry.

IV

Three persons who should be placed in one group
were extremely friendly to Keats. These were John Taylor

(1781-1864), James Augustus Hessey (1785-1870), and

Richard Woodhouse (1788 or 1789-1834). John Taylor was

a partner of the firm of the publishers, Taylor and Hessey.

He was of Scottish descent and son of James Taylor, a

publisher at Retford. He was the originator of the

theory that Sir Philip Francis wrote the letter of Juniu

in his book "Junius Identified. He and his partner

Hessey lived at Fleet Street till the latter married and

to their residence Lamb, Hazlitt, Keats, Reynolds and

others were visitors, In 1821 Taylor became editor of the
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London Magazine with Hood as sub-editor. In 1825 Taylor
and Hessey dissolved their partnership and two years later

Taylor became publisher to the University of London. Taylor

spent his last days at Kensington and lies buried at Gamston
near Retford. Both Taylor and Hessey were very good
friends to Keats, They advanced him money and had high
admiration for his poetic powers. The relationship that exist-

ed between Keats and his publishers was above the ordinary

cordiality that often exists between an author and his pub-
lishers and can be said to have been very intimate.

Taylor was really interested in Keats as will be evident

from some of his letters. In a letter dated 15th May, 1818

Taylor wrote,
"

I have been calling this Morning on Mr.

Gifford, and am happy in having secured an Acquaint-

ance which I should never have suffered to decline had I

been wise. He seems satisfied with the Identity of Junius

but what I principally wanted to see him for was to speak a

Word or two in Favour of Keats. I had heard that he is

writing an Article on Leigh Hunt, Shelley and Keats. I wished

him to understand that Keats was a young Man of great

Promise, whom it would be cruel to sacrifice on the sole

account of his Connexion with Hunt, a Connexion which would

doubtless soon be Dissolved by the Differences of their Charac-

ters. He heard and assented to all I said, but I fear it is too

late to be of much Service, for he pointed to an Article in

which they are noticed, then lying on his Table, and I fear it

will not experience any alteration from my Appeal." (London

Mercury, p. 258, 1925.) Two years later Taylor wrote^ "Next

week Keats's new Volume of Poems will be published, and if it

does not sell well I think nothing will ever sell again, I am
sure of this, that for poetic Genius there is not his equal

living, and I would compare him against anyone with either

Milton or Shakespeare for his Beauties" (Ibid, p. 259).

In a letter, dated August 10, 1820, to his brother, Taylor

referred to the bad financial position of Keats as his brother
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George had borrowed all his money and of his own desire

to advance him so much as will carry him to Rome and back

again. Through Taylor's efforts a certain amount of money
was clubbed by mutual friends.

Taylor wrote the introductions to John Clare's " Poems

descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery" (1820) and "The

Village Minstrel and other Poems" (1821) and these were

published by his own company. In many of Taylor's letters

to Clare written between 1820 and 1837 there are references to

Keats, Reynolds, Woodhouse, Hessey, Lamb, and others (London

Mercury, 1921). His faith in Keats was very great and in

the letters to Clare he affirmed it again and again (ibid, pp.

141, 142, 146) . On the 26th March, 1821, Taylor wrote to

Clare,
" The life of poor Keats is ended at last : he died at

the age of 25. He used to say he should effect nothing upon
which he would rest his fame till he was 30, and all our hopes

are over at 25. But he has left enough though he did not

think so and if his Biographer cannot do him Justice the ad-

vocate is in Pault, and not the cause
"

(p. 145). In Clare's

" The Village Minstrel and other Poems "
there is a poem to

the memory of Keats and it was written obviously on the

request of Taylor :

" The world, its hopes, and fears, have pass'd away;

No more its trifling thou shalt feel or see ;

Thy hopes are ripening in a brighter day,

While these left buds thy monument shall be.

When Rancour's aims have passed in nought away,

Enlarging specks discern'd in more than thee,

And beauties' minishing which few display,

When these are past, true child of Poesy,

Thou shalt survive Ah, while a being dwells,

With soul, in Mature's joys, to warm like thine,

With eye to view her fascinating spells,

And dream entranced o'er each form divine,

Thy worth, Enthusiast, shall be cherish'd here,

Thy name with him shall linger, and be dear." (Vol. II, p. 207.)
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Clare has left an interesting pen-picture of Taylor from which

it can be gathered that he was " a man of very pleasant

address,"
" a very pleasant talker/

5 " a clever fellow and a

man of Genius." (Blunden, Sketches in the Life of John

Clare by Himself, pp. 117-19.) After 1825 Taylor did not see

much of his old friends and in some of his letters between

1826 and 1830 there is a sad note. The London Magazine

group had become dismembered and Taylor had also given up

publishing. (See Bluden, New Sidelights on Keats, Lamb
and others from Letters to J. Clare, London Mercury, June,

1921 ;
Also Blunden, Shelley and Keats as they struck their

Contemporaries, 1925.)

Taylor was a man of character and learning. No wonder

that to him Keats confided at times his best thoughts. In

February, 1818, Keats wrote,
" I think Poetry should surprise

by a fine excess and not by Singularity it should strike the

Header as a wording of his own highest thoughts, and appear
almost a Remembrance. Its touches of Beauty should never

be half way thereby making the reader breathless instead of

content : the rise, the progress, the setting of imagery should

like the sun come natural to him shine over him and set

soberly although in magnificence leaving him in the Luxury of

twilight/' (Letters of Keats, M. B. Forman, Vol. I, p. 116.)

In another letter Keats expressed his desire of finding enjoy-

ment through
" continual drinking of knowledge." (Ibid,

p. 146.) In a subsequent letter Keats spoke of rather reading

Chaucer than Ariosto. (Ibid, Vol. II, p. 481.) Keats was

singularly fortunate in securing the good services of publishers

like these who not only appreciated his merit but also stood by
him in financial straits.

James Augustus Hessey played the second fiddle to

Taylor. Before he became a partner of Taylor he was with a

firm called Lackington & Co. of Finsbury Square, London,
which Taylor had also served for some years. Probably because

Taylor was the senior and naturally more important of the
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two, Hessey preferred to remain in the background. Yet that

he was a man of discernment can be judged from Keats' letter

to him,
" The Genius of Poetry must work out its own salva-

tion in a man : It cannot be matured by law and precept, but

by a sensation and watchfulness in itself. That which is

creative must create itself.'
5

(Letters of Keats, M. B. Forman,
Vol. I, p. 243.) Hessey had profound regard for Keats.

In a letter to a friend he wrote about the 1820 volume of

Poems,
<c For my part, I think no single volume of Poems

ever gave me more real delight on the whole than I have

received from this." (London Mercury, Vol. IV, 1921, p.

H3.) On another occasion he wrote,
"
Hyperion is full of the

most sublime poetical Images, and the small Poems delight

me very much/* (Ibid.) After their partnership was dissolved

Hessey was for some time a Book and Print auctioneer and

later on became a school master in Hampstead. To this school

came the nephews of his former partner Taylor,

Taylor's account of Hessey is quite interesting.
v * James

Augustus Hessey is thin, dresses principally in black* his face

is round and good-humoured when he does not frown when

he does, it has the contrary expression. He is about 22, but

retains a boyish appearance about the head. His application

is good his Conversation and manners, lively. He has a

readiness of droll quotation, and humorous allusion is some-

what witty but had rather be considered a man of strong

sense. His enunciation is not very distinct, but rapid, and

when he wishes to utter his opinion in a serious manner, he

hesitates or stutters a little, as if in doubt what words to select

next. He can speak with propriety on all subjects because

his good sense teaches him how far he is qualified to speak.

He is a great favourite wherever he goes, particularly with

young Ladies, who like him for his cheerfulness, and because

he sings a little, plays a little, and dances as well In a

word he has wit and accomplishment sufficient to please

everybody, and Sense enough to make *them the subordinate
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parts of his character." (London Mercury, Vol. XII, 1925,

pp. 164-65.)

Richard Woodhouse belonged to an old Hertfordshire

family. His father lived at Bath. He was educated at Eton

and knew French, Spanish and Italian. Though interested in

literature Woodhouse did not publish anything. He was a

solicitor and a sort of literary adviser to Taylor and Hessey,
Woodhouse wrote a friendly letter to Keats after the Black-

wood and Quarterly's attack. (Amy Lowell, John Keats, Vol.

II, pp. 97 ff.) Previous to this he had written a sonnet to

Apollo which was inspired by Keats' Poems of 1817. (Amy
Lowell, Vol. I, p. 281). In the course of his reply to Wood-

house Keats -wrote, "A Poet is the most unpoetical of any

thing in existence ; because he has no Identity he is con-

tinually in for and filling some other Body The Sun, the Moon,
the Sea and Men and Women who are creatures of impulse are

poetical and have about them an unchangeable attribute the

poet has none ; no identity he is certainly the most unpoetical

of all God's Creatures." (M. B. Eorman, Vol. I, p. 245.) In

the same letter Keats wrote,
"
I am ambitious of doing the

world some good : if I should be spared that may be the work

of maturer years in the interval I will assay to reach as high
a summit in Poetry as the nerve bestowed upon me will

suffer." (Ibid % p. 246.) In a letter to his cousin Woodhouse

remarked about Keats,
"

: Such a genius, I verily believe, has

not appeared since Shakespeare and Milton/' (Amy Lowell,

Vol. II, p. 187
;
also Times Literary Supplement, April 16,

1914).

But Keats knew his limitations better than his friends.

In September, 1819, he sent the " Ode to Autumn " and some

lines from "
Hyperion

"
to Woodhouse in the course of a

letter from Winchester in which he truly expressed opinions

about his own poems.
" The Pot of Basil

" Keats thought as

"too smokable." (M. B. Forman, Vol.11, p. 425.) His

own criticism of it was,
"
Isabella is what I should call were
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I a reviewer ' A weak-sided Poem '

with an amusing sober-

sadness about it." (Ibid, p. 426.) Yet Woodhouse hoped,
" His faults will wear away his fire will be chastened and

then eyes will do homage to his brilliancy. But genius is way-

ward, trembling, easily daunted. And shall we not excuse the

errors, the luxuriancy of youth ? He had the faith that

Keats during his life would " rank on a level with the best

of the last or present generation : and after his death will

take his place at their head." (Colvin, Keats, 1917, p. 368.)

Before Keats left England Woodhouse wrote to him,
" God

bless you ! Take care of yourself, if it be only for your

friends' sake. Above all, keep your mind at ease. There are

many who take more than a brotherly Interest in your

welfare," (Amy Lowell, Vol. II, p. 462.) With Haslamhe

accompanied Keats as far as Gravesend on his way to Italy,

one of the last friendly acts that he could do.

His special claim to remembrance is due to the fact that

he was a sort of editor of Keats' works in as much as he

collected and copied all kinds of writings by Keats which

otherwise would have been lost. \\Toodhouse was an excellent

classic, had a turn for poetry and possessed a great deal of

humanity. (London Mercury, 1925, p. 165, for Taylor's

impressions of Woodhouse.) About 1830 he was attacked

with consumption and went abroad for the improvement of-

his health. He did not recover. His friends now and then

visited him and before he died in September, 1834, he left all

his MS. papers containing unpublished poems of Keats and

various other matter relating to him with Taylor who wrote

in this connection to a friend,
<c

I don't know when it would

.be possible for me to do anything with them. I should like

to print a complete Edition of Keats's Poems, with several of

his Letters, but the world cares nothing for him I fear that

even 250 copies would not sell." (London Mercury, June,

1921, p. 146.), Woodhouse had done his duty, but Taylor was

probably thinking here as a publisher and reckoning the
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access of such an enterprise. Yet we cannot blame him too

much if we consider that Keats had not even then begun to be

very much appreciated in England.

V

In 1817 Keats first came to know Charles Wentworth
Dilke (1789-1864) and Charles Armitage Brown (1786-1842)

when the Keats brothers were living in Well Walk, Hamp-
stead. Dilke and Brown were friends of Hunt and had been

school-fellows. Brown had been in business, while Dilke

was in the Civil Service. They shared a house or rather a

joint block of two houses called Wentworth Place. In

December, 1818, Keats came to live at this place with Brown
after the death of Tom Keats. His life at Wentworth Place

was eventful. It was at this place that he came to know

Eanny Brawne. On occasions he was away from town either

to see friends of Dilke in Hampshire or to the Isle of Wight
to see James Eice. At the latter place Brown joined him.

Some of his best poems were written during his stay at

Brown's residence. In Brown's lodging Keats began

"Hyperion
" which was published as a fragment. It is pro-

bably through the efforts of Brown that the Nightingale Ode
was preserved. Lord Houghton says,

" Mr. Brown saw him

thrusting them away, as waste paper, behind some books, and

had considerable difficulty in putting together and arranging
the stanzas of the Ode. Other poems as literally

'

fugitive

were rescued in much the same way for he permitted Mr.

Brown to copy whatever he could pick up, and sometimes

assisted him." (Life and Letters of Keats, p. 175.) Cowden

Clarke rightly observes,
" Keats never had a more zealous, a

finer, or more practical friend and adviser than Armitage
Brown." (Recollections of Writers, p. 146.)

4
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Brown in spite of his havipg been a business man took

considerable interest in letters. He had some share in the

tragedy "Otho the Great /' on which Keats was engaged at

.Winchester and Shanklin in 1819. In 1814 Brown had pub-
lished a com ic opera "Narensky," It was performed In the

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, London, in June, 1814. In the

preface Brown wrote,
" This Opera was written nearly five

years ago. The plot was founded on an event which occurred

in Russia, during my residence there/* In 1829 Brown went

to Italy and there he helped Edward Trelawny with " The
Adventures of a Younger Son/' From Italy Brown came to

England to migrate soon to New Zealand with his family.
But before he left England he handed over all the materials

about Keats in his possession to Moncton Milnes. In 1842
he died at New Plymouth, New Zealand. In 1878 John

George Cooke, friend of Trelawny, wrote to Walter Severn

about Brown,
" He was buried outside the churchyard at

Taranaki (New Plymouth). His son and myself were his

mourn ers, and there, under the beautiful shadow of our

glorious mountain Taranaki, after life's fitful fever, let us

hope he sleeps well/' (Life and Letters of Joseph Severn

William Sharp, 1892, p. 265.)

That Brown was in earnest about writing a memoir of

Keats will be evident from a letter he wrote to Fanny Brawne
from Florence in 1829 in which he asked for permission to

use Keats' poems addressed to her and some of his letters to

her : "As his love for you formed so great a part of him we

may be doing him an injustice in being silent on it ; Indeed

something must be said especially as Hunt has said some-

thing.'
1

(The Keats Letters, Papers, and other Kelics, Ed.
G. C. Williamson.) Hunt's indiscretion referred to in this

letter had its origin in a talk with Keats that he recorded in
" Lord Byron and some of his Contemporaries

"
(p. 267) in

which he hinted at Keats' suspicion that Fanny Brawne was
flirting with Brown. But whatever might have been Keats1
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fault in this matter Brown himself has said, "He possessed

the noble virtues of friendship and generosity to excess
; and

they, in this world, may chance to spoil a man of independent

feeling, till he is destitute." Hunt was not within his rights

in betraying a secret confided to him in a moment of mental

agony. The scheme of Brown did not materialise on account

of circumstances over which probably he had no control. But

he did a very judicious thing in entrusting Moncton Milnes

with the literary remains of Keats. (See Lord Houghton's
Aldine Edition of Keats' Poems, 1876, for Brown's notes on

some works of Keats), The other version of Hyperion which

Brown entrusted to Milnes was published by him in the

Miscellanies of the Philobiblion Society. (London, 1856-57,

Vol. III.) In a note Milnes says, "Is it the original sketch

out of which the earlier part of the printed poem was com-

posed, or is it the commencement of a reconstruction of the

whole ? I have no external evidence to decide this question ;

but it seems to me that, in either case, this fragment well

deserves preservation."

During the last days of Keats as during the earlier days

of his illness Brown was constantly with him. " Mr. Brown

is just the man to be happy with," wrote a friend of Severn.

(Life and Letters of Severn, p. 142.) Keats' last letter from

Italy was to Brown. About him Severn wrote in a letter,

" He is not only a man of genius but of most beautiful taste."

(Ibid, p. 139.) Brown was a writer of tales and also of miscella-

neous descriptive and critical papers. He once intended to

write the reminiscences of men of letters and artists he knew.

Sometimes he devoted himself to serious literary work. In

1838 was published Brown's
"
Shakespeare's Autobiographical

Poems "
a study of his Sonnets. In a dedication to W. S .

Landor the author said :

" To you I first communicated at

Florence my explanation of Shakespeare's Sonnets. The

interest you felt, and your desire that I should publish the

discovery, have induced me, though after a lapse of ten years,
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to enter on the serious, and, perhaps unpardonable task, of

solving a literary difficulty." In an advertisement at the end

of this volume there was an announcement to die effect that

Brown was preparing for the press an edition of Shakespeare's

Poems. But what became of this is unknown. People have

forgotten his explanation of the Sonnets of Shakespeare or his

serio-comic opera. But his friendship for Keats is still

remembered. William Sharp writes :

u The only rival of

Severn in the minds of those who revere the genius of Keats,

is Charles Armitage Brown The prevalent impression
seems to be that Brown was merely a man of independent
means and literary tastes ; but he was, in truth, and of neces-

sity, much more a professional man of letters than were most

of the minor members of the Keats circle, certainly not less,

for instance, than was John Hamilton Reynolds, though

Reynolds had a finer native talent and a more distinctive

expression... he was at once a shrewd man of the world

and an impulsive enthusiast, loyal and unselfish in his affec-

tions, bitter and often unreasonable in his dislikes, at all times

ready to resent an affront, real or imaginary, or to smoke the

pipe of peace whether as forgiver or as the forgiven," (Life

and Letters of Joseph Severn, Preface, pp. vii-viii.)

Charles Wentworth Dilke was in the Navy Pay office.

He edited a continuation of Dodsley's
" Old Plays

" about

1815, wrote till 1830 in various monthly and quarterly

journals. For some years he edited "the Athenaeum/
5

His

earliest friends were J. H. Reynolds, Thomas Hood, Keats

and Charles Brown. In 1816 he came to know Keats. In

June 1818, Keats and Brown went on a tour in north England
and ^cotland. Keats was at that time in far from good

health. On receiving the news of a worse turn in his

brother's illness Keats returned to London all on a sudden

and Mrs. Dilke made a note of this incident. "John Keats

arrived here last night, as brown and as shabby as you
can imagine ; scarcely any .shoes left, his jacket all torn at
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the back, a fur cap, a great plaid, and his knapsack. I cannot

tell what he looked like.
5 '

(The Papers of a Critic, in two

volumes, 1875, by C. "W. Dilke with a biographical sketch

by his grandson Sir C. W. Dilke, Kt., M.P., p. 5.) In the

month of September of that year Keats wrote a letter to

Dilke shortly after an attack upon him by the Blackwoods'

Magazine. In January 1819, when Keats and Brown went

for another trip Mrs. Dilke introduced him to her father-

in-law :

" You will find him a very odd young man, but

good-tempered, and good-hearted, and very clever indeed."

(Ibid, p. 6.) Both from Shanklin and Winchester Keats was

in correspondence with Dilke. In 1820 Mrs. Dilke wrote

to her father-in-law :

"
I am anxious to learn what success

Keats' new poems have. I do not promise myself a great

victory. If the public cry him up as a great poet, I

will henceforth be their humble servant ; if not, the devil take

the public.
"

(Ibid, p. 11.) Keats in the same year wrote a

letter to Dilke intimating his desire of taking up surgeon's

work in a ship.

Dilke also helped Lord Houghton in his Life of Keats.

In 1859 Joseph Severn came to England to raise the question

of a new monument to Keats at Rome and had a long corres-

pondence with Dilke, who wrote to Moncton Milnes :

"
If

you are of opinion that a monument should be erected to

Keats whether in Rome or in London, I shall be most happy
to subscribe, but to destroy the existing monument, and erect

another on its site, seems to me very like falsifying history.

If, as Mr. Severn says, this unseemly stone was erected when

Keats's memory was cherished by few, and his genius known

to fewer; and if Keats was so embittered by discouragement

that he desired those words to mark his grave, then the un-

seemly stone tells the story of his life. If the fame of Keats

be now world-wide the anomaly is another fact, and I for one

am willing to join in recording it on another monument. As

to the proposed inscription, it is certainly not to my taste ; but
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if you approve I will waive my objections, and will hope you
are right," (Ibid, p. 12.) This project was never carried out.

(For some letters of Keats to Dilke and for a letter from

Severn to Dilke respecting a monument to Keats, see The

Keats Letters, Papers, and other Kelics, Ed. Williamson
;

for

the Dilke bequests in the Hampstead Public Library, see W.
E. Doubleday Hand-book on the Dilke Bequest, 1914.)

Regarding Dilke Keats once wrote to his brother George :

" Dilke will never come at a truth as long as he lives;

because he is always trying at it. He is a Godwin-Methodist."

(Letters M.B. Eorman, Vol. II, p. 466.)

These were some of the more intimate friends that Keats

had. It should not, however, be supposed that they were his

only friends. There were others with whom at one time or

another he had been friendly. Among these was George

Felton Mathew whom Mr. Middleton Murry calls
" an elegant,

Pure and Aerial mind." (Studies in Keats.) Keats met him

at the house of a family of well-to-do tradespeople named the

Mathews through his brother George. Mathew addressed a

poem to Keats which was published in the "
European

Magazine
"

in October, 1816. In May 1817, he reviewed

Keats
3

poems in the same periodical :

"
Religion and the love

of virtue are not inconsistent with the character of a poet ;

they should shine like the moon upon his thoughts, direct the

course of his enquiries, and illuminate his reflections upon
mankind. We consider that the specimens here presented

to our readers, will establish our opinion of Mr. Keats's poeti-

cal imagination ;
but mere luxuries of imagination, more

especially in the possession of the proud egoist of diseased

feelings and perverted principles, may become the ruin of a

people inculcate the falsest and most dangerous ideas of the

condition of humanity and refine us into the degeneracy of

butterflies that perish in the deceitful glories of a destructive

taper. These observations might be considered impertinent,

thev applied to one who had discovered any incapacity
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for loftier flights to one who could not appreciate the energies

of Milton or of Shakespeare to one who could not soar to the

heights of poesy, and ultimately hope to bind his brows with

the glorious sunbeams of immortality/' Murray regards this

review as "
pretentious turgidity." Felton Mathew dropped

away when Oowden Clarke came to London and introduced

Keats to Leigh Hunt and his circle. Lord Houghton spoke
of Mathew as " a gentleman of high literary merit." (Life,

Letters and Literary Remains of Keats, 1848, p. 11.) He
added that this friend had introduced Keats to agreeable

society, both of books and men.

A friend worth mentioning was James Rice to whom
Keats addressed the sonnet,

" O that a week could be an

age," etc. (Amy Lowell, Vol. I, p. 617.) Buxton Forman
thinks that this was addressed to Reynolds. (Complete
Works of Keats, 1900-01, Vol. II, p. 199.) Another

friend was Thomas Richards. About Rice, Reynolds and

Richards Keats on one occasion wrote to his sister-in-law

Georgiana, "Rice is the wisest, Reynolds the play fullest,
Richards the out-o'-the-wayest. The first makes you
laugh and think, the second makes you laugh and
not think, the third puzzles your head. I admire the first, I

enjoy the second, I stare at the third." Another friend

whom Keats came to know through Reynolds was Benjamin
Bailey. Keats stayed with him at Oxford and visited Strat-

ford-on-Avon in his company. Bailey became a clergyman.
He also wrote an appreciation of Wordsworth. Keats regarded
him as "one of the noblest men alive/' Yet Amy Lowell
calls him a pedant and a prig. (Keats, Vol. I, p. 253.)
There is something wrong in Amy Lowell's judgment of the

friends of Keats. Professor Garrod has justly criticised her

"prolixity of imagination" in his lectures delivered from the

Chair of Poetry at Oxford in 1925. (Keats, Clarendon Press

1926.) She has made too much out of too little and she is

unduly severe upon almost all friends of Keats excepting
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Woodhouse. It should be said in drawing this study to a

close that Keats was singularly fortunate in drawing, round

him a number of sincere friends and it is to their credit as

well as to that of the man himself that most of them remained

true to his memory even long after he was.dead.
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Contemporary opinion seems to be in favour of the

view that the Gitagovinda as a work of art has a significance

not very consistent with what is clearly its religious appeal.

Apparently viewed the work, though recognised as a master-

piece of Sanskrit literature, jars on modern taste by its

vehement eroticism, however much one would transmute

it into the love divine. But as a matter of fact, if we are

not forgetful of our traditions, the work which ravished the

heart of Sri Gauraftgadeva, the purest of mortals, the work

which has poured and is still pouring the balm of Gilead on

the lacerated hearts of thousands of pious souls cannot be

simply brushed aside by such an exoteric standard. Indeed

like the famous Song of Songs of Solomon, which,
* as re-

constructed in the form of a drama by Monsieur Renan, is

almost unsurpassed in the whole range of mystical literature

in the West, the Gitagovinda has a unique standard of its own

as beings the maturest product of one who combined in his

wonderful genius the truest poet and the supreme mystio.

It will be our . endeavour in this paper to deal with the

Gitagovinda not only as a work of art, but as a representative

work of mysticism, and to point out fa this connection the

relation between art and religion. We shaft also try to bring

A. "part of thia paper appeared in a modified form in the Presidency
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out a justification of the fact so apparent in all mystical

writings, viz., the vehemence of sensuous appeal, and lastly

we shall point out the differences from such standard VaigQava

literature as the Bhagavata and the Harivamsa, which

Jayadeva has introduced in order to emphasize the mystical

note.

Now to do at least a partial justice to the claims of the

Qltagovinda as a work of art, we must dive down into the

first principles to consider for ourselves what it is that we

mean by art and, incidentally, a work of art. In this we

shall try the path indicated by one of the greatest of modern

philosophers, Bendetto Croce, in his remarkable work,
" The

History of Aesthetics,"

After distinguishing between intuitive and logical

knowledge, Croce characterises the former as being that

which is obtained through imagination, of individual

things (and not of their relations) and finally as being produc-

tive of images. So that the distinction between reality and

non-reality 13 extraneo us, secondary to the true nature of

intuition, where all is real, nothing is real. Again, intuitive

knowledge is expressive knowledge. To intuit is to express ;

and nothing else (nothing more but nothing less) than to

express.

The true critical attitude with regard to a work of art

is to ask if it be expressive and what it expresses, whether

it speaks or stammers or is altogether silent and not to ask

if it obey the law of an epic or a tragedy, of historical painting

or landscape. For in aesthetic analysis it is impossible to

separate subjective from objective, lyric from epic, the image

of feeling from that of things.

The true artist, in fact, finds himself big with his theme,

he knows mot how ; be feels the moment of birth drawing near,

but he cannot will it or not will it. Thus, while making a

verbal pretence of agreeing or yielding a feigned obedience,

artists have, however, really always disregarded tfee so-called
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laws of artistic and literary kinds. Every true work of art
has violated some established kind and upset the ideas

of the critics,who have thus been obliged to broaden kinds,
until finally even the broadened kind has proved too narrow

owing to the appearance of new works of art. Every true

work of art is a standard by itself.

Art, then, is independent both of science and of the useful

or the moral. There should be no fear lest frivolous or cold

art should thus be justified, since what is truly frivolous or

cold is so because it has not been raised to expression, or

in other words, frivolity and frigidity come always from
the form of the aesthetic treatment, from failure to grasp a

content, not from the material qualities of the content itself.

But this attitude should not be misunderstood. It is not

scientifically incorrect to talk of tragedies, comedies, dramas,,

romances, pictures of everyday life, battle-pieces, landscapes,

sea-scapes, poems, versicles, lyrics and the like, and to draw
attention to certain groups of works in general and approxi-

mately to which, for one reason or another, it is desired to

draw attention. But here from aesthetes that we were, we
have changed into logicians ; from contemplators of expres-
sion into reasoners.

Lastly, it follows as a corollary to what we have said

above that all translations are impossible in so far as they
pretend to effect the remoulding of one expression into

another. And one great characteristic of true work of art

is the fact of its being un-translatable.

Now religion or dharina as we better understand it,

dharma the substance, the self-ness of things and of men,
is the inherent or intuitive expression of practical aspirations

and ideals. It is not something that is forced upon us from
the outside, neither a sort of acquired habit ; but it is some-

thing that is immanent in our constitution as human beings ;

we cannot have it or not have it, according to our sweet will.

Every man as such is more or less religious-minded. It is
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this religious-mindedness that guides us in our conduct and

circumstances and largely accounts for the difference in

conduct in men even under the same circumstances. One

man in affluent circumstances gives away everything for the

mitigation of human suffering ; another, under as much
affluence becomes the more stingy to get his bank-amounts

doubled and trebled. This religious sense is never extinct ;

and it must not be confused with the so-called morality.

But if we take morality to be fundamentally the expression

of humanity as a whole through the individual, it merges into

dharma as we have conceived it. Every true poet and artist

possesses either consciously or unconsciously this religious

sense in a high degree. The birth-pangs of creation that

they feel cannot but arouse in them the highest religious

feeling like the pain of child-birth of the mother.

Especially so was the case with the poets and artists of

India, and medieval Europe. As sister Nivedita in her

searchingly synthetic essay very beautifully puts it :

" There

was a mood when we held in our hands an old book, an old

picture, an old jewel, or even things as a padlock, a piece of

brass-work, or a fragment of embroidery. It was a mood

of leisure and simplicity, to which the work in hand at the

moment was the whole aim of life. The craftsman was

concentrated upon his labour. The whole of Dharma lay in

the beauty he was bringing forth. His craft was for the

moment or for that moment in the existence of humanity

that we call a man's life his religion.'
5

It is of this religion

as a feeling and not merely as knowledge that we shall speak.

This religiousness is purely individualistic. And if it

starts from the Divine nature, rather than from man and his

surroundings, if it does not develop in an ethical reference, it

transcends into mysticism, where the dominant note, as St.

Augustine sounds it, is
*' I believe, therefore do I speak.

Say unto my soul* I am thy salvation. Speak it out that I

may hear theeV Behold, the ears of my heart are before thee,
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Lord, open them and say unto my soul, I am thy Salvation.

Lord, to whom being and living are not several things,

because both to be and to live in the highest degree is of thy

very essence. Whatsoever I speak, or write, or read, or

number, let all serve thee, O God, Thou Light of my soul,

Thou Bread of the eternal mouth of my soul, and Thou

Firmest Knot, marrying my soul and the bosom of my thoughts

together." Mysticism thus maintains the possibility of direct

intercourse with this Being of Beings intercourse by a species

of ecstatic transfusion or identification, in which the individual

becomes in very truth "
partaker of the divine nature." God

ceases to be an object to him and becomes an experience ; and

what may be called the symbolism of religious feeling remains

not simply a speculation but comes to be literally or meta-

physically true as an endeavour after the realization of an

ineffable union. And "it is a marked characteristic," as

Evellyn Underbill says,
" of mystical literature that the

great contemplatives, in their effort to convey to us the nature

of this communion with the Super-Sensuous are inevitably

drawn to employ some form of sensuous imagery ; ........ and

their fearless employment of homely and physical symbols

often startling and even revolting to the unaccustomed taste

is in direct proportion to the exaltation of their spiritual life.'
5

With the mystics the mind is as it were the sixth sense

as we have it) and they alone

can speak of hearing with the eye, seeing with the ear and so

on, which will sound to us extremely absurd and paradoxical.

But does not our talk of light and colour sound as absurd to

a man born-blind ?
" Between Nature and ourselves more,

between ourselves and our own consciousness hangs a veil, a

veil dense and opaque for normal men, but then almost trans-

parent, for the artist, the poet ftnd the mystic/'

To those who still have the incongruity between art and

religion lurking in their minds the following words of a recent

writer^ Mr. W. G. Raffe may commend themselves :
"
Every
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human peed is ended by the satisfaction of union with the object

desjj&d. Religion is the process of the attainment of the final

satisfaction and religious teaching in every land is the story of

the attainment of union. Consequently the symbols of art,

which is inspired from the same supernal force, have union as

their main subject. All art is the teaching of religion, and

the very form of religion itself is created as a work of art by a

supreme artist. Each body of teaching is made for its own

time and place, addressed to its own people, but all taken from

the same origin. But each in its own way stresses the act of

union and each uses as symbols the facts of the lower world,

and evan lower modes of union, as types of the higher/'

This general and somewhat abstract outline is drawn, as

is apparent, with an eye to the subject in hand, viz., the Qlta-

govinda of Jayadeva. The Gltagovinda is the only work, as far

we know, by Jayadeva, It is a whole life-time's fruition under

the mild-dewed touch of religion ;
an ardent mind has burst

forth into songs, a mind that has always lost itself in identifica-

tion with its lover even as Radha is described as having been.

Nothing tells so strongly clearly in a piece of work as its

motive. And what, one wonders, is the motive of the Glta-

govmda, so diligent a piece of work ? Its motive is to reveal

the joy of self-expression of the mystic, and in every rippling

dance of the music of his songs we feel the heart-beats of the

poet within our heart of hearts and every page of the work is

like a petal of his heart unfolded. This song-offering has been

bis Wy life-long worship to his lover, the Eternal Flute-

player. The work has been his life of life, his religion and it

has the supreme honour of creating or at least foreshadowing
a religion that was to have its day some centuries later.

It now poly remains to fill in this outline. The first

thing, as we have stated above, would be to ask what the

Gltagovinda tries to express and that with what success.

Thi? can be done in no better way than by taking a synopsis

pf tk& whQilp wpjrk, by going through 9vej?y pant pf the work,
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ift an appreciative and critical manlier. But this is touch

nio*e than what our space will permit and we shall hare to

rest content with only a rapid and helpful analysis.

In the first place, there is the "$3$$" sloka over tha

significance of which a great deal of controversial breath has

been expended. But obviously with the reading of the stanza

over again after we have finished the work once, we have our

first vague idea confirmed that it expresses and embodies

within itself the meaning of the whole book. Kr$na asks

Radha to get for him a shelter and what more fitting shelter

can EadhS give than her own heart when their perfect union

H effected in the twelfth canto ; it is thus that a man finds

himself bound within the life of a householder in the love df

his own beloved. 1 The stanza has thus a twofold significance.

It gives the meaning of the whole work in a nutshell as well

as introduces us into the religious atmosphere of the poem.
Then follows in three stanzas an account of the poet himself

as also of his contemporaries and the class of readers for

whom the work is meant. Now the line "srf??

with ifcs aPParenfcly contradictory

tone at once reveals the mystic, who like Kavir, does not see

with approval prescriptions of dry mortifications for spiritual

uplift and well-being, and who, conscious of the

divinity of all things, delights in arts as a means of

service at the feet of his God and Beloved. Then eomes

very appropriately the first song, singing the glory of

God, as
ift(%nf3(

with superhuman faculties, and not as the

supreme soul, running closely parallel in thought with

verse of the Glta. But after an intervention of one sloka we

come to the second song which in general harps on the deeds

*

Compare the Com. Rtoifayriya, ad.
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of the Krs$a-mcarnation alone and we may add, of the

Gppaia-Krsna as distinguished from the Vasudeva Krsijta,

in which the main note is th&t he comes not only for the

deliverance of mankind but also to realise himself infinitely

through his activities. As Dr, S. N. Das Gupta puts it :

" The episodes of Krsija's life are often conceived to happen
on a non-physical plane, where both Krsna and his partners
are thought to play their parts of love and friendship in

non-physical bodies, Thus, they are not regarded as particular

events that took place at specific points of time in the life of

a particular man, Krsna. They are interpreted as the

eternal, timeless, spaceless play of God with His own associ-

ates and his energies, with whom He eternally realises Himself

in love and friendship."

The mystico-philosophical significance that the above

excerpt sees into the Krsna episodes has been in another way
stated in the Gopala-tapanI Upanisad, which may be conveni-

ently taken notice of at this place. The Gopala-tapanI is

a curious mixture of Upanisadic thought with Tantric rituals

and observances. Be this as it may, it adopts the Upaniadic

view that Gopala Krsna is nothing but the
iKHTfll^ (Supreme

soul) and incite his 44l4||ttifw (the manifestations of power) that

through ^TH and ^ conceals from the Jlvatman (the indivi-

dual Soul) his true identity which consists in the realisation

of?iwrfs (Thou art That). The pjay of Krsna with lladha,

the chief of the iftqts, is the eternal play of *TO?taf*?C*nB or

betjter ijjR; in his desire for self-realisation (H tte 33?taF 3$ ^lt

qgnifc) 5 and the ever-flowing cosmos dances in the music of

eternal *fa(
music that finds its echo in the devout heart of

the bhakta, whose mind is the holy g^jspi and whose ecstatic

tears the flow of the sacred *Rrfs[*tt This may be true so far

as it goes, but it smacks too much of abstract philosophy to

be "in the spirit of a mystic with a keen and profound pbetiti

temperament. As a poet-mystic Jayadeva had no contempt

for the physical, ,
which he has taken. QS the vehicle of his
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mystic oommumeation. For his mystic vision all aspect* of

the world possessed equal authority and really the first love

o! a maiden for a youth is the intensest and purest kind of

love that the earth has to offer. And his soul as a maiden

felt the same yearning for Kr^a, the most Divine Youth,
which his Radha has exhibited. Again, he as a bhakta has

every olaira to the love of Kr$a, who himself is shown to

pine for the love of Radha, that is to say, for the love of the

bhakta> the most triumphant utterance in this connexion

being what is placed in the mouth of Krsrja ^IKiKmdMp^i HflT

I
What soul in the highest

devotional mood has not been weary of the delay of His

approach, in a fit of divine jealousy thinking Him to be

tarrying with others more fortunate than himself ! This

conception very easily explains how it was possible for Krsoa

to be dallying with so many maidens at the same moment.,

He is the

such he remains the lover of every soul that yearns. The

explanation will not do, for the Sloka of the

II stands as a real and formidable barrier.

Nor the philosophical explanation baaed on the Upaniaadic

text, *T ^wfi w^iT ^fijraT *m* wti qfvrei^ i ?rat^qr, fowwi

meaning that the tftin* stands

as a mere spectator without feeling anything the worse for

any kind of enjoyment, for nothing can touch it, while it is

the individual soul, the Jlvatman, that reaps the fruits of

its own enjoyments. This really takes its stand on absolute

monism, for the iKHIftl^ being ci*ltJlqffo^4|*(, holding the

whole universe within its bosom, whom will it enjoy or seek ?

But the mystic conception of God is essentially dualistio,

if not pantheistic. Shakta is as much necessary for
*nT3T7(

as the latter is necessary for the former*

It is very significant that Jayadeva omits from his poem
the episode of J^ifqn or blowing the lute prior to the

58
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scene, nor is there the suggestion of the iftifts having left

their .husbands and relations and other household duties of

the time, drawn away by its music ; although there is always
the mention of singing the lute as associated with Kr$na.

The episode of th e athtitgvnTOTT is omitted and omitted on

purpose. Jayadeva seems not to be a supporter of the cult

of trcqftm ^f?I which was held up as the highest type of love

in later Vais^avism, as evinced, for example, in many places

Jayadeva did not concern himself with this

episode, because Jayadeva took the whole Krsna legend in

his own way, which wears altogether a different outlook.

His own treatment bears this out, as will be shown presently.

What we mean by our mystical interpretation may be clear

if we remember the very deep-toned, familiar song of

Rabindranath "% mil i$% q%f$3l 71$ ^nfafa" and many others,

tor example, "m *n& ^T ^^ rat ^^ I ^nlt *lt

H" efc* But we must not forget that inspite

of their almost similar mystical outlook there is

a vital distinction between Rabindranath and Jayadeva as

mystics. Rabindranath, like his favourite Kavir, escapes

the excessive emotionalism, the tendency to an exclusively

anthropomorphic devotion, which results from an unrestricted

cult of divine personality, especially under an incarnational

form, while Jayadeva accepts such an incarnational /orm,

and goes frequently to emotional raptures, more particularly

in his songs and it is this anthropomorphic devotion that

accounts for the portrayal of the character of Xrsna as we

have it in his work.

But we were on our way to an analytical orientation

of. the poem and we have far strayed away from our path.

After the-'qfij: <*frlK$ wtf Wnf

sloka, we have again a

benedictory stanza which indicates that the main TO in this

work is the y^l^K. Now this second sbng more than

the first supplies us with the other incidents of Krs$a's life,

incidents which place him in the light of ^r^f and fip? ;
arid
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it prepares us for his *n?P5 and *tp^t side and points out

unmistakably the fact that Krsija to be depicted here, will be

on a line with the words of the
agffr,

*

TOt t *t l'

Then begins the first Canto proper with an introductbry

stanza, which reveals the whole situation at a glance.

Radha has been in the fruitless search for Krna, who is

sporting with other jfttfts, but the pangs of separation of

Badha are because before that, she has been, she thinks, the

sole recipient of his love (so we gather from many places

later on), which is now turned to others, leaving her uncere-

moniously behind. Now Radha is addressed by her maid

in song, which describes in the most exquisitely idyllic poetry

and with an almost colour-laden brush, the sporting scene,

which is quite in the vein of ^^HH(3H, ^ft4J and ft^^TO.
This is familiarly known as ^reS^TT, which Jayadeva describes

in one place as ?J3tare a^d in another as ?;gt$T9, and

is

In this Canto as in others, it is remarkable that first there

are one or two introductory stanzas, giving the whole outline

of the scene, followed by songs, and then there are slokas

again, which are a clear and rather conscious (so invariable

the links are) repetition of the ideas of the songs. This

phenomenon has proved a veritable enigma for critics and,

more than anything else, has given food to the suspicion

which has found expression in many bold and sweeping

conjectures as to their authorship. This shows that we have

neglected the significance of hints like

showing at once that the songs are there

because they may more easily be retained, or rather may be

given a congenial place, in their memory by men of kindred

feeling or Kf%9f9ffi[ as they are frequently called. It is this

practical religious consideration that has made him compose
the songs ; but to satisfy the taste of his orthodox critics, he

had to render those thoughts in slokas also. But this should

not imply that the songs can be taken out of the book without
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consideration for the slokas. For, the slokas, many of

them, are essential to the thorough understanding of the

songs in their proper situations. The songs and the Slokas

are complementary to one another and it is wonderful how

artistically they are interwoven. The whole first canto ought
to prove a thing of constant study by the discerning critics.

The latest pronouncement of Dr. Keith in this respect, >. f

that "in inserting such songs, he [doubtless foresaw the use

that would be made of them both in the temples and at

festivals," does not sound plausible. And in the case of tWT
and irar> though not so directly of wjfo another explanation
of the song element may be offered and it is this that,

as we have in the tTT*T3ft 'WfTflP^ and 'j^mffin;', both qrar as

ir has, however,

as
IPT^VTT IffiWIT have been traditionally endowed with

highest proficiency in dancing and music and the hoary

antiquity of this tradition may be seen in the fact that men-

tion is made of the ^fai dance in Bhasa's drama, the

Bftlacarita.

There is another very significant aspect of the first

Canto. The second song begins with deeds of Krspa which

are enumerated in ^^HPRfl and <?fcr*r. Now scientifically

speaking and not aesthetically a distinction noted very clearly

above it fulfils very accurately one great epic condition, viz.,

that the hero must be of a tJhxt^TW type and his exploits

must be taken from some well-known source. The 'rasa'

consideration offers another reason why the incidents are

treated more like episodes than as dramatic action. Through-

out, the ifTt TO is presented to an ecstasy and the whole

situation of qqjftiT is described with all artistic details, and

with the perfect self-possession. This is strictly forbidden

in. any Sanskrit drama and so the songs ought not to be taken

as so many dramatic monologues. Thus the epic form is very

well justified.

New let us pursue the thread of the narrative further*
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The second Canto begins with the song of Radha,. After

the song there occurs this significant gloka :

This is verily the ^qCTTYWirafor, the first of the ten

mentioned in the TT^ff%^. Of these ten, we have

etc.),

and q^f^^r^fw, these nwT^rs manifest-

ed here. We have spoken before of the

and how mystical attitude is distinct from philosophical

attitude. Now in the fifth Canto there is a sloka which very

clearly points out this distinction :

Now in the iJtorercftQ*^ we ^ave an account of the ^t^s (with

which evidently the Hlimn^Trf^ is contrasted), an account

of the ?^s (to which ^^TWR^TR^t is presented as a contrast),

and the iHIftSr referred to there (^ttfgftt *W%> etc,) is

contrasted with this qifaWT'Zclc^. Indeed Jayadeva^ as here,

feBtlessly and freely associates terms of high religious

significance with love terms. Let us notice a few more

instances. We have ?f?gif

\

there is the comment of

It may be noticed in: passing, that from the artistic point of

view, the poet shows a thorough familiarity with the canons
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of qren's i||5Ulj|f#( and qnjWPV's tffTfFQ^T as the various parallels

quoted in the commentaries tend to testify.

Then comes another song of Radha as

addressed to the ^pift which begins thus :

As we find later on, the whole

situation, as the poet leads us into, is like this : Radha
discovers Krsna one spring morning engaged in revels with

the cow-herdesses since the night before, when he secretly

departed for them leaving Radha behind. Then Krsrja

suddenly remembers Radha (this
'

TT^THT^im ^%%
'

bears quite

a different meaning in the iftrlffifsf^ from the T*T^ct where

these very same words occur and mean, placing Radha on his

breast), Krsna sees also how Radha has angrily departed and he

feels penitent. Then there are mutual f^^ utterances, which

occupy the whole day and with the fall of evening the spring-

time is gone and then looms large the rainy season atmosphere
and the ^?t of Radha advises her to ^faflK, which Radha in

her love-lorn condition cannot do to the finish. So the Sixth

Canto ^nds with the evening thickening all around- 'iftfin^

and the Seventh Canto begins

with the moonlight diffused through the sky
/ There in a bower

Radh& spends the long dreary night saying,
' He cometh not,

he cometh not* and the Eighth Canto opens with the morning,

'TO 2R*wfa ^nfaiff fMta TCS(K5W$ft?!T w Jwtf.' Then

throughout the whole day there goes on the irftTOTC of Krna,
who reaches his lady-love in the Tenth Canto after the day
is over. Thus ;

The Eleventh Canto opens with the song of a

of Radba in the fall of evening (sfe^ !I^). Then in the

night the long-wished:for union comes about. I bus the

incidents of the whole poem occupy two consecutive days and

nights. This detailed time-analysis is not without its benefit.

The treatment of the natural atmosphere is striking. We
see this spring-time beauty smiling in the morning flowers
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and singing ia the hum of bees, holding its sway over the

whole day, being suddenly replaced with the fall of evening

by the rainy clouds and showers. This is not a mere poetic

device, but a common experience in Bengal, especially in

that part of Bengal of which the poet is said to have been

an inhabitant. This is a valuable piece of internal evidence

confirming that he was a native of Bengal, and not of Orissa,

as some suppose.

On the other hand, this time- analysis discloses how

different the whole arrangement is from the HW3ff, the ^fofo,

etc. For the sake of evidence let us enumerate these differ-

ences here. Thus :

\

f One night, that is extended by

? iftfPTtft^ ft is two days and nights.

fHT*re?f it is %PilHK*H) though yU^UI because of dense

3. < forests, etc.;

Of
is fins or fe|fyJK an(l through 4\J|HI4H he is

.transformed into a never-fading blooming youth ;

5 he is naturally shown as a youth,

first cause of such differences has been indicated

.t Jayadeva's mystical outlook. They also speak

eloquently of the large and lofty artistic sense of the poet.

They show how rigidly he keeps to the best tradition of the

classics. It is also very significant that he totally omits the
* element of the VTRT371 and in its stead shows us Krsna

a;s

L

the eternal youth. In this respect his precedent is followed

by all later poets like Oaijdidasa and Vidyapati, This has

heightened the effect of the poems, the power -tp
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grip the naiad with the sense of an absolute truth, which

shows the amplitude and intensity of realisation as also the

perfection of art.

The essay is already long. But it will be abrupt to close

it without some mention of its artistic beauty. We quote
from Dr. Keith, "If to be untranslatable is a proof of the

attainment of the highest poetry, Jayadeva has certainly claim

to that rank. The poem has all the perfection of the minia-

ture word-pictures which are so common in Sanskrit

poetry with the beauty which arises, as Aristotle

asserts, from magnitude and arrangement." Let us take

some instances. His similes are Kalidasian in point

of beauty and appropriateness they are pictures in

miniature :

We have said before,
"
Every true work of art has violated

some established kind," and the whole Sanskrit literature

affords no better example than the Gltagovinda, unique in

conception, unique in execution, unique in itself. And what

shall we say of his songs ? They flow out and shape them-

selves so spontaneously and with so careless an ea&e, into so

many pictures, with light and shade! colour and smell, sounds

and sensations, so sensuous and yet not sensual, so intense

and yet not fatiguing, that we feel saturated with the music

Of his verse, which rings sweet and unknown sensations into
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our ears. And with legitimate pride, born of intense self-

consciousness, he says :

To all this we say, Amen. His poem, like the immortal

Song of Songs, will be an unfailing source of joy and inspira-

tion to kindred spirits, and Jayadeva will always live in

their hearts, as he wished to live,














